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The proceedings of the first part of the fortieth ordinary session of the Assembly of WEU
comprise two volumes:

Volume I: Assembly documents.

Volume II: Orders of the day and minutes of proceedings, official report of debates, general
index.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS



FIRST SITTING

Monday,13th June 1994

ORDERS OF TIIEDAY

L. Opening of the first part of the fortieth ordinary session of
the Assembly.

2. Examination of credentials.

3. Election of the hesident of the Assembly.

4. Address by the hesident of the Assembly.

5. Election of the Vice-hesidents of the Assembly.

6. Adoption of the draft order of business for the first part of
the fortieth ordinary session (Doc. 1407).

1. Opening of the session

In accordance with Article lll (a) of the Charter
and Rules 2 and 5 of the Rules of Procedure, the
Provisional President declared open the fortieth
ordinary session of the Assembly of Western
European Union.

2. Attendance register

The names of the representatives and substitutes
who signed the register of attendance are given in
the appendix.

3. Address by the Provisional President

The Brovisional President addressed the Assembly.

4. Examinatian of credentials

In accordance with Rule 6 (1) of the Rules of
Procedure, the Assembly took note of the letter
from the President of the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe informing the Assembly
that the credentials of the representatives and sub-
stitutes had been ratified by that Assembly.

5. Obsemers

The Provisional President welcomed the perma-
nent delegations of parliamentary observers.

7. Address by Mr. van Eekelen, Secretary-General of WEU.

E. The European armaments agency - reply to the thirty-
ninth annual report of the Council (Presentation of and
debate on the repon ofthe Technological and Aerospace
Committee, Doc. l4l9).

9. Address by Mr. Haekkerup, Minister of Defence of Den-
mark.

10.The European armaments agency - reply to the thirty-
ninth annual report of the Council (Resumed debate on
the report of the Technological and Aerospace Comminee
and vote on the draft recommendntion, Doc. 14l9).

He welcomed the observers from Austria, Den-
mark, Finland, keland, Malta, the Russian Fede-
ration, Slovenia, Sweden and Turkey.

6. Election of the President

Only one candidate was proposed for the post of
President, namely, Sir Dudley Smith.

In accordance with Rule 10 (4) of the Rules of
Procedure, the Assembly decided unanimously
not to have a secret ballot but to elect the Presi-
dent by acclamation.

Sir Dudley Smith was elected hesident by
acclamation.

At the invitation of the Provisional President,
Sir Dudley Smith took the Chair.

7. Address by the President of the Asscmbly

The President addressed the Assembly.

8. Electian offive We-Presidents
of the Assembly

Five candidates were proposed for eight posts of
Vice-hesident, namely, Mr. Foschi, Mr. Machete,
Mr. Pdcriaux, Mr. Steiner and Mr. Valleix.

The Assembly decided unanimously not to have
a secret ballot but to elect the Vice-Presidents by
acclamation.
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The sitting was opened at 3.05 p.m. with Mr Ehrm.ann, Provisional President, in the Chair.
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MINUTES FIRST STTTING

Mr. Valleix, Mr. Foschi, Mr. Steiner,
Mr. P6criaux and Mr. Machete were elected Vice-
Presidents by acclamation.

9. Adoption of the draft order of business
for the firct pan of the session

(Doc. 1407)

The President proposed the adoption of the draft
order of business.

The draft order of business for the first part of
the session was adopted.

10. Ad.dress by Mn van Eekelen, Secretary-
General of WEU

Mr. van Eekelen, Secretary-General of WEU,
addressed the Assembly.

Mr. van Eekelen answered questions put by
MM. Bieringer (Observer frorn Austria) and
Rathbone.

The sitting was suspended at 4.10 p.m. and
resumed at 4.25 p.m.

Mr. van Eekelen answered a question put by Mr.
Soell.

77. Address by Mn Haekkerup,
Minister of Defence of Denmark

Mr. Haekkerup, Minister of Defence of Den-
mark, addressed the Assembly.

Mr. Haekkerup answered questions put by Mrs.
Baarveld-Schlaman and Mr. l-opez Henares.

12. The European armaments agenc!
- reply to the thirfi-ninth annual report of the

Council

(Presentation of and debate on the report
of the Technologbal and Aerospace Committee

and vote on the drafi recommendation,
Doc. 1419 and amendments)

The report of the Technological and Aerospace
Committee was presented by Mr. Borderas, Rap-
porteur.

The debate was opened.

Speaker: Mrs. Blunck.

Mr. Steiner Vice-President of the Assembly, took
the Chnir.

Speaker: Mr. Baumel.

The debate was closed.

Mr. Borderas, Rapporteur, and Mr. Lopez
Henares, Chairman, replied to the speakers.

The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.

An amendment (No. 1) was tabled by Mrs.
Blunck:

l. After paragraph 1 of the draft recommendation
proper, insert a new paragraph as follows:

" Document the regulations on arms exports in
force in the member states and provide informa-
tion on its methods for their standardisation as
well as the time schedule previewed for reali-
sing harmonisation; "

Speaker: Mrs. Blunck.

The amendment was agreed to.

An amendment (No. 2) was tabled by Mrs.
Blunck:

2. After paragraph I of the draft recommendation
proper, insert a new paragraph as follows:

" Ensure and document parliamentary control,
either through national parliaments or the par-
liamentary assembly, over defence procurement
as well as arms exports; "

Speaker: Mrs. Blunck.

An oral amendment to the amendment was
moved by Mr. Borderas on behalf of the Techno-
logical and Aerospace Committee, at the begin-
ning to insert the words " insist on the need to ".

Speakers: Mrs. Blunck and Mr. Lopez Henares
(point of order).

The amendment to the amendment was agreed
to.

Thus amended, the amendment was agreed to.

The Assembly proceeded to vote on the a.men-
ded draft recommendation.

The amended draft recommendation was agreed
to unanimously. (This recommendation will be
published as No. 557)'.

13. Changes in the membership of committees

In accordance with Rule 40 (6) of the Rules of
Procedure, the Assembly agreed to the following
changes in the membership of committees:

13
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MINUTES FIRST SITTING

Standing Comminee

Germany

- Mr. Wolfgrafirm as a titular member;

Netherlands

- Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman and Mr. Verbeek as
titular members;

- MM. Eisma and De Hoop Scheffer as alter-
nate members.

Defence Committee

United Kingdom

- Mr. Townend as an alternate member.

Pofirtcd Committee

Netherlands

- Mr. Leers as a titular member.

Tbchnolo gical and Aerospace Committee

Germany

- Mr. Wolfgramm as a titular member;

- Mrs. von Teichmann as an alternate member;

Netherlands

- Mr. Leers as an alternate member;

United Kingdom

- Mr. Marshall as a titular member.

C ommitt e e fo r P arliame ntary
and Public Relations

United Kingdom

- Baroness Gould of Potternewton as an alter-
nate member.

Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privileges

Germany

- Mrs. Lucyga as an alternate member.

14. Date, tilne and orders of the fuy
of the next sifring

The orders of the day for the next sitting were
agteed to.

The next sitting was fixed for Tuesday, 14th
June 1994, at 10 a.m.

The sitting was closed at 5.35 p.m.
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APPENDIx FIRST SITTING

APPENDIX

Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendance':

Belgium

MM. De Decker (Biefnot)
Kelchtermans
P6criaux
Seeuws

France

MM. Ehrmann (Alloncle)
Baumel
Jeambrun
Valleix

Germany

Mr. Anftetter
Mrs. Blunck
MM. BOhm

Biichler
Marten (Biihler)
Probst (Kittelmann)
Zierer (Meyer zu Bentrup)
Miiller
Reddemann
Soell
Sprung
Steiner

Mrs. Terborg
MM. Vogel

Wolfgramm

Italy

MM. Agnelli
Ferrari (Andreotti)
Benvenuti
Covi (De Carolis)
Liberatori (Colombo)
Ferrarini
Foschi
Leccisi
Trabacchini (Manisco)
Gottardo (Mannino)
Paire
Wsibelli (Tatarella)

Netherlands

Baarveld-Schlaman
van der Linden
Stoffelen
Leers (van Velzen)
Verbeek

Portugal

MM. Amaral
Brito
Rodrigues (Candal)
C urt o (F emandes Marques)

Mrs. Aguiar (Machete)
MM. Pinto

Reis Leite (Roseta)

MM. Schreiner
Seitlinger

Germany

MM. Holtz
Irmer
von Schmude

Italy

MM. Bosco
Parisi
Pecchioli
Pizzo
Polli
Rodoti

Luxembourg

Mrs. Err

Spain

MM. Cuco
Lopez Henares
de Puig
Roman
Sole Tura
Borderas (Vazquez)

Unitd Kingdom

MM. Alexander (Atkinson)
Davis (Cox)

Dame Peggy Fenner
Lord Finsberg
Mr. Hardy

Lord Mackie of Benshie

Mrs.
MM.

The following representatives apologised for their absence:

Mr.
Sir

MM.
Cunlffi (Redmond)

Sir Keith Speed
Sir Donald Thompson
Mr. Thompson

Lady Hooper (Ward)

Mr. Goerens
Mrs. Lentz-Cornette

Netherlands

MM. Eisma
De Hoop Scheffer

Spain

MM. Alvarez
Fabra
Homs I Fenet
Lopez Valdivielso
Martinez
Sainz Garcia

United Kingdom

Mr. Banks
Sir John Hunt

Lord Kirkhill

(Sir Russell Johnston)
Litherland
Andrew Bowden

(Lord Newall)
Rathbone

Belgium

MM. Kempinaire
Van der Maelen
Sarens

France

MM. Binaux
Boucheron
Colombier
Couveinhes
Dumont
Galley
Geoffroy
Gouteyron
Jacquat
Jung
Kaspereit
Masseret

l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given in brackets.
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TEXTS ADOPTED FIRST SITTING

RECOMMENDATION 556'

on the evolution of NATO and its consequences for WEA'z

The Assembly,

(i) Emphasising the importance of the NATO summit meeting reaffirming its attachment to transatlan-
tic links on the basis of a substantial presence of United States forces in Europe and the direct engagement
of the North Atlantic allies in the security of Europe;

(ii) Welcoming the WEU Council's readiness to offer an enhanced status of association to those member
states of the WEU Forum of Consultation which have or are likely to have " Europe Agreements " with the
European Union, but regretting that the term " associate parmership " may be used for this affangement;

(iii) Endorsing the partnership for peace programme offered by NATO to the countries taking part in the
work of NACC and other interested CSCE countries;

(iv) Noting nevertheless that the Atlantic Alliance has not yet managed to define in a coherent manner
the nature of its relations with Russia and the CIS, nor the shape of a security system including the coun-
tries of Central Europe that will satisfy the aspirations and appease the concerns of all sides;

(v) Emphasising consequently the importance of WEU's r6le with a view to helping to maintain stabi-
lity and security in the EasU

(vi) Also emphasising the importance of the greater r6le played by WEU in the framework of its co-ope-
ration with NATO with regard to peace-keeping and crisis-management missions;

(vii) Strongly welcoming the decision of the heads of state and of government of the Atlantic Alliance to
uphold the sftengthening of the European pillar of that alliance through WEU and their readiness to make
the collective assets of the alliance available to WEU;

(viii) Recalling at the same time that since the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty WEU has beco-
me an integral part of the development of the European Union and is required to work out and implement
the decisions of the Union that have defence and security implications;

(bc) Consequently recalling that the Council has to take as a matter of urgency a series of important
decisions to make WEU a ffuly operational organisation and to respond to expectations and the increased
responsibilities entrusted to it;

(x) Convinced nevertheless that the WEU Council now needs special political impetus to overcome its
difficulties in reaching the necessary decisions;

(xi) Considering that the intention of the ministers to reduce to six months the duration of the Chair-
manship-in-Office of WEU in order to facilitate the harmonisation of the presidencies of the European
Union and of WEU calls for new measures to ensure the continuity of WEU's political planning in order
to accelerate the process of decision-taking and to ensure a better hearing for WEU's voice in alliance and
European Union bodies;

(xii) Insisting on the need to associate the Assembly to a greater extent in the Council's thinking before
the latter takes decisions or decides not to take them in the absence of the necessary unanimity;

(xiii) Hoping that the new European Parliament to be elected on 12th June next will refrain from adop-
ting resolutions that seek - contrary to the spirit and the letter of Maastricht - to hinder WEU efforts to
contribute to the definition of a European defence policy,

RncouurNos rHAT rm CouNcu-

1. At its next ministerial meeting, grant simultaneously to all the member countries of the Forum of
Consultation an associate status in WEU enabling them to participate to the greatest possible extent in the
work of the Council and of its subsidiary bodies without prejudice to the status of associate member accor-
ded to Iceland, Norway and Turkey as members of NATO;

1. Adopted by the Standing Committee in Paris on 3rd May 1994.
2. Explanatory Memorandum: see the report tabled by Mr. Baumel on behalf of ttre Political Committee (Document l4l0).
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TEXTS ADOPTED FIRST SITTING

2. Employ the term " associate member " for the relationship already being established with Iceland,
Norway and Turkey and choose " associate " to describe the new status of the Central European and
Baltic states which are members of the WEU Forum of Consultation and which have or are likely to have
"Europe Agreements" with the European Union;

3. Conclude its work on strategic mobility and inform the Assembly of its conclusions;

4. Decide before the end of this year:

- to establish a European system of space-based observation in accordance with the results of the
feasibility study;

- to move from the feasibility study phase to the conclusion of a contract with European industry
for building the European military transport aircraft;

- to create a European air-maritime force reinforced by ground components;

- to agree on the conditions for the use and command of the European corps which is to be placed
under the political direction of WEU in conformity with the agreements already concluded with
SACEUR;

- to make arrangements for associating with the European corps the other forces answerable to
WEU so as to allow a European rapid action force to be created;

- to create a European armaments agency with effective responsibilities and powers in order to
achieve true co-operation between member states and their industries on questions of mat6riel;

5. Increase the means and enlarge the field of action of the Planning Cell by giving it a true rOle of ope-
rational co-ordination between WEU and NATO based on overall guidelines, including contingency plans
and the planning of joint manoeuvres of forces answerable to WEU;

6. Harmonise with NAIO the concept of combined joint task forces (CJTF) with its own concept of
forces answerable to WEU (FAWEU);

7. Harmonise its working relationship with the European Union in matters that might have repercus-
sions on its co-operation with NATO;

8. Show greater determination in its relations with the United Nations and the CSCE with a view to
possible missions by offering them its operational capabilities in peace-keeping and crisis-management
questions;

9. Draw up political guidelines for meetings of chiefs of defence staff and specify forthwith a sffuctu-
re of relations and the sharing of responsibilities between:

- chiefs of defence staff;
- military delegates belonging to national delegations;
- the Planning Cell and

- the WEU Secretariat-General;

10. Ensure the continuity of its political planning by giving the WEU Secretary-General political
powers including:

- the right of initiative;
- the right to convene and to chair meetings of the Council of Ministers;
- primordial responsibility for making WEU's voice heard in alliance and European Union bodies;

11. Take the appropriate measures to ffansform the Planning Cell into a powerful operational centre for
WEU co-ordination and planning, with all the resources in equipment and staffing required to achieve this;

12. Ensure in particular the participation of the Secretary-General of WEU in meetings of the common
foreign and security policy (CFSP) authorities of the European Union in the same spirit of ffansparency,
complementarity and reciprocity that already exists between WEU and NAIO;
13. Ratify the decisions set out in paragraph 4 above and give the political impetus necessary for WEU
to take its place as the European defence organisation and as a credible player in its areas of responsibili-
ty by convening before the end of the year an extraordinary meeting of heads of state and of government
of the member countries.
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TEXTS ADOPTED FIRST SITTING

RECOMMENDATION 557

on the European armaments agency - reply to the
thifi-ninth annual report of the Council

The Assembly,

(i) Taking account, on the one hand, of the declaration of the member countries of WEU annexed to the
Treaty on European Union, which, with reference to WEU's operational r6le, provides inter alia for exa-
mination of " enhanced co-operation in the field of armaments with the aim of creating a European arma-
ments agency " and, on the other hand, the Petersberg declaration which follows the same direction;

(ii) Welcoming the decisions taken in Bonn in December 1992by the Defence Ministers of the thirteen
IEPG countries to transfer the functions of that group to WEU and the decisions taken at the meeting in
Rome in May 1993 on the practical measures relating to this ffansfer, in particular the new name for the
IEPG which has become the Western European Armaments Group (WEAG);

(iii) Noting with satisfaction the report on armaments co-operation prepared by the National Armaments
Directors and submitted for examination by the WEAG Defence Ministers meeting in Luxembourg on
22nd November 1993;

(iv) Similarly welcoming the creation of an ad-hoc working group for the purposes of identifying the
tasks of a European armaments agency and determining the legal grounds on which it should be based;

(v) Welcoming the transfer to WEU of certain activities of Eurogroup, specifically the information acti-
vities, EUROCOM, EUROLOG and EUROLONGTERM;

(vi) Considering furthermore that a European armaments agency should be based on a colnmon Euro-
pean indusfial and defence policy, an integrated armaments market and a common export policy for such
armaments;

(vii) Noting that the ultimate objective of a common defence policy involving agreement on political
guidelines in military and armaments matters is far from being achieved;

(uiii,) Considering that in present circumstances a European annaments agency must be regarded as a
point of departure for an undertaking that will be developed until it achieves its full capability as European
positions converge in security and defence questions;

(ix) Convinced nevertheless that the creation of a European armaments agency, initially with a mini-
mum of specific tasks, meets a clear need, as testified by the present dispersal of the armaments sector in
Europe, the many bodies responsible for various co-operative programmes, the need to make the most of
diminishing resources, to increase industrial trade, to improve and widen co-operation in the research sec-
tor and to continue work on the principles of harmonisation and standardisation including in particular
their political, adminisfrative and legal aspects;

(x) Bearing in mind that the increasingly multinational composition of armed forces in Europe implies
interoperability of military units, which must be accompanied by a firm move towards armaments co-ope-
ration;

(xi) Welcoming the decision of the French and German authorities to create a joint amaments agency;

(xii) Considering the importance of a European amaments agency in securing a competitive presence
for Europe in the world armaments market;

(xiii) Regretting that the Kirchberg declaration in no way tackles the question of creating a European
armaments agency,

RBcolrumuos rHAT rm CouNcn

1. Have a study made for the harmonisation of the political and adminisfrative structures of the bodies
responsible for armaments in the WEU member countries;

2. Document the regulations on arms exports in force in the member states and provide information on
its methods for their standardisation as well as the time schedule previewed for realising harmonisation;
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3. Insist on the need to ensure and document parliamentary control either through national parliaments
or the Parliamentary Assembly over defence procurement as well as arms exports;

4. Examine fiscal and employment legislation governing the defence industries of the member coun-
tries, with a view to their possible harmonisation;

3. Inform the Assembly of the results of the report by the ad hoc working group on the tasks to be assi-
gned to the European armaments agency and the legal grounds on which it should be based;

4. Complete the inte_grat-ion of the armaments secretariat into the Secretariat-General in order to pro-
mote synergy between WEU's arrnaments activities and the other activities of the organisation;

5. Srgqgthgn the means of the armaments secretariat so that it might afford more active support to the
work of WEAG panels and working groups;

6. Establish forthwith a European armaments agency as a subsidiary body of the Council, initially tas-
ked as follows:

(a) management of co-operative programmes;
(b) management of the EUCLID prograrnme;
(c) management of joint research and testing facilities;
(d) technological and operational studies;
(e) establishment of information and data services and a register of patents relating to innovation

in the defence sector;
(fl research into and evaluation of the world armaments markeq the agency would be assisted

in this task by industrial groups such as EDIG, which already has extensive experience in this
sector.
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SECOND SITTING

Tlresday, 14th June 1994

ORDERS OF TIIE DAY

1. WEU in the process of European Union - reply to the
thiny-ninth annual report of the Council (Presentation of
and debate on the report of the Political Committee, Doc.
l4l7 and amendments).

2. Address by Mr. Hurd, Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom.

7. Attendance register

The names of the representatives and substitutes
who signed the register of attendance are given in
the appendix.

2. Adoption of the minutes

The minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting were agreed to.

3. WEa in the process of European Union

- reply to the thifi-ninth annual report of the
Coancil

(Presentution of and debate on the reporx of the Polirbal
Cotnmiltee,

Doc. 1417 and amendnents)

The report of the Political Committee was pre-
sented by Mr. Ferrari, Rapporteur.

The debate was opened.

Speakers: MM. Rodrigues and Steiner.

Mr Valleix, Vice-President of the Assembly, took
the Chain

Speakers: MM. Miiller, Ferrarini, Pahor (Obser-
ver from Slovenia), Antretter and Pastusiak
( Ob s e rv e r from P oland ).

The debate was closed.

Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly,
resumed the Chain

3. WEU in the process of European Union - reply to the
thirty-ninth annual report of the Council (Resumed deba-
te and vote on the drafi recommendatioa Doc. l4l7 arld
amendments).

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

The sitting was opened at l0 a.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly, in the Chair

I
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4. Address by Mr. Hurd, Secretary ol State

for Foreign and Commonweahh Affairs
of the United Kingdom

Mr. Hurd, Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom,
addressed the Assembly.

Mr. Hurd answered questions put by Dame
Peggy Fenner, Mr. Ferrarini, Sir Russell Johnston,
MM. Valleix, Antretter, Lopez Henares, Wolf-
grarnm and Sir Peter Fry.

5. WEa in the process of European Unian

- reply to the thifi-ninth annual report of the
Council

(Reply to the debate on the report
of the Politbal Commifree

and vote on the drafi recommendttion,
Doc. 1417 and arnendments)

Mr. Ferrari, Rapporteur, and Mr. de Puig, Chafu-
man, replied to the speakers.

The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.

Speakers: Lord Finsberg (point of order) and
Mr. Stoffelen.

An amendment (No. 1) was tabled by Mr.
Ferrari:

1 . At the end of paragraph (xiii) of the preamble to
the draft recommendation add " and welcoming
therefore the decision of the Council to task the
WEU Permanent Council to start work now on the
formulation of such a policy; ".

Speaker: Mr. Ferrari.

I
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The amendment was agreed to unanimously.

An amendment (No. 2) was tabled by Mr.
Ferrari:

2. After paragraph (xiv) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, add two new paragraphs
as follows:

" Welcoming the fact that the Council's Kirch-
berg declaration of 9th IN.[ay 1994 recognises the
significant contribution of the three associate
members of WEU to European security and sta-
bility;

Convinced however that the Council's wish to
reinforce the relationship of these three coun-
tries with WEU in order to sffengthen its posi-
tion as the defence component of the European
Union and as the European pillar of the Atlantic
Alliance could be achieved better if the Council
invited them to accede to the modified Brussels
Treaty; "

Speaker: Mr. Ferrari.

An amendment to the amendment was moved
by Mr. Stoffelen to leave out the second para-
graph.

Speakers: Mr. Stoffelen, Lord Finsberg and Mr.
de Puig.

The amendment to the amendment was negati-
ved.

The amendment was agreed to.

An amendment (No. 3) was tabled by Mr. Ferrari:

3. Leave out paragraph (ni) of the preamble to
the draft recommendation and insert:

" Welcoming therefore that by its Kirchberg
declaration, the Council is following paragraph
1 of Recommendation 556 in granting simulta-
neously to all the member countries of the
Forum of Consultation a status of association
with WEU; "
Speaker: Mr. Ferrari.

The amendment was agreed to unanimously.

An amendment (No. 4) was tabled by Mr. De
Decker:

4. Delete paragraph 5 of the draft recommenda-
tion proper.

Speakers: Mr. De Decker, Lord Finsberg, Mr.
de Puig.

The amendment was negatived.

The Assembly proceeded to vote on the amen-
ded draft recommendation.

The amended draft recommendation was agreed
to. (This recommendation will be published as
No.558)'.

6, Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting

The orders of the day for the next sitting were
agreed to.

The next sitting was fixed for the same day at
3 p.m.

The sitting was closed at 12.20 p.m.

2t

l. See page 23.
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APPENDIX

Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendancer:

MM. Benvenuti
Covi (Bosco)
Caccia (De Carolis)
Caldoro (Colombo)
Ferrarini
Foschi
Banistuui (Irccisi)
Liberatori (Manisco)
Trabacchini (Mannino)
Ferrari (Pecchioli)
Vsibelli (Tatarella)

Luxembourg

Mrs. Lentz-Cornette

Netherlands

Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman
MM. van der Linden

Stoffelen
Verbeek

Portugal

MM. Amaral
Brito
Martins (Candal)
Curto @emmdes Marques)
Rodrigues (Machete)
Pinto
Reis Leite (Roseta)

Belgium

lvlNl. De Decker (Biefnot)
Kelchtermans
Kempinaire
Van der Maelen
P6criaux

France

MM. Baumel
Briane (Binaux)
Dumont
Valleix

Germany

MM. Anfrefter
Brrhm
Blichler
Zierer (Kittelmann)
Probst

(Meyer zu Benrup)
Mtiller
Reddemann
Soell
Marten (Sprung)
Steiner

Mrs. Terborg
Mr. Wolfgramm

Italy

Mr. Agnelli

Belgium

MM. Sarens
Seeuws

France

MM. Alloncle
Boucheron
Colombier
Couveinhes
Galley
Geoffroy
Gouteyron
Jacquat
Jeambrun
Jung
Kaspereit
Masseret

MM. Schreiner
Seitlinger

Germany

Spain

lvlNl. Ramirez Peri (Alvarez)
Cuco
Lopez Henares
Lopez Valdivielso
Martinez
de Puig
Roman
Sole Tura
Bolinaga (Vazquez)

United Kingdom

NNl. Alexander (Atkinson)
Dunnachie (Banks)
Davis (Cox)

Dame Peggy Fenner
Lord Finsberg
Mr. Hardy
Sir John Hunt
Sir Russell Johnston

MM. Cunlffi (lord Kirknill)

Lord
MM.

Sir
Sir

MM.

Litherland
Newall
Townend (Rathbone)
Redmond
Peter Fry (Sir Keith Speed)
Donald Thompson
Thompson
Ward

MM. Polli
Rodoti

Luxembourg

Mrs. Err
Mr. Goerens

Netherlands

MM. Eisma
De Hoop Scheffer
van Velzen

Spain

MM. Fabra
Homs I Ferret
Sainz Garcia

The following representatives apologised for their absence:

Mrs.
MM.

Blunck
Biihler
Holtz
Irmer
von Schmude
Vogel

Italy

MM. Andreotti
Paire
Parisi
Pizzo

l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given in brackets.
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RECOMMENDATION 558

on WEU in the process of European Union
- reply to the thifi-ninth annual report of the Council

The Assembly,

(i) Recalling that the Assembly of WEU, as part of the organisation of Western European Union under
the terms of the agreement on the status of WEU signed in Paris on 1lth May 1955, is an integral part of
the development of the European Union as provided in Article J.4, paragraph 2, of the Treaty on European
Union;

(ii) Underlining that Article IX of the modified Brussels Treaty obliges the Council to keep the Assem-
bly better informed than hitherto about developments in the CFSP and other sectors of the Union in all
matters which come within the competence of WEU in accordance with the modified Brussels Treaty;

(iii) Disapproving the Council's delay in transmitting Annex IY on the links between the Union and
WEU, to Chapter IV of the document on the implementation of the Maastricht Treaty;

(iv) Deploring also the poor information contrained in the thiny-ninth annual report of the Council to
the Assembly on the new working relations between WEU and the Union;

(v) Considering that the wording of Article J.4, paragraph 2, of the Treaty on European Union gives
reason for doubts about the sharing of responsibilities between WEU and the Union;

(vi) Considering also that the hitherto agreed " practical arrangements " contained in Annex IV on the
links between the Union and WEU restrict the areas of action for WEU in a way which is not compatible
with WEU's far-reaching obligations stemming from the modified Brussels Treaty;

(vii) Deploring in fact that these arrangements and the lack of political will are some of the many factors
which contributed to WEU's marginalised r6le in international crisis-management particularly regarding
the conflicts in former Yugoslavia;

(viii) llndedining the important r6le WEU has to fulfil on behalf of the Union in maintaining transatlan-
tic solidarity and co-operation in security and defence matters;

(ix) Welcoming the successful outcome of the negotiations with Austria, Finland, Norway and Sweden
regarding their accession to the European Union;

(x) Welcoming also the firm commitment of all the acceding states to include in their accession, in full
and without reservation, the provision of Title V of the Maastricht Treaty regarding the establishment of a
common foreign and security policy;

(xi) Expressing the hope that the referenda to be held in Austria, Finland, Norway and Sweden will be
positive;

(xii) Recalling the important contribution and experience of the four EFTA countries in peace-keeping
operations within the United Nations;

(xiii) Convinced that defining a common European defence policy should now colnmence even though
all members of the European Union are not yet full members of WEU and welcoming therefore the deci-
sion of the Council to task the WEU Permanent Council to start work now on the formulation of such a
policy;

(xiv) Noting that the countries called upon to accede to the European Union have noI applig{ for mem-
bership of WeU with the exception of Norway which seeks full membership of WEU once it becomes a
member of the European Union;

(n) Welcoming the fact that the Council's Kirchberg declaration of 9th May 1994 recognises the signi-
flcant contribution of the three associate members of WEU to European security and stability;

(rui) Convinced however that the Council's wish to reinforce the relationship of these three countries
with WEU in order to sfiengthen its position as the defence component of the European Union and as the
European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance could be achieved better if the Council invited them to accede to
the modified Brussels Treaty;
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(mii) Recalling that the NATO summit meeting on 10th January 1994 did not agree to the accession to the
North Atlantic Treaty of any of the member countries of the WEU Forum of Consultation;

(niii)Welcoming therefore that by its Kirchberg declaration, the Council is following paragraph I of
Recommendation 556 in granting simultaneously to all the member countries of the Forum of Consulta-
tion a status of association with WEU;

(xix) Earnestly desiring the progressive integration of all the states of Western and Central Europe in a
system of co-operation ensuring security, stability and peace for Europe as a whole;

(v*) Hoping that the necessary conditions can be created for other countries, such as Slovenia and Mol-
dova, to acquire the new associate status in the future, on the basis of the same historical, leographical and
political considerations which allowed this status to be granted to the countries of the Forumof Consulta-
tion;

(xxi) Considering that the devolution of the exercise of matters within the competence of WEU to other
international institutions or to counffies which are not members of WEU or NATO might paralyse any
steps towards joint action on defence and security in Europe ;

(xrii) Recalling the importance of maintaining, in any future parliamentary system required to supervise
a common foreign security and defence policy, the possibility of bringing together delegations frbm the
parliaments of member countries in an Assembly which represents the will of the peoples of Europe in this
particular area,

Rrcoulvmxos rt{AT rrm Couucr

1. Carefully prepare the intergovernmental conference planned for 1996 in line with its
declaration I D8 annexed to the Maastricht Treaty;

2. Fully associate the Assembly with the Council's reflection on its preparation for the 1996 confe-
rence;

3. Retain the modified Brussels Treaty so that all the members of the European Union will be able to
accede to its provisions;

4. Seek, in conjunction with the authorities of the European Union, to clear up the ambiguities of
Article J.4 of the Maastricht Treaty with a view to obtaining a general mandate to elabbrate and implement
decisions and actions on behalf of the Union in WEU's area of responsibility;

5. Reconsider the WEU declaration II annexed to the Maastricht Treaty with a view to allowing the
Europ_ean members of NATO which are not members of the European Union the right to accede to the
modified Brussels Treaty;

6. Encourage all member countries of the European Union and those acceding to it to become full
members of Western European Union;

7. . qtuqy the possibility of creating a WEU peace-keeping training centre on the basis of experience
gained in this area by the Nordic countries and especially Finland;

8_, Improve the information communicated to the Assembly on developments in the CFSP and the
Council's activities in the framework of the Union.
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THIRD SITTING

Tlresday, 14th June 1994

ORDERSOFTIIEDAY

1. European security: crisis-prevention and management
(Presentation of and debate on the report of the Political
Committee, Doc. 1418 and amendments).

2. Address by Mr. Olechowski, Minister for Foreign Affairs
of Poland.

3. European security: crisis-prevention and management
(Resumed debate on the report of the Political Committee

1. Attendance register

The names of the representatives and substitutes
who signed the register of attendance are given in
the appendix.

2. Adoption of the minutes

The minutes of proceedings of the previous sit-
ting were agreed to.

3. European secur@: crisis-prevention and
management

(Presentation ofand debate on the repofi
of the Political Commi:ttee,

Doc. 141E and amendnents)

The report of the Political Committee was pre-
sented by Mr. de Puig, Chairman and Rapporteur.

The debate was opened.

Speaker: Mr. Hardy.

The debate was adjourned.

4. Address by Mn Olechowski, Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs of Poland

Mr. Olechowski, Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Poland, addressed the Assembly.

Mr. Olechowski answered questions put by Mr.
Ward, Lord Finsberg, MM. Soell and Alexander.

and vote on the draft recommendation, Doc. 1418 and
amendments).

4. Parliamentary co-operation with the countries of the
WEU Forum of Consultation(Presentation of and debate
on the report of the Committee for Parliamentary and
Public Relations and vote on the draft order and draft
re c ommen dat ion, Doc. I 414).

5. European securi$ - crisis-prevention and
management

(Debale on the report of the Politbal Cotnmiltee
and vote on the drafi recommendalion,

Doc. 1418 and amendments)

The debate was resumed.

Speakers: Mr. Mtiller, Lord Mackie of Benshie,
MM. Soell, Ward, Sole-Tura and Sir Peter Fry.

The debate was closed.

Mr. de Puig, Chairman and Rapporteur, and
Lord Finsberg, Vice-Chairman, replied to the
speakers.

The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.

An amendment (No. l) was tabled by Mr. de
Puig:

1. After paragraph (i) of the preamble to the draft
recommendation, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Concerned by the Council's silence regarding
the continuation of the civil war in Yemen and
the terrible massacres perpetrated in Rwanda; "
Speaker: Mr. de Puig.

The amendment was agreed to unanimously.

An amendment (No. 2) was tabled by Mr. de
Puig:

2. After paragraph (i) of the preamble to the draft
recommendation, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Concerned at North Korea's nuclear policy
and its threatening attitude towards South
Korea; "

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

The sitting was opened at 3.05 p.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly, in the Chair
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Speaker: Mr. de Puig.

The amendment was agreed to unanimously.

An amendment (No. 6) was tabled by Mr. de
Puig:

6. After paragraph 5 of the draft recommendation
proper, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Maintain a dialogue on a perrnanent basis with
the Meditenanean states which are not mem-
bers of WEU; "
Speaker: Mr. de Puig.

The amendment was agreed to unanimously.

An amendment (No. 3) was tabled by Mr. de
Puig:

3. Draft paragraph 12 of the draft recommenda-
tion proper as follows:

" Support the United Nations' call for the cease-
fire in Yemen to be respected immediately;"

Speaker: Mr. de Puig.

The amendment was agreed to unanimously.

An amendment (No. 4) was tabled by Mr. de
Puig:

4. After paragraph 12 of the draft recommenda-
tion proper, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Examine at the earliest opportunity the r6le
thatWEU mightplay in terminating the killings
in Rwanda and establishing order and peace in
that counfiry; "
Speaker: Mr. de Puig.

The amendment was agreed to unanimously.

An amendment (No. 5) was tabled by Mr. de
Puig:

5. After paragraph 12 of the draft recommenda-
tion proper, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Hold consultations on the consequences for
European security of North Korea's nuclear
policy and inform the Assembly of its conclu-
sions. "
Speaker: Mr. de Puig.

The amendment was agreed to unanimously.

The Assembly proceeded to vote on the amen-
ded draft recommendation.

The amended draft recommendation was agreed
to unanimously. (This recommendation will be
published as No. 559)'.

6. Parliamentary co-op eration with
the countrfus of the WEU Forum

of Consultation

(Presentation ofand debate on the repofi
of the Committeefor Parliamentary and Public Relations
and votes on thc hafi order and drafi recomrnendalion,

Doc. 1414)

The report of the Committee for Parliamentary
and Public Relations was presented by Sir Russell
Johnston, Rapporteur.

The debate was opened.

Speakers: MM. Hardy, Rockenbauer (Observer

from Hungary), Yacaru (Observer from Roma-
nic), Necas (Obsertter from the Czech Republic)
and Philipov ( Observer from Bulgaria).

The debate was closed.

Sir Russell Johnston, Rapporteur, replied to the
speakers.

The Assembly proceeded to vote on the draft
order.

The draft order was agreed to unanimously.
(This order will be published as No. 90)'?.

The Assembly proceeded to vote on the draft
recommendation.

The draft recommendation was agreed to unani-
mously. (This recommendation will be published
as No. 560)'.

7. Date, time and orderc of the day
of the next sitting

The orders of the day for the next sitting were
agreed to.

The next sitting was fixed for Wednesday, 15th
June 1994, at 10 a.m.

The sitting was closed at 5.50 p.m

1 See page 28.

2. See page 30.

3. See page 31.
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APPENDIX

Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendancer:
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Russell Johnston
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Thompson
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The following representatives apologised for their absence:

Belgium

MM. Biefnot
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Seeuws
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RECOMMENDATION 559

on European security: crisis-prevention and management

The Assembly,

(i) Deploring the powerlessness of the European institutions to avoid the outbreak of a bloody war be!
ween theiomponenti of former Yugoslavia and their inability to find joint ways and means of bringing it
to an end;

(ii) Concerned by the Council's silence regarding the continuation of the civil war in Yemen and the
terrible massacres perpetrated in Rwanda;

(iii) Concerned at North Korea's nuclear policy and its threatening attitude towards South Korea;

(iv) Stressing the urgency of implementing co-ordinated operational mechanisms between the United
Nations, the CSCE, NATO the European Union and WEU capable of preventing conflicts and managing
future crises constituting a threat to peace and security;

(v) Stressing that any measures to maintain and re-establish peace in any region where it is threatened
must be authorised by the United Nations;

(vi) Stressing also that reliance should be placed on the crisis-prevention mechanisms of the CSCE;

(vii) Welcoming paragraph 1 of the reply of the Council to Recommendation 549 and paragraph 6 of its
reply to Recommendation 548 recognising the need to develop joint assessment of risks and threats;

(viii) Recalling nevertheless that the Assembly does not make " suggestions " to the Council but recom-
mendations that have been formally adopted;

(ix) Noting with interest of the work of the Council on;

- WEU's r6le in peace-keeping;

- anti-missile defence;

- intelligence policy;
- missions by WEU forces in humanitarian aid, peace-keeping and restoring peace;

- WEU policy on exercises;

- the implementation of the Open Skies Treaty;

- progress in the feasibility study for a WEU space-based observation system;

- air and naval co-operation in WEU;

(x) Wishing sincerely that these studies will rapidly lead to actions that will make WEU truly operatio-
nal in crisis-prevention and management;

(xi) Perturbed nevertheless by information received from the Council to the effect that most of the WEU
member countries have responded negatively to the request to make troops available to protect the safe
areas in former Yugoslavia;

(xii) Consequently recalling the wide-ranging obligations placed on all the member countries under the
modified Brussels Treaty to preserve peace and security;

(xiii) Believing that a fully operational WEU will be capable in future of preventing the development of
a conflict such as that in former Yugoslavia,

RBcorr{vrsNos rHAT rgr Couucu-

1. Make a regular assessment of risks and
draw the consequences therefrom for Europe;

threats in the world liable to affect peace and security and

2. Take an initiative in the context of the common foreign and security policy to define a crisis-preven-
tion and management policy taking account of the lessons drawn from the crisis in former Yugoslavia;

3. Inform the Assembly of the results of the work on " mutually reinforcing institutions " carried out by
'the CFSP working group on security and of the Council's own contribution to this study;
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4. Play an active part in the conference on the pact for stability in Europe, by offering its good offices,
in the framework of this conference, to the associate partners of WEU and future associate partners, insis-
ting in particular on the principle of the inviolability of present frontiers;

5. Establish a permanent dialogue with Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) on
crisis-prevention and management;

6. Maintain a dialogue on a permanent basis with the Mediterranean states which are not members of
WEU;

7. Complete the development of the measures referred to in paragraphs 4 and 9 of Recommendation
556 necessary for WEU to become fully operational in the framework of crisis-management and relating
to:

- the space-based observation system;

- strategic means of transport;
- the European corps and the European air and naval force and other forces answerable to WEU so

as to enable a European rapid action force to be created;

- armaments co-operation;
- interaction between the chiefs of defence staffs, military representatives, the Planning Cell and the

WEU Secretariat-General ;

8. Co-ordinate with NATO the means available and the sharing of responsibilities in crisis-manage-
ment, particularly in the area of restoring peace;

9. Establish direct co-ordination with the United Nations and the CSCE with a view to permanent
representation in these two organisations;

10. Take the necessary steps to ensure that, in the event of a given crisis, member states increase their
efforts to seek the necessary political consensus;

11. Pursue its dialogue with the Maghreb countries and with Egypt and keep the Assembly informed;

12. Establish a dialogue with the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN);

13. Support the United Nations' call for the cease-fire in Yemen to be respected immediately;

14. Examine at the earliest opportunity the r6le that WEU might play in terminating the killings in
Rwanda and establishing order and peace in that countryi

15. Hold consultations on the consequences for European security of North Korea's nuclear policy and
inform the Assembly of its conclusions.
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ORDER 90

on parlfutmentary co-operation with the countrics of
the WEU Forum of Consultation

The Assembly,

(i) Recalling Order 86 instructing the Presidential Committee: r

(a) to encourage visits by Assembly committees to Central European countries, particularly when
they prepare reports concerning that region;

(b) to promote the Assembly's participation in symposia and any other type of meeting at which
parliamentarians are present that might be organised by those countries;

(c) to send Assembly documentation and other publications to the largest possible number of inter-
ested persons and institutions in Central European countries;

(d) to arrange for parliaments, governments and specialised institutions and associations in those
countries to send the Assembly any documents and information they consider useful in order to
ensure a better knowledge and greater understanding of their opinions, aims and decisions; 

I

(ii) Stressing the importance of the maintenance and development of relations with the parliaments of
the countries of the Forum of Consultation; 

I(iii) Conscious of the economic difficulties faced by these countries which are hindering more active I

co-operation with the WEU Assembly;

(iv) Considering that more intensive co-operation between the WEU Assembly and the Central Euro-
pean parliamentsionstitutes an important eiement in the process of integration 6f these countries in the
structures ofEuropean political and defence co-operation, 

,

INstnucrs rrs CoruurrreB oN Br-DcerAnv Arrnm.s lrvo AorrrnusrRATroN

To include in the Assembly's budget for the 1995 financial year a provision for setting up an Assem-
bly support fund for parliamentary co-operation work with the counffies of the WEU Forum of Consulta-
tion.
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RECOMMEI\DATION 560

on parlfuDnentary co-operation with
the countries of the WEU Forum of Consultation

The Assembly,

(i) Recalling Recommendations 528,547 and 548 requesting the Council to:

(a) Fulfil the expectations of the Cennal European states by regular and relevant dialogue, duly
organising discussions on topical questions, and including the states of Central Europe in
appropriate seminars to provide an opportunity for debate on subjects of mutual interest;

(b) ensure that consultations held with the Central European states at Ministerial Council and
WEU Permanent CounciUAmbassador level and meetings of senior officials or seminars orga-
nised by the Institute for Security Studies are included in the annual report to the Assembly;

(c) establish WEU information points in the capitals of the Central European states;

(d) develop WEU's relations with the countries of the Forum of Consultation by seeking greater
cohesion with the work of the European Union in Central and Eastern Europe and intensify the
work of the Forum of Consultation giving it a structured programme of work, encompassing
inter alia, joint development of risk and threat assessment;

(ii) Stressing the importance for peace and stability in Europe of the consolidation of democratic struc-
tures and the success of economic reforms in the countries of the WEU Forum of Consultation;

(iii) Warmly welcoming the Council's decisions to associate the consultation partners more closely in
the work of WEU;

(iv) Welcoming the signature by several countries, members of the Forum of Consultation, of Europe
Agreements with the European Union and wishing all members of the Forum of Consultation to become
party to such agreements;

(v) Stressing the importance, repeatedly conf,rmed in the Council's declarations, of the development of
relations and co-operation between the WEU Assembly and the parliaments of the member states of the
Forum of Consultation with a view to integrating these countries into European political and security
sffuctures,

RrcoprupNos rHAT rru CorrNcr

1. Keep the Assembly regularly informed on the activities of the Forum of Consultation and of deci-
sions taken at meetings of the latter at ministerial and Permanent Council level and in the Counsellors'
Group;

2. Invite the Assembly to participate on a regular basis in symposia and seminars on subjects of com-
mon interest to WEU and the Forum of Consultation, organised by WEU or by the Institute for Security
Snrdies;

3. Ensure that the Assembly has adequate means to develop relations and co-operation with the states
of the Forum of Consultation, in accordance with the Council's own expressed wish.
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FOURTH SITTING

Wednesday, 15th June 1994

ORDERS OF TIIE DAY

1. The WEU Planning Cell - reply to the thirty-ninth annual
report of the Council (Presentation of and debate on the
report of the Defence Committee, Doc. l42l and amend-
ments).

2. Chairmanship-in-Office of the Council (Presentation of
the second pan of the thirty-ninth annual report of the

1. Attendance register

The names of the representatives and substitutes
who signed the register of attendance are given in
the appendix.

2. Adoption of the minutes

The minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting were agreed to.

3. The WEU Planning CeA- reply to the thifi-
ninth annual repofi of the Council

(Presentation ofand debate on the report ofthe Defence
Corntnittee, Doc. 1421 and amendments)

The report of the Defence Committee was pre-
sented by Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman, Rapporteur.

The debate was opened.

Speakers: MM. Baumel and Lopez Henares.

The debate was closed.

4. Chairmanship-in-Office of the Council

(Presentation of the second part of the
thirTy-ninth annual report of the Council Doc. 1411)

Address by Mr. Poos, Deputy Prime Minister,
Minister for F oreign Affairs,

Minister of Defence of Luxembourg,
Chainnan-in-Office of the Council

Mr. Poos, Deputy Prime Minister, Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem-

Council, Doc. l4ll); Address by Mr. Poos, Deputy
Prime Minister, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Minister of
Defence of Luxembourg, Chairman-in-Office of the
Council.

3. Address by General Joulwan, Supreme Allied Comman-
der Europe.

bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Council,
addressed the Assembly.

Mr. Poos answered questions put by Lord Fins-
berg, MM. Soell, Davis,LopnzHenares, Baumel,
Hardy and Pastusiak (Observerfrom Poland).

The sining was suspended at 11.30 a.m. and
resumed at 11.40 a.m.

5. Address by General loulwan, Supreme Allied' Commander Earope

General Joulwan, Supreme Allied Commander
Europe, addressed the Assembly.

General Joulwan answered questions put by
MM. Baumel, Hardy, Borderas, De Decker and
Kittelmann.

6. Date, time and orderc of the day
of the next sitting

The orders of the day for the next sitting were
agreed to.

The next sitting was fixed for the same day at
3 p.m.

The sitting was closed at 12.35 p.m

MII{UTES OF PROCEEDINGS

The siuing was opened at l0 a.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly, in the Chair

I

r
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APPENDIx FOURTH SITTING

APPENDIX

Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendancer:

Belgium

MM. De Decker (Biefnot)
Kelchtermans
Kempinaire
P6criaux

France

Mr. Baumel
Mrs Duruien (Boucheron)
MM. Dumont

Proriol (Gouteyron)
Branger (Jacquat)
Masseret
Hunault (Schreiner)
Seitlinger
Valleix

Germany

MM. AnEetter
Btihm

Mrs Lucyga (Biichler)
MM. Marten (Biihler)

Reimann (Holtz)
Kittelmann
Meyer zu Bentrup
Mtiller
Reddemann
Soell
Michels (Sprung)

Mrs. Terborg
MM. Vogel

Wolfgramm

Belgium

MM. Van der Maelen
Sarens
Seeuws

France

MM. Alloncle
Birraux
Colombier
Couveinhes
Galley
Geoffroy
Jeambrun
Jung
Kaspereit

Italy

MM. Agnelli
Lib e rat o ri (Andreotti)
Benvenuti
Covr (Bosco)
De Carolis
Caccia (Colombo)
Ferrarini
Foschi
Battistuai (Leccisi)
Faua (Manisco)
Trabacchini (Mannino)
Ferrari (Parisi)
Mesoraca (Pecchioli)
Pizzo
Vsibelli (Tatarella)

United
Luxembourg MM.

Mrs. Err
Mrs. Lentz-Cornette

Netherlands

Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman
MM. van der Linden

Stoffelen
Verbeek

Portugal

MM. Amaral
Brito
Rodrigues (Candal)

Germany

Mrs. Blunck
MM. Irmer

Netherlands

Mrs. Aguinr
(Fernandes Marques)

MM. Pogas Santos (Machete)
Curto (Pinto)
Reis Leite (Roseta)

Spain

MM.

Dame
Lord

Mr.
Sir

MM.

Lord
MM.

Ramirez Peri (Alvarez)
Cuco
Lopez Henares
Lopez Valdivielso
Martinez
de Puig
Roman
Sole Tura
Borderas (Yazqtez)

Kingdom

Dunnachie (Banks)
Davis (Cox)
Peggy Fenner
Finsberg
Hardy
Russell Johnston
Cunlffi (Lord Kirkhill)
Litherland
Newall
Rathbone
Redmond
Alexander

(Sir Dudley Smith)
Keith Speed
Donald Thompson
Thompson

The following representatives apologised for their absence:

Sir
Sir

Mr.

MM. Eisma
De Hoop Scheffer
van Velzenvon Schmude

Steiner 
spain

Italy

MM. Paire
Polli
Rodoti

Luxembourg

Mr. Goerens

MM. Fabra
Homs I Ferret
Sainz Garcia

United Kingdom

Atkinson
John Hunt
Ward

Mr.
Sir

Mr.

l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given in brackets'
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FIFTH SITTING

Wednesday, 15th June 1994

ORI}ERS OF TIM DAY

1. The WEU Planning Cell - reply to the thirty-ninth annual
report ofthe Council (Reply to the debate on the report of
the Defence Committee and vote on thz draft recommcn-
dation, Doc. l42l and amendments).

2. An operational organisation for WEU: naval and mari-
time co-operation (Presentation of the report of thc
Defence Committee, Doc. l4l5).

3. Address by Mr. de Marco, Deputy Prime Minister, Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs of Malta.

4. An operational organisation for WEU: naval and mari-
time co-operation (Debate on the report of the Defence

1. Attendtnce register

The names of the representatives and substitutes
who signed the register of attendance are given in
the appendix.

2. Adoption of the minutes

The minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting were agreed to.

3. The WEU Planning Cell
- reply to the thhXy-ninth annual report of the

Council
(Reply to the debole on the repon of the Defence

Commiftee and vote on the drafi recommendatian,
Doc. 1421 and amendments)

Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman, Rapporteut and Mr.
Baumel, Chairman, repted to the speakers.

The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.

An amendment (No. 2) was tabledby Mr. Baumel:

2. After paragraph 2 of the draft recommendation
proper, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Assign to the Planning Cell more important
and specific tasks so that it can play a wider and
more important operational rOle than hitherto, in
particular by strengthening its co-operation with
other politicaVmilitary organisations of WEU
members; "
The amendment was withdrawn.

An amendment (No. 1) was tabled by Mr.Baumel:

Committee and vote on thc draf't recommcndntior, Doc.
l4l5 and amendments).

5. Amendments to the Charter and Rules of hocedure of the
Assembly in view of the creation of a status of associate
member (Presentation of and debate on thz repon of the
Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privileges andvote
on tlw draft decision,Doc. 1416).

6. Opinion on the budgets of the ministerial organs of WEU
for the financial year 1994 (Presentation of and debate on
the report of the Comminee on Budgetary Affairs anl
Adninistration and vote on the draft recommendation,
Doc.1425).

1. After paragraph 2 of the draft recommendation
proper, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Provide the Planning Cell with more equip-
ment and technical resources for data proces-
sing and communications; "
Speaker: Mr. Baumel.

The amendment was agreed to unanimously.

The Assembly proceeded to vote on the amen-
ded draft recommendation.

The amended draft recommendation was agreed
to unanimously. (This recommendation will be
published as No. 561)'.

4. An operational organisatian for WEU: naval
and maritime c o-operation

(Presentatian of the report of the Defence Comtnittee,
Doc. 1415 and amendnents)

The report of the Defence Committee was pre-
sented by Sir Keith Speed, Rapporteur.

5. Address hy Mr. de Marco,
Deputy Prime Minister

and Ministerfor Foreign Affain of Malra

Mr. de Marco, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Malta, addressed
the Assembly.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

The sitting was opened at 3.05 p.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly, in the Clruir
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Mr. de Marco answered questions put by Mrs.
Baarveld-Schlaman, Mr. Rathbone, Sir Keith
Speed, Sir John Hunt, Lord Mackie of Benshie
and Mr. Foschi.

6. An operatianal organhationfor WEU: naval
and maritime co-operation

(Debae on the report of the Defence Commiltee
and vote on the dmfi recomrnendolion,

Doc. 1415 and, amendments)

The debate was opened.

Speaker: Mr. Rathbone.

Mn Foschi, Vice-President of the Assembly, took
the Chair.

Speakers : Mr. Pavlidis ( Observer from Greece ),
Dame Peggy Fenner and Mr. Pold(Observerfrom
Estonia).

The debate was closed.

Sir Keith Speed, Rapporteur, and Mrs. Baar-
veld-Schlaman, Vice-Chairman, replied to the
speakers.

The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.

Three amendments (Nos. l, 2 and 3) were
tabled by Mr.Lopez Henares:

1. Draft paragraph 2 of the draft recommendation
proper as follows:

" Establish a working relationship on maritime
matters with the European Commission's Direc-
torate for Maritime Transport. Develop links in
order to exchange information with appropriate
international maritime agencies such as the
International Maritime Organisation and the
International Hydrographic Organisation, as
well as with maritime-orientated member coun-
tries in strategic areas; "

2.ln paragraph 5 of the draft recommendation
proper, leave out " and maritime ".

3. In paragraph 6 of the draft recommendation
proper, leave out " morchant ship consffuction
and specialist requirements for both numbers and
types of merchant ship as well as safeguards for
recruiting and training appropriate crews;".

The amendments were withdrawn.

The Assembly proceeded to vote on the draft
recommendation.

The draft recommendation was agreed to unani-
mously. (This recommendation will be published
atNo.562)'.

7. Amendments to the Charter and Rules of
Procedure of the Assembly in view of the
creation of a status of associate member

(Presentution of and debale on the report of the
Committee on Rules of Prucedure and Privileges,

Doc.1416)

The report of the Committee on Rules of Proce-
dure and Privileges was presented by Lord Fins-
berg, Rapponeur.

Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly,
resumed the Chair

The debate was opened.

Speakers: Mrs. Aguiar, MM. Pastusiak (Obser-
verfrom Poland) and Davis.

The debate was closed.

Lord Finsberg, Rapporteur, and Mr. Thompson,
Chairman, replied to the speakers.

In the absence of a quorum, the vote by roll-call
on the draft decision was postponed.

E. Opinion on the budgets of the ministerial
organs of WEU for thefinancialyear 1994

(Presentation ofand debate on the report ofthe
Commiltee on Budgetary Affairc and Administration and

vote on the drafi recomtnendotian, Doc. 1425)

The report of the Committee on Budgetary
Affairs and Administration was presented by Mr.
Covi, Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur.

The debate was opened.

Speaker: Mr. Hardy.

The debate was closed.

Mr. Covi, Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur, and
Mr. Rathbone, Chairman, replied to the speaker.

The Assembly proceeded to vote on the draft
recommendation.

The draft recommendation was agreed to unani-
mously. (This recommendation will be published
as No. 563)'.

9. Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting

The orders of the day for the next sitting were
agreed to.

The next sitting was f,xed for Thursday, 16th
June 1994, at 10 a.m.

The sitting was closed at 5.50 p.m.

1. See page 39.
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APPENDIx

Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendance ':

Belgium

Mr. P6criaux

France

MM. Baumel
Branger (Jacquat)

Germany

MM. Btihm
Reimann (Holtz)
Kittelmann
Reddemann
Vogel

Italy

MM. Agnelli
Ferrari (Andreotti)
Covi (Bosco)
De Carolis
Foschi
Pizzo

United Kingdom
Netherlands

Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman
Mr. Verbeek

Portugal

MM. Amaral
Brito
Curto (Candal) MM.
Machete
Pogas Santos (Pinto) Sir

lvlrs. Aguiar (Roseta) 
MM.

Atkinson
Dunnachie (Banks)
Davrs (Cox)
Peggy Fenner
Finsberg
Hardy
John Hunt
Mackie of Benshie

(Sir Russell Johnston)
Cunlffi (lord Kirklill)
Litherland
Andrew Bowden

(Lord Newall)
Rathbone
Redmond
Alexander

(Sir Dudley Smith)
Keith Speed
Townend

(Sir Donald Thompson)
Thompson
Dundee (Ward)

MM.

Dame
Lord

Mr.
Sir

Lord

Spain

lvlM. Ramirez Peri (Alvarez)
Cuco
Lopez Henares

Roman
Borderas (Yazquez) Lord

MM. Rodoti
Tatarella

Luxembourg

Mrs. Err
Mr. Goerens

Mrs. Lentz-Cornette

Netherlands

MM. Eisma
De Hoop Scheffer
van der Linden
Stoffelen
van Velzen

Portugal
Mr. Fernandes Marques

Spain

MM. Fabra
Homs I Ferret
l-opez Valdivielso
Martinez
de Puig
Sainz Garcia
Sole Tura

Sir
MM.

The following representatives apologised for their absence:

Belgium

MM. Biefnot
Kelchtermans
Kempinaire
Van der Maelen
Sarens
Seeuws

France

MM. Alloncle
Birraux
Boucheron
Colombier
Couveinhes
Dumont
Galley
Geoffroy
Gouteyron
Jeambrun
Jung
Kaspereit
Masseret
Schreiner
Seitlinger
Valleix

Germany

Mr. Antretter
Mrs. Blunck
MM. Biichler

Biihler
Irmer
Meyer zu Bentrup' Mtiller
von Schmude
Soell
Sprung
Steiner

Mrs. Terborg
Mr. Wolfgramm

Italy

MM. Benvenuti
Colombo
Ferrarini
Leccisi
Manisco
Mannino
Paire
Parisi
Pecchioli
Polli

l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given in brackets.
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RECOMMENDATION 561

on the WEU Planning Cell - reply to the thilfi-ninth
annual repofi of the Council

The Assembly,

@ Considering Article J.4 of the Maastricht Treaty and the decision contained in the declaration of the
member states of WEU at Maastricht on 10th December l99I to develop WEU as the defence component
of the European Union and as the means to strengthen the European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance;

(ii) Considering the Petersberg declaration of 19th June 1992 on strengthening WEU's operational r6le
through the establishment of a Planning Cell with a number of operational tasks;

(iii) Welcoming the fact that in the Kirchberg declaration of 9th May 1994, the Council of Ministers of
WEU has confirmed the importance which they attach to the continued operational development of WEU;

(iv) Welcoming the decisions taken at the NAIO summit meeting in Brussels on 10th-l1th January
1994 giving full support to the development of a European security and defence identity and to the streng-
thening of the European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance through Western European Union as the defence
component of the European Union;

(v) Welcoming the NATO summit meeting's decision to endorse the concept of combined joint task
forces (CJTF) which will provide separable but not separate military capabilities that could be employed
by NATO or WEU;

(vi) Considering that the abovementioned decisions will make sense only if the Council attaches the
highest priority to sffengthening WEU's operational r6le;

(vii) Noting, however, that a clear definition of WEU's requirements for the implementation of the CJTF
concept will have to be accompanied by the establishment of a clear command and conffol structure pro-
viding the indispensable political-military interface forWEU operations in view of the vital importance of
the CJTF concept for the relevance and effectiveness of future WEU activities and operations;

(vill) Considering that in order to be able to operate in a satisfactory way, WEU will have to benefit from
NATO and national intelligence;

(ix) Stessing that the Planning Cell should have appropriate infrastructure and communication links
with NATO which would allow WEU to perform its tasks as stated in the final communiqu6 of NAIO's
January 1994 Brussels summit meeting,

R.ecoNftaeNDs rHAT rur CouNcrr-

1. Attach the highest priority to the formulation of a common European defence policy in order to pro-
vide a clear reference framework for the activities of the Planning Cell and all other organs of WEU;

2. For the time being, allow the Planning Cell to concentrate on the three main tasks as formulated in
the Petersberg declaration:

- keeping an updated list of units and combination of units which would be allocated to WEU for
specific operations;

- preparing contingency plans for employment of forces under WEU auspices;

- preparing recommendations for the necessary command, control and communication :urange-
ments, including standing operating procedures for headquarters which might be selected;

while ensuring that it can fully participate in, and furthermore work on, the implementation process of the
CJTF concept which is vital for WEU's operational r6le;

3. Provide the Planning Cell with more equipment and technical resources for data processing and
communications;

4. Ensure that national capitals provide full co-operation with the Planning Cell and urgently settle the
remaining shortcomings in relations between the Planning Cell and NATO in order to help the Planning
Cell implement its basic tasks;
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5. Further promote the extension of existing contacts and exchanges of information between WEU and
the United Nations and, in particular, between the WEU Planning Cell and the United Nations Secretary-
General's Military Adviser in New York;

6. For the planning and possible implementation of peace support operations, adopt the terminology
employed in the United Nations Agenda for Peace;

7. Avoid the multiplication of mandates given to the Planning Cell, if this is not accompanied by a cor-
responding enlargement of its staff;

8. After assessing the Planning Cell's activities and its internal organisation by lst October 1994,
make the basic choice between maintaining the present military liaison group with limited capability or
establishing a military planning cenfie which should be able to cary out the numerous planning tasks and
other activities which the Council may have in mind;

9. Ensure that the rotation of Planning Cell personnel will be achieved with a minimum of disconti-
nuity;

10. Promote the internal coherence of the Planning Cell by ensuring that all staffmembers are remune-
rated in accordance with standards similar to those used for all other WEU staff.
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RECOMMENDATION 562

on an operational organisationfor WEU:
naval and maritime co-operalion

The Assembly,

(i) Convinced of the importance of a WEU capacity to carry out naval and maritime operations, given
the fragile nature of international relations in many parts of the world where European interests may be at
stake;

(ii) Pleased that, as forecast, the NAIO summit meeting on 10th January 1994 confirmed WEU's
position as the European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance and formally recognised the European defence
identity;

(iii) Regretting therefore that the North Atlantic Council should choose now to downgrade the single
major NATO Commander's post occupied by a European and effectively abolish the Channel Command
which, created by the Western Union, antedates NATO;

(iv) Welcoming the willingness of the WEU Council to establish pragmatic arrangements for current
naval, maritime and riverine operations;

(v) Recalling previous recommendations of the WEU Assembly to:

- " ...create a European standing naval force with organic naval aviation including air defence, air-
borne early warning, attack, anti-submarine and heliborne assault assets for deployment under
single command and unified conffol to areas outside the NATO theafre where Western Europe's
security interests are at stake in emergency or war; " (1988);

- " ...give practical expression to the European pillar of defence:

(a) encoarage more multinational units such as the United Kingdom-Netherlands landing force
and the Franco-German brigade;

(b) t*e specific action to allow at an individual level the exchange of military personnel between
countries to enhance their awareness of European co-operation, give them greater opportunity
for fravel and a more interesting work environment, and serve as a useful recruiting incentive
at a time when the demographic levels are making recruiting most difncult; " (1989);

- "...examine for the longer term the idea of creating a WEU naval on-call force for external opera-
tions, together with a possible pooling of appropriate national air mobile assets into a European
rapid action force; " (1990);

- " Establish in co-operation with the United Nations and especially with the relevant Gulf states, a
WEU maritime presence in the Gulf area in accordance with Article VIII of the modified Brussels
Treaty with as many member countries as possible contributing assets at least on an occasional
basis, to help maintain peace and stability in the region and support diplomatic efforts directed
towards the same ends; " (1991);

- " Design a symbol of specific European identity to represent WEU and urge member countries to
use it to distinguish their military forces - ships, aircraft, vehicles and personnel - taking part in
WEU operations. Personnel serving in the Planning Cell should be among the first recipients of
suchabadge."(1992);

- " Re-examine the respective tasks and r6les of the United States and its European allies in the
maintenance of peace and security on the European continent and take the appropriate measures
to ensure that under no circumstances will it be possible for a security vacuum to develop for lack
of appropriate preparation, co-operation and co-ordination; " (1993),

RrcourcNos rHAr rrm CorrNcu-

I. Actively encourage member states to maintain and develop naval and maritime assets, co-ordina-
ting national capabilities in line with a defined WEU naval and maritime policy and ensuring compatibi-
lity with NAIO's naval doctrine wherever possible;
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2. Establish a working relationship on maritime matters with the European Commission's Directorate
for Maritime Transport and develop links with appropriate international maritime agencies such as the
International Maritime Organisation and the International Hydrographic Organisation as well as with
maritime-orientated non-member countries in strategic areas;

3. Consult the North Atlantic Council to review the abolition of the Channel Command so that the
European dimension in the new NATO command structure is not neglected - establishing WEU liaison
teams with NATO major and major subordinate commanders is a possible initial solution;

4. Consider the expansion of the Channel Committee to include all WEU full and associate members
from the Atlantic seaboard and also the establishment of a " Mediterranean Committee " to encompass all
Mediterranean full and associate members;

5. Give, via the WEU Chiefs of Defence StaffCommittee, the Heads of European Navies forum a for-
mal status and a specific mandate to conffibute to the development of a WEU naval and maritime policy
in conjunction with the Planning Cell;

6. Staffthe Planning Cell with adequate numbers and levels of naval personnel, including marines and
representatives of the other maritime services as required to develop forthwith co-operation in the follo-
wrng areas:

- joint task force planning;
- command and confrol for naval operations (including naval intelligence gathering);

- logistics (including ffansport by sea);

- merchant ship construction and specialist requirements for both numbers and types of merchant
ship as well as safeguards for recruiting and training appropriate crews;

- policy for the effective employment of both naval and merchant marine reserves;

- a coherent naval exercise policy and programme;

7. Give priority to practical aspects of aero-maritime and amphibious co-operation such as the need to
co-ordinate the operational availability of at least one carrier amongst appropriate member nations and to
maintaining and furthering amphibious capabilities as a component part of a European rapid action force;

8. Encourage the co-ordination of operations, using existing naval assets, especially in the Caribbean
and notably with the United States authorities, to combat the drug trafficking which undermines European
security;

9. Seek to develop co-operation in the domain of naval procurement - hulls as well as systems -
through the Western European Armaments Group and emphasise the naval and maritime dimension of
satellite observation when developing WEU's Torrej6n Satellite Centre and the WEU Earth Observation
Satellite programme;

10. Create and award, in conjunction with national authorities, a WEU campaign medal to those who
participate in operations under the aegis of WEU.
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RECOMMENDATION 563

on the budgets of the ministerial o?gans of Western European Union
for the financial year 1994

The Assembly,

(i) Considering that:

(a) the Council has communicated to the Assembly the budgets of the ministerial organs for the
financial year 1994;

(b) the budget of the Secretariat-General comprises five sections, of which section D relates to the
study on medium- and long-term studies on space and section E to the Planning Cell;

(c) the Torrej6n Satellite Centre has entered its second experimental phase and the Ministerial
Council is proposing to discuss the future of the Centre towards the end of 1994;

(d) the Council has allocated WEAG an operating budget for the financial year 1994 under a special
procedure and that this budget is financed by thineen countries;

(e) the Council still has not undertaken the study recommended earlier by the Assembly leading
to possible approval of a private health insurance scheme instead of the French social security
system;

RrcorraNreNDs rHAT ruB CouNcn

l. Communicate to it any decisions that are taken on the operation of the Torrej6n Satellite Centre
after completion of the experimental phase at the end of 1994;

2. Communicate to it the final arrangements for the preparation and management of WEAG's budget;

3. Take the necessary measures for WEU staff in Paris to be affiliated to a private health insurance
scheme upon termination of the current agreement with the health insurance branch of the French
national social security scheme.
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SIXTH SITTING

Thursday 16th June 1994

ORDERS OF TIM DAY

1. The r6le and future of nuclear weapons (Presentation of
and debate on the report of the Defence Comminee, Doc.
1420).

2. Address by Mr. Kukan, Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakia.

3. Amendments to the Charter and Rules of Procedure in

7. Attendance register

The names of the representatives and substitutes
who signed the register of attendance are given in
the appendix.

2. Adoption of the minutos

The minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting were agreed to.

3. Election of aWe-President of the Assembly

A candidate had been proposed for one of the
three remaining posts of Vice-President, namely,
Mr. van der Linden.

The Assembly decided unanimously not to have
a secret ballot but to elect the Vice-President by
acclamation.

Mr. van der Linden was elected Vice-President
by acclamation.

4. The rdle andfuture of nuclcar weapons

(Presentatian of the report of the Detence Commifree,
Doc. 1420)

The report of the Defence Committee was pre-
sented by Mr.De Decker, Rapporteur.

5. Address by Mn Kukan, Ministerfor Foreign
Affairs of Slavakia

Mr. Kukan, Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakia, addressed the Assembly.

Mr. Kukan answered questions put by Lord
Finsberg, MM. A&inson, Thompson and Gusen-
bauer ( Ob s e rv e r from Austria ).

view of the creation of a status of associate member (Vote
by roll-call on the draft decision in the repon of the Com-
mittee on Rules of Procedure and Privileges,Doc. 1416).

4. The r0le and future of nuclear weapors (Resumed debate
on the report of the Defence Committee and vote on the
drafi recommendatiort Doc. 1420).

6. Amendments to the Charter and Rules of
Procedare of the Assembly in view of the
creation of a status of associate member

(Doc. 1416)

The President of the Assembly declared that a
quorum had not been attained and that the draft
decision stood referred to the Presidential Com-
mittee.

7. The rdlc andfuture of nuclear weapons

(Debue on the report of the Defence Committee
and vote on the bafi recommendation, Doc. 1420)

The debate was opened.

Spealurs: MM. Rodrigues, Boucheron, Thomp-
son and Lord Finsberg.

The debate was closed.

Mr. De Decker, Rapporteur, and Mr. Baumel,
Chairman, replied to the speakers.

The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.

The draft recommendation was agreed to unani-
mously. (This recommendation will be published
as No. 564)'.

8. Adjournment of the session

The President adjourned the fortieth ordinary
session of the Assembly.

The sitting was closed at 12.15 p.m.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

The sitting was opened at 10 a.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
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APPENDIX SIXTH SITTING

APPENDIX

Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendancet:

Belgium

MM. De Decker (Biefnot)
Ghesquiire (Sarens)

France

MM. Baumel
Boucheron

Germany

MM. Anffetter
Reimann (Holtz)
Steiner

Italy

MM. Agnelli
Lib e rat o ri (Andreotti)
Benvenuti
De Carolis
Caccia (Colombo)

MM. Foschi
Fava (Manisco)
Paire
Mesoraca (Pecchioli)
Pizzo

Netherlands

Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman
MM. Stoffelen

Verbeek

Portugal

lvlNl. Pogas Santos (Amaral)
Brito
Rodrigues (Candal)
Reis Leite (Roseta)

Spain

MM. Bolinaga (Homs I Fenet)
Lopez Henares
Lopez Valdivielso
Roman

United Kingdom

Mr. Atkinson
Dame Peggy Fenner
Lord Finsberg
Mr. Hardy
Sir John Hunt
Sir Russell Johnston
Sn. Andrew Bowden

(Lord Newall)
MM. Rathbone

Redmond
Sir Keith Speed

Lord Dundee
(Sir Donald Thompson)

Netherlands

MM. Eisma
De Hoop Scheffer
van der Linden
van Velzen

Portugal

MM. Fernandes Marques
Machete
Pinto

Spain

MM. Fabra
Martinez
de Puig
Sainz Garcia
Sole Tura
Yazqtez

United Kingdom

MM. Banks
Cox

Lord Kirkhill
Mr. Litherland

lvINI. RamirezPeri (Alvarez) MM. Thompson
Cuco Ward

The following representatives apologised for their absence:

Belgium

MM. Kelchtermans
Kempinaire
Van der Maelen
P6criaux
Seeuws

France

MM. Alloncle
Birraux
Colombier
Couveinhes
Dumont
Galley
Geoffroy
Gouteyron
Jacquat
Jeambrun
Jung
Kaspereit
Masseret
Schreiner
Seitlinger
Valleix

Germany

Mrs. Blunck
Mr. Btihm

MM. Biichler
Btihler
Irmer
Kittelmann
Meyer zu Bentrup
Mtiller
Reddemann
von Schmude
Soell
Sprung

Mrs. Terborg
MM. Vogel

Wolfgramm

Itaty

MM. Bosco
Ferrarini
Leccisi
Mannino
Parisi
Polli
Rodoti
Tatarella

Luxembourg

Mrs. Err
Mr. Goerens

Mrs. Lentz-Cornette

l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given in brackets.
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RECOMMENDATION 564

on the rdle and future of nuclear weapons

The Assembly,

(i) Welcoming the large reductions in both the United States and Russian nuclear arsenals as a conse-
quence of the START I and START II ffeaties and the end of the cold war;

(ii) Conscious that START I and START II will not be fully implemented before the year 2003;

(iii) Noting that the United States is at present making a full reassessment of its nuclear posture and is
showing true political determination to prepare a new reduction in strategic arsenals in the framework of
a future START III treaty;

(iv) Noting, however, that Russia, for its part, is increasingly tempted, mainly due to the decline of its
conventional forces, to make its strategic nuclear capability the centrepiece of its defence policy;

(v) Assessing present political instability in Russia and the former Soviet republics and the ensuing
dangers;

(vi) Noting that there are still doubts about whether Russia really wishes to ratify and implement the
START II treaty;

(vii) Noting that, notwithstanding the end of the cold war and the signing of the historic nuclear arms
reduction treaties, the mutual relationship of deterrence between Russia and the western nuclear powers is
still topical, including the possibility of first-use of nuclear weapons which is still the keystone of the
doctrine of deterrence everywhere;

(uiii) Noting that, notwithstanding recent efforts to establish confidence between the former cold war
adversaries at the level ofpolitical leaders and experts, there is still an astonishing lack ofreciprocal confi-
dence, wish for transparency and mutual understanding in many other circles;

(ix) Conscious that if greater account is not taken of lingering suspicions, prejudices and fundamental
differences in military doctrines and diverging interests in foreign policy, the establishment of new rela-
tionships of security, stability and confideicJbetween ttre menibeis of iire Atlantic Alliance on the one
hand and of the Russian Federation on the other may be jeopardised;

(x) Hoping, in this respect, that Russia will agree to join the partnership for peace proposal proposed by
the Atlantic Alliance;

(xi) Welcoming the bilateral agreements reached between the United States and Russia and the United
Kingdom and Russia to detarget nuclear arms, even if the value of these agreements is symbolic rather
than intrinsic;

(xii) Believing that other measures, such as taking most strategic missiles off alert status and separating
nuclear warheads from their missiles should be envisaged;

(xiii) Expressing in general the wish that the theory of mutual assured destruction (MAD) should be
replaced by a policy of mutual assured co-operation (MAC);

(xiv) Noting that it would be totally illogical to start the implementation of a European common foreign
and security policy (CFSP) including the framing by WEU of a common defence policy " which might in
time lead to a common defence " without closely examining the r6le of the French and British nuclear
forces in the definition of a common defence policy of the European Union;

(xv) Welcoming the work of the permanent Anglo-French Joint Commission on Nuclear Policy and
Doctrine which among other things has confirmed that there are many points of convergence in the assess-
ments made by the two countries;

(ni) Aware that the existence of a formidable nuclear arsenal in Russia continues to determine the struc-
ture and deployment of the nuclear forces of France, the United Kingdom and the United States;

(rvii) Noting that, regarding proliferation, there are doubts about whether the possession of nuclear
weapons by the official nuclear weapon states plays a r6le in deterring third countries from procuring their
own nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass desffuction;
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(ruiii) Recognising that, particularly in the United States, the weight of nuclear deterrence as a means of
preventing war tends to diminish while extended nuclear deterrence is also losing credibility;

(xix) Noting that the 700 United States 8-61 nuclear gravity bombs remaining in Europe after NATO's
October 1991 decision play a purely politicd and symbolic r6le;

(xx) Noting that, increasingly, nuclear deterrence in circumstances today is truly credible only if the vital
interests of a nation or group of nations are under direct threat from the power to be deterred;

(xxi) Noting that, in regard to the common security policy of the European Union and in the framework
of WEU, a study should be made on what France and the United Kingdom consider to be their vital inter-
ests which are protected by their nuclear means;

(xxii) Regretting that there is not sufficient cohesion in the defence policies of European countries and,
despite bold general declarations, there is not yet cohesion and understanding between our countries
regarding the development and future of their strategic relationship with Russia, although this would be
indispensable for introducing any lasting system of security in Europe;

(xxiii)Welcoming the granting of associate status to the Central European countries of the Forum of
Consultation;

(xxiv) Emphasising, however, that WEU's policy of stronger security links with its Central European part-
ners will contribute little to Europe's security if it is not accompanied by frequent political and military
consultations with Russia and the other European republics of the CIS aiming at the establishment of a
strategic relationship based on a thorough understanding of, and respect for mutual interests;

(xrv) Noting that it is of the greatest importance to intensify and further improve international co-opera-
tion in the struggle against proliferation, in particular by extending the non-proliferation treaty in 1995,
improving the missile technology control r6gime and establishing a follow-up organisation with extended
membership as a successor to Cocom;

(xxvi) Aware that none of these existing or future non-proliferation r6gimes can guarantee that a country
with sufficient financial resources and zeal will not acquire ballistic missiles or weapons of mass destruc-
tion;

(xxvii) Noting that there is an urgent need for a coherent and co-ordinated policy among official nuclear
weapon states to cover contingencies in which a proliferant third country might threaten to use a nuclear
weapon;

(xniii) Recognising that there is a need to define a coherent European counter-proliferation policy,
drawing inspiration from the discussions which are already being held in the framework of the Atlantic
Alliance following the recent United States initiative;

(xxix)Recalling the results of the Assembly's Rome symposium on anti-missile defence for Europe (20th-
21st April 1993) and in particular the Assembly's recommendation that the Council decide on the basis of
a careful risk assessment whether and to what extent it will be necessary to mandate European industry to
conduct a feasibility study regarding the requirements for a cost-effective anti-missile protection system
for Europe;

(xxx) Taktng note of the fact that the WEU Council, in its reply to Recommendation 540, has pointed out
that nuclear questions are not, at the present time, on its agenda;

(xxxi) Insisting, however, that the preceding considerations should be an incentive to redefine the r6le of
nuclear weapons for the security of Europe, realising that they cannot be disinvented and, if only for that
reason, they will continue to be deployed and will continue to play an important r61e in the foreseeable
future in international relations,

RscouunNos rHAT THE CotINcIL

1. Establish a strategic study group within WEU:

- to examine the r6le and future of nuclear weapons for European security including the different
aspects of intra-European extended nuclear deterrence;

- to examine the r01e all the WEU member states might play in defining a future European nuclear
strategy;

- then to study the possibility of creating a nuclear co-ordination body within WEU;
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- to examine the military aspects of an active European counter-proliferation policy;

- to examine the possibilities of Europe helping the CIS to dismantle its excess nuclear warheads
following the bilateral agreements and unilateral decisions reached between ttre United States and
the republics of the CIS which possess nuclear weapons;

2. Take steps to intensify relations with the European republics of the CIS, in particular Russia and
Ukraine, in particular to ensure that the definition of a European defence identity does not arouse new sus-
picion or provoke reactions which might run counter to the final goal of creating a collective European
security order;

3. Ensure that the abovementioned initiatives are pwsued in an atrnosphere of absolute transparency
with Western Europe's North American allies in order to make certain that they support the development
of a European security and defence identity.
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FIRST SITTING

Monday, 13th June 1994

Suuunnv

1. Opening of the session.

2. Attendance register.

3. Address by the Provisional President.

4. Examination of credentials.

5. Observers.

6. Election of the President.

7. Address by the President of the Assembly.

8. Election of five Mce-Presidents of the Assembly.

9. Adoption of the draft order of business for the first part of
the session (Doc. 1407).

10. Address by Mr. van Eekelen, Secretary-General of
WEU.

1. Opening of the session

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The sitting is
open.

In accordance with Article lll (a) of the Charter
and Rules 2 and 5 of the Rules of Procedure, I
declare open the fortieth ordinary session of the
Assembly of Western European Union.

2. Attendance register

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The names of
the substitutes attending this sitting which have
been notified to the President will be published
with the list of representatives appended to the
minutes of proceedings '.

3. Address by the Provisional President

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The results
of the European Parliament elections on
12th June reflect an unease in the minds of the
voters which could lead to unexpected results in
the German legislative election in October 1994
and particularly the French presidential election
in the spring of 1995 when anything could
happen.

Replies by Mr van Eekelen to questions put Dy.' Mr. Bie-
i:nger (Obsemerfrom Austia), Mr. Rathbone, Mr. Soell.

11. Address by Mr. Haekkerup, Minister of Defence of Den-
mark.

Replies by Mn Haekkerup to questions put by: Mrs.
Baarveld-Schlaman, Mr. [.opez Henares.

12. The European amaments agency - reply to the thirty-
ninth annual report of the Council (Presentation of and
debate on the repon of the Technological and Aerospace
Committee and vote on the draft recommendation, Doc.
l4l9 and amendments).

Speakers: Mr. Borderas (Rapporteur), Mrs. Blunck,
Mr. Baumel, Mr. Borderas (Rapporteur), Mr. Lopez
Henares (Chairman), Mrs. Blunck, Mr. Borderas, Mr.
Lopez Henares (point of order).

13. Changes in the membership of committees.

14. Date, time and orders of the day of the next sitting.

The euphoria which marked the EEC's first
twenty years on account of the three-fold rise in
the standard of living and trade among the Six,
Nine and Twelve community countries and the
need felt by all for a united Europe in the face of
the American giants, Canada, the United States
and Mexico, and those of Asia, China, Japan, and
the Four Dragons explain why no major party
dared run on an openly anti-European platform,
even though certain undertones fundamentally
hostile to Europe could at times be detected. In
France we are very much aware of this.

However the euphoria has now subsided.

Over the last ten years or so many have come to
forget these positive results - the half-full glass
referred to by Mr. Delors - and see only the pessi-
mistic side, the glass half-empty. They accuse the
European Union of being responsible for the eco-
nomic recession, unemployment, immigration
and insecurity and fail to understand that if every
state turns in upon itself, this will herald the start
of a major decline. France, for example, has near-
ly a third of its worHorce employed in the export
trade and ranks as the fourth trading power in the
world. It owes this position primarily to the Euro-
pean Union.

All this has nothing to do with WEU.

However, when nations accuse the European
Union of being unable to resolve the problem
created by the breakdown of Yugoslavia into six

The sitting was opened at 3.05 p.m. with Mr. Ehrmnnn, Provisional President, in the Chair.

l. Seepage 15.
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The P resident ( continued)

republics and in particular the situation in Bosnia-
Herzegovina, devastated by the ethnic fury of Ser-
bia, WEU feels concerned.

Obviously WEU could recall that with the
meagre resources it has been given, it has done its
duty in the Adriatic and the Danube; however it is
acutely aware that the European Union has no
common foreign policy and has not provided
WEU with the necessary military means. The
European Union has been overly reliant on sup-
port from NATO, which itself depends primarily,
when acting in a peace-keeping capacity, on
the United Nations Security Council and its
Secretary-General.

Decision-making and implementation by such
bodies is slow, hence the war between Serbs,
Croats and Bosnians. It is virtually certain that if
the European Union had had a common foreign
policy and WEU the necessary military means to
implement it, peace, rather than war, might have
carried the day and Bosnia would not have been
devastated for the past three years by the most
appalling of ethnic crimes.

It was with this in mind that certain members of
the European Union created the European corps,
which is to march on parade through Paris on
14th July of this year.

Only very recently in the French National
Assembly I pressed Mr. Alain Lammassoure,
Deputy Minister for European Affairs, in the fol-
lowing terms. I quote: " Nothing has been done to
provide WEU, the defence component of the
Europe of the Twelve, with the military means
that could have prevented the crisis in Bosnia. "

This past failure to act and the violence and
wretchedness of the present, from which a means
ofextrication is now being sought through diplo-
matic negotiation, where agreements are broken
no sooner than they are made, are obliging WEU
to consider a different future taking account of the
changed circumstances.

The breakdown of the Soviet Union, having
supposedly reduced the danger represented by
that region, will induce the United States, what-
ever Mr. Clinton says, to withdraw a part of its
forces from Europe: these are to be reduced shar-
ply from their former strength of 300 000 to
100 000 and this alone will cause NAIO's r6le to
shrink. Moreover, despite the celebrations for the
fiftieth anniversary of the D-Day landings, many
Americans - scarred by the Vietnam war - have
no longer any desire to come and liberate Europe
a third time.

It was all very fine no doubt that the European
states should have met in Paris three weeks ago at
the request of the French Prime Minister to pre-

vent war by accepting the principles of border
inviolability and respect for minority rights.
However, we are enjoined by the ancient Romans:
" si vis pacem para bellum " (if you would have
peace, prepare for war), to which the twentieth
century, at once idealistic and pragmatic, might
add " si vis pacem para pacem " (if you would
have peace prepiue for peace).

Who better than WEU - the defence component
of the European Union - can contribute to main-
taining peace in Europe, now that it has expanded
from ten to twenty-four countries with the advent
of the new members whose delegations I am plea-
sed to welcome to this Assembly.

However to make such a contribution WEU
requires the means in the form of space-based
resources and satellites so as to be informed about
progress in arms reduction, forces deployment and
the operational capabilities of neighbouring coun-
tries, a Planning Cell to co-ordinate actions and
ensure that NATO places its headquarters staffs
and roops at its disposal when necessary, the crea-
tion of a European armaments agency to ensure all
forces are uniformly equipped and manoeuvre
jointly under a single command and participation
in all conferences on controlled disarmament.

Sadly the meeting held in Luxembourg on
9th May 1994 serves to demonstrate that we are
still far from achieving these results and that the
solutions proposed time and time again by the
WEU Assembly have fallen on deaf ears.

In spite of all this, as I stated in the National
Assembly on Wednesday, 1st June, when Europe
gets its second wind, some of its energy must serve
to revitalise WEU. Its parliamentary Assembly
and committees must again begin to make propo-
sals and bring pressure to bear on governments, if
necessary using the media to influence public opi-
nion to oblige them to take notice. WEU will be
more useful than ever since the European Union,
as it enlarges, will find that its institutions, what-
ever transformations are wrought, become less
effective. The United States, and consequently
NATO, will also be less in evidence.

The oldest member of your Assembly remem-
bers well that his own father died in the t9l4-
1918 war, and therefore asks you with all his heart
and mind to make every effort to ensure that WEU
acquires the means necessary to become the key
factor in a peace profoundly desired by all the
peoples of Europe.

4. Examination of credentials

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The next
order of the day is the examination of credentials.

In accordance with Rule 6 of the Rules of Pro-
cedure, the credentials ofrepresentatives and sub-
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stitutes have been attested by a statement of ratifi-
cation from the Parliamentary.Assembly of the
Council of Europe and formally communicated
by the President of that Assembly.

5. Obsemers

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I should now
like to welcome the permanent delegations of par-
liamentary observers from those countries to
which this status has been accorded.

I also welcome parliamentary observers from
Austria, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Malta, the
Russian Federation, Slovenia, Sweden and Tirkey.

May I welcome them to our debates, together
with members of the Permanent Council and of
the Parliamentary Assembly of the CSCE who are
present at this part-session.

6. Elcctian of the President

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The next
order of the day is the election of the President of
the Assembly.

Rule 7 (1) lays down that substitutes may not be
elected to the Bureau of the Assembly.

Under Rule 10, paragraphs 2 and 10, of the
Rules of Procedure, no representative may stand
as a candidate for the office of President unless a
proposal for his candidature has been sponsored
in writing by three or more representatives, and
representatives who are members of a national
government may not be members of the Bureau.

I have received only one nomination, that of
Sir Dudley Smith.

This candidature has been correctly submitted
in the form prescribed by the Rules of Procedure.

If the Assembly is unanimous, I propose that we
should elect Sir Dudley Smith President by accla-
mation.

Is there any objection?...

I note that the Assembly is unanimous.

I accordingly declare Sir Dudley Smith Presi-
dent of the Assembly of Western European Union,
and invite him to take the chair.

(Sir Dudley Smith then took the Chair)

7. Address by the President of the Assembly

The PRESIDENT. - Ladies and gentlemen,
thank you very much for that vote of confidence,
which is much appreciated. We do these things in

a formal way, but I would like to thank the Provi-
sional President, who hasjust spoken, for his kind
words and for doing the job so effrciently.

We meet here again after a year that has been
exfiaordinary in some ways. A very great deal has
happened, and it has affected the operations of
Western European Union to a large extent.

I hope that you will bear with me for a few
minutes - although I do not intend to make a long
speech - while I go over some of the things that
have happened directly to us, and their implica-
tions for the future. They are both relevant and
important for the people whom we all represent,
as democratic representatives in our own parlia-
ments and our own countries.

A year ago, I sfressed the changes which were
taking place, although then none ofus could envi-
sage exactly how radical some of those changes
might be. Six months ago we were preparing for
the January NATO summit - a summit which laid
the ground rules for the future shape of relations
between the Western European Union and NAIO.

It is true that we still have to determine many of
the practical aspects of the relationship. This was
emphasised in the report on the evolution of
NATO and its consequences for WEU which our
colleague Jacques Baumel presented to the Stan-
ding Committee in May. His report and the
recommendations urged our ministers to develop
the organisation in certain very practical terms
and especially to extend an offer of an enhanced
status of association to our partners in the WEU
Forum of Consultation: Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Romania and Slovakia.

I am very pleased to report that such an offer
was made to the nine countries in Luxembourg on
9th May and accepted. You will remember that a
year ago I said that one of my immediate personal
priorities was to develop contacts with the Cenftal
European and Baltic states to bring them " on
side " as quickly as possible. It was therefore par-
ticularly happy for me, and significant for our
Assembly, that our Chairman-in-Office,
Mr. Jacques Poos, who will be addressing us on
Wednesday, should have invited me to represent
the Assembly at the ceremony held to mark the
event at the Kirchberg in Luxembourg.

As it happens this is the first plenary session
when we have the pleasure of welcoming perma-
nent delegations from Central Europe. Now of
course, given the enhanced status of associate
partnership, the Assembly must decide on revi-
sed arrangements. The matter will be referred to
the Political Committee and to the Committee on
Rules of Procedure and Privileges so that deci-
sions may be made in accordance with the
Assembly's legal basis, the modified Brussels
Treaty.
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There are of course wider material implications
to this enlargement which concern the Council as
well as the Assembly. The Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Affairs and Administration,
Mr. Rathbone, has already submitted a compre-
hensive report to the Presidential Committee as a
basis for discussion. I am pleased to say that the
Chairman-in-Offrce and the Secretary-General - I
had the opportunity of discussing the matter even
further with him at lunchtime today - are
conscious ofthe situation and have suggested set-
ting up a joint Council-Assembly committee to
propose a practical solution. That may well be on
an informal basis, but we can make some very
good progress; we certainly need to.

In passing it is worth mentioning that a number
of our colleagues in Cenffal Europe perceive this
development in WEU - the associate partnership

- as much more significant than the partnership
for peace programme being offered by NATO. I
would sfress however that the NATO and WEU
arrangements are complementary: neither pre-
cludes the other.

I should also mention one reservation I and a
number of colleagues have, about the Council's
decision to suspend the Forum of Consultation in
the light of the new association agreements. In
practice this means that WEU has now no clear
means of including those other European states
which might otherwise have been invited to join
the Forum, which is unfortunate. I am sure how-
ever that the Assembly will continue to pioneer
relations in the future as in the past and I would
urge the Council to reconsider its future use of the
Forum.

Part III of the Kirchberg declaration from the
Luxembourg meeting also redefines the relation-
ship with the three original associate members -
Iceland, Norway and Turkey. While Iceland and
Norway are comparatively satisfied with the pre-
sent situation, Turkey has severe reservations. I
can certainly understand such sentiments and
sympathise - Turkey is a loyal and proven ally in
NATO. However,I must sfress that it is up to the
WEU Council rather than the Assembly to change
its attitude in the matter. That is why the specific
recommendation on the subject contained in
Mr. Ferrari's report on WEU in the process of
European Union is of particular significance and
worthy of special attention in the debate tomor-
row. I hope that there will be a number of useful
contributions.

While discussing WEU's relations with indivi-
dual countries I should draw your attention to two
recent events. Firstly, I should like to applaud the
Russian Government's reasonable reaction to
developments in WEU and its call for a bilateral
relationship- something we in the Assembly have

been urging very strongly. I am therefore particu-
larly pleased to welcome the delegation from the
Russian Parliament to this session and we look
forward to further discussions with them at the
special meetings we have convened in the
autumn.

The Government of the United States has been
particularly positive in its attitude to WEU and
President Clinton's encouraging remarks here in
Paris lastTuesday, supporting WEU and the Euro-
pean defence identity are certainly appreciated. I
shall do my utmost to develop our relations with
the United States Congress when I visit Washing-
ton later this year, and I hope colleagues will use
every opportunity to do the same.

We are about to enter a new era in the European
Union, with the imminent expansion to include
four new countries. There are obvious implica-
tions for WEU.

Yesterday's referendum in Austria was the first
of the four remaining hurdles for such expansion
and I welcome the result wholeheartedly. Next
month in Vienna I shall be meeting the Austrian
Ministers of Foreign Atrairs and Defence to explore
the possibilities now for greater co-operation.

During this first year as your President, I became
increasingly aware that the countries of Western
Europe have not done enough to consult the other
nations of our continent to try to work out our
joint approaches to current problems.

This feeling has been confirmed by many of
those I have met officially on your behalf in the
past few months, at the highest level. In April I
had the honour of being received by President
Zhelev in Sofia and ten days ago by President
Havel in Prague.

The individual contributions of several Cenffal
European countries to try to help solve the Yugo-
slav conflict, for example, is most praiseworthy -
whether it is through implementing the United
Nations embargo on the Danube, in the case of
Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania, or by direct sup-
port of United Nations operations " on the
ground " where the Czech, Polish and Slovak
Republics are concerned. I believe however that
there is room for more collective action, and that
we should co-operate in the widest possible forum
to ensure a more equal sharing of responsibilities.

The. Czech Republic's initiative in currently
organising courses in United Nations peace-keep-
ing, which I saw for myself a fortnight ago, is
admirable. The military of seventeen nations,
including Switzerland, are presently training toge-
ther in southern Bohemia. In addition, our Nordic
friends have a long tradition in organising such
joint training and we have a vested interest in com-
paring our ideas and experiences to ensure effect-
iveness and cost efficiency for future operations.
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The young men and women who are currently
serving in WEU and other operations under Uni-
ted Nations auspices deserve our unreserved
praise and every encouragement, because they are
proving excellent ambassadors for our countries. I
was impressed to hear from the Mayor of Rouss6
in Bulgaria when I visited the WEU German and
Spanish contingent based on the Danube, just how
much good will is being generated with the local
population. We must make sure that our represen-
tatives know that we all appreciate their efforts
however because they are working in trying, frus-
trating and often dangerous circumstances and
sometimes feel forgoften.

Closer to home I know that similar frusfrations
are experienced by the military men of our Plan-
ning Cell in Brussels as they ffry to prepare contin-
gency plans for future operations by WEU, such
as the current planning for the administration of
Mostar when peace in Bosnia-Herzegovina
always seems to be just around the next corner,
but is never quite reached.

There are some signs now that the various sides
there are at last realising that there must be an end
to the bloody carnage which has torn and maimed
so many people. We must redouble our efforts,
therefore, to convince all concerned to find a
political compromise; no other solution appears
possible to my mind. Lifting the arms embargo
on Bosnia would be sure to lead to complete
mayhem, as all our nations with troops there sup-
porting United Nations operations are well
aware.

In this Balkan context and as a complement to
the documents on action by the Presidential
Committee which the Clerk of the Assembly has
distributed, I must report on the Presidential
Committee's visit to Athens in March. Members
were in agreement with the Greek authorities,
who are, of course, currently presiding over the
European Union, on a number of subjects. But
on one particular issue - the unilateral embargo
imposed on the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia - members were adamant in their
opposition.

It is obvious that this action is having a particu-
lar effect on the ratification process for Greek
membership of WEU and I urge all colleagues to
try to bring pressure to bear so that an early solu-
tion is found to allow us to make positive pro-
gress towards a coherent security structure for
Europe.

One of our major aims over coming months as
we come closer to the 1996 review of the Maas-
tricht Treaty, is to define the parameters for the
security structure we must develop to take us into
the new millennium.

I am fully aware that there have been some,
especially in the European Parliament, who would
like to usurp the competence of others. However
in the light of yesterday's European election
results and with a new and much altered European
Parliament I believe we should be prepared to
seek at least a modus vivendi.

At the same time, I am sure that a majority of
colleagues in our parliamentary Assembly would
wish to safeguard national prerogatives in the
defence domain. Hence the reason why the Presi-
dential Committee has decided to hold an impor-
tant colloquy on the subject of organising our
security, which is scheduled for lTth October here
in Paris and to which we are inviting the chairmen
of national parliamentary defence and foreign
affairs Committees, not only from WEU member
countries, but from Greece and the associate and
observer states, and a delegation from the Russian
Parliament.

As I have said, I am convinced that we have to
go forward as Europeans and accept greater res-
ponsibility in the future for our own security.

I listened with interest to what our doyen Mr.
Ehrmann had to say a few minutes ago and agree
entirely with his observations and sentiments
regarding the state of Ewopean security in general
and the r6le of WEU in particular.

Our debates here this week and the recommen-
dations we adopt are important and must be taken
seriously by our Council and our member govern-
ments, because we represent a unique European
forum with a mandate to discuss both security and
defence per se.

We shall listen with interest to the ministers we
have invited to address us and, of course, in a
moment or two, to our Secretary-General, Mr.
van Eekelen. I hope that you will not hesitate to
ask them as many questions as you wish, to
ensure that they appreciate the depth of
commitment we all feel to the subjects under
discussion.

Thank you again for your support. We have
quite a challenge to face together over the coming
months, but I am certain that we can make very
good progress.

8. Electian offive We-Presidents
of the Assembly

The PRESIDENT. - The next order of the day is
the election by secret ballot of the Vice-Presidents
of the Assembly.

Rule 10 of the Rules of Procedure provides that
proposals for candidatures for Vice-Presidents
shall each be sponsored in writing by three or
more representatives. Representatives who are
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members of a national government may not be
members of the Bureau.

Also, Rule 7 (1) lays down that substitutes may
not be elected to the Bureau of the Assembly.

Five candidates have been properly sponsored.

In alphabetical order they are: Mr. Foschi,
Mr. Machete, Mr. P6criaux, Mr. Steiner and
Mr. Valleix.

I propose that these nominations be approved by
the Assembly by acclamation and that the three
remaining places be filled later.

If this is done, the order of seniority of the Vice-
Presidents will be determined by age.

Is there any objection to the election of these
Vice-Presidents by acclamation?...

I take it that there is no objection.

I accordingly declare the following elected
Vice-Presidents, in this order of precedence:
Mr. Valleix, Mr. Foschi, Mr. Steiner, Mr. P6criaux
and Mr. Machete.

9. Adoptian of the draft order of business

for the first part of the session

(Doc. 1407)

The PRESIDENT. - We now turn to the draft
order of business for the first part of the fortieth
ordinary session of the Assembly.

Is there any opposition to the draft order of busi-
ness contained in Document 1407?...

The draft order of business for the first part of
the fortieth ordinary session of the Assembly is
agreed to.

As you will have seen, we have a very full pro-
gramme of business for the week, including a
large number of guest speakers.

So that we might rise at a reasonable hour, I
should like to propose in accordance with Rule 34
that we observe a time limit of five minutes for all
speakers in debates.

Is it agreed?...

It is so agreed.

In response to a number of requests, I should
like to announce that all speakers, I am advised,
have agreed to answer questions. It would be very
helpful if you would let the Sittings Office know
if, ladies and gentlemen, you want to ask a ques-
tion of any of our speakers in this session. One of
the officials will direct you to the right place. We
shall then have some idea of how many questions
there are and who the questioners are.

10. Address by Mn van Eekelen,
S e c re tary - G e ne ral of W EU

The PRESIDENT. - The next order of the day is
the address by Mr.Willem van Eekelen, Secretary-
General of WEU.

I welcome you, Secretary-General. You are an
old friend of ours and we look forward to your
address.

Mr. van EEKELEN (Secretary-General of
WEU ) (Translation). - Mr. President, members of
the Assembly of Western European Union,
Ambassadors. Five years ago, on Monday
5th June 1989, Mr. Charles Goerens paid me the
honour of inviting me to address you for the first
time as the Secretary-General of WEU.

At the time, WEU was in the throes of an initial
enlargement to include Portugal and Spain, a
development which already posed a problem of
the reorganisation of its Paris premises. At that
time too, neither the WEU Institute for Security
Studies nor the Satellite Centre existed, although
the first steps had been taken which were to lead
to their establishment in 1990 and 1991 respecti-
vely. An operational r6le for WEU seemed impro-
bable in the short term despite some early mutter-
ings about military co-ordination. A network of
contact points had been set up between capitals
for operations designed to ensure freedom of
navigation and mine clearance in the waters of the
Gulf.

To have spoken then of the need for a Planning
Cell would have met with scepticism or warnings
about the risks of duplication.

Europe had not yet shaken off the effects of the
cold war even, although negotiations on arms
control were uppermost on the East-West agenda.
We were welcoming the conclusions of the Brus-
sels summit meeting of the Atlantic Alliance and
the adoption of the comprehensive concept of
arms control and disarmament. We were welcom-
ing the appeal by President Bush for free elections
in Eastern Europe and the dismantling of the
Berlin wall. The Brussels summit meeting also
underlined the vitality of Atlantic solidarity and
recognised the achievements of WEU reactiva-
tion. The sixteen Heads of State and Government
" welcomed the evolution of an increasingly
sfiong and coherent European identity, including
in the security area ". Our work on the implemen-
tation of The Hague platform affirmed the willing-
ness of the Europeans to assume a growing share
of the responsibilities and needs of their coflrmon
defence.

The very subjects of the reports which you are
to debate during this session clearly illustrate
what our organisation has achieved in five years.
Before coming back to some aspects of that pro-
gression, I should like to dwell for a moment on a
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series of symbolic events which I believe can
guide our thinking within WEU on the future of
Europe.

This month of June has begun with the comme-
moration of a decisive victory by an alliance
which was created to uphold freedom and demo-
cracy. Speaking to the Permanent Council, I recal-
led the four freedoms defined by President Roose-
velt: freedom of speech, freedom of religion,
freedom from want, freedom from fear everywhe-
re in the world. Four years later, the Brussels
Treaty paved the way for the signing of the
Washington Treaty and the formation of another
alliance pledged to uphold the same values, one
which Italy and Germany were soon to join. As
part of the recent commemorations, we have seen
German and French young people joyfully cele-
brate on German soil the reconciliation of Wes-
tern Europe. On 14th July, the European corps
will parade down the Champs-Elysdes.

It is to the Paris Agreements that we owe WEU,
the first, regional, stage in the grouping together
of states whose ties and interests have grown ever
closer. Together these same states have created
the Europe4n Union open both to the centre and
the east of our continent from which forty years of
cold war had separated us. Today I particularly
welcome the Ausffian people's massive support
for their country in joining European Union.

The emancipation of the countries which for-
med the other Europe has created a tremendous
need for solidarity, placing heavy political and
economic responsibilities on Western Europe as it
searches for peaceful solutions to simmering
conflicts. It is, indeed, the only pole of stability,
the very idea of war ever again erupting on its soil
being unthinkable. To countor the risks of chaos,
the resurgence of intolerance and violence and
even the reappearance of unacceptable spheres of
influence on the European continent will demand
political courage on the part of WEU counffies. It
is up to our countries to continue demonstrating
within WEU the exemplary values of the Union
so that they are shared by all Europeans. The
course is now set and any going back would have
tragic implications.

(The speaker continued in English)

The Council decided to strengthen its relations
with the nine central European partners by offe-
ring them the status of association. The status of
associate partner which those countries have
accepted puts WEU in the forefront of the Euro-
pean construction process by showing those coun-
tries that they belong to the process of European
integration and opening up a substantial part ofour
activities to them. I am sure thatMinisterPoos will
return to that important initiative on Wednesday.

It seems that the granting of that new status vir-
tually defines the political frontiers to the east of
the European Union for the end of this century. At
the same time, it complements not only the co-
operation now being shown in the alliance with
the bilateral partnership for peace programme, but
the initiative taken by the European Union for a
pact on stability in Europe, which was launched
here in Paris at the end of May.

We also welcome close contacts with other
countries involved in European security, particu-
larly Russia and Ukraine. But those relations will
not be developed in the same multilateral frame-
work and will, by our European logic of paralle-
lism, have a bilateral character. WEU and the
European Union are offering a framework within
which action can be taken in pursuance of effecti-
ve preventive diplomacy. But such action will be
effective only if two conditions are met: first, that
new ground is broken in relation to methods and
secondly, that the member states demonstrate a
sffong political will so that crises such as the one
in former Yugoslavia never occur. I have no doubt
that your Assembly will agree on the best way of
welcoming the representatives from the parlia-
ments of countries. I also hope that you will defi-
ne the participation of our associate members in
this present week of debates. I am sure that the
Council will provide the necessary material
resources to enable you to meet your new obliga-
tions.

For WEU, enlargement is not an end in itself but
a response to the demands of the moment. From
Petersberg to Kirchberg in under two years, our
organisation has taken on a dimension somewhat
at variance with its title. I think that a running-in
period is now needed to enable it fully to exploit
the new potential offered by a Council meeting in
different confi gurations.

WEU has reached a stage at which it must start
defining what a common European defence policy
will entail. The Maastricht Treaty has not imposed
any binding timetable in that respect, but the
development of our operational r6le requires a
conceptual framework. Therefore, it is necessary
gradually to put in place the building blocks of a
new European defence policy. In Luxembourg,
ministers asked the Permanent Council to begin
work on that long-term assignment. Now, seven
years after The Hague platform was adopted, it
will fall to the Netherlands presidency again to
present preliminary conclusions at the next Minis-
terial Council in November.

I pay tribute to the overall coherence of the
reports presented by MM. Baumel, Ferrari, de
Puig, Borderas and De Decker and by Sir Keith
Speed, all of which address essential aspects in
general, but also essential aspects of what a future
common defence policy will have to take into
consideration.
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As to peace-keeping operations, various scena-
rios for WEU participation may be envisaged:
intervention of a select number of member states,
co-ordination by WEU of member states' contri-
butions to an operation, operational control of
WEU action with the assets made available to it
by the member states, including the contribution
of units from other countries, and the execution
of an operation in co-ordination with another
organisation. That is what is happening with the
embargo monitoring operation in the Adriatic. At
the end of May, I was able to see for myself, on a
visit with members of the European Council to
the joint headquarters in Naples, just how suc-
cessful was the co-operation between WEU and
NATO under the political control of both organi-
sations.

Those scenarios are the subject ofplanning stu-
dies, as is the preparation of WEU's contribution
to the European Union's mandate to restore and
maintain order in the district of Mostar in Bosnia.
The rationale for those activities is based not only
on a prospective common European defence poli-
cy but on the likelihood of specifically European
interests. In this respect, the Maastricht Treaty has
already been overtaken, and the emphasis is shif-
ting from defence to the use of military capabili-
ties and even to a more general operational
dimension, as is shown by our police and customs
officers on the Danube.

The combined joint task force concept, the aim
of which is to facilitate the use of the alliance's
collective assets by WEU, is of great value in the
planning of WEU missions and joint WEU-
NATO operations. The Council's politico-military
working group is defining what assets will be
most useful to WEU and the criteria and proce-
dures for their use by WEU. The aim is to prepare
for the timely introduction of WEU joint positions
into NATO consultation mechanisms so as to
achieve effectiveness by harmonising the forces
of the CJTF and WEU that are answerable to
WEU, and at the same time to define the meaning
of the famous phrase " separable but not separate
forces ".

Access to the alliance's collective assets is of
particular importance as regards intelligence,
space observation, AWACS and communications,
for instance. The concept ofCJTF does not provide
for their automatic availability, which will conti
nue to be subject to a prior decision by the Noth
Atlantic Council. WEU must, therefore, retain its
independent planning capability and develop its
operational rOle with a view to acting on its own
or - and this is the more probable - responding to
requests from the European Union.

(The speaker continued in French)

(Translation). - The Union's future autonomy
of action depends on the setting up of joint pro-
grarnmes in the fields of space intelligence and
strategic mobility. Technical and operational stu-
dies have been launched on these two subjects
within WEU. In the field of space intelligence, a
preliminary conceptual study on a European
observation satellite system has just been produ-
ced by an indusrial consortium. As regards long-
haul air transport, an industrial consortium,
EUROFLAG, is conducting a feasibility study on
a plan for a future large fransport aircraft which
might meet European needs for force projection in
outside theatres.

WEU's operational capabilities, however, will
depend more and more on reinforcing European
armaments co-operation. Successful industrial co-
operation calls for a common definition of pos-
sible collective intervention scenarios, future
types of armaments and timetables for implemen-
ting the corresponding programmes. That success
will depend above all on the European formula-
tion of a military policy, something that has not
yet been done. The temporary absence of any one
of these elements makes it all the more necessary
to place armaments questions in the political
framework of the Maastricht Treaty.

In the short term, WEU can help to define joint
methods geared to the European requirements in
this field, whether these are technical standards or
statutory regulations, the creation of subsidiary
bodies or the setting up of a European planning
bureau. All this calls for considerable reorganisa-
tion of national structures and working methods;
new bilateral or multilateral initiatives and the
continuance of feasibility studies on a European
aflnaments agency arc all steps in the right direction.

The ratification of the Maastricht Treaty has
paved the way for attaining an ambitious objecti-
ve: the full commitment of all member countries
of the European Union to the development of a
common foreign and security policy, including a
policy on defence. The year 1994 will go down as

the year in which the European security and
defence identity was unreservedly endorsed by
the Atlantic Alliance. Cohesion among Europeans
is reinforcing its integrity and effectiveness. Europe
must take advantage of the active support of the
United States if it is to become the strong and uni-
ted Europe for which President Clinton is
constantly pleading. WEU will help to bring that
about by defining - in the CFSP framework -
conceptual doctrines for a common defence
policy.

The shortcomings indicated by your rapporteurs
point to the need to bring forward the deadlines
and expedite the realisation of a European defen-
ce. At stake is its very credibility in the eyes of our
North American allies and all our partners who
are committed to join the European Union.
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The PRESIDENT. - Mr. van Eekelen has kind-
ly said that he will answer questions, but because
of the time between my announcement of that and
his speech there has been little opportunity for
representatives to prepare questions. I have one
from Mr. Bieringer, from Austria, and if, after
that, anyone wishes to ask a question from the
floor,I shall take it.

I call Mr. Bieringer, observer from Austria.

Mr. BIERINGER (Observer from Austria)
(Translation). - Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, it is a pleasure and an honour for me to speak
to you today in this forum as the representative of
the Austrian Federal Council.

Yesterday was an historic day for Austria; by a
majority of two thirds of all votes, by exactly
66.4Vo - with a turnout of more than 82Vo - the
people of Austria voted for accession to the Euro-
pean Union. I am exffemely grateful to the Presi-
dent for his words of welcome.

So the people of Austria are cenainly not half-
hearted but very emphatically in favour of playing
their part in Europe. We are assuming that Austria
will be a member of the European Union by the
beginning of 1995.

In practical terms this means that we in Austria
now have a chance to participate in the peaceful
process of European integration, to become part
of the European Union's community of stability
and security, and to be given a place and a voice in
the institutions that shape the future of Europe.

When Austria applied for accession to the Euro-
pean Community in the summer of 1989, it did so
chiefly for economic reasons. In the course of
time, however, political and security policy consi-
derations came increasingly to the fore.

Today the people of Austria are fully aware that
we need to become a member of the European
Union primarily for the sake of our security and a
peaceful future.

The security of Europe is inextricably bound up
with the security of Austria. A glance at the map
will convince anyone that it is in Austria's vital
interest to co-operate actively and with solidarity,
in framing and operating the European security
system.

Pursuant to the letter and objectives of the
Maastricht Treaty, WEU has an important part to
play in the architecture of European security. That
is why Austria took the political decision to apply
for observer status in WEU when it joins the
European Union.

We shall establish even closer relations with
WEU in the light of developments within the
European Union, with particular reference to the
1996 intergovernmental conference, and to the
basic conditions of security policy, and we shall

do so with a strong sense of responsibility and
commitment.

Ladies and gentlemen, the outcome of yester-
day's referendum in Austria shows you all with
what enthusiasm Austria intends to participate
and co-operate in Europe. We hope this optimism
and enthusiasm will also act as a stimulus for the
other partners in the Union and the other appli-
cants for membership.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you. That was hardly
a question, but we appreciate the sentiment.

I call Mr. Rathbone.

Mr. RATTIBONE (United Kingdom). - It is an
honour to follow an Austrian colleague in the ope-
ning stage of this debate of the Assembly. Secre-
tary-General, you and the President before you
referred to the forum and the need to encourage
membership of it and participation within it. How
do you see that developing both from the ministe-
rial side and from the aspect of the Assembly?
You will be aware, as many other members of the
Assembly are aware, of the administrative diffi-
culties that we face in embracing the new mem-
bership and ensuring that new members can be
entirely active and support our joint aim, which is
to maintain security in Europe.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. van Eekelen.

Mr. van EEKELEN (Secretary-General of
WEU). - I, too, am impressed by the figures in
the Austrian referendum. I hope that the popula-
tion of Austria will maintain the enthusiasm for
European integration which it has shown and,
indeed, that in 1996 it will be able to take the
next step. In considering the process of Euro-
pean integration, it is difficult to envisage that
we shall always have many observers of WEU
activities as the foreign and security policy of the
European Union develops. However, it is, of
course, a decision for each sovereign country to
take and Austria clearly will have the choice bet-
ween observership and full membership of WEU
once it has become a full member of the Euro-
pean Union.

In response to Mr. Rathbone's question, I should
first like to say, that of course, a distinction will be
made between our associate members and our
associate partners. Both have the status of asso-
ciates, but they are a little different. The associate
members - Turkey, Norway and Iceland - have
that status because they are members of the North
Atlantic alliance and they participate fully in our
activities.

With our associate partners we are at the begin-
ning of the process, but we have already opened
some of our council meetings to them. One week
we meet with fifteen members and the next we
meet with twenty-four. Then we meet again with
fifteen and then again with twenty-four. That
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means that our associate partners can participate
in an unintemrpted process of consultation.

Consultation on questions of peace, security and
stability in Europe is not a problem with us
because our associate partners can prepare with us
for the meetings of the Permanent Council every
other week and can make their views known and
participate in a consensus-building process. It is
up to the Assembly to judge what opportunities it
gives to our associate members and associate part-
ners, but it does so in both cases with considerable
generosity. The whole idea of our enlargement is
based on the fact that our associates are linked
either into the process of the Atlantic Alliance or
with the European Union. As I have just explai-
ned, Austria will become a full member of the
European Union and will be able to join WEU
according to conditions to be agreed and ratified.
Countries of the European Union are in principle
entitled to the new status of associate partner. I
hope that the Assembly will give that opportunity
to countries of Central and Eastern Europe and
take appropriate similar steps with regard to Tur-
key, Norway and Iceland. I hope that those coun-
tries will participate in the consensus building
which is essential in our organisation.

The PRESIDENT. - The sound system is not
working. I am sorry ladies and gentlemen. There
is something fundamentally wrong. I shall sus-
pend the sitting for ten minutes and ask that the
problem be investigated.

(The sitting was suspended at 4.10 p.m. and
resumed at 4.25 p.m.)

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Soell to ask his
question. We are now up against time limits. If he
could make his question reasonably brief, it
would be appreciated. I hope that you will be kind
enough, Mr. van Eekelen, to take this one ques-
tion. The other questioner has generously with-
drawn because of the time element.

Mr. SOELL (Germany) (Translation). - Secre-
tary-General, I have a very practical question.
You spoke of strengthening this dialogue with the
new states of Eastern and Central Europe. But
anyone concerned with the continuity of our
Council of Ministers will notice that in future the
presidency of the Council is to change every six
months. That would have made sense if the presi-
dency of the Council of Ministers of the European
Union were the same as the presidency of the
Council of Ministers of Western European Union.
As we can see, however, this change will mean
that the presidencies of the European Union and
of WEU are held by different countries. How can
we maintain a continuous dialogue with the new
member states and tackle the many tasks facing us
if we have different presidencies within the Euro-

pean Union and WEU Councils of Ministers
every six months?

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. van Eekelen.

Mr. van EEKELEN (Secretary-General of
WEU) (Translation).- Mr. President, full member
states can hold the presidency of Western Euro-
pean Union. We have now come to the end of the
Luxembourg presidency, which lasted a yeaL
Then comes Holland and then Portugal, for six
months each. It will be Spain's turn in a year's
time. At that point Spain will hold the presidency
of both the European Union and Western Euro-
pean Union. We have not yet decided who is to
come next. But I would consider it only logical for
the presidency of Western European Union
always to coincide with that of the European
Union and for us to agree on the dates of the pre-
sidency of the countries that are not yet full mem-
bers of WEU. That would give us the same presi-
dencies every six months. At any rate, we will
take account of your views.

Mr. SOELL (Germany) (Translation). - In any
case it is not yet certain whether next year, after
the Spanish presidency, both presidencies will be
held by a representative of one and the same state.

Mr. van EEKELEN (Secretary-General of
WEq (Translation).- We stated in the Maastricht
Treaty and the WEU declaration that we would
endeavour to synchronise the presidencies. We
have not yet taken a formal decision as to what we
will do after the Spanish presidency. But we are
thinking along those lines. The decision remains
to be taken. I presume it will be taken towards the
end of this year or perhaps in the spring of next
year.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much, Mr.
van Eekelen. I apologise for the unwarranted
intemrption in the questions to you, which was
beyond the control of the platform. With your pro-
fessionalism, you did not let it disturb you. It is
always a pleasure to see you here, both listening
to our debates and making speeches; we are very
grateful to you. Thank you very much.

11. Address by Mn Haekkerup,
Minister of Defence of Denmark

The PRESIDENT. - In welcoming you, Mr.
Haekkerup, may I say that I hope that you do not
think that our proceedings are usually conducted
in this shambolic way. You have hit us on a diffi-
cult afternoon. We are delighted that you are here.

Mr. Haekkerup is no stranger to the WEU
Assembly. Before he became a Minister, he was a
frequent visitor to us as an observer from the
Danish Parliament. It is, therefore, a particular
pleasure for us to welcome him in his present
capacity. All our countries are experiencing diffi-
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culties in restructuring forces and coping with
reducing defence budgets; Denmark is no excep-
tion. Under Mr. Haekkerup's guidance, Denmark
is making the transition more easily than some
others are. In particular, Denmark has a tradition
of support for the United Nations, which is pre-
sently being reinforced. I anticipate that we shall
hear about that in a moment.

Mr. Haekkerup appea$ today wearing two hats.
He is also the Chairman of the Western European
Union Armaments Group, which was formed last
year by bringing the Independent European Pro-
gramme Group and parts of Eurogroup under the
aegis of WEU. In the light of the current debate on
the European arrnarnents agency, we shall be dou-
bly interested in hearing what he has to say. Mr.
Haekkerup, we are delighted to see you. Would you
please come and address us? I shall keep my fingers
crossed that the microphones do not go on the blink.

Mr. HAEKKERUP (Minister of Defence of
Denmark). - First, I should like to thank you for
your kind welcome. I had the chance to participate
earlier in the meetings of the WEU Assembly, but
it is a special honour this time to have a chance to
address the Assembly. It is a great pleasure to
have the opportunity to discuss various aspects of
European security here today.

By way of introduction I should like to under-
line that the fight for ideals and values matters -
whether in the fight for human rights, for demo-
cracy or other essential principles that the world
community praises.

The allied invasion on the beaches of Normandy
took place fifty years ago. Had D-Day not taken
place we would have been unable next year to
celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the final libe-
ration of Europe. The most difficult days of the
lives of the allied forces on D-Day brought us
fifty years of freedom. President Mitterrand
expressed that very well in his speech on 6th June
at the Omaha beach. In his speech to the veterans
and leaders of the fourteen war-time allies, he
said: " Je vous remercie pour la libert6 du monde
qui vous doit tant ".

After the liberation of Europe in 1945 there was
a chance to build a new Europe - a free and demo-
cratic Europe. Unfortunately, our forefathers did
not succeed fully. After the end of the cold war we
now have a new chance to build a whole Europe,
where stability and peace prevail. It is not going to
be easy, as we all realise, but we shall not miss the
opportunity this time.

We have, I believe, identified the road to secur-
ity and stability in Europe. It is equally important
that the states in Europe seem willing to embark
in the same vehicles in order to achieve that goal.
One of those vehicles is the partnership for peace

and another is the combined joint task forces.
There is still some uncertainty over the speed with
which we should be travelling but a shared sense
of direction is emerging.

The partnership for peace initiative is becoming
a solid success and will thus contribute to increa-
sed stability and will diminish threats to peace.
PFP has set in motion a process where expansion
of NAIO is both foreseen and welcomed. As Pre-
sident Clinton said in Prague after the summit: " It
is not a question of if the alliance will be expan-
ded, only a question of when and how ". So far,
twenty states have signed the framework docu-
ment and thereby expressed the will to join in a
common endeavour to forge new security rela-
tionships with the alliance. The process of imple-
mentation of PFP is well under way. Russia has
still not signed the framework document. How-
ever, at the recent NACC ministerial meeting in
Istanbul, Mr. Kozyrev gave a clear indication of
Russia's intention to join PFP. I am sure that every-
one will appreciate Russia's participation in PFP.
Surely everyone recognises the important contri-
butions that Russia can make to the stability and
security of Europe on a wide range of issues.
Good co-operative relations between the NATO
states and Russia will be a key element in order to
bring forward the Russian contribution. We wish
to develop a constructive relationship with Russia
based on mutual respect and friendship.

I shall now turn to WEU and its rdle in the new
security architecture in Europe. Denmark had a
referendum in June 1992 which rejected the
Maastricht Treaty and thereafter in May 1993
there was a new referendum on the Edinburgh
declaration. Part of the changes agreed to in Edin-
burgh was that Denmark should not participate in
the defence dimension of the European Union and
thus not join WEU as a member.

Since the second Danish referendum there have
not been such changes. That makes it necessary once
again to ask the Danish electorate to reconsider Den-
mark's stahrs in WEU. I should like to underline the
fact that the Danish Government feels comfortable
as an observer to WEU, where it has the opportunity
to participate in the meetings of the Council and its
subordinate organisations. We have the opportunity
to follow the political decisions being made by
WEU and to participate in discussions.

If WEU should some day become the central
forum in the European security architecture, and
Denmark loses its influence, we would, of course,
have to reconsider whether our present status was
sufficient for our security needs. But that has not
been the case up to now.

I wish to say a few words about the Western
European Armaments Group. At Kirchberg in
May the WEAG defence ministers considered the
first report on a European armaments agency and
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agreed that the study group should continue its
work under the direction of the national arma-
ments directors. We accepted that conditions do
not yet exist for the creation of an agency conduc-
ting the full range of procurement activities on
behalf of the WEAG nations, but agteed that there
may be scope for improvement in individual areas
of co-operative business through a body such as

an agency, with a legal personality under the
Brussels Treaty. We look forward to considering
this autumn the second report by the study group.
We will then decide what the next steps should be.

It is clear that the relationship between NATO
and WEU needs some elaboration in order to
achieve the transparency and co-operation fore-
seen in the NATO summit declaration. The CJTF
concept might well be seen as a vehicle to improve
the relationship between NATO and WEU in
terms of implementing the notion of complemen-
tarity and transparency.

It is, however, important to note that the pers-
pectives of the CJTF concept are far-reaching;
much beyond what some have termed putting
more flesh on what others have described as the
" WEU bones ". The CJTF concept is multi-face-
ted and multi-functional. The r6les that I can envi-
sage for the CJTF include at least four equally
important ones in addition to a structure develo-
ped to accommodate the availability of resources
of WEU operations without duplication of NAIO
structures.

First of all, the CJTF elements should have a
function for the cofirmon defence. It is for prag-
matic reasons undesirable to have one structure
for the common defence and one for other contin-
gencies. Two different structures mean two diffe-
rent sets of rules. I also find it highly unlikely that
any nation is prepared to designate forces and
resources solely for CJTF purposes.

Secondly, the CJTF concept should be structu-
red and developed within the NATO context in
order to enhance NAIO's capabilities for crisis-
management purposes and participation in Article
4 operations under a United Nations mandate.

Thirdly, it is the prime instrument for the practi-
cal integration of Cenffal and Eastern European
countries in a European security and defence
context. Living in a former front-line nation we
know that this is a very important aspect for
simple reasons of security. One should also note
that participation of Eastern and Central European
countries, and presumably also other nations, will
provide the necessary legitimation of employment
of military power.

Founhly, the CJTF concept is an expression of
NATO's readiness to make the collective assets of
the alliance available, on the basis of consultation

in the NATO Council, for WEU operations under-
taken by European allies in pursuit of the common
foreign and security policy. In other words, the
NATO states support the development of sepa-
rable but not separate capabilities which could
respond to European requirements and contribute
to alliance security. What is unique about NATO
co-operation is the common command language,
common procedures and technical facilities for
command and control and so on. At the moment,
WEU has none of those capabilities, so that is
why CJTF is important for it. It is important that
we build upon our existing sffucture and that all
countries participate along the same lines. We
have to realise that no European nation can filI out
the holes that will be left if North American parti-
cipation is excluded, unless, ofcourse, the level of
ambition is very limited.

Please allow me now to turn to some of the other
challenges we face in relation to prevention and
management of tension and conflict in Europe.
Throughout the cold war, the r6le of the United
Nations regarding peace and security on the Euro-
pean continent was limited. Today we face a situa-
tion in Europe that is sometimes characterised as
" hot peace ". The number of armed conflicts is
higher than it was during the cold war. At the same
time, we have a Europe with far more co-operation
in, for instance, peace-keeping efforts.

Denmark has a long tradition of contributing to
the United Nations peace-keeping operations. In
total, today we have close to I 500 soldiers ser-
ving in different peace-keeping operations. As the
Assembly will know, that is a substantial number
for a small nation like Denmark with only five
million inhabitants.

I would also like to inform the Assembly of the
establishment of the Danish Reaction Brigade
which will be operational by the end of 1995. The
unit's authorised strength will be approximately
4 500. Depending on the situation, all or parts of
the brigade may be made available as a brigade to
NAIO, primarily its rapid reaction corps, or it
may participate in peace support operations under
the auspices of the United Nations or the CSCE.

Parts of the brigade may also be made available
for United Nations so-called stand-by forces.
Denmark believes that it is important to support
the United Nations' efforts to establish that stand-
by force. Events in the years behind us have
shown clearly that it would have been very useful
if the United Nations had, with short notice, the
ability to deploy forces to an area of tension. That
would be far better, as it is easier to prevent
conflicts from breaking out than it is to solve a
conflict once the atrocities have been started and
people have been killed.

For her part, Denmark sees no alternative to par-
ticipating actively in changing the harsh realities
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of life in Europe today. The reason is simple:
international security and not least European
security is more than ever a maffer of interdepen-
dency. Today, humanitarian, moral and security-
related considerations are inseparable. If we were
to go back on our international principles and
commitments, and for instance, to withdraw our
peace-keeping ffoops from the former Yugosla-
via, we would undermine security for ourselves
and for our children. Denmark attaches great
importance to the dialogue and co-operation
taking place on a multinational level within the
United Nations, the CSCE, NATO and the North
Atlantic Co-operation Council. However, we also
believe that multilateral co-operation can success-
fully be supplemented by activities and initiatives
on a bilateral basis or at a regional level. That
consideration has been the basis of a string of ini-
tiatives between Denmark and the countries bor-
dering the Baltic sea. Since October last year,
Denmark has concluded bilateral defence co-ope-
ration agreements with Poland with each of the
three Baltic countries. We are currently negotia-
ting a similar agreement with Russia. I hope to
sign that agreement with Mr. Grachev in Denmark
before the end of this summer.

The recurrent themes for co-operation are United
Nations peace-keeping training, co-operation bet-
ween civilian and military authorities, the r6le of
defence in a democracy, the r6le of defence in rela-
tion to environmental clean-up and so on. Denmark
gives special priority to the three Baltic countries,
to Poland and to the St. Petersburg and Kaliningrad
regions of Russia. That is well illusfrated by our
bilateral agreements. In addition to those and in the
same spirit, co-operation around the Baltic sea is
also taking place between Denmark, Germany and
Poland. This autumn, we shall be holding two trila-
teral military exercises between our countries. We
have invited the three Baltic states to participate in
those exercises as observers.

Allow me to draw your attention to a most
remarkable example of voluntary sub-regional
peace-keeping co-operation. Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania have recently decided jointly to estab-
lish a Baltic peace-keeping battalion. We Nordic
states have taken upon ourselves over the next
couple of years to provide the battalion with the
necessary peace-keeping training before its actual
deployment to United Nations peace-keeping
missions. Other western states, for instance, the
United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, Ger-
many and the United States are also contributing
to that ingenious project. That project is a unique
example of concrete co-operation within peace-
keeping. Furthermore, it will enable the Baltic
states to take an active part in peace-keeping co-
operation under the United Nations or CSCE aus-
pices. Finally, let me underscore the point that

Baltic co-operation on establishing the battalion
will be an important step for active Baltic partici-
pation in partnership for peace.

Let me conclude by returning to D-Day. I think
that there is a direct line from the soldiers on the
beaches in Normandy that morning and the men
and women in the resistance movement to our
young soldiers in the service of the United
Nations today. The common denominator is the
belief in our democratic ideals and the will to
stand up for them. D-Day took place fifty years
ago. Denmark, Europe and the world have chan-
ged but the D-Day, and the heroes who secured
the foundation for our free and democratic socie-
ties today, are still worth celebrating. Last week,
President Clinton said in Normandy, " As free-
dom reigns from Prague to Kiev, the liberation of
this continent is almost complete ". I wholly agree
with President Clinton. Let me just add that Den-
mark is willing to take upon herself a fair share of
the burden to make that liberation complete.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Haekkerup.

I call Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman.

Mrs. BAARVELD-SCHLAMAN ( N ethe rlands )
(Translation). - Mr. President. The Danish Minis-
ter of Defence told us in his speech that his
government did not intend to ask the Danish
people in a further referendum whether Denmark
should join Western European Union. Govern-
ments have a responsibility not only to cary out
the will of the people, but also to guide them
towards what they believe is the right way. If the
Danish Government now believes that Denmark
should join WEU, does it intend, within the fore-
seeable future, to ask its members of parliament, or
the Danish people by means of a referendum, whe-
ther the time for accession has not in fact a:rived?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. HAEKKERUP (Ministerof Defence of Den-
mark). - Thank you for the question. As you will
know we had two referendums. The first was on
Maastricht and the second was on Edinburgh. The
Maastricht agreement included a defence dimen-
sion of the European Union, but as that was rejec-
ted in the Danish referendum, we had to take it out.
In Edinburgh we negotiated some exceptions, one
of which was that we would not participate in the
defence dimension. We subsequently managed to
obtain a majority in favour of the Edinburgh agree-
ment. That referendum was on 18th May last year.
It would be bad to ask our people just one year
later the same question. If something had changed
dramatically and we could say that Denmark
would be marginalised if we did not become full
members of WEU, we might consider the position,
but that is not the case.

As an observer nation we receive good treat-
ment in WEU and we can follow what is going on
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and participate in the discussions. Of course, I
cannot say what will be the position in the future.
In 1996 we shall have a new intergovernmental
conference. We shall see what comes out of that
conference and then consider whether to say yes
or no to it. If the new agreement includes some-
thing that goes beyond the Edinburgh agreement,
we shall have a new referendum. Let us have the
intergovernmental conference first. Denmark will
participate in that.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Lopez Henares.

Mr. LOPEZ HENARES (Spain) (Translation).-
I had intended to put a question similar to the one
put by Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman, but I will expand
on it a little. In fact, the Danish Government
might decide, probably in 1996, to call a referen-
dum on the question of joining in a common
European defence system.

My question is this: does it not seem to be
something of a contradiction that if the present
situation is maintained for any length of time,
Denmark will participate in the proposed combi-
ned forces, yet remain outside the European
security system represented by WEU? It is a
contradiction, and my question is similar to the
one our colleague put so intelligently a short
time ago. Although public opinion has ultimate-
ly to be taken into account, in defence matters it
is the leadership shown by politicians which is
decisive in guiding that opinion on such an
important subject. This is why I am again asking
whether there is not a certain contradiction in
accepting the security system while keeping
Denmark outside WEU?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. HAEKKERUP (Minister of Defence of
Denmark). - I shall try to tell you how I see
things. First, we are full members of NATO and
we participate in all integrated NATO sffuctures.
Secondly, we are a full member of the European
Union, with the two exceptions that I mentioned.
We also participate fully in the common foreign
and security policy of the European Union. So we
shall be where the decisions are made. Denmark
also participates in implementing decisions where
we have participated in taking them. Today, that
applies in particular to the position in former
Yugoslavia. Denmark is participating in those
efforts. The number of troops that we have there is
second to no other country in the world in relation
to our size. So when we talk about European
structures we should start by looking at what we
are doing where things really matter.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much,
Minister, not only for your courtesy in coming to
see us but for speaking frankly. We have some
intriguing thoughts about the status of Denmark,

but we know you as a friend and we see you
around. We wish you well with all your endea-
vours because you have exactly the same aim as
us - the peace and security of our European
continent. I am so glad that the wonders of
modern technology allowed you in the end to
deliver your speech. We are grateful for that and
we thank you for your speech.

12. The European armaments agency

- reply to the thifi-ninth annual report
of the Council

(Presentation of and debale on the report
of the Technological anil Aerospace Commifree

and vote on the drafi recommendttion,
Doc. 1419 and amendments)

The PRESIDENT. - The next order of the day is
the presentation by Mr. Borderas of the report of
the Technological and Aerospace Committee on
the European armaments agency - reply to the
thirty-ninth annual report of the Council, debate
and vote on the draft recommendation, Docu-
ment 1419 and amendments.

I call Mr. Borderas to present his report.

Mr. BORDERAS (Sparn) (Translation). - Mr.
President, ladies and gentlemen, before I present
the report on the European armaments agency, I
would like to express my gratitude to all those
individuals and institutions we interviewed during
the first few months of 1994 during the prepara-
tion of this report and, in particular, to the Arma-
ments Directorates-General of Spain, Germany
and France.

I would also like to thank the Secretary-General
of WEU, Mr. van Eekelen, who very kindly saw us
in Brussels and completed part of this report and,
finally, the services of the Assembly and especial-
ly Mr.Pedregosa, the Secretary of the Technologi-
cal and Aerospace Committee, for his constant
assistance in the preparation of this report.

I would like to commend this report on the
European armaments agency, which is a plan for
co-operation and joint effort with a view to future
initiatives and projects. The report is also closely
involved with the European armaments industry,
with its sights set on the needs of an efficient
European army in the near future. In short,
Mr. President, it is a European plan for Europe. Is
this the right time to be talking of such a plan? Are
we in a position to start putting this intention into
operation? In the words of our leaders, including
the Spanish President Felipe Gonzdlez, in our pre-
sent situation we sometimes talk of Euroscepti-
cism and sometimes of Euro-optimism when
referring to the situation with which we are dea-
ling in Europe: economic recession, unemploy-
ment, enlargement of the Community, German
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reunification, serious problems in many of the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe in adap-
ting to western ways, a reduction of defence bud-
gets in most of our countries, transformation of
the armed forces, the war in Bosnia, etc.

With all this taking place at the same time, will
we be able to direct, focus, co-ordinate and resolve
our policy, or policies, on armaments in each of
our countries? But this is not the only concern.
The central issue is the construction of a common
foreign, security and defence policy for the Euro-
pean Union. And yet - especially on the day after
the elections for the European Parliament which
took place yesterday in many of our countries,
which are undoubtedly an expression of the sove-
reignty of our European Union - it does little for
our credibility that we are not making progress
towards union and integration and towards a
single, defined policy as regards foreign affairs,
defence and security.

On the other hand, demands are beginning to be
heard that we should act as a single power in our
attitude to foreign policy. We often hear the ques-
tion: " What is Europe doing in Bosnia? ", or
" What is the European view on this or that pro-
blem? ". The answer is that we have no answer,
because we are not yet a political unit. Yet look
how much progress we have made over the years.
There is a feeling that we are, after all, part of an
irreversible process. So we must promote the ins-
titutions, decisions and plans which will speed up
the European Union and, of course, Western
European Union itself, which is the instrument
upon which our common security and defence are
based.

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, this report
is the result of intensive work, expressing facts,
ideas and aspirations. The European armaments
agency is a project based on the text of the Maas-
richt Treaty, the decision of the Defence Minis-
ters in December 1992 on transferring the Inde-
pendent European Programme Group to WEU,
the report on armaments co-operation of the
National Armaments Directors in Luxembourg in
November 1993 and it is also the transfer of the
activities of Eurogroup, EUROCOM, EUROLOG
and EUROLONGTERM to this WEAG.

What is the significance of a European arma-
ments agency? If we have a common policy for
defence and security, a common policy for dea-
ling with the problems affecting our armed forces,
a common policy for dealing with the problems of
military needs, we must also have a common poli-
cy for dealing with our common needs in arma-
ments matters, with common programmes as
regards these armaments, with the common use of
European armaments, and also with the subject of

common exports, especially in view of the magni-
tude of arms and defence equipment manufacture
in countries such as the United States, Japan and
Russia itself, compared with Europe.

(The speal<cr continued in French)

Mr. President, this year France is commemora-
ting the centenary of the Dreyfus Affair, a serious
conflict between France and Germany on matters
of military espionage.

Howeveq on 14th July next, the European corps
with its German, French, Belgian and Spanish
troops will be parading on the Champs-Elys6es
and that is the difference. It is also our future and
the reason for our Euro-optimism.

Ladies and gentlemen, I look to you to approve
this report.

The PRESIDENT. - The debate is open.

I call Mrs. Blunck.

Mrs. BLUNCK (Germnny) (Translation). - Mr.
President, ladies and gentlemen, I want to extend
my very warm thanks to Mr. Borderas for his excel-
lent report, which is both necessary and timely.

Ladies and gentlemen, peace is not everything.
But without peace there is nothing. Millions of
people in the heart of Europe, in African states
and Central America learn this every day. Our
vulnerable little world is on fire from end to end.

People are fleeing on a massive, unbelievable
scale and although we in Europe are really only in
contact with a fraction of them, we are still scared
to death. In their panic and with no prospects in
sight, many people, all too often full of violence,
are trying only to save their own lives.

And yet the 1990s began so hopefully. With the
end of the cold war we believed we could begin to
resolve our real problems: relieving the hunger
and inconceivable misery that prevail in large
parts of the world.

We wanted a little more justice, we wanted a
little more social peace, because these are the
conditions not just for domestic security but also
for external security. We also wanted to make
peace with nature before nature declared war on us.

But unfortunately the end of the cold war did
not give us more political stability. On the confrary,
sabre-rattling is on the increase and the spread of
weapons and weapons systems - conventional
and nuclear - is creating the risk of further armed
disputes.

Moreover, our arms exports outside NATO,
often to the poorest regions of the world which
really need anything but weapons, powerfully
inflame the potential for violence. One day the
violence escalates. That is hardly surprising.
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However much sense it makes to have a Euro-
pean armaments agency in times when there is a
shortage of public funds, this agency cannot exist
unless we have uniform arms export regulations.
We are not interested in obtaining new markets
for our weapons but in restricting the arms trade.
That is why I ask you to adopt my first amend-
ment.

The day after the European elections I find - yet
again, I must say - that it is we parliamentarians
who will have to pay the price if we do not uphold
our rights vis-i-vis the executive, in particular our
right of control, which will ensure that govern-
ment activities are transparent.

I am aware that we have limited powers, but at
least no one should be able to reproach us with
failing to demand and sue for these powers of
control, to which we are, after all, entitled.

That is why I also ask you to adopt my second
amendment, to the effect that the Council must
ensure parliamentary control - over defence pro-
curement as well as arms exports - either through
the national parliaments or through the Parlia-
mentary Assembly, and must document this too,
to ensure that we can exercise our right, regardless
of what the structures look like, regardless of
whether this has implications for our national
budget or is documented or described elsewhere.

I hope you will adopt the amendments.

(Mr. Steiner, Vice-President of the Assembly,
took the Chair)

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Baumel.

Mr. BAUMEL (France) (Translation). - I first
have a comment which I would thank you,
Mr. President, to convey to the ambassadors
representing the Council of Ministers.

The Assembly meets only a few days every year
yet I am sorry to see that the benches ofthe repre-
sentatives of the Council of Ministers are practi-
cally empty. Once the Danish Minister of Defence
had frnished his address there was something like
a flight of sparrows escaping through the two
doors and leaving just the few of us on our own. In
my view, this is both discourteous and irrespon-
sible behaviour on the part of the members of the
Council of Ministers. Will you, Mr. President,
please make known my deep indignation at what
has happened. Rather than going off somewhere
in Paris, ambassadors ought to stay here working
with us.

My other comment is about the way we should
go about debating this very important report, on
which I congratulate Mr. Borderas. It seemed to
me that the last speaker was confusing the parlia-

mentary Assembly of WEU, which is a defence
organisation, with a conference on pacifism or
progress in humanitarian operations. The nature
of the subject has to be kept to in each particular
case. There is no question whatsoever of our inter-
fering in the war against exports; our concern is
whether united Europe will or will not have a
European defence industry. The issue is clear.

For ten years now we have been working on this
question. We proclaimed the need for member
states to have an arms co-operation policy in Rome
in 1984. Today the sad truth is that we are still only
at the beginning, the first rough outline. Why?

First, there are the facts of the situation which
have to be faced objectively. Europe unfortun-
ately has very serious employment problems.
Each country is trying to preserve its national
industry's market share and each government to
keep activity as much as possible within the natio-
nal sphere, but the way tomorrow's strategic
requirements are taking shape, it is clear that in
the case of armaments, we are reaching the end of
national programmes. Even the most powerful
and richest of our countries can no longer afford
the whole range of weaponry necessary for future
wars. France is already at the uttermost limit of its
possibilities. We are very well aware that the
famous Rafale will very probably be the last all-
French plane and that in future we shall have to
design and produce our aircraft in co-operation
with other countries.

Second, a European arms policy obviously
means the end of rivalry and competition between
Europeans, as is at present only too frequently the
case. In this problem of European preference in
arms conffacts, I am shocked by what I see happe-
ning: to begin with, there are the countless expres-
sions of solidarity by various states at the different
European summit meetings and then, when the
summit is over and ministers or delegations have
gone home, we find that instead of buying Euro-
pean, one or another country loses no time in
signing a sales contract with a major American
arms producer. In my view there is something
ludicrous in professing European solidarity in a
plenary session and a few days later disregarding
the possible signature of a European agreement by
accepting a kind of American preference.

The report before us is very important since it
raises a vital point often overlooked concerning
the effort to improve the conditions in which
WEU works. I think we should attach more
importance to this question. We should ask the
representatives of the Council of Ministers
- when they are here - to go a little further with
these projects because, from now on, we have no
alternative but to promote defence co-operation
on the European scale.

We are already beginning to set up operational
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multinational contingents, but what about the
totally unrealistic situation of the European corps?
Its troops have three different types of rifle, using
different ammunition incompatible with the wea-
pons of their partners, and contingents are only
allowed to buy one specific set of weapons.

It is fortunately obvious, as we gradually move
towards a multinational view of our European
security missions and are deliberately committed
to a policy of European unity which is as it were
the beginning of a European afiny, that this should
naturally be followed by a European industry,
rationalisation of programmes and harmonisation
of weapons, all of which we say but do not do. On
the contrary, I have found that for many years
now, instead of progressing, arms co-operation
has in fact declined.

The co-operative agreements between France
and the United Kingdom produced excellent
examples, including the Jaguar aircraft. Today,
there are many difficulties.

The excellent Franco-German co-operation
which had worked so well before is also encoun-
tering problems.

We must try to overcome these obstacles, not
because we wish at all costs to export a specific
category of arms throughout the world, as the pre-
vious speaker said, but because Europe must have
its own arms for its own defence, a requirement
made all the more necessary by the growing com-
petition throughout the world and the fact that the
United States, Russia and many other countries
are highly competitive producers.

I therefore agree with the report as presented.

I should like, however, to express my surprise at
one paragraph in the explanatory memorandum.
Paragraph 45 on the future European armaments
agency reads: " In the short and medium term, one
cannot expect to create a European armaments
agency with wide-ranging responsibilities; on the
contrary, if starting positions are neither reaso-
nable nor achievable, this project might well
come to grief and it would be difficult to find the
necessary consensus to launch that body ". Fortu-
nately, the paragraph continues: " It would appear
necessary, however, to begin work ... ".

Yes, indeed, Mr. Rapporteur, ladies and gentle-
men, it is necessary not only to begin work but
actually to establish this European armaments
agency without delay. If we do not do so, our
countries will be tempted to enter into bilateral
agreements. Probably, to begin with, a Franco-
German armaments agency would be set up. This
would be a first step, but it would need to be
superseded very quickly since for European co-
operation to stop there would be very serious.

What I am saying, therefore, is that we must have
a European armaments agency.

The PRESIDENT. - The next speaker was to
have been Mr. Bieringer of Austria, but he is not
here.

That concludes the list of speakers.

Does the Rapporteur, Mr. Borderas, wish to
reply?

Mr. BORDERAS (Spain) (Translation). - Yes,
Mr. President. I agree with Mrs. Blunck that it
does ofcourse seem necessary for the various par-
liaments of WEU counries to be able to conftol
the problem of arms production. And if the Euro-
pean armaments agency is eventually created, it
will, like other institutions within WEU such as
the Torrej6n Satellite Cenffe or any other of Wes-
tern European Union's activities, be confrolled by
this Assembly when, at the end of the year, this
Assembly is informed of the activities that have
taken place and the decisions that have been rea-
ched in the Council of Ministers. I believe that
in this respect, we could change one or two words,
particularly in Amendment 2 where it says
" ensure " - and Mrs. Blunck agrees with this -
we would be in favour of replacing the word
" ensure " by the phrase " insist on parliamentary
conffol "; however, this will be discussed when
the amendments are presented at the end of the
debate.

As far as Mr. Baumel's comments are concer-
ned, I am in complete agreement with what he
said, certainly now that we are aware of the impli-
cations of the development of the arms industry,
the defence industry, research programmes, co-
operation programmes such as the EUCLID pro-
ject, and programmes involving two or three
countries for the manufacture or production of
different defence components, of which the Euro-
fighter 2000 is a good example. Indeed, faced
with all of this, we can see that either we have a
system for integrating the European defence
industry, a r6le which could be played very ade-
quately by a European defence agency or Euro-
pean armaments agency within WEU, or this
European industry will certainly be dominated by
other countries which currently account for
around 707o of world armaments production; I am
referring to the United States of America and the
former Soviet Union. This leaves 3OVo for all the
other countries. Of this 30Vo, approximately l0%o
is accounted for by the production of armaments
and defence components by France, and all the
other countries, including my own, account for
very insignificant amounts.

Clearly, the armaments industry is extremely
complex, involving considerable research and the
search for new materials such as alloys and other
elements which a high technology industry such
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as military electronics almost inevitably demands.
I agree with all of this; the problem is that these
are also situations which require considerable
financial input, at a time when the majority of
these countries are reducing their defence bud-
gets. As a result, we believe that the future of this
industry lies in co-operation, association and inte-
gration. These are the interests, ideas and conclu-
sions we have arrived at as regards the content of
this report on the European armaments agency.

The PRESIDENT (Translation).- I call the
Chairman of the committee.

Mr. LOPEZ HENARES ( Spain) (Translation).-
This report is of vital importance, because without
the armaments industry there would be no defence,
and this matter is dealt with by the Treaty on
European Union, which specifically refers to the
creation of an armaments agency, the declaration
of Western European Union member states atta-
ched to the Treaty on European Union, and subse-
quent declarations at the NATO summit and at
other meetings of the WEU Council of Ministers.
With this in mind, the Technological and Aeros-
pace Committee has given careful consideration
to Mr Borderas's excellent report.

I must tell the Assembly that this repoft was
approved almost unanimously, with only one vote
against it. It is an extremely prudent report, as you
will appreciate if you analyse the wording of the
recommendation, which is where the fundamental
question lies. All that is intended at the moment is
to create the agency in order to co-ordinate the
management of study programmes and to gather
information on armaments policy. It goes no fur-
ther than that, but I should like to point out that I
do not support this view. I am definitely in favour
of going further. However, in a spirit of caution,
Mr. President, the Rapporteur and the committee
have adopted a draft which we are submitting for
your approval with extreme prudence, to avoid
provoking the resistance referred to in the para-
graph to which Mr. Baumel so rightly refers, in
which the Rapporteur points out the difficulties
implicit in trying to be more ambitious at the pre-
sent time, in view of the apprehension felt by dif-
ferent countries and administrations.

It is imponant to keep this in mind, because in
the debate on the very pertinent matter of the
consfiuction of Europe, even today, after the stance
taken by voters in the elections yesterday, one of
the criticisms of the Treaty on European Union,
and consequently of defence policy, is that as a
result of the way in which it is implemented, it
constitutes a weakening of European defence.

What I am saying is that if we do not take the
appropriate steps to integrate defence and make
progress, if all we do is to create obstacles or set

conditions, then it is likely that rather than foste-
ring an integrated defence system, we are obstruc-
ting the defence of Europe. This is relevant to
Mrs. Blunck's comments, to which with the grea-
test respect I would like to refer.

Mrs. Blunck said that peace is necessary,
without peace there is nothing. Well, to say this
with regard to defence - obviously armaments
and the defence industry are not all that is invol-
ved - but for those of us who have to take a poli-
tical view, defence and security must be imple-
mented with a view to avoiding conflict
effectively. At the same time it is true to say that
without a defence industry, no defence is possible.
If the question now is to set up a defence policy,
responsibility for which was given to this organi-
sation by the Treaty on European Union, then the
integration, however slow, of policy on the defen-
ce industry is absolutely necessary. This is the aim
of the report.

It is likely, therefore, that to try to introduce
other elements involving confrol, which is the res-
ponsibility of other bodies, rather than concentra-
ting on studying this subject, would hamper the
establishment of the agency conceived with such
caution in the report and in the draft recommenda-
tion; once it has been set up, problems can be
addressed as they are encountered.

For this reason, Mr. President, I would once
again like to congratulate Mr. Borderas on his
report and ask the Assembly to give it, and the
recommendation to the Council of Ministers, their
support.

The PRESIDENT (Translation) - Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Amendments 1 and 2 have been tabled by
Mrs. Blunck.They read as follows:

1. After paragraph 1 of the draft recommendation
proper, insert a new paragraph as follows:

" Document the regulations on arms exports in
force in the member states and provide informa-
tion on its methods for their standardisation as
well as the time schedule previewed for reali-
sing harmonisation; "

2. After paragraph 1 of the draft recommendation
proper, insert a new paragraph as follows:

" Ensure and document parliamentary control
either through national parliaments or the par-
liamentary assembly over defence procurement
as well as arms exports; "
I call Mrs. Blunck to speak again briefly on them

and tell us what her view actually is at this point.

Mrs. BLUNCK (Germnny) (Translation).- Mr.
President, I understood the Rapporteur, Mr. Bor-
deras, to mean that he agrees to the amendments
as modified. I am, of course, very glad.
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The PRESIDENT (Translation). - That means
Mrs. Blunck agrees with the proposed amend-
ments, i.e., with the wording just explained by the
Chairman of the committee.

I call Mr. Borderas.

Mr. BORDERAS (Spain) (Translation). - The
whole of Amendment 1 is acceptable and Amend-
ment 2 should be amended to start with the words:
" insist on the need to ".

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Lopez Henares.

Mr. LOPEZIIENARES (Spain) (Translation). -
Point of order, Mr. President. Is it the procedure of
this Assembly to defend the amendment and then
give the floor to anyone who wishes to speak
against it?

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Thank you
for your comment, Mr. Lopez Henares. If every-
one agrees now - which appears to be the case - I
will put the nvo amendments to the vote with the
agreed wording, taking them in numerical order.
Both amendments will then be incorporated into
Mr. Borderas's draft recommendation. I believe
both sides agree to this. You accepted the first
amendment with no change. The second is to be
modified slightly. Mrs. Blunck agrees to that.

I now put Amendment I to the vote by show of
hands.

(Avote was then taken by show of lnnds)

Amendment I is agreed to.

I now put Amendment 2, as amended, to the
vote by show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of lnnds)

Amendment 2, as amended, is agreed to.

We shall now vote on the amended draft recom-
mendation.

Under Rule 35 of the Rules of Procedure, if five
or more representatives or substitutes present in
the chamber so desire, the Assembly shall vote by
roll-call on a draft recommendation.

Does anyone wish to propose a vote by roll-call?...

That is not the case. We will have a vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

The drafi recommendation is adopted 1.

13. Changes in the membership
of commifrees

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - In accordance
with Rule 40(6) of the Rules of Procedure I invite
the Assembly to agree to the proposed changes in
membership of committees contained in Notice
No. 1, which has already been distributed.

Is there any opposition? ...

The changes are agreed to.

74. Date, time and orderc of the day
of the next sitting

The PRESIDENT (Translation).- I propose that
the Assembly hold its next public sitting tomor-
row morning, Ttresday, 14th June 1994, at 10 a.m.
with the following orders of the day:

1. WEU in the process of European Union -
reply to the thirty-ninth annual report of the
Council (Presentation of and debate on the
report of the Political Committee, Docu-
ment 1417 and amendments).

2. Address by Mr. Hurd, Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of the
United Kingdom.

3. WEU in the process of European Union -
reply to the thirty-ninth annual report of the
Council (Resumed debate and vote on the
draft recommendation, Document I4l7 and
amendments).

Are there any objections?...

The orders of the day of the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.

Does anyone wish to speak?...

The sitting is closed.

(The sining was closed at 5.35 p.m.)
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SECOND SITTING

Thesday, 14th June 1994

Sutvtueny

1. Attendance register.

2. Adoption of the minutes.

3. WEU in the process of European Union - reply to the
thirty-ninth annual report of the Council (Presentation of
and debate on the report of the Political Committee,Doc.
l4l7 and amendments).

Speakers: Mr. Fenari (Rapporteur), Mr. Rodrigues, Mr.
Steiner, Mr. Mtiller, Mr. Fenarini, Mr. Pahor (Observer

from Slovenia), Mr. Antrefter, Mr. Pastusiak (Observer

from Poland).

4. Address by Mr. Hurd, Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom.

The PRESIDENT. - The sitting is open.

I. Attendance register

The PRESIDENT. - The names of the substi-
tutes attending this sitting which have been noti-
fied to the President will be published with the list
of representatives appended to the minutes of pro-
ceedings'.

2. Adoption of the minates

The PRESIDENT - In accordance with Rule 23
of the Rules of Procedure, the minutes of pro-
ceedings of the previous sitting have been disffi-
buted.

Are there any cornments?...

The minutes are agreed to.

3. WEa in the process of European Union
- reply to the thirty-ninth annual report

of the Council

(Presentation ofand debale on the report
of the Political Commi:free,

Doc. 1417 and amendments)

The PRESIDENT. - The first order of the day is
the presentation by Mr. Ferrari of the report of the
Political Committee on WEU in the process of
European Union - reply to the thirty-ninth annual

Replies by Mr Hurd to questions put by: Dame Peggy
Fenner, Mr. Ferrarini, Sir Russell Johnston, Mr. Valleix,
Mr. Antretter, Mr. Lopez Henares, Mr. Wolfgramm, Sir
Peter Fry.

5. WEU in the process of European Union - reply to the
thirty-ninth annual report of the Council (Reply to the
debate on the report of the Political Committee, Doc.
l4l7 and amendments).

Speakers: Mr. Ferrari (Rapporteur), Mr. de Puig (Chnir-
man),[-ord Finsberg (point of order), Mr. Stoffelen, Mr.
Ferrari, Mr. Stoffelen, Lord Finsberg, Mr. de Puig, Mr.
Fenari, Mr. De Decker, Lord Finsberg, Mr. de Puig.

6. Date, time and orders of the day of the next sitting.

report of the Council, debate and vote on the draft
recommendation, Document l4I7 and amend-
ments.

I call Mr. Ferrari to present his report.

Mr. FERRARI (Italy) (Translation). - The title
of the report I was asked to produce is WEU in the
process of European Union - reply to the thirty-
ninth annual report of the Council. Mr. President,
ladies and gentlemen, I believe that it has never
been truer than it is now to speak of a decisive
moment in the almost fifty-year life of Western
European Union. We are faced with a number of
vital problems which have to be resolved and a
number of challenges to be overcome during the
next few years which will be anxious ones for us.
These are major challenges.

The first is to implement the practical :urange-
ments between WEU and the European Union,
particularly in the light of Article J.4 of Title V of
the Maastricht Treaty. The second is to define
exactly the relationship between WEU and the
Atlantic Alliance having regard to the integmtion
of WEU into the Union. The third challenge
concerns the consequences of the enlargement of
the Union to include Austria, Finland, Sweden
and Norway. The fourth challenge concerns the
nature of the relationships linking WEU and the
European Union with the countries of Central
Europe on the one hand and with the countries of
the Community of Independent States on the
other. The fifth and final challenge is our timely
preparation for the detailed definition of our atti-

The sitting was opened at l0 a.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly, in the Chain

l. See page22.
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tude as Western European Union at the inter-
governmental conference of 1996.

These are the major subjects covered by the
report submitted to you which I shall now sum-
marise under these main headings.

The first concerns the consequences of the rati-
fication of the Maastricht Treaty for Western
European Union. For this subject I have drawn on
the conclusions reached by Mr. Goerens in Docu-
ment 1308 of May 1992 (Europe after Maas-
tricht), Document 1342 of November 1992 (Euro-
pean Union, WEU and the consequences of
Maastricht) and Document 1369 of May 1993
(Interpretation of Article XII of the modified
Brussels Treaty).

Regarding the future r0le of WEU, as you will
have seen from the report, I have avoided the two
extreme positions, namely that of Mr. De Gucht,
who says the fate of WEU is sealed and that it will
unavoidably be swallowed up into the European
Union, and the equally radical view, which has
supporters here in our Assembly, that we can
continue to regard ourselves as a completely auto-
nomous organisation whose powers are defined in
our Charter, the modified Brussels Treaty.

As I say, I have avoided the extremes, that is,
I regard WEU as an integral part of European
Union but still retaining its independence at least
until all members of the Union declare their
willingness to commit themselves to military acti-
vities.

It is always difficult to make forecasts but I do
not think this will happen all that soon. My view
in any case is that we shall be continuing well
beyond the intergovernmental conference in
1996. Even so, there is no doubt that a close
reading and above all a literal interpretation of the
part of the Maastricht Treaty which concerns us
tells us that WEU's r6le is reshaped by it.

When the treaty distinguishes in Article B of
Title I and Article J.4 of Title V between common
foreign and security policy, common defence
policy and common defence and then stipulates
that " the Union will request Western European
Union - which is an integral part of the develop-
ment of the Union - to elaborate and implement
decisions and actions of the Union which have
defence implications " the only possible conclu-
sion is that the Maastricht Treaty limits the
competence of WEU to defence matters leaving the
Union responsible for the management of common
foreign and security policy. It is equally clear that
the Council of WEU is required to base the future
activities of the organisation solely and exclusively
on requests from the Union and no longer on its
obligations under the modified Brussels Treaty.

A further point is that the Maastricht texts no
longer refer to the modified Brussels Treaty. What
does this omission mean? Some argue somewhat
mischievously that everything is being done to
ensure that the treaty and the obligations under it
can at times be disregarded if not completely for-
gotten. I do not go that far but I think the time has
come to ask the Council of WEU to deal once and
for all with the problem of harmonising the new
obligations imposed by the Maastricht Treaty
with those deriving from the modified Brussels
Treaty.

Co-operation between WEU and the European
Union. Here again we are looking at a difficult
relationship, at least that with the European Par-
liament. To start with, things seemed to go well. It
was decided to set up a joint working group of
WEU and the European Parliament with a pro-
$amme of work comprising the exchange of first
drafts ofreports, regular contacts between rappor-
teurs and joint meetings of committees. Unfortu-
nately, none of these commitrnents were met by
the time we reached 24th February 1994 when the
European Parliament approved the so-called De
Gucht resolution, Resolution A3-0041, which
emphasises inter alia " ... that the primacy of the
European Union should be confirmed unambi-
guously with the European Union taking the poli-
tical decisions concerning security and defence
with WEU implementing the decisions which
have defence implications ...; ... that the Euro-
pean Parliament may address questions and
recommendations to the WEU Council . ..; . . . that
in the third stage the European Parliament should
replace the WEU Assembly in its entirety at ple-
nary and committee levels ".

Since this resolution, relations between WEU
and the European Parliament have been strained.
Our only hope lies with the new Parliament just
elected.

The De Gucht resolution also deals with the
problem of relations between the European
Union, WEU and NATO which is another heading
in my report. This resolution abruptly states that
the European Union should become responsible
for defining the European position in the Atlantic
Alliance and consequently, in addition to the revi-
sion of the modified Brussels Treaty which should
lead to the full incorporation of WEU in the
Union, De Gucht also looks for a revision of the
present Washington Treaty in order, as he says, to
formalise relations between the European Union
and the United States.

Without wishing to exaggerate the significance
of this declaration, which throws into confusion
the prospects for the development of WEU within
the alliance and having regard also to the conclu-
sions of the January NATO summit I believe that
it should be made clear at once that the Maastricht
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Treaty which institutes the European Union gives
no indication as to how the Union should develop
its relations with the United States and NAIO but
simply demands that co-operation between the
members of the alliance should not conflict with
the objectives of the Union.

This brings us to the question of the enlarge-
ment of the European Union and its implications
for WEU. We are of course bound to express our
satisfaction that four EFTA countries are joining
the Union. Following the successful but hard-won
conclusion ofthe negotiations and the approval of
enlargement by the European Parliament, the
people of Austria gave the first yes to the Union
yesterday. This was a clear and decisive vote
which offers hope for the results of the referen-
dum in the Nordic countries. With the accession
of four new countries, the centre of gravity of the
Union is shifting to the north. The west is drawing
closer to the east and, with Norway and Finland,
the European Union will have a2000 km frontier
with Russia.

So far as concerns WEU specifically, some
aspects of the enlargement of the Union are a
matter for satisfaction but others are not. The first
of the latter is that during the negotiations the
package concerning the common foreign and
security policy was approved more easily than the
other packages such as those for agriculture,
fisheries, the environment and regional policies.
Another is the fact that, with the exception of Nor-
way, which as a member of NAIO finds no diffi-
culty in joining WEU as a full member, the option
in the case of Austria, Finland and Sweden, which
all have a tradition of neutrality, will almost cer-
tainly be that of joining WEU as observers thus
swelling the numbers of those countries within the
Union which are more reticent about moving
towards a common security and defence policy.

With regard to the referendum, it was fortunately
ruled that the countries favouring Europe were to
be the first to vote. So, following Austria it will be
the turn of Finland where there is a very small
majority in favour of Europe, followed by Swe-
den where the result of the referendum will
depend largely on the outcome of the parliamenta-

ry elections in September and finally Norway, the
most anti-Europe of the four where the only pos-
sibility of a yes vote for Europe depends on a
favourable decision in Finland and Sweden.

The Central European countries. The first
impression gained on visiting these countries
- the four Visegrad countries, Romania, Bulgaria
and the three Baltic states - is that they want at all
costs to join the European club without caring too
much about what the initials stand for and the
obligations of membership. As the Russian threat

and the so-called near abroad policy ofthe leaders
in Moscow is felt strongly in those countries - in
the Baltic states they even speak of the Russian
nightmare - the failure to gain entry to NAIO has
caused serious disappointment and their re-emer-
gence in the partnership for peace has not aroused
great enthusiasm. They feel happier, however, in
the WEU Forum of Consultation, because Russia
is not included, so that the Council of Ministers
did well at their Kirchberg meeting last month to
grant all the new countries joining the Forum a
kind of enhanced status as associate partners.

In this connection I should like to draw the
attention of the Assembly and Council of WEU to
countries such as Moldova and Slovenia which,
despite their different histories, feel themselves
closely bound to Europe. Quite clearly the prin-
ciple of parallel policy with the Union applies, as

conf,rmed inter alia by the Kirchberg declaration.

The intergovernmental conference of 1996. For
a series of reasons which I shall not list the 1996
deadline is a vital date for the future of Europe
and WEU. When this deadline comes we must be
ready with clear ideas and well thought-out plans.
I should like therefore to call on the Council and
the Secretariat-General to collaborate with this
Assembly to the full in preparation for 1996.

I should like to conclude by expressing the hope
that as happened ten years ago on the thirtieth
anniversary of the signature of the modified Brus-
sels Treaty, the fortieth anniversary may be cele-
brated this year with a special conference on Wes-
tern European Union to examine in detail the
reasons for our existence.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Fenari.

The debate is open.

The first speaker is Mr. Rodrigues.

Mr. RODRIGUES (Portugal) (Translation). -
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, I would des-
cribe the report we are currently discussing as

melancholy, not because of any lack of quality
- on the contrary, Mr. Ferrari has produced an
excellent, thoroughly researched document - but
because of the picture this reply to the Council
paints of the situation of our Assembly and the
r6le of WEU.

On the face of it, the Maastricht Treaty accorded
WEU a more prominent r6le, defining the organi-
sation as the European pillar of the Atlantic
Alliance. This view was subsequently reinforced
by the NATO summit meeting in January which
declared that co-operation between NAIO and
WEU was entering a new phase, with the assign-
ment of key operational r6les to the European
pillar.

The fact is however, as Mr. Ferrari's excellent
report confirms, that the more prominent r6le sup-
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posedly accorded to WEU by NATO is mostly a
fagade.

Without any reliable data to go on, it is not easy
to see exactly what the Council's objectives for
the future of WEU actually are.

It is not easy because, despite Europe's apparent
desire for militarisation, which is evident from the
policies adopted by the major European powers,
we still have not reached a consensus on the fun-
damental issue of the precise r6le of NATO in the
run-up to the third millenium.

Relations between WEU and NATO have been
the subject of detailed reports by our Assembly,
the latest being that of Mr. Baumel, but a number
of problems remain.

It is not surprising therefore that analysts have
drawn conhadictory conclusions from the Brus-
sels declaration. For some, the Brussels summit
paves the way for closer and more extensive co-
operation between NATO and WEU, with a trans-
fer of powers from the former to the latter. For
others, it is simply a media exercise whose princi-
pal aim is to cover up the decision to increase
the military dominance of the United States in
Europe, through NATO in particular. For them,
the simultaneous announcement by President
Clinton of the partnership for peace initiative is
just another feature of the White House's strategy.

Mr. Ferrari's report addresses a number of
issues which call into question not only the part
played by our Assembly but also the real r6le of
WEU.

The Council's reaction to certain written ques-
tions and the lack of response to Assembly recom-
mendations reveal a sui generis interpretation of
the modified Brussels Treaty.

The Rapporteur demonsffates, with the help of
convincing examples, that the Maasficht Treaty
verbally enhances the rdle of WEU but in practi-
cal terms reduces its responsibilities and spheres
of activity. The thirty-ninth annual report of the
Council confirms this conclusion.

Mr. Ferrari frankly believes that WEU's r6le is
to be reduced to little more than that of a subordi-
nate organisation and subcontractor, awaiting ins-
tructions from the European Union. Thus, it is
anticipated, for example, that requests for a Euro-
pean contribution from the United Nations and the
CSCE would be addressed only to the European
Union which would decide what kind of contribu-
tion WEU should make.

WEU's relationship with the European Parlia-
ment is also far from normal. As the Rapporteur
recalls, in a resolution of 24th February 1994 the
European Parliament emphasised " that the pri-

macy of the European Union over WEU should be
confirmed unambiguously, with the European
Union taking the political decisions concerning
security and defence [and] WEU implementing
the decisions which have defence implica-
tions... ".

In the explanatory memorandum attached to
that resolution, the rapporteur also proposed an
amendment to the modified Brussels Treaty to the
effect that " the WEU Assembly shall be compo-
sed of the representatives of WEU member coun-
tries elected to the European Parliament ".

Ladies and gentlemen, these extracts from
Mr. Ferrari's report highlight countless ambigui-
ties, points of tension and conftadictions.

Personally, I find policies for the militarisation
of Europe disconcerting. As we know from expe-
rience, strengthening military blocs, far from
conributing to a continental security policy and
helping to reduce tension, has the opposite effect.

So I am not in favour of the European pillar or
any steady increase in WEU's r6le in operational
policies in conjunction with NATO and using the
forces placed under its command. What we need
to go for is the road to disarmament rather than a
strategy culminating in military intervention.

Ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Ferrari's report
prompts an awkward question: what is the func-
tion of WEU? What is WEU today?

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Rodrigues.

I call Mr. Steiner.

Mr. STEINER (Germany) (Translation). -
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, the report
by Mr. Ferrari is the flrst in a well co-ordinated
series of reports up for debate this week in our
Assembly.

This report and the reports by Mr. de Puig, Sir
Russell Johnston, Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman, Lord
Finsberg and Mr. De Decker form a network, the
meshes of which are beginning to emerge
although they are still not very well defined.
I think it would be useful to reinforce these
meshes that are emerging. They need to be rein-
forced quite considerably if Western European
Union is to take up the position that we assign to
it, and that is expected of it. The weaknesses are
obvious, weaknesses that give rise to concern and
critical questions, such as those which the Rap-
porteur rightly asked.

We should not be like rabbits hypnotised by a
snake. We in the Assembly of Western European
Union should not be staring at the European Par-
liament to see what is happening there. We should
carry out our intended task, regardless of how
quickly or slowly Western European Union is
brought into the European Union.
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We must steadily maintain our task, our com-
mitment, and our activities, or even intensify
them. We know that, following Maastricht, we
have to go on developing Western European
Union on a practical basis. We are aware of the
urgent need for this practical development.

We must also continue to urge more emphati-
cally that the common security policy for Western
and Cenral Europe should now be clearly defi-
ned, regardless - as I said earlier - of the speed at
which Western European Union or the European
Parliament jointly assume this responsibility.

At present, security policy is still in the hands of
the national parliaments. As long as that is the
case, it is up to us as the representatives of the
national parliaments here in this Assembly to
make our contribution, on the basis of our respon-
sibilities in the national parliaments, so that mat-
ters can proceed, and proceed quickly.

We need to have definite prospects, which can
be achieved only if we define the cases in which
Western European Union is particularly called
upon to act. Indeed, we must set out clear political
guidelines, for instance for the work of the mili-
tary Planning Cell of Western European Union.
Without clear political guidelines, the activities of
the military Planning Cell in combination with
NATO will remain patchy. At the moment, in any
case, Western European Union's crisis-manage-
ment abilities are not particularly distinctive.

We need building blocks that are plainly visible,
that can be used to build the structure we need if
we really want to expand the guarantees of peace,
or at least the hopes of peace that we all cherish.
That is expected of us. The new states of Central
and Eastern Europe that are travelling the road to
democracy share these hopes.

I hope that we will not stop by the wayside on
our common travels but will forge ahead in the
swift accomplishment of this task despite the pro-
blems involved in the distribution of powers bet-
ween the European Union, the European Parlia-
ment and ourselves.

(Mn Valleix, Vice-President of the Assembly,
took the Chair)

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - [ call
Mr. Miiller.

tvtr. ITIULLER (Germany) (Translation). -
Mr. President,ladies and gentlemen, it is quite by
chance that one German delegate is speaking
immediately after another, both coming from
different political camps. But let me say at the
outset that much of what Mr. Steiner has just said
stems from political convictions we both share.

Mr. Rodrigues, the frst speaker in this debate,
described Mr. Ferrari's report rather decoratively
as melancholic. I want to spread a little more
melancholy.

We can only describe the state of Europe today
as melancholic. We had the European elections a
few days ago. If we look at the electoral turnout
and results in the various countries we must feel
melancholy about European politics. It is beco-
ming clear that the great enthusiasm of the early
days has died down and that new difficulties have
arisen because of the attempt to go a step further
with the Maastricht Treaty without having the
courage to make definite statements in that treaty.
Some of the major difficulties in relations bet-
ween WEU and the European Union are due to
the fact that Article J.4 of the Maastricht Treaty is
deliberately worded vaguely, so that it can be
interpreted in very different ways. It is precisely
because of this risk of misinterpretation that we
are more likely to encounter further difficulties,
rather than achieve clarity, if we want to have an
active WEU that is integrated in the European
Union's common foreign and security policy. Let
me give an example, in parenthesis so to speak.

Yesterday we listened to the highly enthusiastic
speech of an Austrian observer in this Assembly.
He described Austria's political enthusiasm for
taking part in the process of European integration,
for becoming a member of the European Union,
for being an observer in WEU. Since my consti-
tuency lies on the border with Austria, I spent
quite some time in Austria during the week before
the elections. And I clearly heard it being empha-
sised again and again during the electoral campai-
gn for accession to the European Union that Aus-
ffian neutrality would remain unchanged and that
people should certainly have no illusions about
WEU, and so on. This example alone shows the
problems the European Union will be facing with
its new member states and their relations with
WEU.

In this context, the European Parliament's claim
that in future it should act as a kind of spokesman
on these matters and that the WEU Assembly
should be absorbed into the European Parliament
is totally counterproductive. That would result in
the kind of European Parliament we had in the
past, that adopts a great number of resolutions
- on matters ranging from single-sex marriage to
the action against the Brazilian Indians - but has
no real power because it does not have the rights
of a genuine parliament, like the national parlia-
ments as we know them.

That is why I think - and here I am supporting
what Mr. Steiner said - that it is certainly more
rational for the WEU Assembly to be composed
of representatives of the national parliaments than
having things referred to a so-called parliament
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that is not really a parliament at all. As in the past,
the difficulties we are facing stem from the fact
that because the European Union does not man-
age to adopt a unanimous position, treaties are
deliberately worded in such a way as to leave
many points open. This does not help us to achieve
what we want, which is to strengthen WEU, and
for WEU to assume responsibility in the changed
European political climate following the collap-
se of the communist hegemony in Eastern Euro-
pe. It all remains vague. No clear decisions are
taken. We can get by with this for a few more
years, but it will not resolve the problem in the
long term.

To conclude, there can therefore be only one
outcome. If Europe still wants to have some
chance of a common foreign and security policy,
it will have to have the courage to do the job pro-
perly at the 1996 conference. It cannot get by for
ever by using woolly formulas, in the hope that
everyone can accept them. Even in football there
are certain rules, and in the end a team can only
win by scoring goals. If the players agree that no
goals are to be scored, there can be no match. And
if politicians believe they have to find formulas
that can be accepted by everyone, even those with
extreme views, they may blufftheir way through,
but they will not be making real policies. Hence
my warning:1996 will be the last chance to do the
job properly.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call
Mr. Ferrarini.

Mr. FERRARINI (Italy) (Translation). - Mr.
President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like
to congratulate Mr. Fenari on his very full and
interesting report. Western European Union is
certainly a linch pin in the process of European
integration.

We cannot yet foresee what Europe of the
future will be. Will it be a federal but unitary state
on the model of the United States or a kind of
Europe of the " patries " with national elements
dominating? Will it be a sixteen, twenty or even
forty power Europe? We know the western boun-
dary which coincides with the Atlantic but where
will the eastern boundary be?

The process of integration is under way but we
do not know how fast or how strongly. There are
some who argue that the bigger Europe becomes,
taking in new states and new realities, the more
will the spirit of Europe be lost and watered down.

This too may be ffue. Personally, I favour a pro-
cess of integration aiming at a united states of
Europe which, while recognising internally the
separate cultures and nationalities, ethnic groups
and traditions will be able, as a single power, to

meet the great world challenges and to put an end
internally to the ethnic and religious contradic-
tions which so often lead to war and open conflict.

But no process of unification can make progress
unless the integration of security and defence
policy goes ahead at the same pace as economic
and political integration. I therefore believe that
WEU's r6le is essential and will be even more so
in future. Even now some countries belonging to
the European Union are not members of WEU
and with new states expected to join the European
Union in the very near future, the position will, as
already noted, get worse.

Again, it is not right and perhaps not even pos-
sible to force the issue in the individual countries
and make people think that logic requires the
imposition of European unity whereas in fact it is
a matter for free and responsible choice. WEU
will therefore have an important r6le to play,
beyond the planned deadlines, in promoting an
effective security and defence policy for the old
continent.

There are of course " black holes " and serious
shortcomings and contradictions as in the case of
events in former Yugoslavia but it is also true that
WEU has played a very importantr6le in relations
between Western and Central and Eastern Europe
in the years since the Berlin wall came down.

Taking a consistent and strategically correct
view of the European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance,
WEU has succeeded in making best use of its spe-
cial strengths and variety in seeking to defeat the
challenge from a Russia with re-surfacing super-
power ideas.

In my view, the proposal under which condi-
tions should be sought for a possible amendment
of the Maastricht agreements to allow European
members of NATO not belonging to the European
Union to accede to the modified Brussels Treaty is
also opportune. Such a decision would recognise
the community of interests and the identical stra-
tegic views of NATO and WEU and would at the
same time certainly reinforce Europe's potential
for an effective security and defence policy. In
this respect, it is to be hoped that the new Euro-
pean Parliament just elected will be more flexible
and farsighted than its predecessor on this subject.

The dialogue with the Central European coun-
tries has been conducted intelligently, starting
with the creation of the Forum and followed by
the new associate status for former members of
the Forum. This is not a matter of establishing a
new cordon sanitaire around Russia. Instead a
policy of collaboration and possible integration
should be followed with this country targeted at
shared objectives of development and peace. Nor
is it possible, therefore, to accept new more or less
disguised iron curtains or the resurrection of the
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spirit of Yalta changed though the conditions
might be. We have to understand the mentality
and aspirations of the former communist coun-
tries which for almost half a century had not only
to suffer under a terrible dictatorship and disas-
trous economic policy but also had to interrupt or
break offcenturies-old trade relations and co-ope-
ration with the countries of Western Europe. To
these countries, already in the throes of sweeping
internal changes to their social, civil and econo-
mic legislation and the inevitable contradictions
resulting from the changes taking place, Western
Europe must be able to offer collaboration for
their security and for a peace policy which will
stifle any re-emergence of racism and ethnic and
religious intolerance. In this respect, I believe that
the idea of further additions to the number of
member countries is sound, as are the references
to Slovenia - here I hope that a positive solution
will be found to the dispute between that country
and Italy - and to Moldova which is often forgot-
ten but has deep historical roots in European cul-
ture and tradition. In substance, therefore, I sup-
port a dynamic and organised approach to the
process of European integration with no closed
minds or prejudices of any kind but with strong
support for unity as proposed by Mr. Ferrari.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Pahor, observer
from Slovenia.

Mr. PAHOR (Observer from Slovenia). -
I should like to offer my sincere thanks to you,
Mr. President, and to your Assembly for giving
me this opportunity to speak. In my speech, I shall
give particular attention to the third part of Mr.
Ferrari's report, which considers the enlargement
of the European Union and the implications for
WEU. I am glad that Mr. Ferrari, as the Rappor-
teur of the Political Committee and in his capa-
city as an Italian senator, has mentioned Slovenia.

As you know, Slovenia is endeavouring to
achieve full integration into the European Union.
We have no illusion as to the dynamic of that inte-
gration, but we nevertheless believe that Slovenia
may sign the Europe Agreement with the Union
by the end of this year. The negotiations are to
start soon. In this regard, Slovenia also sees her
place within WEU. For that reason, Slovenia, as a
Central European country in transition, some time
ago expressed an interest in co-operation with the
Forum of Consultation.

At the meeting of the WEU Council of Minis-
ters, held last month in Luxembourg, Slovenia
was not included within the group of Central
European countries to which WEU is offering the
status of associate partners. The Defence Com-
mittee of my parliament has made a detailed
report on Luxembourg's documents and passed a

resolution in which we stress the great interest
that exists in my country for gaining the status of
an associate partnff with WEU. We believe that
this would contribute to a further strengthening of
our co-operation and mutual trust. It would also
serve to reinforce the peace and stability in this
part of the world.

Slovenia is a member of the partnership for
peace initiative, while at the same time endeavou-
ring to become an associate partner of this Assem-
bly and WEU. We are well aware that, in both ins-
tances, that does not involve the provision of
security guarantees. Nevertheless, Slovenia
understands the exceptional political significance
that such a status represents for the reinforcement
of the democratic and reform processes taking
place in the countries in transition. With its suc-
cessful reform policy, Slovenia ranks among those
countries, which is why our efforts towards closer
co-operation with WEU and its Assembly should
be understood in that light. I extend my best
wishes for the successful work of the Assembly.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Your wishes
are noted and will be considered with great
interest.

I call Mr. Antretter.

Mr. ANTRETTER (Germany) (Translation). -
Mr. hesident, ladies and gentlemen, however far
apart their seats in their national parliaments, Mr.
Steiner and Mr. Mtiller largely agree in their eva-
luation ofEuropean security policy. I fully endor-
se their view and can therefore save myself some
of the speaking time to which I am entitled.

But I would like, in this connection, to refer to
an aspect of our European co-operation which
I believe should be seen more positively than the
politicians and diplomats have managed to pre-
sent it in the past. It is the need for consensus, for
compromise, for interdependence in the structure
of Europe. Europe tends to be described as a
house. But we would be wrong to see Europe as a
house built from the foundations up, ending with
the top floor and the roof. Europe is not a house
built by bricklayers and architects; it has to consi-
der a variety of individual interests, individual
characteristics and different cultures.

My question is whether Europe has been follo-
wing the wrong road until now, or whether, all in
all, the road it chose has been a success. It all
began at the end of the 1940s with the ECSC, i.e.,
with the coal and steel community, and the firm
resolve of the French and Germans in particular at
that time to exercise international control over
these two raw materials that have enabled terrible
wars to be waged. Then came the European Eco-
nomic Community inl95T,linking the economies
of the European member states. This was follo-
wed by the Single European Act in the late 1980s,
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which brought even closer integration. And each
of them produced more prosperity, and peace on
our continent became more secure. Maastricht
gave us the European Union, which will bring
even more security and peace and also prosperity
to all the member states concerned.

In this context, there are those who say that
Europe has failed miserably in former Yugoslavia.
Most of us were in Finland for the mini-session of
the Council of Europe when it all began, three
years ago. Every one of us who is seated here was
deeply shocked to the core. But should we not
also consider what the alternative would have
been? For what classical form of disaster would
have befallen us if the countries of Europe had
behaved differently? There are examples in this
century. Great Britain and France would have
sided with Serbia, and Germany and Italy would
have stood by the Croatian and Slovenian policy.
It was only the necessity to co-ordinate, co-
operate and consult that finally enabled much of
the barbarity, terrible as it is, to be contained, pre-
venting the sparks from flying further, so that
Europe has remained a secure sffucture.

That is also the background to WEU's task of
making peace even more secure through its inte-
gration in the European Union, in that Europe will
soon also have a uniform foreign policy and ins-
truments of security policy. That Western Euro-
pean Union will need courage here is obvious.
But the well-informed also realise that without
WEU it will become more difficult to travel this
road successfully.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Thank you,
Mr. Antretter.

I call our last speaker, Mr. Pastusiak, an obser-
ver from Poland.

Mr. PASTUSIAK (Observer from Poland). -
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, it was a great
pleasure for me to read the text presented on
behalf of the Political Committee by Mr. Ferrari.
The draft recommendations of the committee
clearly identify the factors of greatest importance
to Europe's future security and stability - factors
on which action is imperative.

Speaking as a representative of Poland - a state
associated with the European Union and, follo-
wing the adoption on 9th May of the Kirchberg
declaration, with WEU - I wish to note that we
follow with great attention the on-going processes
within the European Union and WEU as organisa-
tions to membership of which we aspire.

We perceive the decision on association with
WEU of the nine consultative Forum member
states as a logical follow-up to present or future
links between those states and the European

Union. In Poland's case, association with WEU
should be perceived as an element in a chain of
actions designed to bring us closer to the struc-
tures of the European Union. We believe that this
decision will be instrumental in overcoming the
view of Cenffal Europe as a grey zone. We also
believe that it underlines the determined and irre-
versible nature of the process in which those
countries will be integrated with western struc-
tures.

I emphasise that ttre status of associate partner
fails to meet Poland's expectations. Nonetheless,
it offers the basis for our practical participation in
the work and efforts of WEU within its structures.

In our opinion, the decisions taken on 9th May
in Luxembourg mark entry on to the road leading
to full membership of WEU. We expect that pro-
cess to proceed in step with the interests of our
western partners and with advances in our inte-
gration into the European Union.

Polish members of parliament have often sug-
gested that a strictly political body within the
WEU Assembly could keep one step ahead of the
WEU Council in the process of establishing rela-
tions with countries in our region. A similar sug-
gestion was made by our delegation to the North
Atlantic Assembly during the recent spring ses-
sion in Oslo on 30th May. We believe that estab-
lishment of closer contacts between the WEU
Assembly and parliaments of the WEU associate
partners will be highly beneficial to both sides. In
the broader context, more comprehensive inclu-
sion of states such as Poland in the work of the
WEU Assembly will allow for the working out of
procedures and methods of dialogue as well as for
our gradual and smooth incorporation into all
aspects of WEU activities, beginning with the
parliamentary aspect.

In view of what I have just said, it would be
advisable to consider granting full membership of
the WEU Assembly to our states, ahead of mem-
bership in the Union itself. To upgrade the status
of our parliaments in the WEU Assembly would
lead to consolidation of our r6le as a stabilising
factor in the political situation in our part of
Europe. By including us - I am speaking here on
behalf of the Polish Parliament - within WEU
Assembly structures, WEU will gain a partner and
ally which is reliable and stable and obeys demo-
cratic rules.

In consideration of all these factors, one cannot
but be somewhat disappointed that the Rapporteur
devoted such little attention in both the draft
recommendations and the explanatory memoran-
dum to issues pertaining to East-Central Europe,
which incidentally was limited to the Baltic repu-
blics.

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, allow me
to conclude with an appeal that we should do
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everything possible to ensure that our children
experience no vestiges of the present divisions in
Europe. May they live in a corrrmon, secure Euro-
pean home without divisions. I think that that is
something that we can all wish each other.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Mr. Pastu-
siak, your distinguished compatriot the Minister
for Foreign Affairs will no doubt have more to say
on this matter this afternoon.

The debate is closed.

(Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly,
resumed the Chair)

4. Address by Mn Hurd, Secretary of Snte
for Foreign and Commonweahh Affairs

of the United Kingdom

The PRESIDENT. - Ladies and gentlemen, we
now welcome our special speaker. May I say by
way of introduction that it is almost impossible
nowadays to switch on a television set and see
negotiations, diplomatic and political, taking
place, whether they be about former Yugoslavia,
the future of Europe or the defence implications of
the European concept, without seeing the familiar
features of Mr. Douglas Hurd, the British Foreign
Secretary, who is with us this morning.

Mr. Hurd has established an enviable reputation
as a wise man, not only, clearly, in his own coun-
try's terms but as a man whose opinions and gui-
dance are given full respect by people of different
parties and different countries. He is one of the
more senior statesmen on our stage at the
moment, which is why we are especially pleased
to have the opportunity of having him here to
address us today.

Typically, Mr. Hurd has said that he will be
happy to answer questions afterwards. Like all
ministers, Mr. Hurd is on a tight schedule but he
will certainly find time for that. He totally
understands some of our anxieties as an assembly
about the future, and he looks seriously at the
future of security and defence in Europe, and at
the r6le of WEU vis-d-vis the other organisations.
He is a man with all the information. I ask him to
address us.

Mr. HURD (Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom). -
Sir Dudley, distinguished members of the Assem-
bly, I thank you for your invitation and for your
courtesy in being present. I count it an interesting
privilege to be able to come here once again to
discuss briefly with you some of the questions of
European security on which, rightly, we spend so
much time.

We spend so much time among the details, the
details of the organisations and their relationships,
that we sometimes may forget the historical back-
ground. Just over a week ago I was in Normandy
for the fiftieth anniversary of D-Day. It was a
moving occasion and brought home to me how
easy it is, fifty years on, to take for granted the
peace and prosperity that we now enjoy.

However, that peace rests on a lot of hard work.
It rests on a strong and longstanding commitment
to mutual defence, not least on the part of the Uni-
ted States. Everybody here will have noticed the
speech by President Clinton to the Assemblde
Nationale a few kilometres from here, last week.
Speaking here in Paris, the President pledged
again to maintain about 100 000 United States
ffoops in Europe as part of a continuing determi-
nation to maintain the vigour of the transatlantic
alliance. Some minds will have gone back to the
previous American President to talk to the Assem-
bl6e Nationale - President Woodrow Wilson in
1919. He, too, had a vision, but tragically that
vision crumbled when the Americans withdrew
from Europe. That was a stupid and dangerous
error, for which both Americans and Europeans
bear part of the blame. We must not repeat that.
Therefore, the case in which all of us here believe
- the case for greater European coherence on
defence - does not, must not, rest on any assump-
tion that the Americans are on their way home.

In Western Europe since 1945 we have had the
protection of a successful alliance, probably the
most successful defensive alliance in history. But
that is not the end of the story. We are now at the
beginning of a new chapter. We have to maintain
our alliance following the end of the cold waq we
have to adapt it to meet the challenges of tomor-
row. Since those challenges constantly change,
the way in which we respond to them has to
change too. That means, crucially, European
countries working together more closely and
more effectively.

There was a time, in one or two places, when
that idea was regarded as anti-American. That, of
course, is clearly nonsense. Indeed, President
Clinton made it clear here last week that he
expects and hopes for that greater European co-
operation. No one who talks to United States poli-
ticians of any variety can doubt their support for
Europeans doing more to defend their own
interests. If we fail to do that the Americans will
find it increasingly difficult to justify carrying
their share of the burden of a large military
presence on our soil.

So that is one thing - greater European coherence
in our own defence. The other aspect, on which I
know that you have spent a good deal of time, is
reaching out to our neighbours in the East. I am
delighted to see some of those here today. Among
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the debris of the Berlin wall, we are building, and
have to build, bridges to the East. The countries of
Cenffal and Eastern Europe are looking for new
sffuctures and new certainties; so, indeed, are the
Russians. We have to be there to respond.

You, and we, Western European Union, lie at
the heart of those new challenges. WEU is deve-
loping from a little-known acronym to a proof of
European readiness to contribute more effectively
to our own defence. Your Assembly is unique. It
is the only European parliamentary assembly to
concentrate its efforts and its studies on defence
matters. Therefore this is a very good place in
which to carry the discussion a bit further and to
spend a few minutes on the different aspects that I
have mentioned - the effectiveness of NATO,
Europe's own defence capability, and windows
opening to the East.

We have all these instruments at our disposal,
and in a way the variety of instruments makes the
discussion a complicated one. We have the United
Nations, the CSCE, NAIO, WEU and the Euro-
pean Union - all of which are sometimes dismis-
sed by critics. But we have to make sense and
coherence of these organisations.

NATO lies at the heart of European defence and
security. It is central to the task facing all Euro-
pean governments - how we are to maintain and
enhance security throughout Europe. It is the
bedrock of our collective security. It embodies the
transatlantic link that I have already mentioned,
which is vital to our freedom and prosperity in
Europe.

Earlier this year the NATO summit fully endor-
sed the development of a European security and
defence identity as something that would streng-
then the alliance, not weaken it. NATO is exten-
ding security eastwards.

The partnership for peace prograrilne, launched
at the Brussels summit in January, is designed to
enhance everyone's security without constituting
a threat to anybody. I think that it is a very inge-
nious idea; it is very well put together. It helps us
to build a defence relationship between NATO
and each partner - not NAIO and the Warsaw
Pact, or the ex-Warsaw Pact, but NATO with each
partner. The flexibility of that arrangement means
that each partnership agreement will be tailored to
meet the particular needs of that partner.

The partnership for peace has caught on very
fast. It was launched in January and already twen-
ty countries have signed the partnership. We deci-
ded at the NAIO Council in Istanbul last week to
press ahead and develop a relationship with each
partner, so that the forces of each partner could
work with, and get used to, the procedures and

habits of NAIO, and to encourage them on such
crucial matters as democratic control of the mili-
tary and transparency in defence budgets.

Then there is Russia. We underlined again last
week the importance of supporting the reform
process in Russia and our wish to develop rela-
tions and to promote a broad dialogue. We
welcome Russia's decision to join the partner-
ship for peace on the same basis as other part-
ners. The Russian partnership will lead to a
very far-reaching programme of co-operation,
I would expect, corresponding to Russia's size
and importance.

A lot of work has been done and a lot of ink has
been spilled on the question of the relationship
with Russia; it is crucial. I worked out a phrase,
which I tried first on my Russian colleague
Andrei Kozyrev, " No vetos ". In other words,
Russia has no right to veto the decisions of WEU,
NATO or any other western organisation. There
are to be no surprises. In other words, we will not
launch exercises or do things that catch the Rus-
sians unawares and make them feel apprehensive.
There should be growing co-operation. I tried out
that phrase on Andrei Kozyrev and then on Presi-
dent Yeltsin in the Kremlin and it was accepted by
both. No vetos, no surprises, growing and sub-
stantial co-operation. As a summary, that is not a
bad one.

Meanwhile NATO is adapting its own structures
and practices. It is building on its decades ofplan-
ning and exercising together so that it can better
support peace-keeping and crisis-management. It
is doing essential work on non-proliferation. In
this and other ways, NATO is carrying out its r6le
as the indispensable foundation for stability in the
wider Europe and beyond.

At Maastricht, European leaders decided that
WEU should be developed as a means of streng-
thening the European pillar of the alliance as well
as the defence component of the European Union.
In May in Luxembourg, ministers launched a new
status in WEU of associate partnership for the six
Central European countries and for the three Bal-
tic states which had previously been part of your
Forum of Consultation. So WEU has grown over
the two years since the Petersberg declaration
from an organisation with nine members to one in
which the Council, in its fullest form, consists of
twenty-four countries from all parts of our conti-
nent. This is precocious growth; it is fast and
needs to be underpinned by institutional planning.

I hope that this new framework set up in
Luxembourg meets the needs of today. It will
enable the European allies which are not members
of the European Union, and the Central, East
European and Baltic states all to take a suitable
part in the work of WEU. We British worked hard
to establish the new associate partnership status,
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distinct from and not in any way prejudicing the
position of existing associate members.

The WEU evolution runs alongside NATO's
partnership for peace and complements it. In
WEU, our partners will see at first hand the will
for genuine collective security and multinational
defence in a forum where Europeans seek to take
more responsibility for their own decisions. We
British proposed and warmly welcomed the even
closer association at the same time offered by
WEU to the three NATO allies that are already
associate members here - Norway, Iceland and
Turkey.

Surely the essential point is that there is no
conffadiction between our wish as Europeans to
contribute more coherently to our common defence
and security and the maintenance of NAIO as the
essential framework. Those are two sides of the
same coin. That is now accepted; it is no longer a
matter of controversy. The NATO summit showed
the way forward. WEU will be able to call on
common assets of NATO, the military capabilities
of NAIO, in consultation with the alliance for
operations launched on the initiative of WEU or
following requests from the European Union.

The assumption here will immediately be
obvious to you already, ladies and gentlemen. It is
familiar to you already. WEU operations using
NATO assets will have to command political sup-
port from all NATO allies. This close working
relationship between NATO and WEU has to be
maintained. It includes the double-hatting of
representatives, such as Sir John Weston here. It
includes contacts between the secretariats and
military planners. These links are building well
since WEU moved to Brussels, but we need a fur-
ther push to ensure complete transparency and
complementarity between the two organisations.

Work is continuing in NATO on the combined
joint task force concept, which is at the heart of
the concept I havejust outlined because, as agreed
at the summit, the combined joint task forces can
be used under WEU auspices as well as in NAIO-
led operations. WEU can also draw on a range of
other forces and headquarters staff who have been
declared available for its use. We all know of the
multinational formations under this heading, such
as the European corps, the United Kingdom-
Netherlands amphibious force, and the United
Kingdom, Netherlands, Belgian, and German
multinational division. Here we have a wide range
of assets from which we can select according to
the needs of a particular situation and from which
we can select the right combination of military
capability and the right political label.

How does that fit with what we are doing inside
the European Union, building the common foreign

and security policy? This co-operation under the
Maastricht Treaty will now grow in strength. It is
not something that descends from heaven as a
ready-made and beautiful palace. The common
foreign and security policy is something that we
build gradually, brick by brick, case by case, and
decision by decision. These decisions have to rest
more effectively than up to now on common ana-
lyses of foreign and security policy issues and
they need to lead to effective action by consensus.
This work of strengthening the common foreign
and security policy will be added to when the four
new members join the European Union - Norway,
Sweden, Finland and Austria. It is already clear
that each of them will bring to our work a particu-
lar experience and a particular relevance. These
are all important players on the wider internatio-
nal scene. I am delighted by the result of the refe-
rendum in Austria; that is a real encouragement
for all of us who believe in the vocation of the
European Union to expand. It is not sensible for
us to claim in Western Europe the title of Europe
without being willing to expand our membership
towards the centre and the East.

We want closer links with the countries of Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe on the full range of
foreign policy and security issues. That is why the
previous Italian Foreign Minister, Benia-
nino Andreatta and I launched last December an
idea that has been adopted since then by the Euro-
pean Union for involving Central and Eastern
European countries more closely in the work of
the two pillars of the Maastricht Treaty on inter-
governmental co-operation that is, foreign policy
- and what in British terms we call home affairs or
Home Offrce matters such as the struggle against
international crime and drugs, and other internal,
interior matters. The concept of identifying the
Central and Eastern European counties with this
intergovernmental work is going ahead well.

They are complex matters with which we in the
hemicycle wrestle day by day - NATO, the foun-
dation of our security, and new ways of associa-
ting WEU, CFSP and CSCE with NATO. Bri-
tain's wholehearted participation in the European
Union is the foundation of our prosperity and it
reinforces our diplomatic influence in the world.
The European Union has to find new, flexible and
imaginative forms of co-operation if it is to ensure
the prosperity and influence of its members.

The Europe of Monnet and Schuman played an
essential r6le in burying the old enmities of Wes-
tern Europe and restoring the wealth and confi-
dence of our countries. The next stage is perhaps
even more ambitious. The ex-communist coun-
tries have suffered economic stagnation and poli-
tical stultification. That sapped the natural ener-
gies of their peoples. We must find the right ways
of encouraging their dynamism and their political
self-confidence. We must help them develop their
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economies through the Europe Agreements and
the partnership and co-operation agreements. We
can involve them in the intergovernmental activi-
ties set up under the Maastricht Treaty. We should
also find forms of co-operation which do not
figure in the acquis of the European Community,
but which are valued by the countries involved.
We shall then have a continent with different
tracks and different degrees of co-operation and
integtation, where no one need feel threatened by
the progress made by others because everyone has
a stake in the success. That is what has happened
inside the existing European Union and will
increasingly happen as we open the windows and
doors towards the centre and East of our conti-
nent. For example, the counffies putting men into
the field in Bosnia have done that under the aus-
pices of ttre United Nations, WEU and NATO.

We have been driven, as is natural, by our own
national traditions and circumstances. The initia-
tive to bring peace to Bosnia is no less European
because we have done it under different labels.
The European Union has provided the negotiating
framework as well as a huge humanitarian effort.
We have helped contain the war. We have relieved
the human suffering wherever we can and our co-
operation has prevented European powers invol-
ving themselves on different sides, as they did so
disastrously in earlier generations.

The Europe that I am describing and in which
we are all involved is more complex than the old
Europe, the Europe of the cold war or the Europe
in which the founding fathers worked in the 1940s
and 1950s. The new Europe is more complex and
more difficult to grasp. But it is realistic, pragma-
tic and encourages effective work between
governments wherever that is helpful and in line
with what the peoples of Europe want.

We have to construct - we are constructing -
a Europe based on consent. This is a diffrcult time
for idealists in Europe. The debate that followed
the Treaty of Maastricht and, to some extent, the
elections held in the past few days in Europe,
show the dangers of a gap - sometimes a huge
gap - between those of us who are part of gover-
ning establishments and the people we represent.
We must bring the policies and institutions that
we are forming into line with what our countries
are ready and willing to do. The post-war genera-
tion was successful in relaunching Europe after
the awfulness of war. We must build effectively
-with consent - on the peace that it created.

WEU has a particular contribution to make. Its
members sit at the heart of the institutions and
deal with the most important of all issues - the
securiry of our continent. We need, in WEU, to
build on the flexibility of our structures and the

variable geometry of our membership. I hope that
over the past year we have, between us, success-
fully steered the WEU towards the further enlar-
gement and development of its operational capa-
bilities including closer links with NATO.

Now as we move ahead under the Dutch presi-
dency, with the policy debate and its practical
development, we must keep our heads out of the
clouds. It is not a matter of a minuet of theories.
We seek practical agreements for practical good.
We aim to create real planning options and opera-
tional possibilities that add to the range of securi-
ty and defence instruments available in pursuit of
shared European and Atlantic objectives.

This must be a rigorous, tightly managed, prac-
tical enterprise, not a windy talk shop. We have
successful operations in the Adriatic and the
Danube. I compliment the Secretary-General on
the way that those have been constructed and
organised. We now have a new one that is limited
in scope but is important in its novelty, in the help
that we give to the proposed European adminis-
tration of Mostar. We look for new practical
chances to contribute where we have something
of value to give. I know that we can count on your
support, Sir Dudley, and the support of the
Assembly in seeking to build Western European
Union in that practical and useful way.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much,
Secretary of State, for that most interesting
survey. There are a number of questions and I
propose that we group the first three from Dame
Peggy Fenner, Mr. Ferrarini and Sir Russell
Johnston. If you, Secretary of State, are in agree-
ment perhaps you would reply to them jointly.

I first call Dame Peggy Fenner.

Dame Peggy FENNER (United Kingdom). -
Foreign Minister,I know that you are well aware
of the publicly expressed view of the European
Parliament that it should take over this organisa-
tion and assume its responsibilities in the Euro-
pean Union. What is your view on that?

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you for being admi-
rably brief, Dame Peggy.

I call Mr. Ferrarini.

Mr. FERRARIM (Iraly) (Translation). - From
the standpoint of security and defence the process
of European integration is very difficult and com-
plex. One of the most difficult points discussed in
this Assembly and elsewhere, is the problem of
the members of NATO which are not members of
the European Union - Turkey, Norway and lce-
land.

In the case of Norway, the problem will be
resolved by its hoped for early accession to the
European Union.
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As regards Turkey and Iceland, do you think
that they will one day be able to sign the modified
Brussels Treaty and do you therefore consider an
amendment of the Maastricht Treaty to be a rea-
listic possibility?

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Ferrarini.

I call Sir Russell Johnston.

Sir Russell JOHNSTON (United Kingdom). -
The Foreign Secretary refened to windows ope-
ning to the East. It has been remarked that this
afternoon the Assembly will debate the report on
parliamentary co-operation with countries of the
WEU Forum of Consultation. In my opinion by
far the most important recommendation in that
report is the third one which recommends that the
Council:

" Ensure the Assembly has adequate means to
develop relations and co-operation with the
states of the Forum of Consultation, in accor-
dance with the Council's own expressed wish. "

Does Mr. Hurd anticipate that the Council will
make a tangible response to that question? Will he
assure us that he will do everything he can to
ensure that it does? Rhetoric may be gratifying
but it does not pay air fares.

The PRESIDENT. -I call the Foreign Secretary.

Mr. HURD (Secretary of State for Foreign and
CommonwealthAffairs of the United Kingdom). -
In answer to Dame Peggy Fenner, I am not in
favour of the European Parliament eating up this
Assembly or taking it over. It has sufficient work
on its plate already and its appetite should not be
encouraged in that way.

On the question of our Italian colleague, which
is particularly important, I do not myself see the
likelihood of Turkey and Iceland becoming full
members of the European Union in the immediate
future.

Theoretically, it is perfectly possible, as he said,
for countries to join WEU without being members
of the European Union, but the practical difficul-
ties of that are quite substantial. It would add to
the complications with which we already wrestle.
Again, I do not think that is likely, in practice, to
be done. Therefore, what is important and what, in
recent months, I have spent a good deal of time
on, is to assure the three countries - as he rightly
said, the Norwegian problem may well solve
itself, so to assure the two remaining countries -
that their r6le as associate members of WEU is
meaningful and enhanced and is not reduced or
qualified by the fact that we are creating a diffe-
rent associate partnership for the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe.

As regards the budget, I would have been ama-
zed, Sir Russell, if I had not been questioned on
that point. The 1993 budget for the Assembly
showed real growth over 1992.I entirely accept
that the work of the Assembly is expanding with
enlargement. I also accept - I have it rammed
down my throat all the time at home - that budge-
tary restraint remains a necessity. The Council has
to balance those two, and we shall seek to do so
with our customary wisdom.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Hurd. The
next three questions come from Mr. Valleix of
France, Mr. Antretter of Germany and Mr. Lopez
Henares of Spain.

I call Mr. Valleix.

Mr. VALLEX (France) (Translation). - Minis-
ter, your comments are most interesting but, as
you rightly point out, the gap between our govern-
ments, ourselves as members of parliament and
public opinion is sometimes very wide, witness
last Sunday's vote in several member states.
There have, however, been a number of interes-
ting developments.

I welcome President Clinton's address to the
National Assembly just one week ago in which he
said he was pleased to see that NATO had recent-
ly approved a United States proposal allowing
Western European Union to use its assets. This
was good to hear.

We were also glad to hear you say that WEU
should retain its autonomy within the European
Union.

My question is this: what budgetary resources
will be available to WEU in 1996 for the institu-
tional changes called for under Maastricht? Our
members are all cutting their defence budgets
while France is trying to maintain the present
level. Resources apart, what authority shall we, as

members of parliament or government, have to
talk with those we are representing if they are not
aware of defence-related issues? Do you have any
suggestions?

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Anffetter.

Mr. ANTRETTER (Germany) (Translation). -
Mr. Hurd, it was thanks to the resolute action by
NATO that the advance of the Serbian units into
the protected zones declared by the United
Nations could be halted. But the command chain
between the United Nations and NAIO and the
r6le a European organisation might be able to play
in it have still not been clearly defined.

I wanted to ask you about your views and those
of your government on this question, with spe-
cial reference to the r6le of a European organisa-
tion.

The PRESIDENT. - [ call Mr. Lopez Henares.
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Mr. President, Minister, this meeting of the
Assembly has begun on the very day on which we
have received news of the recent European elec-
tions. In every country there have been many
domestic issues which have determined the voting
trend, but at the same time we have had a recur-
rence of the debate on " Euroscepticism " or the
different ways of interpreting integration.

In view of this, Minister, I would like to have
your opinion on the following three points.

One, given the difficulties and doubts which
exist concerning certain economic matters such as
monetary union, etc., do you not think that the
time has come to intensify the move towards inte-
gration in the areas of defence and foreign policy?
One of the very things which has been responsible
for slowing down the European impetus has been
the neglect of political objectives, such as peace
between the countries of Europe and the main-
tenance not merely of a defensive alliance, but
rather, of a union to guarantee peace among the
countries of Europe.

Two, in the event of your reply being positive,
as an organ of defence WEU still does not have
the appropriate military implements of integration
to be able to carry out an effective foreign policy,
yet without such implements it is impossible for a
community of three hundred and forty million
inhabitants to carry any weight as far as its
foreign policy is concerned. It therefore seems
to us that some of the decisions regarding the
combined forces are little more than symbolic.

Three, if this is the case, what would be the
view, with regard to the 1996 conference, of
maintaining WEU as a powerful body for integra-
ted European defence, since it is the only organ in
which the representatives of the different national
parliaments participate?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Foreign Secretary.

Mr. HURD (Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom)
(Translation). - On the question of European
defence, the Maastricht Treaty sets up a system
which is a compromise between those who
emphasise the European identity and those who
emphasise the importance of NATO. As I explai-
ned, and as you all already know, our govern-
ments, and we ourselves as members of parlia-
ment, are.doing everything we can to make this
compromise a success. It is early days yet but it is
working! Things are taking shape and we now
have a clearer view of how to make it work
successfully.

So at the intergovernmental meeting in 1996 we
will review the progress that has been made,
consider any changes which may be required and
check that everything is going according to plan.

Clearly, however, we cannot tell now what we are
going to find out then.

(The speaker continued in English)

On the question of the United Nations and
NAIO, the position in Bosnia is not one that one
could conceivably imagine in theory - it just hap-
pened. We have an international effort on the
ground to which many of us contribute troops,
which is under the flag and the helmets of the Uni-
ted Nations. We have an international effort in the
air and on the sea, to which many of us contribu-
te, which is under the label of NATO or the WEU.
When one has such inter-service efforts - air, land
and sea - they are normally under the auspices of
one country, one headquarters, one staff- a shared
intelligence analysis. It was clear to me a few
weeks ago that we were lacking something and
that there were divergences in intelligence and
analysis, simply because our ground effort was
under different auspices from our air and sea
efforts. I hope that that has been corrected.

Obviously it is essential that if military action is
being taken it takes account of the views of the
people on the ground, otherwise the air action
risks being either futile or, worse, dangerous. The-
refore, what is called the dual key - the consent
both of the United Nations commander and of
NATO - is essential. That must be true. The
important thing is to make the dual key work
effectively and I hope that that is now happening.

I answered in part the question from Mr. Lopez
Henares of Spain in answering the question from
Mr. Valleix of France. Yes, I see scope for buil-
ding up increased work together on defence and
foreign policies.

I have already answered on defence. On foreign
policy, I hope that we can be more effective as
Europeans in finding practical ways of taking
joint action vis-i-vis Ukraine and Russia and in
other respects under the heading of a common
foreign and security policy. Work together in that
field avoids some of the difficulties that we
encounter within the WEU structure.

On the question of assets, we obviously have to
avoid duplication. NATO possesses huge asses of
infrastructure which it would be very foolish for
the European allies to seek to duplicate simply for
the sake of it. That is why we are concentrating on
the concept of using assets declared to NATO for
WEU purposes under the procedures that I have
described.

The PRESIDENT. - I have just two other ques-
tioners, Mr. Wolfgramm and Sir Peter Fry.

I call Mr. Wolfgramm.

Mr. WOLFGRAMM (Germany) (Translation).
- Mr. Hurd's former American colleague Henry
Kissinger gave an interview today in which he
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said that in his view, after a period of chaos, Rus-
sia would revert to the old Tsarist foreign policy
and try to expand its hegemony again, which
would exert pressure on Western Europe.

He added that in his view - as Mr. Hurd also
said in his address - co-operation was necessary,
but so was great vigilance. May I ask Mr. Hurd
where he would draw the line between co-opera-
tion and vigilance?

The PRESIDENT. - I call Sir Peter Fry.

Sir Peter FRY (United Kingdom). - Foreign
Secretary, perhaps one of the most embarrassing
incidents for European powers that has arisen
recently has been the attitude of the Greek
Government to the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia. The trade embargo has caused enor-
mous hardship to Macedonia and may be a cause
of political unrest in that particular part of the Bal-
kans which we can do without.

Do you agree that although a machinery exists
for dealing with such incidents, it seems to take a
long time to put into effect? Is there not a case for
examining whether we might discover new means
whereby embarrassing situations such as this can
be avoided? Perhaps there could be greater united
action to prevent governments taking unilateral
decisions such as that of the Greek Government,
particularly in view of the implications in that part
of south-east Europe?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Foreign Secretary.

Mr. HURD (Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom). -
In reply to the first question, Henry Kissinger is
right in this respect; one cannot foretell what the
policy or leadership of Russia will be in ten or fif-
teen years. That is one important reason why
we have to be concerned about the defence of
security of Europe. I can speak only about the
position that I find now.

Some Russian policies give me anxiety. I was
anxious for a time about the apparent wish of the
Russians to remain in the Baltic states with their
troops after 31st August this year. It seemed to me
that that was not a matter that should be used as a
bargaining counter in our discussions with the
government. That anxiety has been to some extent
relieved by recent progress with all three of the
Baltic states.

As regards Bosnia, I must say that in recent
months I have found the way in which the Rus-
sians have acted to be positive. So there are diffe-
rent influences at work in Russian policy and for
co-operation with the West. The doctrine that I set
out of no vetos, no surprises and substantial co-
operation is apt for the present situation. How-

ever, we have to be vigilant. We have to be
understanding of the anxieties of our immediate
neighbours in the centre of Europe and to the east
of us.

In response to Sir Peter's point, anyone who has
been to Greece knows that anxieties about Mace-
donia are widely and deeply felt there. They go
back to questions of the name, the constitution
and the flag. Those may seem trivial matters to
people outside Greece, but it is a statement of fact
that they are deeply felt by a wide range of Greek
opinion - almost the whole of Greek opinion
inside Greece.

In my view and I think in the view of most
of my partners in Europe, that anxiety does not
justify the action that the Greeks have taken in the
economic measures which Sir Peter mentioned.
That is why we strongly support the European
Commission in the legal action that it is taking
against Greece. As Sir Peter said, that legal action
is a slow matter. It grinds pretty slowly. That is
perfectly true. Efforts are being made by
Cyrus Vance in New York to remove the dispute,
but I hope that in any case and whether those
efforts succeed or not, we shall be able in the
months that lie ahead to persuade and press the
Greeks to remove the measures. As Sir Peter
said, they create instability rather than stability
in an area of the world which, God knows, is
sufficiently unstable already.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much.
Ladies and gentlemen, I am always impressed
by the enviable ability of the British Foreign
Secretary to put matters into perspective. They
have certainly been put into perspective for us
today. Mr. Hurd, you have given us in less than an
hour a masterly tour de force. Anyone with any
judgment to bring to bear can understand exactly
the way in which to approach the subject on
behalf of us all. As always, you have been very
frank with us and answered questions frankly as
well. It was a great pleasure to have you here. It is
a signal honour for the Assembly to have leading
politicians of all countries and parties. We thank
you very much indeed for finding time in your
busy schedule to come to see us.

5. WEa in the process of European Union -
reply to the thifi-ninth annual report

of the Council

(Reply to the debate on the report of the
Political Comtni;ttee and vote on the draft

recommendation, Doc. 1417 and amendments)

The PRESIDENT. - We now resume considera-
tion of the report of the Political Committee on
WEU in the process of European Union - reply to
the thirty-ninth annual report of the Council,
Document l4l7 and amendments.
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Will the Rapporteur, Mr. Ferrari, kindly sum up
the debate. Then I shall ask the Chairman of the
committee whether he wishes to voice an opinion.

Mr. FERRARI (haly) (Translation). - My reply
to members who have spoken on the report,
whom I thank, will be very brief, particularly as
there seem to have been no objections on points
of substance but rather different shades of opi-
nion.

Referring to Mr. Rodrigues's speech, Mr. Miil-
ler said the report was melancholy. I cannot
share this view. The fact is that, starting from an
assessment made on several occasions by
Mr. Goerens in 1992 and 1993, the report seeks
to highlight what Mr. Hurd referred to as the
ambiguities of the Maastricht Treaty. The wor-
ding of the Maastricht Treaty undoubtedly suf-
fers from the lack of uniform, common positions
on a number of problems. Some countries were
determined to move faster towards integration
but others were less decided. The result is that
some chapters of the Maastricht Treaty are mar-
kedly ambiguous.

So far as we are concerned, I think that the time
has come for the Council of WEU to try to har-
monise WEU's commitments and obligations
under the Maastricht Treaty and under the modi-
fied Brussels Treaty. I believe that this is the way
to clear up the various ambiguities. On the subject
of relationships between WEU and the European
Union I referred to the De Gucht resolution and
emphasised that the Political Committee expres-
sed the wish to establish collaboration and find a
solution. Unfornrnately, in February this year we
unexpectedly found ourselves faced by a resolu-
tion giving a unilateral interpretation to the Maas-
tricht Treaty.

Regarding the countries of Central Europe,
I repeat what I said in my speech. I believe that,
quite correctly, the Council responded positively
to the requests from the nine countries for a more
incisive r6le in the Forum of Consultation; I can
therefore only welcome the Council's choice.

Regarding the problem of Slovenia, I drew the
attention of both the Assembly and the Council to
the problem of Moldova and Slovenia and of
other countries which the Council should take into
consideration. I am well aware that in the case of
the problem of Slovenia there is a dispute with
Italy. In the Council of Europe I was able to put a
number of questions to the Slovenian Foreign
Minister and he agreed with me in declaring that
the Treaty of Osimo should not be revised but
applied because a number of points have been
neglected. It is clear, therefore, that in the discus-
sions about entry to be started between the Slove-
nian Delegation and the European Union, this

very real problem must be cleared up. I mentioned
Moldova and Slovenia but I could have named
other countries to which WEU should direct its
attention. I will stop here because I do not think I
should say more. I have tried to cover the points
raised with some added details.

The PRESIDENT. - I now call on the new
Chairman of the Political Committee, Mr. de
Puig, whom we congratulate.

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - Thank you
very much, Mr. President. I was elected Chairman
of the Political Committee only this morning, so
I would like to start by saying that I was not the
person responsible over the past weeks and
months for directing the work on the report which
Mr. Ferrari is presenting. This was the responsibi-
lity of Mr. Stoffelen, and I would like to take this
opporrunity to pay fiibute to him and to thank him
for the work he has done in recent years in the
Political Committee, culminating in the extraordi-
narily pertinent reports which we present to this
Assembly.

The quality of Mr. Ferrari's work is noteworthy,
and I would like to congratulate him, because he
has presented a full report in a sensitive and ruly
complex situation.

We all know that in recent years WEU has
undergone radical change, a change experienced
by Europe itself, if we think what the situation was
ten years ago and what it is today, in the context of
European security and the great security issues.
But if we also think of this in relation to the r6le of
WEU ten, or even five, years ago and its present
r6le, then we must acknowledge and accept that
there has been a kind of revolution, a fundamental,
radical change which presents our organisation,
WEU, with new challenges; these concern its
future r6le, its internal organisation, its need for
planning and the need to link it to other European
and world bodies, the need for it to have a greater
presence in the area of security, the challenge of
enlargement, the entry of new members, new asso-
ciates, new observers and, finally, the need to
reform internal structures.

In addition to those challenges, we have the
Maastricht mandate which charges us with
constructing, conceiving and organising not only
a European defence policy, but a common
defence for Europe, no less.

In view of this, and the r6le which WEU must
play in this area, which is the central theme of Mr.
Ferrari's report, I can see three positions.

There is the position of the lukewarm Euro-
peans, as I would call them, those people who
have linle interest in, or enthusiasm for, the Euro-
pean process, who would perhaps like WEU to
continue without becoming too involved in the
European process or, at least without close co-
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operation and final fusion with the process of
European Union.

Opposed to this lukewarm position would be the
almost Utopian enthusiasts, represented by the
report of Mr. De Gucht of the European Parlia-
ment who, quite unrealistically and without any
political sense or discipline, are capable ofpropo-
sing nothing less than the immediate absorption of
WEU by the European Union although this is not
a practical possibility. Nevertheless, that is their
position.

Somewhere between these two positions is the
Europeanism that I would call realistic, which
seems to me to be epitomised by Mr. Ferrari's for-
mulation. It is a concerned, but not dejected Euro-
peanism. Dejection is the result of futile effort, as

has been said many times before, and I do not
believe that the European project and the effort to
construct Europe is futile. It is costly, diffrcult and
slow, but by no means futile. I do not believe that
the problem is one of dejection, but rather of
concern, because this is a delicate and difficult
matter, but we should not bring in negative ele-
ments. Dejection is definitely a negative position.

As the report demonstrates, Mr. President, this
concerned Europeanism enables us to carry out
reliable, careful and rigorous work, giving detai-
led attention to the type of relations which should
exist between WEU and the European Union, in
their parliamentary dimension, in the area of
European security, of WEU with NATO or with
the CSCE, and which should prevail throughout
the process of enlargement of the European Union
and its relations with WEU. This is the stance
adopted by Mr. Ferrari's report, and by previous
speakers. Mr. President, this is a timely report,
ohe of a series being discussed this week to define
the future r6le of WEU.

I congratulate the Rapporteur and would like to
conclude, Mr. President, by saying that the Politi-
cal Committee voted unanimously in favour of the
report.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. de Puig.

Four amendments have been tabled to the draft
recommendation. The amendments will be taken
in the order in which they relate to the text -
Amendments I,2, 3 and 4.In addition, Mr. Stof-
felen has tabled an amendment to Amendment2.

We now come to Amendment 1, tabled by Mr.
Ferrari:

1. At the end of paragraph (xiii) of the preamble
to the draftrecommendation add " and welcoming
therefore the decision of the Council to task the
WEU Permanent Council to start work now on the
formulation of such a policy; ".

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - On a
point of order. The normal custom is for amend-
ments to be considered by the relevant committee.
When the Political Committee met this morning,
there were only three amendments. Was the
fourth amendment tabled in time under the rules?
If so, why was it not available for the Political
Committee to consider?

The PRESIDENT. - I am advised that the
amendment is in order, Lord Finsberg. It was
tabled last night. If it did not reach the committee,
there must have been a fault of distribution.

Mr. STOFFELEN (Netherlands). - Further to
that point of order. I tabled an amendment to
Amendment 2. This morning, a meeting of the
Political Committee took place and we discussed
the three amendments. I then tabled the amend-
ment to Amendmentz atthe committee meeting
and it has now been printed. It was adopted by the
Political Committee. I am, therefore, merely
reflecting the opinion of the Political Committee
in my amendment.It is as simple as that.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Stoffelen.
I think that the sensible thing is to proceed. Mem-
bers will obviously bear in mind the fact that
Amendment 4 was not considered by the Political
Committee. We shall deal with that when we get
to it.

I ask Mr. Ferrari to speak in support of Amend-
ment l.

Mr. FERRARI (Italy) (Translation). - Amend-
ment 1 should be regarded as an extension to
paragraph (xiii) of the preamble to the draft
recommendation which seems to me to reflect the
desire for an early definition of a common defen-
ce policy. Hence the call on the Permanent Coun-
cil to start work.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Fenari.

I will now put Amendment 1 to the vote by
show ofhands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

Amendment I is agreed to.

We now come to Amendment 2:

2. After paragraph (xiv) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, add two new paragraphs
as follows:

" Welcoming the fact that the Council's Kirch-
berg declaration of 9th May 1994 recognises the
significant contribution of the three associate
members of WEU to European security and sta-
bility;

Convinced however that the Council's wish to
reinforce the relationship of these three coun-
tries with WEU in order to sffengthen its posi-
tion as the defence component of the European
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Union and as the European pillar of the Atlantic
Alliance could be achieved better if the Council
invited them to accede to the modified Brussels
Treaty;"

I ask Mr. Ferrari to speak in support of Amend-
ment2.

Mr. FERRARI (ltaly) (Translation). - The
amendment takes account of the Council's Kirch-
berg declaration of 9th May last and refers to the
anomalous position of the three associate mem-
bers of WEU.

The second paragraph of the amendment
expresses the hope that the three members which
belong to NATO - that is Norway, Turkey and
Iceland - may become full members of WEU. The
reasons are obvious in view of the close relation-
ship acknowledged at the summit meeting held in
January by NATO for which WEU is the Euro-
pean pillar of the organisation.

The second sentence of my proposed amend-
ment is based on these considerations.

The PRESIDENT. -We now come to the amend-
ment to Amendment 2tabled by Mr. Stoffelen:

In Amendment 2,leave out the second para-
graph.

Mr. STOFFELEN (Netherlands). - It is clear
that Amendment 2 is sympathetic. There is no
doubt about that. It deals with a problem discus-
sed many times in this Assembly. I remember well
that, two or three years ago, we discussed the
same item. By a great majority, the Assembly
expressed the wish that Greece and Turkey, for
example, would become members of Western
European Union. Afterwards, there were anima-
ted discussions over the Maastricht Treaty.

A few minutes ago, Douglas Hurd, the British
Foreign Secretary., said that we all knew that there
was a compromise. People tried to square the
circle and to a certain extent, they succeeded.
They tried to combine WEU's links with the
European Union and its links with NAIO. Later,
in the Petersberg declaration - in the second
appendix - it was decided that member states of
the alliance that were not members of the Euro-
pean Union would have to become associate
members. I was not very happy with that, but it is
a fact of life, as Mr. Hurd said. That position will
not change. Repeating the wish that those coun-
tries should become full members of WEU shows
a zero degree of reality.

It will not happen. As I am a pragmatic politi-
cian I usually try to face the facts. The decision
has been taken that these counffies must be asso-
ciate members. Mr. Douglas Hurd said that in that
r6le the Council is willing and able to offer all the

opportunities possible. Therefore, my amendment
reflects the opinion of the majority of the Political
Committee and, more importantly, reflects the
reality of political life. I therefore recommend my
amendment.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Stoffelen.

Does anyone wish to oppose the amendment or
the amendment to the amendment?...

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - I want to
oppose the sub-amendment very strongly. What
Mr. Stoffelen is saying is out of context. The
document is the reply to the thirty-ninth annual
report. We should comment on its contents. In
addition, what Mr. Stoffelen is saying to us is that
if we have believed in something for a long time,
have pushed it forward and are then rebuffed by
ministers, we should sit down, shut up and accept
it. That is not a democracy. A democracy means
that if one believes in something - we did - one
should continue to press that.

The report that I have to produce tomorrow is
complicated just because some people have failed
to remain consistent with what the Assembly said.
I hope that the Assembly will accept Mr. Ferrari's
amendment in full and reject the well-meaning
but - if I can put it as gently as possible - strange
sub-amendment of Mr. Stoffelen.

The PRESIDENT. - Does the Chairman of the
committee wish to speak?

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - This sub-
amendment was adopted by the Political Commit-
tee by majority.

The PRESIDENT. - I will now put Mr. Stoffe-
len's amendment to Amendment2 to the vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

The amendment to Amendment 2 is negatived.

I will now put Amendment 2 to the vote by
show of hands.

(Avotewas thentakenby show of hands)

Amendment 2 is agreed to.

We come now to Amendment 3 tabled by
Mr. Ferrari which reads as follows:

3. Leave out paragraph (ni) of the preamble to
the draft recommendation and insert:

" Welcoming therefore that by its Kirchberg
declaration, the Council is following para-
graph 1 of Recommendation 556 in granting
simultaneously to all the member countries of
the Forum of Consultation a status of associa-
tion with WEU; "

I ask Mr. Ferrari to speak in support of Amend-
ment 3.
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Mr. FERRARI (Italy) (Translation). - Amend-
ment 3, which is designed to replace (mi) of the
preamble to the draft recommendation, takes
account of the Kirchberg declaration and refers to
the granting of the new status of association to the
member countries of the Forum of Consultation.

The PRESIDENT. - I will now put Amend-
ment 3 to the vote by show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

Amendment 3 is agreed to.

We now come to Amendment 4 tabled by
Mr. De Decker which reads as follows:

4. Delete paragraph 5 of the draft recommenda-
tion proper.

I ask Mr. De Decker to speak in support of
Amendment 4.

Mr. De DECKER (Belgium) (Translation). -
The amendment I tabled involves the deletion of
paragraph 5 of the draft recommendation which
reads as follows: " Reconsider the WEU declara-
tion II annexed to the Maastricht Treaty with a
view to allowing the European members of NATO
which are not members of the European Union the
right to accede to the modified Brussels Treaty; ".

This matter his just been addressed by my
friend Mr. Stoffelen who also has considerable
experience of this Assembly in which he has
major responsibilities. We are all well aware
of the importance for European security of the
presence of the member states of the Atlantic
Alliance which are not members of Western Euro-
pean Union. Nevertheless, I would like to point
out that to invite countries which may not become
full members of NAIO to become full members
of Western European Union is illogical and could
seriously damage the coherence of our institution.
The Maastricht Treaty and its appendices define
Western European Union as the military compo-
nent, the defence component of the European
Union. When questioned by Mr. Ferrarini on this
subject this morning - and we know how much
importance the British Government attaches to
this matter - Mr. Hurd replied that it was not pos-
sible for countries which were not members of
both NAIO and the European Union to become
full members of WEU.

That is why I am asking you to withdraw para-
graph 5 of the draft recommendation in order to
safeguard the coherence of our institution and its
r6le within the framework of the European Union.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. De Decker.

I believe that Lord Finsberg wishes to object.

Loid FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - This is
an exact re-run of Mr. Stoffelen's sub-amend-
ment. I hope that when we vote, those who voted

against Mr. Stoffelen's sub-amendment will
remain consistent.

Mr. De Decker talked about illogicality. It is
illogical for this Assembly to stand on its head
over such an important issue. The words may
have come through differently in translation. Mr.
Hurd did not say that it was not possible; he said
that it had not been agreed - there is a great diffe-
rence. It was not agreed for reasons that some of
us know. The phrase " not possible " is, in some
senses, a different quote. But even if I accepted
what came over in translation as " not possible ",
it was not possible at that time. But as I repeat

- I regret having to do so - we are giving our res-
ponse to the thirty-ninth annual report. It is the
first time that we have had a chance to say, gently,
that we believe that ministers may have got
it wrong. I think that they have and I ask my
colleagues to reject the amendment.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Lord Finsberg.

Does the Chairman of the committee wish to
speak?

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - This
amendment was not discussed in committee and
has therefore not been put to the vote. The fact
that the committee adopted Mr. Stoffelen's sub-
amendment by a majority may indicate its views
on the matter but that is all I can say at this point.

The PRESIDENT. - I now put Amendment 4 to
the vote by show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

Amendment 4 is negatived.

We shall now vote on the amended draft recom-
mendation.

Under Rule 35 of the Rules of Procedure, if five
or more representatives or substitutes present in
the chamber so desire, the Assembly shall vote by
roll-call on a draft recommendation.

Does anyone wish to propose a vote by roll-
call? ...

That is not the case.

We will have a vote by show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

The amended drafi recommendntion is adopted'.

6. Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting

The PRESIDENT. - I propose that the Assem-
bly hold its next public sitting this afternoon at
3 p.m. with the following orders of the day:

t- S"" p"g" 13'
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1. European security: crisis-prevention and
management (Presentation of and debate on
the report of the Political Committee, Docu-
ment 1418 and amendments).

2. Address by Mr. Olechowski, Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Poland.

3. European security: crisis-prevention and
management (Resumed debate on the report
of the Political Committee and vote on the
draft recommendation, Document 1418 and
amendments).

4. Parliamentary co-operation with the coun-
tries of the WEU Forum of Consultation
(Presentation of and debate on the report of
the Committee for Parliamentary and Public
Relations and votes on the draft order and
draft recommendation, Document l4l4).

Are there any objections? ...

The orders of the day of the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.

Does anyone wish to speak?...

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting was closed at 12.20 p.m.)
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Thesday, 14th June 1994

Sutvlunnv

1. Attendance register.

2. Adoption of the minutes.

3. European security: crisis-prevention and management
(Presentation of and debate on the report of the Political
Committee, Doc. 1418 and amendments).

Speakers: Mr. de Puig (Chairman and Rapporteur),
Mr. Hardy.

4. Address by Mr. Olechowski, Minister for Foreign Affairs
ofPoland.
Replies by Mr Olechowski to questions put by.'Mr. Ward,
Lord Finsberg, Mr. Soell, Mr. Alexander.

5. European security: crisis-prevention and management
(Debate on the report of the Political Committee, Doc.
1418 and amendments).

The PRESIDENT. - The sitting is open.

7. Attendance register

The PRESIDENT. - The names of the substi-
tutes attending this sitting which have been noti-
fied to the President will be published with the list
of representatives appended to the minutes of pro-
ceedings'.

2. Adoption of the minutes

The PRESIDENT. -In accordance with Rule 23
of the Rules of Procedure, the minutes of pro-
ceedings of the previous sitting have been distri-
buted.

Are there any comments? ...

The minutes are agreed to.

3. European security : crisis-preventian
andmanagement

(Presentation of and debale on the report of the
Political Commiltee, Doc. 1418 and amendments)

The PRESIDENT. - The first order of the day is
the presentation by Mr. de Puig of the report of the

t- S*p"g"r?.

Speakers: Mr. Miiller, Lord Mackie of Benshie, Mr.
Soell, Mr. Ward, Mr. Sole-Tura, Sir Peter Fry, Mr. de Puig
( Chairman and Rapporteur), l-ord Finsberg (tlice -Chnir-
man),Mr. de Puig.

6. Parliamentary co-operation with the countries of the
WEU Forum of Consultation (Presentation of and debate
on the report of the Committee for Parliamentary and
Public Relations and votes on the draft order and the
draft recommendntion, Doc. 1414).

Speakers: Sir Russell Johnston (Rapporteur), Mr. Hardy,
Mr. Rockenbauer (Observer from Hungary), Mr. Vacaru
(Observerfrom Romania), Mr. Necas (Observerfrom the
Czech Republic), Mr. Philipov (Observerfrom Bulgaria),
Sir Russell Johnston ( Rapporteur).

7. Date, time and orders of the day of the next sitting.

Political Committee on European security: crisis-
prevention and management, debate and vote on
the draft recommendation, Document 1418 and
amendments.

I call Mr. de Puig to present his report.

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - Mr. Presi-
dent, it happens that all of my speeches in this ple-
nary session have been tabled for today, and
although it is not my wish to bore you, I clearly
must speak in favour of the draft recommendation
and the report I have been preparing over the past
months.

In the introduction to my explanatory memoran-
dum I state that the founding fathers of Europe,
those who created this institution, did so to prevent
crises, assure international peace and security,
oppose all policies of aggression, defend basic
human rights, democratic principles, civil and
individual liberties and the rule of law. This is not
simply an interesting, positive venrure: we know,
as did those who founded Europe, that the creation
of organisations such as ours to defend these prin-
ciples is both a need and a duty. In defending a
draft recommendation on European security, and
very specifically on crisis-prevention and manage-
ment and how we should organise ourselves to
prevent and manage crises, and to create a real
policy for peace, I would like to mention an event
which has just taken place in Europe and which in
my view does not coincide with the principles and
ideas which we in this organisation uphold.

The sitting was opened at j.03 p.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
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As you know, a referendum was held in Swit-
zerland a few days ago, which produced what I
consider to be a most regrettable result. I believe it
is a duty to defend peace; it is also a necessity, but
it is a duty which affects us all - including the citi-
zens of Switzerland.I would like to be fair. I know
that many Swiss citizens voted " yes "; however a
majority voted " no ". I find it neither good nor
acceptable - and I would like to make this
public - that a country such as Switzerland should
turn its back on the problems of peace, as the
results of this referendum demonsffate. The rea-
son may be that Switzerland is able to enjoy peace
and tranquillity because we other Europeans have
already seen to it that organisations for peace and
security exist, and in our countries we other Euro-
peans did vote in favour of intervention and acti-
vely defending peace.

Mr. President, every country and every citizen
must think matters through in this way, including
our organisation. This is particularly true now,
when we are redefining the r6le of the European
Union, the r6le of NATO and the r6le of WEU,
and when we have to show our people that our
organisations really have and will continue to
have a purpose. Our electors often question us as
to the effectiveness and necessity of continuing
with these organisations, because they hear and
see that, at times, we are unable to meet the
challenges which face us, that we are ineffective,
or that we are incapable of solving the problems
we set ourselves.

Especially where instruments for crisis-preven-
tion and management are concerned, this being
the central theme of my report, I believe that our
organisation should once and for all define its
competence, its capacity for intervention, both in
policies aimed at prevention and in its capacity for
military action in the event of crisis-management,
in the same way as other international institutions.
In this respect, in the first part of my report, I cri-
ticise our organisation; I criticise the Council of
Ministers because, unlike NATO or even the
CSCE, we have been very slow to define possible
conflicts, possible dangers and possible threats to
peace and security in Europe. This organisation
has almost no tradition of serious studies or in-
depth analyses of potential threats and dangers.

More recently, the Council of Ministers has
begun to open the door to this type of analysis. In
addition to the fact that they have initiated studies
in the area of prevention and possible threats,
I would like to ask the Council of Ministers to
inform the Assembly of the results of these stu-
dies. Nor should important intergovernmental stu-
dies be carried out, without being reported to the
Assembly.

And yet, ladies and gentlemen, the only means
of implementing a real crisis-prevention and
management policy must be based on two ele-
ments: identifying risks and threats, whether
actual or potential, and creating and specifying
our instruments for crisis-prevention and manage-
ment.

On the subject of threats and risks, in my report
I set out a general view of those which might affect
peace and tranquillity in Europe. You will notice
that I often use the word peace in association with
the word tranquillity. In this respect I am an
Augustinian. You will recall that it was St. Augus-
tine who defined peace as tranquilitas ordine. This
idea of a peaceful order, an order which goes far
beyond the mere absence of war, is the kind of
peace we should be, and are, defending.

The list of threats and risks is extensive. You
will find it in detail in the report. First there is the
proliferation of weapons, the most dangerous
being nuclear weapons. I say that countries such
as China and North Korea are exporters at the pre-
sent time, and that countries such as India, Pakis-
tan and other countries, which are probably not
friendly to Europe, are the customers for such
exports: Iraq, Iran and Libya. I state that the Ger-
man Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Kinkel, and
the American Defence Secretary, Mr. Aspin, have
put forward proposals to prevent the proliferation
of nuclear weapons. In my view, our organisation
ought to support these programmes so as to
extend the non-proliferation treaty and have it
signed by as many countries as possible. WEU
ought also to exercise a degree of control and
vigilance which makes clandestine proliferation
and low-altitude missiles impossible, and also, of
course, impose the kind of sanctions or dissuasive
action which would avoid this monstrous danger.

In addition to the proliferation of nuclear wea-
pons, there is the proliferation of conventional
weapons. We have signed many treaties. Progress
has been made recently on disarmament agree-
ments, conventional disarmament and control, as
with the Open Skies Treaty. In fact, there are at the
present time nine disarmament projects on the
table but there is no doubt that we must also be
vigilant in the area of proliferation of conventio-
nal arms, and where chemical or biological wea-
pons are concerned, we must quite simply reject
these completely.

Proliferation is a potential problem for Euro-
pean security, but there are other, more political
issues such as the problem of population increase
in the countries of North Africa, without a corres-
ponding increase in living standards, and the pro-
blem of massive immigration into Europe, which
has been dealt with in other reports and which
constitutes both a risk and a threat for the future of
Europe. Then there are the rise of nationalism, the
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problems of minorities, religious fundamentalism
and the rise of Fascist tendencies in Europe. We
should concern ourselves with all of these pheno-
mena as movements which need to be monitored,
inasmuch as we see them as potential risks to sta-
bility in Europe.

Finally, as regards this range of threats, there are
the actual conflicts, which I will not go into in any
detail. These are the conflicts in the countries of
the former Soviet Union and the still unresolved
conflicts in the Mediterranean; the case of
Cyprus; the Middle East, which is moving
towards a political solution, but still involves
obvious risks; and there is the biggest drama
experienced in Europe in recent years, the drama
of open war in former Yugoslavia. Other potential
conflicts are very close at hand. There is the case
of the Kurds in Turkey, the case of Macedonia and
the other Balkan states, which have yet to be
resolved. Then there are conflicts further afield, to
which my report refers, which are not directly
related to peace in Europe, but which, neverthe-
less, do have some influence in that these days
geostrategy is a global matter, and the problem
that if issues in North Korea - mentioned in the
report and in the draft recommendation - are
becoming complicated, this will clearly have
repercussions for peace and security throughout
Europe. So, there we have an idea of regional
conflict in its many manifestations.

The second part of this policy, to which I refer-
red earlier, Mr. President, is the creation of instru-
ments for crisis-prevention and management. The
first instrument is to have a policy, of that there is
no doubt; it should be a policy for peace and
understanding between different peoples, for co-
operation - both economic and political - for
agreements of military significance, in any case
for disarmament, for support and participation in
multilateral institutions of all the countries
concerned, whether of European, non-European
or neighbouring countries. These are legal and
political commitments to guarantee peace and
security on the political level.

And then we come to means of coercion, which
I would call operational. This is what I propose in
the draft recommendation. Mr. President, I must
state quite clearly that I have not attempted to pre-
sent to the Assembly a great WEU operational
prograrnme of military organisation. I believe that
this is a subject which will have to be dealt with in
the coming months and years. But inasmuch as
our organisation has already initiated a process in
the operational area for the construction of some
defence elements, I have grouped these together:
I refer to the subjects of space-based observation,
strategic means of transport, the whole subject of
the European corps and the European air and

naval force which are in the process of creation,
armaments co-operation, interaction between the
chiefs of defence staffs, military representatives
and the whole subject ofplanning; I have grouped
all of these together to give some indication of the
fact that in the operational field there is still much
to be built and many tasks to be completed.

Of course, when we talk of the possibility of
being able to manage a crisis, we should not for-
get, as I mention in the report, that there are other
institutions both in Europe and beyond it which
also have this capacity. Our work in the area of
crisis-management must also involve co-opera-
tion with other institutions: first, with the United
Nations, which is not only legally entitled to
request our involvement, but in some cases, as our
Secretary-General has indicated, it may be that
WEU could act with a direct mandate from the
United Nations. Then there is NAIO, which has
its own resources and its own competence and can
at any time decide to act, although it is true to say
that NAIO, too, has its limitations. The same is
ffue of the CSCE, an organisation which can inter-
vene and which has its Planning Cell for crisis-
management as well, but which nevertheless, by
its nature, may not be able to intervene in many
situations. It could be, however, that an interven-
tion on our part could prove positive.

This is why, Mr. President, I would ask you to
approve the draft recommendation, which deals
with the possibility of Western European Union
becoming operational in this area.

I would like to point out that in the draft recom-
mendation and in the report I refer to certain dis-
tant conflicts - distant from a geographical point
of view. I refer to Yemen, to Rwanda and to North
Korea. Mr. President, my reason for doing so -
and there was some debate about this in the com-
mittee - is that I feel that these current conflicts
are so topical that it would be a mistake for our
organisation not to show its awareness of and
concern about them. Since it is our contention that
any event anywhere in the world concerning
peace, or any problem threatening peace, affects
us, we should at least acknowledge such conflicts,
although we are obviously aware that our organi-
sation is not in a position to intervene directly in
Rwanda, Korea or Yemen. This was my reason for
making these references.

Mr. President, we support the position of our
Secretary-General, Mr. van Eekelen, when he
defines the opportunities for WEU action in cer-
tain cases: by mandate of the United Nations,
jointly with NATO, apart from NATO. Both in my
report and personally, I, of course, support this
proposal and I would point out that the remaining
recommendations constitute merely an indication
of what this organisation could achieve in the
future in crisis-management and prevention.
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I trust the report I am presenting will have your
support.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. de Puig.

We now move to the debate; the first speaker is
Mr. Hardy of the United Kingdom.

Mr. HARDY (United Kingdom). - [ approve of
the report, which provides evidence that this
organisation's approach to its r6le of crisis-
prevention - or certainly of crisis-perception - is
becoming increasingly important and may be the
most vital aspect of its future r6le. However, I say
to the Rapporteur that it is all very well to per-
ceive a crisis; that does not solve it. If we fail to
demonstrate that we have a capacity to respond to
that perception, that perception itself may have
remarkably little value.

The Yugoslavian tragedy is evidence of that
suggestion. The huge destruction there and the
large-scale killing may contribute to future killing
fields, and barbarism may increase. That suggests
the most appalling failure of Europe for half a
century. Although things may have settled down
at the moment, no one in this Assembly can be
absolutely confident that the slaughter will not
resume. If Europe is not prepared to do anything
other than care for the starving and wounded, do
we not need to devote a great deal of attention to
enhancing our capacity to perceive crises?

I accept that there is much in the report that is
commendable. It is correct for the Rapporteur to
spell out in the preamble the work of this organi
sation in a number of areas. To be fair, those
things that WEU has sought to do have generally
been done well. To go back a few years, there was
the example of clearing mines in the Gulf and
contributing to the enforcement of the embargo at
sea. Those contributions were successful and w'e
should certainly make it clear that we appreciate
the efforts of those involved.

However, the skill of our operational activities
has not matched the crises that have been percei-
ved, to which the response of Europe has been
grossly inadequate. We are still enjoying the bene-
frts of the cold war, yet we still have not recogni-
sed the instability in our continent which has been
generated by the end of the cold war. Our defence
priorities - indeed our defence capabilities - may
have been reduced to a point at which we are
unable to do anything in response to any crisis
that we perceive.

I doubt whether any government can honestly
say that it can not only contribute adequately to its
own security, but fulfil the promises that many
governments and many parliamentarians - many
of them in this Assembly - have been eager to
offer as security guarantees to countries in the

East with which we are establishing cordial rela-
tionships. It is not responsible for parliamenta-
rians or governments to offer security guarantees
and to talk about responding to as well as percei-
ving crises unless governments have the capabi-
lity to respond adequately to the crisis-prevention
mechanisms that we are eager to establish. That is
the basic point of my comments.

Members will be aware that the other day, Presi-
dent Clinton made a specific and favourable refe-
rence to WEU. Members may have been most
appreciative of President Clinton's comments.
However, the Assembly should consider one
aspect of them. Why was President Clinton
making a favourable reference to European
defence organisations? Perhaps the reason was
that the Americans will inevitably look more to
the West - to the Pacific - and to Asia and will not
be prepared very much longer to maintain their
guarantees and their contribution to European
security, which have long sustained and subsidi-
sed our efforts. That contribution was necessary
in the cold war when planetary destruction
seemed a possibility. However, American politi-
cians and the American people are now likely to
say to Europe, " The crisis is in your backyard so
you must do something about it ".

Merely perceiving the crisis will not necessarily
suffice. Indeed, merely to perceive the crisis and
then not to respond to it at all may make crises
more likely. If we demonstrate an inability to do
anything other than send stretcher bearers - some
of our member states during the first year or so of
the Yugoslav crisis were eager to send stretcher
bearers and ambulances, but to do nothing else -
Europe will not survive crises. It will not survive
them if all that our member states are prepared to
do is to send first-aid kits and a few paramedical
auxiliaries. Let us, therefore, recognise that if we
perceive a crisis, we shall be iresponsible if we
deny the will, the wisdom and the capability to
provide a proper response to it.

The PRESIDENT. - We now intemrpt the pro-
ceedings to hear an address by Mr. Olechowski,
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Poland.

4. Address by Mn Olechowski,
Ministerfor Foreign Affairc of Poland

The PRESIDENT. - I welcome Mr. Olechow-
ski. WEU has had a growing number of contacts
over recent years with Poland. It was Mr. Ole-
chowski's predecessor in office who was one of
the first ministers from Central Europe to address
us at an extraordinary session of the Assembly
held at Luxembourg in March. In July 1992 oir
Defence Committee, over which I was then presi-
ding, visited the Polish armed forces at the invita-
tion of the Minister of Defence.
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In February 1994 we participated, as an assem-
bly, in an excellently timed seminar which
brought together the members of WEU and the
Forum of Consultation in Warsaw. I had the great
advantage of a long, private discussion about
Poland's affairs and WEU in particular. On those
occasions, panicularly when you, Sir, addressed
the seminar, your observations were both clear
and direct. We welcome you as a friend and as a
representative of a country that has show enor-
mous interest in WEU.

I invite you to address us.

Mr. OLECHOWSKI (Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Poland). - Mr. President, distinguished
members, I feel honoured, pleased and comforted
by your kind reception and to have been asked to
speak to the Assembly of WEU and to share with
you Poland's views on some security issues. The
timing is perfect; the Union and Central Europe
are both going through a process of deep change,
albeit of a different nature. I am sure that we can
all agree that there is a common future ahead of
us.

Five years ago elections in Poland opened the
way for a rebirth of democracy in my country and
in Central Europe. For five ye:rs now Poland has
been putting in place, successfully, but not
without difficulties, a programme of fundamental
structural change. Its core, and objective, is that of
democracy, respect for human rights and market
economy. That core has not changed despite the
changing parliaments and cabinets. Our accom-
plishments are undeniable. We have proved the
democratic maturity of my country and the
region. We have revealed our economic potential
and confirmed our strong desire for peace and
security. We need peace and security to complete
our transformation. We need a stable, peaceful
and friendly international environment. Much has
already been done in this respect.

I shall limit the focus of my observations to the
developments and challenges facing us in three
major sectors of our security-building efforts -
transatlantic relations, a pact on stability and WEU.
The NATO summit in January marked a new stage
in the evolution of the alliance. Poland notes with
deep satisfaction the reconfrmation of the validity
of the alliance and the continued commitment of
North America to security in Europe. We also
welcome the clear definition of co-operative links
between NATO and WEU. The partnership for
peace provides for a new relationship between the
alliance and the democracies of the East, and infro-
duces a new and challenging way of thinking on
security issues at the end of the nventieth century.

Poland responded to this programme with deter-
mination, conf,rdence and trust. We are close to an

agreement on the individual partnership pro-
gramme. Our representatives will soon take up
their duties at the partnership cell in Mons. We are
looking forward to the flust joint PFP activities on
Polish soil. We want to make the best use of the
PFP. We see it as a framework for making our
defence system inter-operational and compatible
with the alliance. We also perceive it as a means
of enhancing good partnership with our eastern
neighbours.

We must move further; we need to maintain the
current momentum. I shall repeat our position
presented to the NACC on the three issues that
require frank consideration and imaginative res-
ponse. The first issue is that of relations between
the alliance and Russia. The process of demo-
cratic reform in Russia is and will remain a key
prerequisite for the construction of a secure and
co-operative Europe. Poland strongly supports
that process. We are aware of the need for a solid
partnership between NATO and Russia. The deci-
sion of the former Soviet Union not to participate
in the Marshall Plan, aimed at economic rehabili-
tation after the second world war was one of the
factors that clinched the division of Europe. We
hope that that mistake will not be repeated and
that Russia will join the PFP - the programme for
the rehabilitation of European security after the
period of confrontation. A co-operative relation-
ship between NAIO and Russia inside and out-
side PFP is important for both sides, for Europe
and for the world.

It would be a paradox of history if the ties to be
established between NATO and Russia were
stronger and closer than those between NAIO and
the countries whose determination and efforts
made the new relationship possible, and if the
new partnership led to the marginalisation of
smaller states, thus undermining their confidence
in NATO.

Therefore, we must face the second challenge.
The results achieved by Poland and some other
countries called into question the rationale for
maintaining unchanged the present membership
of the alliance. The new democracies fulfil, or
will soon fulfil, the criteria for NAIO member-
ship set up in the Washington Treaty. Membership
of NATO should be considered not only as a res-
ponse to their legitimate security aspirations, but
as an important condition for European stability.

Thirdly, Poland believes that the gradual expan-
sion of the alliance and the growing co-operation
between the alliance and Russia should be accom-
panied by the further development of all European
links. It should be reflected in further strengthening
of the CSCE and in the expansion of the network
of all European arms control agreements and
closer co-operation between NAIO, WEU, CSCE
and other European organisations. It would give
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each and every European nation a r6le in the
process of security on our continent. Poland is
convinced that a balanced and parallel progress
along those three paths is what we need today.

So much on NATO - I shall now say a few
words about the pact on stability made here in
Paris three weeks ago. Poland has welcomed the
idea. We regret that the first action commune
involves the countries that are to join the Euro-
pean Union. It is only natural that the Union turns
first to those states with which it is linked, not
only by common roots but by a common future. It
is a good portent for our joint effort to bring
Poland and other associate countries into the
Union as soon as possible.

We are also glad to note the similarity to the
approach to stability in Europe represented by the
European Union and Poland. The best testimony
to that is given by the treaties that we are conclu-
ding with all our neighbours, even before the idea
of the pact was put forward. We regard the trea-
ties as a great common accomplishment of Poles,
Byelorussians, Czechs, Germans, Lithuanians,
Russians, Slovaks and Ukranians. It was not
always easy to reach an agreement. Hard diplo-
matic. work, imagination_and willingness to com-
promise were required. But the effort was worth
it. The treaties constitute a solid block of durable
rules based on international law in a region of
major importance for the security of the conti-
nent.

We offer that accomplishment as a block, whole-
some and complete, in terms of the principles and
objectives of the stability pact, as our contribution
to that project launched in Paris. We shall conti-
nue to spare no effort to consolidate good-neigh-
bourly relations through the full implementation,
in spirit and letter, of the ffeaties. We shall soon
ask our neighbours to consider bilateral military
measures for the purpose of strengthening mutual
confidence and security. Such measures will
significantly complement political agreements.
They will also supplement, bilaterally, pan-Euro-
pean solutions to arms control and confidence-
building. We shall propose a discussion of mea-
sures at the Conference on Security and
Co-operation in Europe

Now, Mr. President, let me turn to the relations
between Poland and Western European Union.
They are among the top priorities of Polish secu-
rity policy.

We are following carefully the transformation
of Western European Union. The Treaty of Maas-
tricht has given the Union a new dimension and
increased importance; WEU has been defined as
the defence component of the European Union.

At its last summit, the North Atlantic Alliance
supported the strengthening of the European pillar
of the alliance though Western European Union.
The alliance also welcomed the close and growing
co-operation between NATO and WEU. Poland
noted those decisions with satisfaction. We have
always seen the structures as complementing each
other rather than competing against each other.
Thus, we look at the relations with Western Euro-
pean Union as an important part of our links with
both the European Union and NATO. Let me
recall here some facts.

The agreement establishing association bet-
ween the European Union and Poland entered into
force on lst February this year. At the beginning
of April, Hungary and Poland applied for full
membership in the European Union. Of course,
we are aware that it will take some time before
Poland becomes a member of the Union. How-
ever, with that application we wanted to stress that
we are serious about it and that we feel ready to
start negotiations. The membership is also an
objective of the Union, as declared in Copenha-
gen in June 1993. We understand that this applies
to the defence component of the Union as well.
Therefore we want to ensure that our relations
with WEU are broadened and deepened in step
with our relations with the European Union.

I am afraid that, after lunch, and the warm wel-
come that I received, I am melting. Please excuse
me while I have a drink of water.

As I have already mentioned, Poland acceded to
NAIO's partnership for peace and is now close to
an agreement on the individual partnership pro-
gramme. We believe that our rapprochement with
NATO and the establishment of close military co-
operation should apply to NATO as a whole, as
well as to its European pillar.

As we look at the progress of relations between
Poland and other countries of our region with
WEU, we can say that much has been already
done. I am sure that we can single out as a success
the growth of interparliamentary contacts, which
were established in 1989, and which are expan-
ding dynamically. We welcomed the decision of
the WEU Assembly to grant parliaments of the
states taking part in the Forum of Consultation the
status of pennanent observers. We were glad to
note the Assembly's position, restated on several
occasions, on the issue of WEU's greater opening
to co-operation with the states of Central Europe.
The recommendation made by the Assembly to
grant a status of association to the states of Cen-
tral Europe already associated with European
Union corresponded to our aspirations and expec-
tations. We believe the opinion of the Assembly
had an important impact on the Council decision
taken in Luxembourg. Poland welcomed this
decision with particular satisfaction. In May 1993
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in Rome, my distinguished predecessor, Minister
Skubiszewski, in his statement to the Forum of
Consultation had suggested that the idea of "a
more formal relationship" between WEU and
countries associated with the European Commu-
nities " deserves serious and positive considera-
tion ". He concluded his statement by saying:
" We will be awaiting the WEU response with
hope and attention ". Last November, the Minis-
ters for Foreign Affairs of France, of Germany
and of Poland, in a joint declaration after their
Warsaw meeting, expressed the hope " for the
adoption by WEU of a status of association which
should be open to those consultation partners who
have already signed the agreement on association
with the European Union " and " to those who
will sign it in the future ". Poland is particularly
pleased that this hope was made reality. The May
decision of the WEU Council is a notable achieve-
ment in our striving for peace and security. It is
important to us for several reasons.

First, with this new type of association, as the
Foreign Minister of Luxembourg, Mr. Poos, sta-
ted, a de facto solidarity on security matters has
been established between WEU and the nine asso-
ciate partners. It will make it possible for us to
participate together with full members in discus-
sions on European security and to co-operate with
them in joint actions.

Secondly, it was a significant and logical step in
including Poland into the process of European
integration.

Thirdly, we have entered the new relationship
with WEU with the conviction that it not only
meets our aspirations but serves WEU and Euro-
pean Union interests as well. We hope to rein-
force WEU with our material and human potential
and to expand our co-operation with the European
Union on foreign policy and security issues.

Not all the suggestions that Poland offered in
the debate on the enhanced status of Central Euro-
pean states in WEU are reflected in the May deci-
sion of the Council. However, we believe that it
provides a good beginning and basis for practical
involvement of Poland and other associate part-
ners in the activities of WEU. It is our intention to
put the best substance to this new relationship. We
Iook at our new status as a dynamic and evolving
process leading towards the implementation of
one of the objectives of the Brussels Treaty which
is " ... to promote the unity and to encourage the
progressive integration of Europe; to associate
progressively in the pursuance of these aims other
states inspired by the same ideals and animated by
the like determination ... ".

We need imagination and courage to pursue that
objective. The provisions of the Brussels Treaty

create possibilities for further steps. Let me just
remind the Assembly of Article XI which pro-
vides that the partiesio the treaty may invite-any
other state to accede to the treaty on conditions to
be agreed between them and the state so invited.
The formulation of this article seems to contain
flexibility which could allow us to search for new
arrangements, acceptable to all countries and
enhancing security and stability in Europe.

When we try to define our present and future
co-operation with WEU it is obvious that the
interparliamentary pillar should be addressed. We
remain thankful for the WEU Assembly ideas and
support in our efforts towards closer ties with the
organisation. But now, after the Luxembourg
meeting, we need even sffonger encouragement
and support. The Assembly has already proved to
be more far-sighted than the executive bodies,
with the exception of the Secretary-General. We
look forward to further Assembly incentives. We
hope they will also take into account the need for
a new character of the parliamentary representa-
tion of the associated countries in your chamber.

One of the natural obstacles in human efforts is
conservatism, reluctance to change. It also applies
to international institutions and is demonstrated
by their fear of opening up, their aversion towards
the challenge of recognising and integrating new
members. But, on the other hand, life creates new
facts and developments. Central and Western
Europe are becoming more and more truly inter-
dependent and not merely as a result of political
initiatives or declarations but as a consequence of
the elimination of the iron curtain, increased wes-
tern investments in Central Europe, the physical
presence of western companies, the rapidly gro-
wing movement of people, the exchange of infor-
mation and ideas. Those concrete links are based
on the joint foundation of democracy, market eco-
nomy, shared values, common interests and com-
mon destiny. The growing participation of the
nations of Central Europe in European and Euro-
Atlantic security sffuctures reflects not only their
historical roots and today's aspirations but the
new realities of this region.

We trust that those facts of life will have a deci-
sive influence on our thinking about the future of
Western European Union. And, with this optimis-
tic expression of faith, let me conclude my
remarks.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much,
Mr. Olechowski. Members would like to put one
or two questions.

I call Mr. Ward.

Mr. WARD (United Kingdom). - As the first
questioner, may I say how much we enjoyed what
the Minister said to us and how realistically he
introduced us to the subject. He referred to the
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nine countries mentioned in the Kirchberg decla-
ration. Does he see that as a first step? Could it be
extended further? More particularly, would he
like to speculate on the development of relations
between Russia and former members of the
USSR? Will that result in a tendency to rearm
against each other? Could such a tendency spill
over into a threat to the new associate members
and ourselves?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. OLECHOWSKI (Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Poland). - [ referred to conservatism
and reluctance to change, which we regret. How-
ever, I certainly would not propose that western
security institutions should open themselves to a
specific number of named countries such as mine
and then close up again and become exclusive.
Therefore, I foresee the extension of the security
institutions as an ongoing process that will include
eventually all those countries which gain the
necessary democratic competence and military
fitness.

Of course, I cannot answer the distinguished
member's question about the future of our rela-
tions with Russia. That is a multi-billion dollar
question. I wish I knew the answer to it. Of course,
I do not. Poland receives, as all member states of
WEU do, signals from Russia. We are not much
more expert at analysing them than other states.
However, one item that we follow with close atten-
tion is Russia's policy towards the former mem-
bers of the Soviet Union. Its tendency to reintegra-
te those countries are a revealing feature of current
Russian policy. We believe that we need to watch
on the one hand the tendency to reintegrate at all
costs and on the other hand ideas that the costs
should be calculated. We believe that the agree-
ments concluded between Russia and Belarus
show that more and more people are asking about
costs. More and more people inquire about the
eventual cost of broadening Russia.

I am optimistic about Russia, but I say often that
the foreign ministers of all countries have to be
optimistic about Russia. If they are not, they
should lead their nations out of Cenral Europe
because it would not make sense to leave them in.
I am optimistic. I believe that Russians are think-
ing more and more in terms of costs and not so
much in terms of heritage, historical theories and
the past. Therefore, the integration process that
will take place in the former Soviet Union will not
be so different from what we have seen in Westetn
Europe. I hope that that answers the question.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Lord Finsberg.

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - Would
the Minister like to say something about the rela-

tionship between Poland and Ukraine and how he
sees Ukraine fitting into the picture? Does he
agree that up to now most of us have neglected
Ukraine? Does he agree that that was, perhaps, a
mistake?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. OLECHOWSKI (Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Poland). - As I have mentioned, Poland
was the first country to recognise the independence
of Ukraine. We often stress that an independent
Ukraine is of strategic importance to Poland for
very obvious reasons. Therefore, we would like to
support, help and encourage Ukraine to remain a
strong, independent state. We help Ukraine to the
extent that we are able to do so. We undertake
modest economic projects, provide technical assis-
tance and encourage international recognition of
Ukrainian sovereignty and of its needs.

I shall not attempt to analyse the situation in
Ukraine, which is complicated. The economic
situation is particularly complicated. It is at a
difficult stage. However, at the same time I am
sure that that counffy, which is rich in resources
and in able people, can be prosperous if only it is
led by its leadership through the type of reforms
that Poland has experienced.

What more could the world do for Ukraine? The
world did not provide Ukraine with any vision of
the place that it could take in Europe. The only
vision that the average Ukrainian can have of that
country's future place is within the Common-
wealth of Independent States, a world which
Ukrainians imagine as a world apart from the rest
ofEurope.

Europe did not provide a credible vision of a
place for Ukraine. It is too early, of course, to talk
meaningfully about membership of the European
Union. Those two worlds are too far apart. We are
very much encouraged by the negotiations and
talks between Ukraine and the European Union
about some sort of relationship such as a frade
agreement and the possibility of becoming part of
the free trade area agreement, which I would per-
sonally encourage very much.

On the security front, we are delighted that
Ukraine is progressing very well on the nuclear
agreement. Therefore, it is a country of which we
certainly are not fearful. We maintain intense bila-
teral security talks and discussions with it.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Soell.

IvIr. SOELL (Germany) (Translation). -
Mr. Olechowski, as you will have gathered, our
debates also cover the question of the security of
the Central and Eastern European countries.
Would you agree with my view that many !Ves-
tern European politicians, and public opinion in
Western Europe, are not yet fully aware of the fact
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that the accession of Finland, for instance, to the
European Union - which I hope will happen on
lst January 1995 - will mean that Western Europe
will have a direct border with the Russian Federa-
tion, which is not the case for all the Visegrad
group of states? And would you agree with me
when I say that over the next few years we will be
concerned not so much with formal security gua-
rantees but, as your former Czech colleague
Juri Dienstbier once said, with seeing a light at the
end of the tunnel in the social and economic sec-
tor too, and with creating an integrated security
area which demonstrates that any threat to the
security of Central and Eastern Europe is a threat
to the security of Western Europe as well.

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. OLECHOWSKI (Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Poland). - Two issues have been raised.
It is not realised that if Finland votes to join the
European Union - I hope that it does - the Euro-
pean Union will have a long border with Russia.

So much of the talk about being afraid of
moving east simply does not make sense. Finland,
for example, is much further east than Poland. It is
very good that the European Union should gain
such a border with Russia. Russia is not different
from us. There is no genetic difference between
Russians and us, or between them and the Spa-
nish and Portuguese people, who are from the
westernmost part of Europe. I hope that that com-
mon border will be an important border - not a
line, not a division but an important friendly bor-
der in Europe.

The second issue touched upon was the matter
of guarantees; that word was mentioned. We
stress, and I repeat, that given our pre-war expe-
rience, we do not believe in guarantees. We do not
think that we need them. We think that what forms
an effective guarantee today is participation, and
the ability to participate, in a community of
nations that implements joint projects. It is not
that somebody should give me a guarantee; I shall
never sleep well if I just have that. But I know that
if I participate in a joint effort, that is a com-
pletely different story. That is how we understand
it, and that is what explains our striving for mem-
bership of NAIO. If not, other ideas have been
launched, such as joint guarantees by Russia and
NATO for Poland and other Central Europeans.
The perfect thing: a double arrangement. If not,
our historical experience is that guarantees have
often not been worth much more than the paper
that they were written on, however expensive it
was.

We wish to participate in a community of
nations. It is not enough to participate for one day.
That does not work either. Joint projects must be

extended to other areas. Therefore, the European
Union, the broader community, is where we think
we belong, and where we want to find our place.
Indeed, I should sleep well and securely if even-
tually I got into a European Union in which I
would participate, and which attacked the very
root of the conflict and insecurity in Europe, in
which countries, many of which have been adver-
saries in the past - France and Germany, for
example - have been made partners in the joint
venture and the common project. That is very
much our aim.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you. The final ques-
tion is from Mr. Alexander of the United King-
dom.

Mr. ALEXANDER (United Kingdom). - As
you may know, Mr. Olechowski, my constituency
of Newark, in Nottinghamshire, has close ties
with Poland and with the Polish people. Everyone
in this hall remembers the Solidarity movement,
in 1980, as a reform movement that captured the
imagination of the world. I heard your earlier
comments in your address, but I wondered what
precise direction the reform movement is now
taking in your counfiry, and, secondly, whether it
still captures the imagination of, and has the sup-
port of, the majority of the Polish people today.

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. OLECHOWSKI (Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Poland). -I often have difficulty in des-
cribing what reform is these days. We are
talking about a country which, as I have said, has
surprisingly mature democratic institutions. They
were solid enough to sustain a very dramatic
change of government, a transfer of governmental
powers between sharply differing political
options. That transfer took place undisturbed,
very smoothly.

We need to enhance, stabilise and mature our
democracy still, but we do not have to reform
much in it. We have institutions that relate well to
our historical pre-war radition and to European
aims. We shall have debates, probably hundreds
of them, about electoral law - about how we
should shape this and that, and about consti-
tuencies - but we do not need to reform our prin-
ciples of electoral law and so on.

In the economy things are different. We still
need to make our economy and our system more
similar to that which has proved effective and
rational. I believe that we are past the threshold.
Almost 6OVo of ow employment is now in the pri-
vate sector; there are about two million private
companies registered in the non-agricultural sec-
tor;92Vo of agriculture is private; about 50Vo of
national income is produced by the private sector;
about4O7o of assets are in private ownership. That
tells you that we are not talking about further fun-
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damental reform in that ilea any more, but about
continuing the tendencies that we already have.

In the second half of this year the government
will launch and implement a mass privatisation
project, which should increase the privatisation
which I have already mentioned. Only 377o of
assets in private ownership seems a low figure to
me. That is a freshly unveiled medium-term
government economic programme. It indicates
the reform of the public sector, especially of the
public social security programme, as the main
area for reform and for bringing it closer to mar-
ket principles, making it more effective.

The third area that I would like to mention, after
the privatisation reform of the public services, is
the priorities for further reform, including decen-
tralisation of the administration of government and
of democracy. We shall have an election on Sun-
day, after four years of remarkable success in local
democracy. One only has to go through the smaller
villages and towns to mark the importance that
local democracy has for our country, and how
enhanced, developed and expanded I know it will
become. The successful local government bodies
and the people who are happy with their perfor-
mance, will not let that experiment go away. They
will make sure that they have more power than that.

The PRESIDENT. - Minister, you said that you
were melting in this underventilated hemicycle.
I assure you that you are not the only one - but
I also assure you that your judgments about Wes-
tern European Union and the context of defence
and security were ice cold. We appreciate your
having taken the time to come here and talk to us,
especially as, as has been said already, your coun-
try has been in the vanguard of the Central Euro-
pean countries that have come in with Western
European Union and are willing and anxious to
play an important rdle in the future.

You said earlier, Sir, that you sought a strong,
stable and friendly international environment. So do
we, and all the countries associated with us. We are
very glad indeed that you havejoined us. That is our
aim, and that is what we shall work towards. We are
glad indeed to have you on board. Thank you for
coming here and representing your counory today.

5. European security : crisis-prevention
and management

(Debate on the report of the Politbal Commiltee
and vote on the draft recommendation,

Doc. 1418 and amendments)

The PRESIDENT. - We now resume our debate
on the report of the Political Committee on Euro-
pean security: crisis-prevention and management.

Our next speaker is Mr. Miiller of Germany.

Ir,tr. tvtULLnP. (Germany) (Translation). - Mr.
President, ladies and gentlemen, I think nothing
makes the changed situation clearer than the fact
that our debate was interrupted so that we could
listen to an address by the Polish Foreign Minis-
ter. This would certainly not have been possible at
the Assembly of Western European Union in for-
mer years.

We can also see how much the geopolitical
environment has changed. I doubt whether that
means it has become less complex; the fact is that
the good old days - if I may put it that way - when
you knew who was your friend and who your
enemy are gone with the collapse of the wall and
of the iron curtain. The fact is that new kinds of
threats may certainly arise in the future.

We know how uncertain the political situation is
in some of the newly independent states of the
former Soviet Union. We know that there is a
brisk trade in dangerous goods. Following the
disintegration of the Soviet Union, they include
mountains of plutonium formerly used for making
weapons.

That is why it is most important for us in WEU
to receive information in good time and co-operate
well with the CIS states and the other states on
what you might call our eastern flank, so that we
can find out what is happening in good time,
avoid conflicts and stamp out any sparks quickly,
to ensure we are not faced with the kind of
situation we have had in the Balkans, in former
Yugoslavia.

Mr. de Puig referred to several areas of crisis.
There is no doubt at all that the southern part of
the former Soviet Union and the adjacent states
are among them. They extend as far as the Middle
East. But we saw, in the case of Yemen, how
quickly new conflicts can break out.

I might add that conflicts can even arise in the
NATO member states. Let me remind you of the
statements made in the past few weeks by the Tur-
kish and Greek delegates on the question of exten-
ding the territorial waters round the Aegean
islands. The tabloids are already printing the war-
cries.

Our situation has become more complicated
rather than simpler. Nor should we look down our
noses at countries that are not prepared to take
joint measures. I would like to contradict Mr. de
Puig on one point. He mentioned the Swiss, who
decided by referendum that they were not prepa-
red to make troops available to the United
Nations. That is correct. But I read in his report
ttiat the majority of member countries of Western
European Union are not. ready to make forces
available for the protection of safe areas, as the
pacified areas are called, in former Yugoslavia.
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There is not a great difference between Switzer-
land and the WEU member countries in this res-
pect. In one case the people decided, in the others,
the governments. Neither showed much courage,
if I may say so.

Let me turn to two other aspects. Mr. de Puig
explained that it was also very important to
provide or increase the funding for the elimination
of weapons of mass destruction in some of these
countries.

I would like to go a little further and say that this
is also important in the case of conventional wea-
pons. A few months ago I had occasion to take
part in a CSE inspection in Belarus. There I disco-
vered that this country, which has a large number
of tanks and tracked vehicles to destroy, no longer
has the money to do so; to destroy a tank costs
between $1 500 and $2 000 in energy alone,
which Belarus has to pay in foreign currency
because, having no energy stocks of its own, it has
to import them.

The country is no longer in a position to conti-
nue the disarmament process. There are also poli-
tical difficulties, because a population that is hun-
gry, in which a pensioner receives a monthly
income of the equivalent of $10, cannot under-
stand why so many dollars are being spent on des-
troying beautiful tanks. So we must also recog-
nise and be aware of the potential psychological
dangers that could arise.

Let me say a few words on a further area.of
conflict that Mr. de Puig mentioned, the North
African Mediterranean. He referred specifically
to Egypt and the Maghreb countries. I think there
is no doubt that we must observe developments in
the south very closely and do our utmost to estab-
lish good relations with the govemments of these
countries. Thanks to religious fundamentalism,
the decisions taken there could in the end affect us
and have implications for the territory of Western
European Union.

I want to make a final point. Is Western Euro-
pean Union even capable in military and logistical
ierms of preventing a conflict from spreading and
of carrying out any tasks that may arise, if the ins-
truments of conflict avoidance or early interven-
tion fail? I have my doubts.

We all know the situation as regards rapid inter-
vention troops and transport capacity. I think this
is where we face a real challenge to co-operate
more closely in the arms sector. At their recent
meeting, the President of the French Republic and
the German Chancellor agreed to develop a joint
transport aircraft, which is very necessary for
those particular purposes.

I would like the invitation which they issued to
other countries to participate to be extended to the
WEU countries in particular, because I believe
this is a genuine opportunity jointly to achieve
something that may one day jointly benefit us all.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Miiller.

The next speaker is Lord Mackie.

Lord MACKIE of BENSHIE (United King-
dom). - I congratulate Mr. de Puig on his report
and I mean that sincerely. Those are not conven-
tional congratulations. It is an admirable report
and it brings out a number of essential features, of
which I shall highlight three. I refer to co-ordina-
tion with NAIO, the means available and the sha-
ring of responsibility in crisis-management. That
is vital. Mr. Mtiller has just highlighted the fact
that troop transport, transport using large aircraft
and all other forms of transport are available
through American sources far more than is the
case here. Such co-operation is, therefore, vital.

Recommendation 5 is immensely important and
concerns establishing a permanent dialogue with
Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent
States. It is noticeable that after the Russian
minister had taken part in negotiations with the
Serbs, he came away saying that he had never met
such a lot of lying brutes in all his days. Russia's
whole attitude towards the question seemed to
change after that. Co-operation is absolutely vital.

I shall concenffate on Recommendation 2, which
refers to taking account of the lessons drawn from
the crisis in former Yugoslavia. There are an enor-
mous number of lessons for us which we must not
forget. There is a tendency in speeches from
ministers, including our own ministers, to say that
they hope that we are moving towards a peaceful
solution and that we have a month or so in which
to do something. However, we must remember our
total failure so far.

The United Kingdom, France and many other
countries have put much of their effort into huma-
nitarian aid. [t would have been far better, despite
the admirable work done by the troops and all the
volunteers, to make brutal threats which we meant
and which the Serbs believed would be carried
out, with the use of air power to stop the killing.
That would have been better than trying to alle-
viate the crisis, as we did, by humanitarian efforts.
That is the first lesson and everyone talking about
the crisis seems to agree that if the action that we
are prepared to take now had been threatened
three years ago, the whole thing could have been
stopped without the enormous loss of life, the bru-
tality and, even worse, the release of brutal emo-
tions, initially among the Serbs, which were then
reacted to by those against whom the brutality
was practised. That is one lesson that we must
learn.
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The other lesson that we must learn is an old
one. I am probably one of the few people here
who served in the last war. I was politically active
as a young man before the war and I remember the
Spanish civil war and what happened there.
There, the western powers - certainly the United
Kingdom - adopted the attitude that they would
embargo the sale of arms to the combatants. The
fascist powers took no notice and poured in arms
to Franco's forces. Eventually, the proper, civil
government of the country was overwhelmed.
That appears to be what we have done again in
former Yugoslavia.

It is no use saying that we shall put an embargo
on arms when a big, powerfrrl section of the coun-
try - the Serbs - possess the arms of former Yugo-
slavia, the federation, and the factories to back
them up, while the Bosnian Serbs possess none.
That has been an exfiaordinary lesson and from it
we must learn that if one says one will do some-
thing, one must be prepared to do it; it is not
enough just to say it. That is a vital lesson for the
future.

We must also identify the source of the trouble.
It is all very well for us to blame Karadzic and his
generals in Yugoslavia, but the core of the greater
Serb movement lies in Belgrade with Milosevic.
We have on hand an insuperable air power and
should not hesitate to use it to stop a conflict and
save lives. If we are to impose sanctions, they
should be imposed with every means in our
power. It is appalling to think that there is no
rationing of petrol in Belgrade now. That is ludi-
crous and makes our efforts appear ridiculous. We
must learn that lesson.

If we do achieve a settlement, let us remember
with shame that our negotiators started by telling
us here in this very amphitheatre that there would
be no question of the Serbs holding on to their
brutal gains. But now they are proposing a settle-
ment that will give the brutal aggressors large
gains in territory and take territory away from
those who were attacked.

For goodness' sake, let us in WEU take all the
measures necessary to obtain the machinery but
remember that it is the political will to act and to
use forces at our disposal that matters. That is
what we must learn from the shame of Yugosla-
via.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Soell.

Mr. SOELL (Germany,) (Translation). -
Mr. President, we are in a situation in which we
need to become familiar with new patterns of cri-
sis. We are in these difficultiei because we
remember the old crisis patterns of East-West
confrontation very clearly. As a rule we had a lot

9f time and a specific ritual - I am thinking of
Berlin and Cuba. Certain plans would be drawn
up, which were secret at first and then became
public knowledge. Then the opposition would
become aware of the plans and protest. The plans
would still be carried out. The opposition would
issue threats. There would be ultimatums. There
would be negotiations, perhaps at the same time,
and a whole system of conferences. The ultima-
tums would expire or be extended. There would
be further negotiations. Finally, there would be a
face-saving settlement.

In recent years, we have been taken by surprise
by conflicts and crises following less recognisable
patterns, leaving us much less time. We will have
to develop the appropriate instruments to deal
with them. We will have to reduce substantially
the time between early warning and early action.

To that end, we must make use of every kind of
gengral early warning system that is institutionally
available, not only in WEU but also in the CSCE
and the Council of Europe. The first step is to
observe elections, and for election observerl to be
trained by experts and specialists who are familiar
with the domestic policy of certain countries and
can teach them, to some extent at least, how to
recognise election rigging. That is one important
means of avoiding crises. The observers' Eaining
must not be confined to military aspects but must
also enable them to see through the subtle
methods used to oppress minorities, whether eco-
nomic, religious or ethnic. Here too it is important
also to make use of information from outside
WEU, NATO and the CSCE and in addition to
that provided by the United Nations. Once we
have acquired this wide range of information,
we can make governments aware at an earlier
staqg of crises that could develop into open
conflicts.

That is why it is important to encourage co-ope-
ration within the institutions. Our Assembly,
which, of course, has largely the same membei-
ship as the Assembly of the Council of Europe
and to some extent as that of the CSCE, should
take an active part in the creation of these instru-
ments.

Mr. de Puig's report forms a valuable founda-
tion for that task.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Ward.

IVIr. WARD (United Kingdom). - I start by
alding my congratulations to Mr. de Puig on his
thoughtful and forward-looking report. He will
not be surprised that a number of us want to com-
ment on it further, although he patiently listened
to our comments in committee. I very much agree
with what he said about Switzerland. I also agree
with Mr. Miiller that it is all very well tal[ing
about Switzerland, but some m6mbers of the
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European Union still cling to their neutrality
while they are willing to be protected by other
members of this body. Others, for constitutional
reasons, make suggestions but are not able to
commit roops on the gtound. Surely Bosnia has
shown that we cannot leave the work to just a few
members of the European Union.

I agree with Lord Mackie that if one is to make
threats, one makes them only once and then car-
ries them out. The second time that one makes
them, one is not believed and the third time one
makes them, one is laughed at. All the outrages
and atrocities being committed in former Yugo-
slavia cannot now be solved by air attack, but
could well have been solved by drastic action
against the Serbs earlier on. It is ironic that we
deny one side weapons, because we say we shall
protect them, and so as not to escalate the war,
when they are the ones who are coming off worst.
I frnd myself more in sympathy with the philoso-
phy put forward by some colleagues earlier that, if
we were not to take effective action, we should
have got out and let them get on with it. Half mea-
sures benefit only half the people.

If we are to avoid a repeat of the humiliation
- let us use the word because that is what it is - of
NAIO, WEU and the United Nations, we must
look for new guidelines, at least in the area that
we control - Western European Union - from the
Council of Ministers. The report is realistic but it
is depressing and the recent record of Europe,
whether one calls it the European Union, WEU or
something else, is depressing in itself.

We have had reference to North Korea and
China and the use of nuclear weapons. Other
countries, such as India, Israel and Pakistan, have
well-known nuclear capabilities but have refused
to receive representatives from the non-prolifera-
tion treaty organisations. Others are likely to
ignore it - Iraq and North Korea come to mind.
The break-up of the Soviet Union could well lead
to a spread of nuclear materials and know-how
beyond the controls that exist at the moment. Part
of our forward thinking, in the broader context, is
that the non-proliferation treaty needs to be exten-
ded to all nations, but we must also bear in mind
that we need more effective inspection of chemi-
cal and biological weapons.

The report is thoughrprovoking. I hope that it
will not be left to gather dust on shelves, but will
provoke enough thought so that some forward
planning and action can be taken to ensure that we
never see a repeat of the events in the former
Yugoslavia. Unless action is taken fairly soon, we
could see that in other areas. A thin line of inter-
national troops between nations that are arguing,
put in earlier on, can often defuse a situation

before it reaches the point at which we have to
bring in mass weaponry to deal with it. I welcome
the report. I wish it well and I hope that the Coun-
cil of Ministers will take it to heart.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Sole Tura.

Mr. SOLE TURA (Spain) (Translation). -
Mr. President, I, too, would like to begin by
congratulating Mr. de Puig on the splendid report
he has presented. I think it is a good example of
how this type of document should be drawn up.
Apart from its excellent structure, it shows rea-
lism in its approach to the major problems
confronting our organisation at the present time.

In fact, what we see today, as witnessed in all
the debates, and in the speeches by Mr. Hurd, the
British Foreign Secretary, and Mr. Olechowski,
the Polish Minister for Foreign Affairs, is that we
are facing a situation where we must take action,
while trying to operate on terrain inherited from
an earlier phase. In fact, we are not organising our
institutions, but reorganising existing institutions,
in a situation which is truly complex, because the
parameters which gave rise to the creation of
various institutions in the previous phase of a
Europe divided into blocs and a world defined in
East-West terms, no longer exist. So we have to
adapt the existing institutions to this new situa-
tion, rather than concentrating on creating new
ones alongside them.

This is why the main theme running through all
the debates this week is the redefinition of the r6le
of Western European Union among these institu-
tions, in order to carry out the mandate for a com-
mon foreign and security policy, as provided for
in the Maastricht Treaty.

The second problem, which stems from the first,
and which is nicely resolved in the report, is to try
to find a solution to one of our major problems,
which is the impossibility of identifying the
enemy on a global scale in advance. In the pre-
vious phase, the enemy was easily identified,
because the blocs could be clearly seen as friends
or enemies. Nowadays we do not know where the
enemy is; he can only be identified after the event,
as conflicts arise. When we attempt to deal with
these conflicts, we begin to see exactly who the
enemy is, but we can see this case by case, with no
possibility of a global view.

The third problem, which also follows on from
the other two, is that we need something which is
also new - a definition of Western European
Union's own sphere of activity, plus a programme
of defence and security for conflict-prevention
and management.

We have talked about the Mediterranean, for
example. Yet the Mediterranean is a complex area
which partly corresponds to what we mean by
Europe and partly does not. Former Yugoslavia is
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also a Mediterranean country but the Mediterra-
nean has a north and a south and we need to know
whether our defence and our conflict-prevention
policy should extend over a specific area or can
go beyond it. And if so, on the basis of what prin-
ciples?

This also applies, for example, to Russia, because
Russia is not only the Russia of the West, the Rus-
sia bordering on the traditionally accepted Euro-
pean area. Russia is a vast country with very
serious domestic problems in the Caucasus, in
Moldova and the Crimea, for example. More par-
ticularly, Russia shares a border in the East with
China, extending almost as far as Japan. The area
has not been defined, and this is a great problem.

This is why I think that the report makes a rea-
listic attempt to find partial, concrete solutions to
these problems, rather than global ones, which
would not be possible. In my view the amend-
ments presented by Mr. de Puig as a means of
updating his report accurately reflect these issues.

It is, therefore, a considerable step forward,
trying to identify the actual area and organisation
of Western European Union in the context of
some other, varied organisations, and trying to
define criteria for the prevention of, rather than
intervention in, conflicts, and to define specific
areas of action, given that it is not possible to
define a global area.

Let me note that this problem of defining a glo-
bal area confronts us in all institutions; in the
Council of Europe, for example, we have still not
defined with any precision what constitutes Euro-
pe, because we still have no uniform criteria to
meet this general problem.

I will conclude, Mr. President, by reiterating my
congratulations to my colleague and friend,
Mr. de Puig, forhis excellentreport, which will be
very useful.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you.

I call Sir Peter Fry.

Sir Peter FRY (United Kingdom). - I join in
congratulating Mr. de Puig and his committee,
mainly because I believe that the report is very
well timed. That it is needed is clear from the
increasing mixture of horror and guilt that many
of us in Western Europe feel, not only that events
in former Yugoslavia have unfolded in the way
that they have but that we have witnessed on our
television screens how helpless civilians have
been murdered merely because of minor ethnic
differences with some other people in that unfor-
tunate part of Europe. We also feel guilt because
the rest of the world, and most particularly the rest
of Europe, has been unable to stop the slaughter

quickly enough and has proved powerless, despite
months after months of diplomatic activity aimed
at producing a peaceful solution.

The memorandum to the report bravely points
out in its section on regional tensions and
conflicts that there are at least two conflicts in
which NATO member countries are directly
involved. One is the Greek quarrel with the for-
mer Yugoslav republic of Macedonia, on which
we heard Mr. Hurd's views this morning. I
contend that the problems are such that they can
no longer be brushed aside or quietly ignored. If
we wish to produce a solution, we must be aware
that we are powerless in the case of Greece and
Macedonia, in which a NATO country and Euro-
pean Union member is involved, and that clearly
we must take some sort of action to avoid the
situation occurring again.

When a country which is to become a member
of this Assembly is clearly acting against interna-
tional agreement by implementing sanctions on
Macedonia, we really should question the way in
which the mighty framework made up of interna-
tional organisations such as WEU, NAIO and the
EU is working. A mechanism may well exist to
censure an offending state, but it is a mechanism
that grinds exceeding slow. In the case of Mace-
donia, the Greek trade embargo is causing increa-
sing hardship on a new country and one that has
already suffered very much. The embargo creates
a danger of possible internal instability that some
outsiders would like to encourage for their own
nationalistic reasons. We really do need to find
a better way to deal with such problems. That
is why I sincerely hope that the report is to be
proved right when it says, " a fully operational
WEU will be capable in future of preventing the
development of a conflict such as that in former
Yugoslavia ".

I have two reservations about some of the wor-
ding of the report. One is the assumption which
reads, " Sffessing that any measures to maintain
and re-establish peace in any region where it is
threatened must be authorised by the United
Nations ". I am concerned that that may run the
risk of unavoidable delay and, worse, a failing to
obtain effective consent for action which will be
sufficiently robust. Surely, the EU, NATO and
WEU can produce mechanisms for easily taking
some kind of early action rather than having to
wait for the United Nations to make up its mind.

We have to ask ourselves certain basic ques-
tions. Would the situation in Yugoslavia have
been improved by earlier action? As Lord Mackie
clearly indicated, the answer is yes. Furthermore,
I believe that if some such machinery existed in
Africa we would not have seen thousands and
thousands of innocent people slaughtered in
Rwanda, as they have been in recent weeks.
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My other reservation is about the total commit-
ment in the recommendation to the principle of
inviolability of present frontiers. I understand
why that has been included. As a general prin-
ciple, I entirely endorse it. But - it is a considera-
bly big but - in practice it might hinder rather than
hasten a solution in some cases. For example, in
former Yugoslavia, the frontiers were somewhat
artificial. They were imposed by the former com-
munist r6gime and they included far too many
minorities in most of the republics. Whatever
solution is eventually produced to bring that
conflict to an end, I very much suspect that there
will be no final peace until there has been some
redrawing of boundaries.

In contrast, the inviolability of present frontiers
means that Kosovo remains entirely within the
province of the Serbian republic. Sooner or later,
that issue will have to be dealt with. If not, a fur-
ther potential cause of conflict will undoubtedly
anse.

With those reservations, I should like to say
how much I agree with what Mr. de Puig and his
committee have proposed. The report is overdue.
It is needed and it must be supported. However,
we must be clear in our minds. It is only a step in
the direction in which we need to move to ensure
that effective action and policies to maintain
peace in Europe and preserve our national security
are maintained.

The PRESIDENT. - The debate is closed.

I call Mr. de Puig to reply to the debate.

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - Mr. Presi-
dent, I must first express my thanks for all the
speeches we have heard, mainly in support of the
report, and also for all the extremely generous
praise because, as the debate this afternoon has
shown, after the enrichment contributed by the
reflections, thoughts and comments of my col-
leagues, the report has turned out to be very
modest compared with the analysis and reasoning
of which the members of this Assembly are
capable with regard to a subject such as we are
dealing with today. However, thank you very
much.

Mr. Hardy was rather critical of our organisa-
tion's activities, and I think he was right. If he has
read my report thoroughly, he will see that the
observation I make in the first part of the report
corresponds exactly with Mr. Hardy's observation
on Europe's failure to respond to the crises that
have been perceived, and the living example of
this lack of capacity to prevent or manage a crisis
is clearly former Yugoslavia. The second part of
the report, however, attempts to correct the pre-
vious situation, because what I propose in my

report is that we should organise ourselves so that
we can intervene, in other words so that we have
the capacity to respond to the challenges of our
time.

As Mr. Hardy says, it is not simply a question of
perceiving problems, or of society perceiving that
we are considering existing problems, but rather
of society observing that we are prepared to inter-
vene and resolve problems. Thus far, Mr. Hardy
and I are in agreement. However if we are also to
infer from what he says that our organisation
should be asked to intervene in every case urbi et
orbi, then I could not agree. I think that statements
of this kind have to be very specific, and, in any
event, I have restricted myself to what I believe
our organisation is capable of achieving at the
present time in the area we have been discussing.

Mr. Miiller quite rightly told us that the cold war
is over, but that the situation is possibly even more
dangerous because of its complexity. Indeed, it is
much more complicated and delicate, as another
speaker has also commented. It is more difficult to
identify instability, the problem, the enemy, the
culprit, the perpetrator or the potential crisis. He
went on to speak of some of the events now taking
place in parts of Europe, in addition to the serious
problem of Yugoslavia, referring, for instance, to
the countries of the Caucasus to the south of Rus-
sia. He made an allusion which we might call cri-
tical to my reference to the Swiss referendum.
I have to say that I might agree with him, inas-
much as I am prepared to criticise any country
which neglects problems of security and demons-
ffates its desire not to intervene when others are
doing so. That is certainly true. Here I must clari-
fy a point in my report. When I say that some
countries refused to intervene, I am not referring
to a refusal tojoin the blue berets or take part in
humanitarian action. They were being asked
specifrcally to participate in the protection of safe
areas. And on this specific point some countries
of Western European Union said they were not in
agreement. It is another thing to vote in a referen-
dum not to participate in the blue berets, which
might also involve military action and humanita-
rian aid, and it is on this point that I believe we
cannot agree and I am not in agreement with the
Swiss vote.

Mr. President, I am grateful to Lord Mackie for
the extremely interesting speech in which he set
out the lessons we must learn from the case
of Yugoslavia. He is right, without a doubt. We
failed because we were incapable of avoiding
conflict, although while I agree with the whole of
his speech in general, I see the question of air
strikes at the present time as rather more compli
cated. On this point I must agree with Mr. Ward.
I believe that to propose this now is much more
difficult. It would have been altogether different
at the start of the conflict, which is obviously
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when we should have acted, but failed to do so.
The decisions which could have avoided this tra-
gedy were not taken, partly because we did not
have at our disposal the instruments I am reques-
ting today in this report, instruments to be created
so that, in future, we will have this capacity to
respond to crises.

Mr. Soell made a comment which numerous
speakers have taken up. We are faced with a new
situation, with new models which completely
change the geosffategy of recent years, with new
problems such as those of ethnic and religious
minorities, with problems of radical economic,
social and political change in neighbouring coun-
tries, and I agree with him that our great problem
is that neither in theory nor in practice are we in
control of these problems and we are a long way
from finding solutions to them. I think he will
agree with me - and he has said as much - that
proposals such as those contained in my report
will lead to our one day having the ability to
respond to the challenges we face.

Mr. Ward also spoke about Yugoslavia. He is
right: simply making threats is not enough. We
must make threats if necessary, but with a real
deterrent capability, because what happened was
something of a mockery. We made threats, but no
one took the slightest notice and the disaster has
continued without our being able to stop it. We
must not simply rely on a moral authority which
may or may not exist, but on military authority,
which has real deterrent force when we are faced
with a conflict of these dimensions. In the com-
mittee Mr. Ward told me that what had happened
recently in our organisation had depressed him a
little and I agreed with him. However,I think that
although we can be critical of the recent perfor-
mance of WEU and the other international organi-
sations in Europe, there is no room for defeatism.
We may be concerned, but I believe that given the
direction of my recommendation and our desire to
create and build a new security system with
genuine capability, we should proceed actually to
build it, so that these recommendations and others
contained in other reports presented this week do
not merely become worthless pieces of paper.

I am also grateful to Mr. Sole Tura for his com-
ments. In my country, when Mr. Sole Tura takes
up the political debate I find it very difficult, if not
impossible, to disagree with him. Here again, I
have to express my complete agreement. His
speech was very interesting: he spoke of the com-
plexity of the task of identifying even the enemy
at the present time, and of the problem of global
space, which is one of the key issues, and natural-
ly he spoke of the Mediterranean and of Russia,
that vast country whose co-operation we need if
we really wish to have a crisis-prevention capaciry,

because Russia is one of the important issues in
terms of future security.

I should also like to thank Sir Peter Fry for his
contribution, although I must tell him that ilre state-
ment in the draft recommendation should not have
been so emphatic, stating that we could only inter-
vene with a mandate from the United Nations.
The word I used, and I am referring to the French
word I used in my report, is " enterin6 par les
Nations unies " which is not quite the same as
" autoris6 ". You are aware that at times action of
various kinds has been taken only with a mandate
from, or on the initiative of, the United Nations
Secretary-General himself. This has occurred
without the need for the matter to go before the
Security Council. I used the word " enterin6 "
because I feel it is more flexible than the word
" autorisd ".

As far as borders are concerned, the situation is
as follows: I spoke of inviolabiliry but inviolabi-
lity is not the same as intangibility and I think this
is an interesting distinction. I remember that once
in this chamber we approved a report which stated
that it would be possible to intervene in a third
country to defend human rights in a panicular
case, without great difficulty, when the issues
were clear.

There is much to be said on the subject of bor-
ders; much remains to be def,rned and the position
must be clearly established. We are on the knife-
edge of the difficult and complex legal concept of
setting limits, but the truth of the matter is that
I phrased it in the way I did because I believe that
inviolability and intangibility are not the same
thing.

Finally, Mr. President, I would like to say that
the basis of my report and, as I have observed, the
basis of the speeches, is the idea that we are
capable of constructing the instruments which
would avoid new Yugoslavias in the future. I
believe that if we approve this report, we will be
progressing in that direction.

The PRESIDENT. - May I make an appeal to
the Assembly? We have some amendments to
deal with now, and then another debate. Tonight
we are to be the guests of the Speaker of the
Assembl6e Nationale, and the hime Minister and
the Foreign Minister of France will be there. It
would be extremely discourteous of us not to be
there promptly at about 6.30, when the event
starts. I therefore ask for the co-operation of all
members so that we can complete ourproceedings
by 6 o'clock. Does the Vice-Chairman of the com-
mittee wish to speak?

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - Words,
Mr. President, that will last no more than a
minute. I add to the overwhelming praise of
Mr. de Puig that has been voiced. His report
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clearly endorses what the Polish Foreign Minister
said: in so many cases the Assembly is ahead of
its masters. Perhaps his report will help to solidify
that.

I endorse what Mr. de Puig said, especially
about Switzerland. Also, as he says both in the
report and in his speech, it would be nice if we
could read about the many studies being under-
taken by the Council, and see where we could
contribute.

Finally, Mr. de Puig talks about the CSCE and
WEU. Somebody has to put all those institutions
under a microscope and see which really works -
but Mr. de Puig's report indicates frrnly that it is
WEU that is doing a practical job of work.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you for your co-
operation, Lord Finsberg.

Six amendments have been tabled to the draft
recommendation, and we shall take them in the
order in which they relate to the text - that is, l, 2,
6,3, 4, and then 5.

I call Mr. de Puig to move Amendment 1, which
is as follows:

l.After paragraph (i) of the preamble to ttre draft
recommendation, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Concerned by the Council's silence regarding
the continuation of the civil war in Yemen and
the terrible massacres perpeffated in Rwanda; "

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - Mr. Presi-
dent, would you prefer me to speak to the amend-
ments one by one or may I speak to them all in the
same speech, to save time?

These are amendments which I do not anticipate
will pose any problems because the text already
reflects the content of these amendments.

The PRESIDENT. - You may speak to all the
amendments, Mr. de Puig, and then move them
separately. You may speak to all of them, but we
have to take the votes separately on each one.

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - Mr. Presi-
dent, this is the amendment which refers to the
civil war in Yemen and to the massacres in Rwanda
It responds to the desire that our report should
contain a reference to these problems, so that it
does not look as if such terrible and topical events
are forgotten and underestimated by this Assem-
bly. They are presented in the form of a criticism
ofthe Council because our Council has not produ-
ced any declarations on these matters. This is the
point of the first amendment, Mr. President.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. de Puig.

Does anyone wish to oppose Amendment 1?...

I will now put the amendment to the vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hnnds)

Amendment I is agreed to.

We now come to Amendment 2:

2. After paragraph (i) of the preamble to the draft
recommendation, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Concerned at North Korea's nuclear policy
and its threatening attitude towards South
Korea. "
I call Mr. de Puig.

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - This is a
reference to the problem of North Korea and the
current threat to South Korea. It is an amendment
which would form part of the preamble, but we
would not want a report which sets out the range
of current conflicts to omit such an inflammatory
subject as the present situation in Korea.

The PRESIDENT. - Does anyone wish to
oppose the amendment?...

I will now put Amendment 2 to the vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

Amendment 2 is agreed to.

We come now to Amendment 6:

6. After paragraph 5 of the draft recommendation
proper, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Maintain a dialogue on a perrnanent basis with
the Mediterranean states which are not mem-
bers of WEU; "
I call Mr. de Puig.

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - Mr. Presi-
dent, Amendment 6 was not presented this mor-
ning at the committee meeting, but, as Rappor-
teur, I have taken the liberty of adding it for
discussion in this session. It refers to the need for
a permanent dialogue with the Mediterranean
states which are not members of WEU. The
remainder of the draft recommendation refers to
dialogue with the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe, and also the Mediterranean countries of
North Africa. It would be too serious an omission
not to mention those countries which border the
Mediterranean, and are not members of WEU, but
with whom we must have a dialogue.

The PRESIDENT. - Does anyone wish to
oppose the amendment?...

I will now put Amendment 6 to the vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

Amendment 6 is agreed to.
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We now come to Amendment 3:

3. Draft paragraph 12 of the draft recommenda-
tion proper as follows:

" Support the United Nations' call for the cease-
fire in Yemen to be respected immediately;"

I call Mr. de Puig.

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - As we
made reference to the situation in Yemen in this
recommendation, we would ask the Council to
support the United Nations' call for a cease-fire in
Yemen. That is all.

The PRESIDENT. - Does anyone wish to
oppose the amendment?...

I will now put Amendment 3 to the vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

Amendment 3 is agreed to.

We come now to Amendment 4:

4. After paragraph 12 of the draft recommenda-
tion proper, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Examine at the earliest opportunity the r0le
that WEU might play in terminating the killings
in Rwanda and establishing order and peace in
that country; "
I call Mr. de Puig.

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - In this
case we are asking the Council to examine the
r6le that WEU might play in trying to assist the
cease-fire in the killings in Rwanda. This is a
question of taking action, as implied in our initial
remarks in the report.

The PRESIDENT. - Does anyone wish to
oppose the amendment?...

I will now put Amendment 4 to the vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

Amendment 4 is agreed to.

We come now to Amendment 5:

5. After paragraph 12 of the draft recommenda-
tion proper, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Hold consultations on the consequences for
European security of North Korea's nuclear
policy and inform the Assembly of its conclu-
sions. "
I call Mr. de Puig.

Mr. de PUIG (Spain) (Translation). - Mr. Presi
dent, as everyone is aware, the great powers and
everyone else are very concerned about the war-

mongering attitude and nuclear policy of North
Korea. In this amendment, we are asking the
Council to hold the necessary consultations
in order to have a thorough knowledge of the
situation as regards North Korea's nuclear policy
and the consequences this policy could have for
Europe and, in particular, to inform the Assembly
of its conclusions.

The PRESIDENT. - Does anyone wish to speak
against the amendment?...

I will now put Amendment 5 to the vote by
show of hands.

(Avote was then taken by show of hands)

Amendment 5 is agreed to.

We shall now vote on the draft recommendation
contained in Document 1418, as amended.

Does any member wish to propose a vote by
roll-call?...

That is not the case. We will have a vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

The amended draft recommendation is
adopted'.

You must be gratified that the draft recommen-
dation has been carried unanimously, Mr. de Puig.
You have our congratulations. I thank you for
your co-operation in getting through the amend-
ments so expeditiously.

6. Parliamentary co-operation with the countries
of the WEU Forum of Consultation

(Presentation of and debate on the report of the
Commiltee for Parlianentary and Public Relations and

votes on the drafi order and drafi recommendation,
Doc. 1414)

The PRESIDENT. - The next order of the day is
the presentation by Sir Russell Johnston of the
report of the Committee for Parliamentary and
Public Relations, with debate and vote on the
draft order and the draft recommendation, Docu-
ment 1414.

I call Sir Russell to make his report from the tri-
bune.

Sir Russell JOHNSTON (United Kingdom). -I sense an undercurrent of excitement bubbling
like lava on the red benches in front of me. Sadly,
it has rather more to do with the impending end of
the day and the reception at the Assembl6e Natio-
nale than with anticipation of the debate. I am
afraid that one must be realistic about these
things. Nevertheless, it is very much a pleasure to
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lay the report before you on behalf of the Com-
mittee for Parliamentary and Public Relations.

First, I should like to thank Nic Tummers, the
Chairman of the committee, who encouraged me
to undertake the report. Secondly, I should like to
thank the members of the committee who made
constructive comments on the report's content.
Thirdly, I should like to thank Paulo Brito, secre-
tary of the committee, upon whom fell the main
burden of the work and who tackled it with his
usual calm, unassuming competence and tho-
roughness. I also wish to refer to the similar report
produced in 1993 by Mr. Kempinaire, Document
1365, on the experience of which we drew.

The fact that this is not a controversial report is
evident both from the absence of amendments and
the absence of speakers - I think that there are
only four. In many ways, the latter is regrettable.
As members heard me say to the British Foreign
Secretary this morning, I consider paragraph 3 of
the recommendations to the Council to be centrally
important. The reports states that we recommend
that the Council: " Ensure that the Assembly has
adequate means to develop relations and co-ope-
ration with the states of the Forum of Consulta-
tion, in accordance with the Council's own
expressed wish. "

That is centrally important, and unless it is
responded to in terms of the provision of additio-
nal resources much of the desiderata spelt out in
the draft order and recommendations will not
come about. A series of speeches from across the
political spectrum in the Assembly - there is no
division on the matter - stressing that fact would
have given strength and credence to the impor-
tance that we attach to the issue. As I am sure the
Assembly will have noted, Mr. Hurd's reply was a
bland deflection without any commitment - rather
like a friendly family doctor dealing with ques-
tions about a predicted flu epidemic - " I would
be surprised if someone did not ask about the bud-
get ". It is worrying because I do not think that
any other Foreign Minister of our Council would
have said anything different. Without additional
support, the instruction to the Committee on Bud-
getary Affairs and Administration, which is also
contained in the report, would end up as no more
than a possible reshuffling of priorities and there
would be hardly any scope for manoeuvre.

We can quote decisions - as I do in paragraph 6
of the explanatory memorandum, which states:
" Ministers advocated the development of rela-
tions between the WEU Assembly and the parlia-
ments of the states concerned ".

Paragraphs 7,8,9,10 and 11 set out the other
powerful arguments as to why, in developing poli-
cies in the countries of the Forum of Consultation,

parliamentary contact can be not only as, but often
more, important than governmental contact. I urge
members to read that section because it is particu-
larly important in making the argument.

We know that the Forum of Consultation exists
no more, in that following the Kirchberg declara-
tion, we now talk about associate partners. But
that declaration does not mention the Assembly.
That is not quite true. Under the heading of
" Modalities " - not a word commonly used in
English - and under the subsequent sub-heading
of " Miscellaneous ", it states: " While its autonomy
is acknowledged, the parliamentary Assembly is
encouraged to reflect on a possible participation
of associate partners in its work ".

That is not exactly a ringing call to arms.

The statement itself contains no mention of the
Assembly. I do not propose to lead the Assembly
through the explanatory memorandum - people
can read it for themselves. But I should underline
briefly one point that arises from the description
of the evolution of the forum, and the nature and
variety of the contacts made. The basic issue wor-
rying me - I think that everyone will understand
why when they look at the report - is that of over-
lap and duplication. We must consider that issue.
It is obviously impossible to rationalise individual
state parliamentary contacts because individual
parliaments will do what they want to do and
there is no way that we can do anything about
that. But there must be an argument where multi-
lateral institutions are involved, or at least some
informal agreement to have a lead institution,
which should surely be the WEU Assembly.

Paragraphs 73 and 74 of the report clearly
state that " the WEU Assembly alone has an area
of responsibility for defence and security matters
based on texts that are legally binding ".

That refers to the modified Brussels Treaty of
October 1954 and Article I of the Charter of the
WEU Assembly.

In paragraph 741 set out my concern about the
issue of overlap and duplication. To quote one
long sentence: " This lack of co-ordination, and
the fact that they are at times in competition,
makes setting up effective parliamentary co-ope-
ration on a European scale more diffrcult and piece-
meal and hinders the integration of these countries
into existing European structures, because of the
large number of these institutions and the lack of
co-ordination between them. "

The same point is made in a slightly different
way in paragraphs 108 and 109 of the conclusion
of the report. I shall not read them out, but mem-
bers should give them their attention.

I shall return to the draft recommendations as a
means of highlighting what I described at the
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beginning of my speech as the key issue. The draft
recommendations pick out two points. Para-
gaph (a) states that we should " fulfil the expec-
tations of the Central European states by regular
and relevant dialogue, duly organising discus-
sions on topical questions " and appropriate semi-
nars and so on.

Paragraph (c) states that we should " establish
WEU information points in the capitals of the
Central European states ".

The Polish Foreign Minister spoke about the
need to open up our Assembly to them. We want
to, but we cannot. We do not have room here; we
do not even have the facilities. As Mr. Hurd said,
we are talking about twenty-four countries, inclu-
ding the existing members of WEU and those
others associated in various ways. Without addi-
tional resources, we cannot handle so many.

When we talk about appropriate seminars and
information points, we should realise that none of
that can be achieved unless paragraph 3 of the
recommendation to the Council is accepted. It is
not enough for our governments to make friendly
remarks about us or to come here and say that we
are doing well and produce interesting reports
which they read. What we do - and more impor-
tantly, what we can do - is inevitably related to
the amount of resources made available to us.

The Assembly has already made a notable
contribution to developing thinking about the
nature of defence and security matters between
the core members of WEU and the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe. It has much more to
contribute, but can do so only if the Council
responds to what is proposed in the report.
I recommend it to the Assembly.

The PRESIDENT. - The debate is open.

I call Mr. Hardy.

Mr. HARDY (United Kingdom). - It would be
wrong for me to speak at length, but I believe that
I should repeat the major point that I made in the
earlier debate this afternoon. As I did then, I can
make it briefly, but I should like to add to my
words the welcome that the report deserves and
the congratulations that the Rapporteur should
receive. I do not dissent from his report, nor offer
criticism of its content, particularly not of its
endorsement of co-operation and consultation
with Eastern Europe.

Paragraph (v) of the preamble to the recommen-
dation says that if we will the structures, we must
accept the implication of those structures and the
obligation that then is created. That obligation
will inevitably accompany the integration into
European political and security structures of those

member states in the Forum of Consultation. We
must understand that, by pursuing that course, we
are automatically and inescapably accepting the
obligation that integration creates. It is no good
any member of the Assembly, or any member
state within the organisation, failing to perceive
that that obligation is created, or failing to under-
stand the implications that that must have for
defence planning and security considerations,
both within the organisations and within our
national parliaments. For that obligation to be
accepted, for the implications of integration not to
be fully perceived, would be an act of irresponsi-
bility. One hopes that the Council of Ministers
will pay full attention to the report and to the
implications that it therefore presents.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Hardy and
in particular, thank you for being so commenda-
bly brief.

I now call Mr. Rockenbauer, an observer from
Hungary.

Mr. ROCKENBAUER (Observer from Hun-
gary) (Translation). - Mr. President, ladies and
gentlemen, last month's legislative elections in
Hungary marked a turning point in the counffy's
internal policy. Since I have recently often been
asked how this will affect the funre foreign policy
of Hungary, allow me, an opposition member of
parliament, to confirm the statements made by the
new majority party. Hungary's external policy
will continue tobe governed by its commifinentto
the principle of European integration. This is par-
ticularly true as regards the country's security
policy.

You may well be tempted to ask me why I am so
sure about this, since negotiations to set up a
government coalition are still under way. The rea-
son I am so sure is that in recent years the Hunga-
rian Parliament has based all its decisions on
national defence and security policy on consen-
sus. In addition, during the electoral campaign, all
the political parties represented in parliament
committed themselves to European integration.
There is no doubt at all that the new Hungarian
Government will continue to regard its relations
with Western European Union as a matter of great
priority.

Ladies and gentlemen, we Hungarians welcome
the adoption of the document in Luxembourg on
9th May last by the WEU Council of Ministers
and the Forum of Consultation. The fact is that we
had already firmly supported the joint declaration
issued in Warsaw on 12th November last by the
German and French Ministers for Foreign Affairs.
Clearly, the Franco-German declaration gave new
impetus to the relations between WEU and the
Central and Eastern European countries. Later,
the Kirchberg declaration on granting association
status to the countries of the Forum of Consulta-
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tion - i.e. including Hungary - constituted from
the historical point of view an important stage in
the process whose final objective is, in our view,
full membership. The declaration also confirms
how right we were in our unceasing efforts in
recent years to demonstrate that co-operation in
the field of security policy between the Twelve
and the Central and Eastern European countries
must not lag behind development in economic
relations. We see integration as a succession of
steps up a flight of stairs. We have always consi-
dered that the conclusion of the Europe Agree-
ment must necessarily have an impact on the rela-
tions between Hungary and WEU.

We believe it highly desirable for the principles
set out in the Kirchberg declaration to be put into
practical effect as quickly as possible. We are
convinced that this will be of the best possible ser-
vice to the cause of security and stability in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe.

Obviously, the Kirchberg declaration cannot fail
to have an effect on the work of the WEU Assem-
bly. Document 1414, prepared by Sir Russell
Johnston, Rapporteur, came out shortly before the
Kirchberg declaration and does not therefore take
account of the results of that declaration. How-
ever, both the draft order and thp draft recommen-
dation reflect the results of the process which
I have just said received new impetus last autumn.
Thanks to this new development, our delegation
now has more and more opportunity to participate
in the work of the Assembly. We are particularly
pleased with the way Document l4l4 spells out
the details of certain practical aspects.

As we understand it the spirit of the Kirchberg
declaration means there can be no further delay in
the enlargement of our relations.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Rocken-
bauer.

I now call Mr. Vacaru, an observer from Romania.

Mr. VACARU (Observer from Romania)
(Translation). - Mr. President, ladies and gentle-
men, this year - the fortieth anniversary of the
signature of the modif,red Brussels Treaty - and
given the latest progress in collaboration between
the WEU member states and their Central Euro-
pean partners including Romania, this act setting
up Western European Union represents even more
than before a specially useful instrument for
strengthening co-operation between member
states in the parliamentary, political, military and
scientific fields. It is an essential component in
the shaping of a European security and defence
identiry.

In this spirit the delegation of parliamentary
observers from Romania congratulates Sir Russell

Johnston for the report submitted on behalf of the
Committee for Parliamentary and Public Rela-
tions. It also greatly appreciates the draft order on
parliamentary co-operation with the countries of
the WEU Forum of Consultation proposing the
inclusion in the Assembly's budget for 1995 of an
amount enabling an Assembly fund to be set up to
pay for parliamentary co-operation activities with
the six countries of Central Europe and the three
Baltic countries.

Further to the decision adopted at the Council's
meeting in Luxembourg on 9th May, the granting
of the status of associate partner to the nine mem-
ber states of the WEU former Forum of Consulta-
tion sends out a major political message in sup-
port of European co-operation and integration.
We should not forget that WEU is the first western
institution to welcome these countries to its orga-
nisation, and to give them the opportunity to par-
ticipate directly in its planned activities, initia-
tives and missions. On this subject I should point
out the importance of the special r6le of promoter
and pioneer played by the WEU Assembly in
developing relations with the new Cenftal Euro-
pean and Baltic democracies.

The delegation of parliamentary observers from
Romania wishes to underline the special impor-
tance of the draft recommendation submitted by
Sir Russell Johnston on parliamentary co-opera-
tion with the countries of the WEU Forum of
Consultation. This recommendation opens the
way to a narrowing of the democratic deficit still
to be found in the r6le assigned to the Assembly
as regards WEU's activities and decision-making.

Allow me to express our complete satisfaction
at the way the Presidential Committee and the
Committee for Parliamentary and Public Rela-
tions have welcomed the Romanian decision to
set up a WEU Information and Documentation
Bureau in Bucharest, in the framework of the
Romanian Parliament and under the auspices of
the WEU parliamentary Assembly. The Bureau
will be for use by parliamentarians from Romania
and neighbouring countries, scholars, political
scientists, researchers and diplomats. It should
cover the full range of our co-operation with the
organisation and help to spread knowledge of the
activities and objectives of WEU.

In connection with the official opening of this
Bureau, planned for 7th and 8th November in
Bucharest, the Romanian Parliament will also
hold a round table on security in Central Europe.
The Presidential Committee and the Committee
for Parliamentary and Public Relations have
already been invited to attend, and invitations to
our colleagues, the other parliamentary observers,
will be sent out in the near future.

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, through its
strengthening of the democratic institutions of a
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law-abiding state, through its firm and irreversible
decision to develop a market economy and
through the pragmatism of its foreign policy
- committed to the essential need to maintain and
consolidate peace in Europe and throughout the
world - Romania reiterates its firm will for inte-
gration in Euro-Atlantic structures. Romania is
determined to assume the r6le of a reliable partner
in all fields, including that of parliamentary co-
operation, and is prepared to discharge fully the
responsibilities incumbent upon it.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Vacaru.

I now call Mr. Necas, an observer from the
Czech Republic.

Mr. NECAS (Observer from the Czech Repub-
lic). - Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, allow
me to express my great pleasure at being here.
I should like to thank you, Mr. President, for
the opportunity to address this distinguished
audience - the Assembly of WEU. It is necessary
to make several remarks about the report of the
committee for Parliamentary and Public Rela-
tions.

The Czech Republic has declared many times
that a main goal of its foreign policy is integration
in NATO and the EU. WEU, as a defence compo-
nent of the European Union and as a European
pillar of the Atlantic Alliance, has also played a
great r6le in our foreign policy.

The nations of Central Europe have made a
strong effort to transform their economies and
societies. As we read in paragraph 22 of the expla-
natory memorandum, they are trying to integrate
into the structures of the West, which they feel
offer them the best guarantee of their security and
development. Those structures are NATO and the
European Union. However,I believe that the pro-
blem is not so simple. We have the same system of
values as you have. We should like to take our part
of the common responsibility for protecting that
system of values. That is the main reason why we
wish to integrate into NAIO, WEU and the EU.
For the Czech Republic, the question of security
guarantees is secondary to the main reason why
we wish to integrate.

We are aware that the creation of political stabi-
lity, economic prosperity and internal security is
more important to our integration into NATO,
WEU and the EU than never-ending and persis-
tent knocking at the door of those structures.

It is not possible to consider the countries of
Central Europe as one bloc. There are countries in
Central Europe which do exist without armed
conflict, ethnic fighting, instability, great econo-
mic problems or the persistence of 19th century
nationalism. We can read that in paragraphs 4 or

106 of the explanatory memorandum. On the
contrary, there are countries in Central Europe
which do have stable governments and the stable
support of their citizens for those governments'
reforms. It is necessary to take those facts into
account.

Ladies and gentlemen, the WEU Assembly has
the task of setting up association partnership sta-
tus at the parliamentary level. As Sir Dudley said,
the status of association with WEU reaches fur-
ther than a partnership for peace. For that reason,
I believe that the participation of Central Euro-
pean parliaments in the work of the Assembly of
WEU could be at least at the same level as their
participation in the North Atlantic Assembly. That
means participation in committees - of course,
without the right to vote.

The main slogan of the Czech Republic in eco-
nomic co-operation with the EU is not aid but
trade. That means that in our pragmatic policy we
prefer concrete steps to great and bombastic
words. Therefore, we prefer concrete steps in the
political area as well. As we can see from para-
graph 46, in order to be effective, co-operation
with the parliaments of the consultation partners
should be more than a simple exchange of docu-
ments, information and visits. It should have prac-
tical outcomes.

Ladies and gentlemen, it would be very useful
to reason out a plan of concrete steps towards co-
operation between the Assembly of WEU and
Central European parliaments. The appropriate
way of doing that might be a common meeting of
a Standing Committee with representatives of our
parliaments. Such a committee could draw up a
concrete plan. We can offer for that meeting our
wonderful capital of Prague. We could also have
appropriate meetings with the Committee on
Rules of Procedure and Privileges. We can offer
financial participation in setting up an Assembly
support fund for parliamentary co-operation,
about which we can read in the draft orders.

Mr. Willem van Eekelen said in his address that
countering the risks of chaos, the resurgence of
intolerance and violence and even the reappea-
rance of unacceptable spheres of influence on the
European continent would demand political cou-
rage on the pan of WEU countries. Ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to wish you political cou-
rage in creating a concrete association status at the
level of the WEU Assembly. Thank you for your
kind attention.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Necas.

The next speaker is Mr. Philipov, an observer
from Bulgaria.

Mr. PHILIPOY (Observer from Bulgaria). -
Mr. President, before I make my short but posi-
tive remarks on the report of Sir Russell Johnston,

:

l
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I should like to refer to your introductory speech.
You mentioned that in April you met the Bulgarian
President, Mr. Zhelev. According to our delega-
tion, the most important thing was not your mee-
ting with Mr. Zhelev but your speech to the Bulga-
rian National Assembly, which was broadcast live
on television and radio. It gave Bulgarian parlia-
mentarians and Bulgarian society a good impres-
sion of the powers of WEU and what it intends to
do in respect of Central European countries.

The development of closer and more efficient
relations between Bulgaria and WEU is one of the
main long-term priorities of Bulgaria's strategic
policy of full integration in European institutions.

Three years ago the Forum of Consultation
allowed progress to be made in the dialogue and
co-operation on security issues with Central Euro-
pean countries. It was one of the first bridges
extended to our part of Europe from the western
security zone. The Forum contributed to a great
integration of political contacts and co-operation,
as well as to a better understanding of our
concerns and security policies.

I should like to mention the successful practical
co-operation between Bulgaria and WEU in the
implementation of United Nations sanctions and
the embargo on the Danube river. That is a solid
political and practical basis on which to enhance
further our relationship.

It in this context that we see that the creation of
the status of associate partners with WEU for the
nine Central European states, following the
Kirchberg declaration, comes at the right time.
Our delegation is pleased to state that the Parlia-
ment and Government of Bulgaria welcome that
new development. We view the status not as a gift
but as a clear expression of the strong political
will of WEU.

New possibilities will be open for constant dia-
logue and consultation on security issues. I assure
you of our full commitment to make full use of
those opportunities to be a reliable and valuable
associate partner of WEU in our region, with the
ultimate objective of becoming a full member.
I believe that common efforts with other associate
partners will make a real contribution to meeting
the present challenges, and to consolidating
security and stability in our common land - the
European continent.

Finally, one could say that the Forum of Consul-
tation of WEU may be passing into history, but it
has started something remarkable for today's and
tomorrow's Europe.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much,
Mr. Philipov, for your kind remarks about my visit
to Sofia.

Does Sir Russell want to make a brief response?

Sir Russell JOHNSTON (United Kingdom). -
Thank you, Mr. President. I shall not detain the
Assembly, but I feel obliged to make some refe-
rence to the comments that have been made.

Peter Hardy spoke first, and rightly sftessed the
implications of integration for our defence and
security. I am grateful to him for what he said, and
I hope that the greybeards on the Banc du Gouver-
nement have been listening carefully, and will
report to their masters with the requisite emphasis.

Secondly, Mr. Rockenbauer of Hungary spoke.
I am pleased by his support for the report, and also
because he indicated from the opposition side that
he did not think that Hungary's foreign policy and
approach would change with the change of
government. As I have already said, although the
Kirchberg declaration, as Mr. Rockenbauer said,
is certainly very positive in an intergovernmental
sense, I do not think that it produced much advan-
ce in terms of the r6le of this Assembly. That is
what I criticised when I was speaking, and also in
the report.

Mr. Vacaru of Romania referred favourably to
the idea of the support fund. That is a practical
and good idea in that it would make financial
needs and available finance more transparent, but
it does not make any difference to the realities,
which remain the same. On the question of pro-
motion, I congratulate Romania on the establish-
ment of the Information and Documentation
Bureau in Bucharest.

Mr. Necas of the Czech Republic referred to
paragraph 22, in which he felt that I was being a
bit negative. That paragraph says that " counffies
of Central Europe are trying, each in its own way,
to integrate to the best of their ability, in the struc-
tures of the West which they feel offer them the
best guarantees for their security and develop-
ment. " Of course, he is perfectly correct in saying
that not all the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe are the same, and that some, such as the
Czech Republic, have made remarkable progress.
I recognise that. I am sure that we all recognise
and admire it.

However, I suppose that in composing a report
of this nature one tends to concentrate on difficul-
ties. I do not think that we are guilty of using bom-
bastic words. On the contrary, we stress the prac-
tical obstacles, which in the end only the Council
can remove. After all, Mr. President, this is much
more than the traditional moan about money. We
are expected to embark on a wide area of activity,
to which we can make a unique contribution - and
we want to do so, but we may not be able to do so.

We have noted Mr. Necas's generous offer
concerning what might be done in Prague, and
I am sure that in the first instance the Committee
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for Parliamentary and Public Relations will
consider carefully what he said.

Finally, Mr. Philipov of Bulgaria spoke positi-
vely about the report and supportively about the
former Forum of Consultation. I am grateful for
what he said, and I again recommend the report to
the Assembly for its support.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Sir Russell.

Does the Vice-Chairman of the committee wish
to speak? No.

We now come to two votes. We shall fust vote
on the draft order in Documentl4l4.I sense from
the small aftendance that nobody wants a roll-call
vote, so we will have a vote by show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

The draft order is a.dopted'.

We shall now vote on the draft recommendation
in Document l4l4 to which no amendments have
been tabled. We will vote by show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of lwnds)

The drafi recommendntion is adopted'.

Many congratulations, Sir Russell. Although
the attendance is thin, the subject matter is of
enornous importance, as has been underlined by
some of the observers who have spoken.

t. S.. p"C" 30.
2. See page 3 1.

7. Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting

The PRESIDENT. - I propose that the Assem-
bly hold its next public sitting tomorrow morning,
Wednesday, 15th June, at 10 a.m., with the follow-
ing orders of the day:

1. The WEU Planning Cell -reply to the thirty-
ninth annual report of the Council (Presenta-
tion of and debate on the report of the
Defence Committee, Document l42l and
amendments).

2. Chairmanship-in-Office of the Council (Pre-
sentation of the second part of the thirty-
ninth annual report of the Council, Docu-
ment 1411); Address by Mr. Poos, Deputy
Prime Minister, Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Minister of Defence of Luxembourg, Chair-
man-in-Office of the Council.

3. Address by General Joulwan, Supreme
Allied Commander Europe.

Are there any objections?...

The orders of the day for the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.

Does anyone wish to speak?...

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting was closed at 5.50 p.m.)
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FOURTH SITTING

Wednesday, 15th June 1994

SuulaeRy

1. Attendance register.

2. Adoption of the minutes.

3. The WEU Planning Cell - reply to the thirty-ninth annual
report ofthe Council (Presentation ofand debate on the
report of the Defence Committee,Doc. l42l and amend-
ments).

Speakers : Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman (Rapporteur), Mr.
Baumel, Mr. Lopez Henares.

4. Chairmanship-in-Office of the Council (Presentation of
the second part of the thirty-ninth annual report of the
Council, Doc. 1411); Address by Mr. Poos, Deputy Prime

The PRESIDENT. - The sitting is open.

1. Attendance register

The PRESIDENT. - The names of the substitutes
attending this sitting which have been notified to the
President will be published with ttre list of represen-
tatives appended to the minutes of proceedings'.

2. Adoption of the minutes

The PRESIDENT. - In accordance with Rule 23
of the Rules of Procedure, the minutes of pro-
ceedings of the previous sitting have been distri-
buted.

Are there any comments?...

The minutes are agreed to.

3. The WEU Planning CeA- reply to the
thifi-ninth annual report of the Coancil

(Presenta:tion of and debfue on the report
of the Defence Committee,

Doc. 1421 and amendments)

The PRESIDENT. - The frst order of the day is
the presentation by Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman of
the report of the Defence Committee on the WEU
Planning Cell - reply to the thirty-ninth annual
report of the Council and debate, Document 1421
and amendments.

l- S"" p"g" 33.

Minister, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence
of Luxembourg, Chairman-in-OfEce of the Council.

Replies by Mr Poos to qucstions put by: Lord Finsberg,
Mr. Soell, Mr. Davis, Mr. Lopez Henares, Mr. Baumel,
Mr. Hardy, Mr. Pastusiak (Observerfrom Poland).

5. Address by General Joulwan, Supreme Allied Comman-
der Europe.

Replies by General Joulwan lo questions put by:
Mr. Baumel, Mr. Hardy, Mr. Borderas, Mr. De Decker,
Mr. Kittelmann.

6. Date, time and orders of the day of the next sitting.

I should like to remind the Assembly that at
about 10.30 a.m. we shall intemrpt this debate to
hear an address by Mr. Poos, Deputy Prime
Minister, Minister for Foreign Affairs and
Minister for Defence of Luxembourg who is the
present Chairman-in-Office of WEU; and at
about 11.30 a.m. we shall hear an address by
General Joulwan, Supreme Allied Commander
Europe.

I should be grateful if members wishing to put
questions to either of our guests this morning
would notify the Sittings Office at the enfiance to
the Chamber.

I think that it would be for the convenience of
members, and that of our two distinguished
guests, if the moment Mr. Poos has finished ans-
wering questions I adjourn the sitting for about
five minutes to enable me to collect General Joul-
wan and bring him in. We can then hear his
address.

We shall now proceed with the debate on the
WEU Planning Cell. I call Mrs. Baarveld-
Schlaman to present her report.

Mrs. BAARVELD-SCHLAMAN (Nether-
lands) (Translation). - Mr. President, as we have
been discussing a European security policy for so
long now, this early hour may well be the most
convenient time. Before we move on to the other
business for the day, perhaps we could consider
for a moment what we actually mean by a Euro-
pean security identity, given that the member
states of Europe are by no means fully in agree-
ment over how the policy associated with this
security identity should be implemented.

The sitting was opened at l0 a.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly, in the Chair
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At the NATO summit meeting in Brussels back
in January, President Clinton said once again that

- to put it in a homy way - he would not be cross
if the Europeans implemented their own security
policy and that they would not lose American
support as a result. This will probably make it
slightly easier for those who felt they were being
disloyal to their transatlantic allies to formulate a
better and clearer European position.

In my view, the fact that the United States has
made its position clear with regard to Europe is
extremely significant. President Clinton has assu-
red the Europeans that on no account will he let
them down, that the transatlantic link will not be
broken and that thousands of troops will continue
to be stationed in Europe in the future.

Now that President Clinton has given his bles-
sing, the time is ripe for the Europeans to define a
clear European security policy. So far, all we have
done is to talk about a European security and
defence policy and issue statements, which in my
view is simply paying lip-service to Europe and
its security.

The Maastricht Treaty was the frst document to
refer directly to a common foreign and security
policy under the auspices of the European Union.
For the first time it was made clear that no secu-
rity policy would be formulated outside the Euro-
pean Union, outside Europe. In other words, secu-
rity policy and defence fall within the competence
of the European Union.

The first steps towards the development of a
European security policy were taken in the Peters-
berg declaration of Jlune 1992.I will not go into
any further details on its content at this point. You
will find a summary of the Petersberg declaration
in my report.

The first time positive action was discussed was
at Petersberg in Germany, where the decision was
taken to set up the Planning Cell. As you will
undoubtedly be aware, this Planning Cell is the
subject of my report. As we were unclear as to the
exact nature of the Planning Cell's activities, the
Defence Committee felt it necessary to carry out
an initial evaluation of the work that was to be
done. The documents establishing the Planning
Cell outline not only its principal tasks, but also
its terms of reference. In my report I tried to indi-
cate how the Planning Cell was faring in relation
to these tasks.

At the NATO summit meeting in January it was
emphatically stated, in the presence of President
Clinton, that the European Union must have a
clear policy on European security. It was at this
same meeting that WEU was designated as the
defence component of the European Union.

However, true to form, the European governments
changed their minds almost immediately on the
way in which their ideas should be put into effect.

The Kirchberg declaration, which was signed a
few weeks ago in Luxembourg, referred once
again to the enhancement of WEU's r6le as the
defence component of the European Union. In my
opinion, the Maastricht Treaty, the Petersberg
declaration, the NATO summit meeting and the
Kirchberg declaration all make it clear that the
member states of the European Union must not
only define their own security policy but must
also work towards its implementation.

If the Planning Cell set up for this purpose does
not fully live up to expectations, let us be quite
clear that this is not because of its staff or the
Planning Cell itself, but because of the lack of a
clear policy statement. What, for example, should
a security component of the European Union
consist of, and how should the defence compo-
nent evolve? In my view, to date there has been no
effective, uniform foreign policy and no effective
security policy. This should be the ultimate frame-
work of the Planning Cell's activities. Howeveq
as there is no such framework the blame, if blame
there is, should be attributed to the political lea-
dership, not to the Planning Cell.

Yesterday, the British Foreign Secretary,
Mr. Hurd, said in his speech: " we must keep our
heads out of the clouds. We aim to create real
planning options and operational possibilities that
add to the range of security and defence instru-
ments available in pursuit of shared European
and Atlantic objectives. This must be a rigorous,
tightly-managed, practical enterprise, not a windy
talk shop ".

Mr. President, Mr. Hurd has taken the words
right out of my mouth, although I am surprised
that he should utter these words in this Assembly
of parliamentary representatives. You see, I feel
that, generally, when Mr. Hurd and his European
colleagues, sit round a table somewhere in Europe,
they too lack clarity. Most members of parliament
constantly urge their governments, through their
national parliaments, to make themselves clear so
that there is consistency as to what is meant by a
common foreign and security policy. So, I was
glad to hear what Mr. Hurd had to say.

Mr. President, I started with President Clinton,
and that is where I want to finish. Not only did
President Clinton attend the D-Day commemora-
tions in Normandy, he also travelled around Europe,
where he made some impressive speeches. We
were all highly impressed by the commemora-
tions of our liberation from Nazism, but we
should also be heartened by President Clinton's
promise not to let the Europeans down. He did,
however, remind us of our own responsibility.
Mr. Hurd said the same thing yesterday. We can-
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not always rely on the Americans. We have a joint
responsibility within the NATO alliance, but
where Europe is concerned we must take respon-
sibility for ourselves, and this means primarily
financial responsibility. If you want to defend
yourself, you cannot keep running to your neigh-
bours for money.

I hope the Planning Cell will be given a clear
mandate for the development of a European secu-
rity policy. On 1st October we will see the out-
come of the initial evaluation of the Planning
Cell's activities. I hope therefore that the govern-
ments will give it a clearer mandate than they
have done so far, that the Planning Cell can in par-
ticular continue to work on the targets that have
been set for it, and that the Council does not keep
on coming up with ad hoc requests. This small
organisation which, unlike NATO's Planning
Cell, consists of only forty people has no capacity
for such demands. I hope that after October the
Planning Cell will be given clearer mandates, so
that in a subsequent debate we can be somewhat
more positive on this matter and on the prospects
for an integrated European security policy.

The PRESIDENT. -Thankyou, Mrs. Baarveld-
Schlaman.

The debate is open.

I call Mr. Baumel to start the debate.

Mr. BAUMEL (France) (Translation). - Mr.
President, ladies and gentlemen, after Mrs.
Baarveld-Schlaman's remarkable presentation of
her report there are few comments left for me to
make. Like our Rapporteur I would stress in parti-
cular the r6le which the Planning Cell should play
in enhancing WEU's responsibilities and streng-
thening its structures. It will be a vital contributor
to WEU's greater r6le in the future in terms of the
operability of European forces. To bring this
about I must point out three things that are neces-
sary.

Firstly, as our Rapporteur quite rightly said, this
small Planning Cell must be given more staff and
resources. It is made up of some thirty officers
drawn from many countries and has totally inade-
quate resources, particularly as regards electronic
communications and equipment so that it has dif-
ficulty in fulfilling its assigned r6le. The automa-
tic consequence should be additions to the Cell.
There is a happy medium between some thirty
officers in this case and a thousand at NAIO. One
of the first things we should ask from the Council
of Ministers and the few ambassadors who are
good enough to attend our meetings is additional
staff and equipment.

Secondly, as I have been told by highly-quali
fied experts on these questions, there should be a

little less paperwork and a little more real work.
For study and research in particular this Planning
Cell needs to have greater authority and more
freedom to establish channels of communication
less under the control of political 4uthorities. At
the moment, it works to order and the staff can
only produce reports when asked. They have no
independence. I know of no general staff in the
world which does not have some degree of inde-
pendence for study, research and other work. The
officers and particularly the heads ofthis Planning
Cell must be allowed to work on scenarios
without waiting to be given permission like good
little schoolboys doing what their teachers tell
them.

Thirdly, the Planning Cell must be given more
work. I have a number of documents here which
I will spare the Assembly but unquestionably if
this Planning Cell is to play a rdle it must have a
genuine permanent organisation, with staff
always on duty so that situations can be monitored
round the clock. At the moment there is no provi-
sion for such monitoring. The Cell must be able to
ilrange for the production of studies, reports and
documents on its own initiative without awaiting
permission.

Furthermore, it must be able to communicate its
documents to all kinds of people who do not
receive them at present. This is a very important
point. The creation and work of this Planning Cell
are to be welcomed. It is in the interests of WEU
and our defence identity policy to provide it pro-
gressively with more resources in both staff and
equipment, in particular for its strategic responsi-
bilities.

I would add that here and now studies should be
started on several scenarios. What our Rapporteur
has announced in the way of measures to be taken
October onwards is a step in the right direction.
That is why I approve all the conclusions of the
report presented to us.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Lopez Henares.

Mr. LOPEZ-HENARES ( Spain) (Translation). -
Mr. President, first I would like to offer my
congratulations to Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman on
this splendid and very thorough report which ana-
lyses in depth the reasons for and the problems of
the Planning Cell.

Above all, Mr. President, with Article J.4 of the
Treaty on European Union, and the attached
declaration of the WEU member states, our orga-
nisation has entered a new phase, having been
declared an integral part of the construction of
Europe, with the task of formulating a common
defence policy to provide a common system of
defence.

In the past, Western European Union has been
the subject of much criticism because of its lack
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of an operational r6le, and it would be regrettable
if now, having been given the task of formulating
and preparing a common defence policy, the orga-
nisation did not proceed with sufficient speed,
because this would be one more reason for criti-
cism. However I must say, Mr. President, for the
satisfaction of this Assembly, that the Assembly
has been very sensitive to this problem, even prior
to approval of the treaty, and being aware of its
objectives, has prepared reports and proposals
designed to reinforce Western European Union's
operational r6le. It is one ofour constant concerns
in the various committees. During this very ses-
sion, we have approved or will approve very
important reports to this effect.

In conclusion, what we have to do is to rise
above the usual criticism, so that our organisation
has the necessary operational resources at its dis-
posal, and to this end a planning cenfre, or what
we call the Cell, is essential.

Mr. President, once again I have to say that I do
not agree with the name the Council has given this
organisation. Mr. Baumel has just said that there
can be no organisation for defence if there is no
general staff. In fact, what we have here is a gene-
ral staff which, for reasons of modesty or caution,
we call by another name. Mr. President, a cell is a
very small biological unit made up, according to
the dictionary, of microscopic elements. If a com-
munity of 340 million such as ours wishes to have
a common defence policy, it is only natural that
we should have the appropriate instruments for it,
always taking into account our involvement in the
Atlantic Alliance.

The report of the Defence Committee and speci-
fically the report drawn up by Mrs. Baarveld-
Schlaman, whom I would like to congratulate
once more, reflects this view, and as a result its
conclusions are extremely important. However,
one conclusion in particular which needs to be
taken into account is the review at the end of
1994, to see whether it is possible to promote and
empower the mandates which the Cell is supposed
to carry out. Consequently, Mr. President, I think
that the reference in the final conclusion, to which
Mr. Baumel referred in his speech, concerning the
need for a European defence doctrine is very
sound and in this respect the meeting on
17th October will be extremely useful.

The Treaty on European Union sets out the prin-
ciples of this defence. I must say that they are
commendable: defending the interests of the
Union and defending independence - but what are
these interests, where can our independence be
attacked, when and how should we react? This
must be the essence of a defence doctrine, and we
are requesting the Council to formulate this task

appropriately. I am certain that our proposals after
the October meeting could be very useful in this
respect.

Finally, Mr. President, I would simply like to
say that in order to carry out the function assigned
to it of formulating a coflrmon defence policy, this
Cell must have adequate personnel and material
resources; as Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman's report
says, one need only consider the organic sections
of the Cell and the very important tasks assigned
to them. It will be very difficult, with only forty
members of staff and with problems connected
with the means of communication with different
countries, to carry out this task unless there is an
increase in appropriate resources.

Now that we have the honour to have with us
the President of the Council and the Council
itself, we would like to stress that care must be
taken to ensure the satisfactory organisation of
this Cell which we hope will soon be called the
WEU Cenre for Defence Planning and Co-ordi-
nation.

The PRESIDENT. - The debate is closed.

4. Chairmanship-in-Offue of the Council

(Presentation olthe second pan otthe
thiq-ninth annual report of the Council, Doc. 1411)

Address by Mr. Poos, Deputy Prime Minister,
Minister for F oreign Affairs,

Minister of Defence of Luxembourg,
Chairman-in-Office of the Council

The PRESIDENT. - I have great pleasure in
welcoming Mr. Poos, the Deputy Prime Minister,
the Minister for Foreign Affairs and the Defence
Minister of Luxembourg. On this occasion, more
importantly for us, he is the Chairman-in-Offrce
of the Council.

Once again, WEU has made great strides under
the Luxembourg aegis and your personal presi-
dency, and I should like first and foremost to
express the Assembly's appreciation to you. On
this occasion, the enlargement of WEU to take in
nine new countries, which was decided at the
Kirchberg conference in Luxembourg on 9th May,
has been the essential element of such progress.
The following day, you met the Presidential Com-
mittee and two committees of the Assembly to
inform them of the decisions taken and on that
occasion we started the dialogue that is to conti-
nue today.

We are heartened by the fact that there is a see-
mingly higher profile for the WEU Assembly.
Last night, we had a special reception, given by
the President of the Assembl6e Nationale, which
was attended by the Prime Minister and the Forei-
gn Secretary of France. I must tell my French
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friends that that was much appreciated by the
members of the Assembly.

As you know, Sir, the Assembly is primarily
concerned with the political and military conse-
quences of this major enlargement of WEU,
which we believe will make our organisation the
centrepiece of the European collective security
system - the aim to which we all aspire. The
Assembly is, however, also impelled to consider
how the very large number of legal, financial and
logistical problems raised by the transformation
of our organisation might be resolved. However
much good will it brings to bear upon these, it
cannot resolve them alone. To resolve them, it
needs to intensify its dialogue with the Council on
those many issues.

We know that you are well aware of that, Mr.
Poos, and we are grateful for all that you have
done to initiate the changes that have taken place.
We welcome the fact that we always know that, in
you, we have someone who is especially commit-
ted to ensuring that the Assembly is able to play a
proper r6le in the manifestation of Western Euro-
pean Union.

We are mindful, Mr. Poos, that this is a day
when there are considerable matters of national
importance in your country, where there was a
general election only last Sunday. Therefore, we
are even more grateful to you for sparing the time
to be with us this morning. I invite you to come to
the platform to deliver your speech.

Mr. POOS (Deputy Prime Minister Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem-
bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Council)
(Translation). - Mr. President, ladies and gentle-
men, it is a great privilege for me to be able to
address the parliamentary Assembly after the
second and final Council of Ministers held under
the Luxembourg chairmanship. I am therefore
very pleased to thank the Assembly and its Presi-
dent for their kind invitation as another move
towards enhancing political relations between the
Assembly and the Council to which the Luxem-
bourg chairmanship has attached very great
importance.

I should also like to thank Sir Dudley Smith for
his kind words to me and the Luxembourg chair-
manship. I welcome his unanimous re-appoint-
ment as President of the Assembly. We all greatly
appreciate his practical and constructive approach
and his friendliness which has contributed so
much to the progress of relations between the
Council and the Assembly.

On the day following the Council meeting, I dis-
cussed the results with the Presidential Commir
tee and the members of the Political and Defence

Committees. This well-established tradition
reflects the importance which we attach to brief-
ing the Assembly on the work of the Council and
our concern that the Assembly should be first to
receive our information.

How far have we advanced between The Hague
platform and the Kirchberg declaration? While
The Hague was the culmination of the first stage
of the reactivation of WEU, the Kirchberg decla-
ration marks a stage at which WEU's responsibi-
lities, as Mr. Baumel remarks in his report on
WEU and NAIO, are upgraded as never before.

For me, this upgrading applies to WEU's dual
vocation as defence component of the European
Union and part and parcel of the Union's develop-
ment and stiffener of the European pillar, of the
Atlantic Alliance or, in fact, the pillar itself.

Over the past few years, therefore, WEU has
thus started to respond to the new challenges ari-
sing after the end of the cold war.

At the Paris conference on stability in Europe,
Chancellor Kohl and the French Prime Minister,
Mr. Balladur, identified one of the major chal-
lenges of our times when they agreed that our his-
toric duty was to help the states of Central and
Eastern Europe now engaged in the process of
reforms rejoin the European family and to involve
them in the current process of unification in order
to ensure lasting peace and stability in Europe.

Step by step the European Community followed
by the Union has taken on these responsibilities.
Practical evidence of this is to be found in the
Europe Agreements geared to the objective of
membership of the Union and the associated pros-
pects opened to the Baltic states and by the stabi-
lity pact in Europe.

What WEU had to do was to match in security
and defence the political action of the Twelve.
This process included the successive creation of
the Forum of Consultation and then the consulta-
tion partnership.

The agreement reached last May at the WEU
Ministerial Council in Luxembourg on a status of
association for all partners in the Forum of
Consultation delivered a clear and powerful mes-
sage to the same effect. As my colleague Alain
Jupp6 observed, the agreement on associate part-
ner status is both a success for WEU and an
important step forward in the organisation of the
European family.

This majorpolitical initiative, which this Assem-
bly had demanded several times, originates direct-
ly as you will remember from the joint declaration
of the ministers for foreign affairs of Germany,
Poland and France issued in Warsaw on
12th November 1993. On that occasion, Mr. Kinkel
and Mr. Juppd declared their support for a closer
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association of the Central European countries with
the European and transatlantic security structures
through a status of association with WEU.

The Council of Ministers meeting in Luxem-
bourg on 22nd November 1993 instructed the Per-
manent Council to reflect on an enhanced status
and its content for those consultation partners who
had already concluded or would be concluding a
Europe Agreement with the European Union. Six
months later in their Kirchberg declaration, the
WEU ministers and their colleagues from the
counffies concerned, endorsed this development
by offering and accepting the new status of asso-
ciation.

This significant advance forms part of the links
now being forged between these Central Euro-
pean countries and the European institutions par-
ticularly as regards the Europe Agreements. It
will therefore be a practical contribution to prepa-
ring these states for their integration into and pos-
sible accession to the European Union and offers
the prospect of accession to WEU.

This initiative complements in large measure
co-operation within the alliance through the part-
nership for peace and the stability pact which it
was decided to draft a month ago in Paris.

This is the natural endorsement of a logical
WEU policy designed to increase WEU's contri-
bution to stability in Europe in particular through
closer iurangements for consultation on security
questions and the deepening of relations with the
countries in question.

Before going into details of what the new status
means, I should like to deal briefly with the scope
of the associate partnership. This status involves
no change to the modified Brussels Treaty.

The document on associate partner status was
not signed but was agreed by ministers. This does
not lessen the significance of the new status, its
strong point being that it allows for close and fre-
quent consultation at Permanent Council and
Council level.

The fact is that the best guarantee for security
lies in the constant determination of the western
countries to make known political solidarity with
their partners in Central Europe. It is acts much
more than pacts which create stability and security.
I would add that over and beyond pacts and trea-
ties it is economic relations which create the
necessary solidarity for political and military sta-
bility.

What does the new status offer? In practical
terms the associate partners can regularly attend
meetings of the Permanent Council. It is expected
that half of these meetings will be at twenty-four

power level. I shall return shortly to the principles
governing this arrangement.

The new associates will be regularly informed
concerning the working groups which they may
be invited to attend on an ad hoc basis, that is,
according to the agenda. Furthermore, they are to
be offered a liaison arrangement with the Plan-
ning Cell.

Several meetings of the WEU Council at twenty-
four power level have already taken place. The
constructive approach of all delegations and the
frankness of discussions augur well for the future.

The associate partners can take part in discus-
sions but may not block a decision that is the sub-
ject of consensus among the member states. They
can also associate themselves with decisions
taken by member states concerning the tasks lis-
ted in the Petersberg declaration such as humani-
tarian and rescue tasks, peace-keeping tasks, tasks
of combat forces in crisis-management missions
including peace-making.

The associate partners will be able to participate
in the implementation of these decisions as well
as in relevant exercises and planning unless a
majority of the member states or half the member
states including the presidency decide otherwise.
They will also be able to offer forces for specific
operations.

When it is agreed that they can join in such
WEU operations by committing forces, they will
have the same obligations as other participants as

well as the right of involvement in the command
structures and in the Council's subsequent deci-
sion-making process. The precise modalities of
their participation, including their rights and obli-
gations in each such WEU operation will be
agreed on a case-by-case basis.

I should like to mention two final points also
concerning attendance at Council meetings.

The terms for associate partner status take
account of the need to maintain the effectiveness
of our organisation. Thus, in the case of decisions
to be taken or prepared under the terms of Anicle V
of the modified Brussels Treaty or on the substance
of our dual rOle as defence component of the
European Union and as the means to strengthen
the European pillar of the alliance, we have reser-
ved the right to convene Council meetings on the
basis of the existing provisions that is, at fifteen
or, if necessary, nine-power level.

This will keep our organisation working effec-
tively. The associate partners have in fact expres-
sed their complete understanding on this point.

Finally,I must say how pleased we are that this
status will extend to all the partners in the former
Forum of Consultation. Non-distinction is a good
sign for public opinion in the countries concerned
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and even beyond. It also meets a claim of the
Assembly which has frequently stressed the
importance of including the counffies concerned
in an appropriate manner in the only specifically
European institution where security and defence
questions are debated.

I must also observe that as an integral part of the
European Union, WEU's new security initiative
clearly forms part of the logic of European inte-
gration. At the same time the enhanced dialogue
on security between the Central and Western
European countries represents a major advance in
establishing the future structure of security for our
continent as a whole.

In this context I welcome the positive outcome
of the negotiations for the accession of Austria,
Finland, Norway and Sweden to the European
Union and also the fact that these countries have
committed themselves inter alia to accept the pro-
gress made by the Community in common foreign
and security policy, with its potential for the
future.

I would recall here that in the run-up to acces-
sion, WEU is available for increased contacts if
these countries so desire.

By voting yes in the referendum on the acces-
sion of Ausffia to the European Union, the people
of Austria have decided to join the Union by two-
thirds majority. This vote is of great significance
for Europe. I am very pleased to note that Austria
is already interested in observer status with WEU.

As part of WEU's growing r6le in promoting
peace and security, on 9th May WEU ministers
agreed on the importance of increased dialogue
and exchanges of information between WEU and
Russia on questions of common interest.

In this context I must stress the political impor-
tance for the stability of Europe of the withdrawal
of foreign troops from the Baltic states. The WEU
ministers would like to see the early conclusion of
negotiations between Russia and Estonia on the
same lines as the recent agreements between Rus-
sia and Latvia.

When the Ministerial Council met at Kirchberg,
the ministers decided to reopen the dialogue with
the Maghreb countries. It will frst be extended to
Egypt and then to the other Mediterranean coun-
tries not belonging to WEU.

At the beginning of my speech I mentioned the
upgrading of WEU. Here an essential feature is
the establishment of closer and more frequent
links between our organisation and NATO. These
two-way links are now in practical form and have
a political and military content which future chair-
manships will need to develop and reinforce.

The alliance summit of 10th and llth January
1994 was a political first. As Mr. Baumel points
out in his report, NATO for the first time in its his-
tory confirmed unambiguously its support for a
European security and defence identity and
agreed that WEU should be given greater respon-
sibility as the European pillar of the alliance.

Admittedly, in its new strategic concept made
public after the Rome meeting in November 1991,
NATO stated that the development of a European
security identity and defence r6le reflected in the
strengthening of the European pillar within the
alliance would not only serve the interests of the
European states but also reinforce the integrity
and effectiveness of the alliance as a whole.

This is a rather vague and more ambiguous for-
mula. A further step was taken at the Brussels
summit on 10th January. It is therefore fair to say
that at that summit the identity of WEU and the
r6le it will have to play in Europe were formally
recognised by our transatlantic allies.

The Luxembourg declaration of 22nd Novem-
ber recorded WEU's willingness to enter into
wide military co-operation with NATO and speci-
fied a number of cases in which such an approach
would be possible. This should give practical
effect to the emergence of a European security
and defence identity in the alliance and should
strengthen its European pillar.

The Luxembourg declaration was reflected to a
large extent in the decisions taken by the heads of
state and government on 10th and llth January.
The heads of state and government supported the
sftengthening of ttre European pillar of the alliance
through Western European Union thus enabling
the European allies to take on greater responsibi-
lity for their common security and defence. The
alliance's organisation and resources will have to
be adapted to further this process.

In this context I should like to stress the historic
nature of the step whereby the alliance's collective
resources are made available, on the basis of
consultations within the North Atlantic Council,
for WEU operations carried out by the European
allies in application of their cornmon foreign and
security policy. The heads of state and govern-
ment stressed that the alliance's command struc-
ture and forces would have to be adapted to the
need for speedy, flexible reaction. They endorsed
the concept of multinational inter-army force
groups - MIFG - better known in English as com-
binedjoint task forces, CJTF. This concept offers
a means of speeding up the necessary operations
including operations which may include countries
not belonging to the alliance.

The Atlantic Alliance is developing this concept
and, in co-ordination with WEU, will funher its
implementation so that separable but not separate
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military capacities can be used by both NATO and
WEU. This mutual undertaking by WEU and
NATO is a vital step fonvard towards a common
European defence concept. WEU appreciates the
importance of co-ordination with the alliance
through the use of the CJTF and the definition of
separable but not separate military capacities.
When the time comes it will only be through close
co-ordination that WEU will be able to use CJTF
under its command where appropriate.

To this end, the Permanent Council of WEU has
set up a working group of military and political
representatives. This group has the following
tasks: first, to follow progress within the alliance,
and identify and examine all aspects which may
be of direct interest to WEU and more specifical-
ly the formation of the CJTF; second, to make
recommendations for the presentation in due time
of joint positions within the process of consulta-
tion with the alliance; third, to define procedures
and machinery enabling WEU to use the
resources of the alliance.

In parallel, the politico-military group will eva-
luate operational requirements in detail in order to
work out the necessary capacities and resources.
This group's work has so far gone ahead satisfac-
torily. WEU therefore intends to seize the favou-
rable political occasion offered by the new politi-
cal set-up which influenced the summit decisions.
Indeed, the enhancement of WEU's operational
capacities demonstrates our determination to esta-
blish ourselves as the European organisation for
common security and defence and as a credible
participant in military mafters.

The Planning Cell is continuing its work on
forces answerable to WEU. It has been insffucted
to continue producing an inventory of force
groups enabling WEU to take on any tasks which
may be entrusted first to it such as humanitarian
and peace-keeping tasks and in case of major
crises, peace-making tasks.

At Luxembourg ministers also took note of a
basic document on peace-keeping. In this context,
WEU accepted the request from the European
Union asking our organisation to help in the admi-
nistration of the city of Mostar, through the
Union, by organising and supervising a single
police force in that divided city and, for certain
tasks, working with police seconded by WEU
member states.

This integrated contribution to the administra-
tion of Mostar taken up by the Union is a practical
example of co-operation between the European
Union and Western European Union as provided
in the Maastricht Treaty. It also demonstrates
WEU's willingness to take on responsibilities
under decisions of the Union having implications

for defence and the capacity for practical action
by an upgraded WEU.

At the end of the tripartite meeting between the
European Union and the Croats and Bosnians, a
memorandum of understanding was approved ad
referendum by the Croats and Muslims last
Thursday. It was agreed that WEU should speed
up its plans for sending what we estimate should
be about 130 to 200 police.

Quite clearly, the question of the European
administration of Mostar cannot be isolated from
the general context of the Bosnian conflict. Des-
pite the failure of the parties to agree at this stage,
the situation on the ground has improved slightly
as a result of the firm intervention by the Atlantic
Alliance for the $anting of access to Sarajevo and
Gorazde.

Last week a cease-fire was agreed to last one
month. This time should be used to work out the
terms of a final cease-fire agreement, including
arrangements for the separation of forces and
disengagement. Political negotiations should also
be started yet again on the basis of the Geneva
ministerial declaration of l3th May which was
signed by the European Union.

I am glad to be able to say that the new approach
by the international community repeats most of
the terms of the European plan of action of
November 1993.

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, when
Luxembourg took over the presidency of WEU it
was well aware that the organisation was embark-
ing upon a key and perhaps decisive period in its
history. A year later, Europe's security and defence
structure is far from complete, but its components
are now in place. With the entry into force of the
Treaty on European Union a step has been taken
towards the construction of Europe and the esta-
blishment of a European security and defence
identity.

As an integral part of the European Union, Wes-
tern European Union is prepared to play its part in
areas where it has competence. This is demonstra-
ted by its willingness to help with the administra-
tion of Mostar by the European Union.

Working relations with the European Union
have now been established. Similarly, this year
has seen the establishment of formal relations bet-
ween WEU and the Atlantic Alliance. WEU must
now grasp with both hands the opportunity to
become an operational organisation capable of
fulfilling increased expectations and discharging
the greater responsibilities entrusted to it.

To this end it must work hard in two directions:
to complete without delay the development of its
own operational resources and to start work on the
definition of a common European defence policy.
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The Assembly has many times drawn attention
to the lack of a security concept in Europe and has
placed all its hopes for the formulation and imple-
mentation of such a concept in the Council of
WEU.

In Luxembourg on 9th May, the ministers ins-
tructed the Permanent Council to begin work on
the formulation of a common European defence
policy and with a view to presenting preliminary
conclusions at the next ministerial meeting to be
held in the Netherlands in mid-November. This
exercise will be decisive both for the future of
WEU as an independent institution and for the
stability and security of Europe as a whole. I
would add that this WEU report will be of vital
importance for the intergovernmental conference
due to open in 1996.

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, over the
coming months WEU will have to respond to
great and demanding expectations. It is my pro-
found personal belief that with the help of the
Assembly the Netherlands presidency will be able
to meet them in full.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much,
Mr. Poos, for that very wide-ranging review of
our activities.

I have been notified that four people wish to ask
questions.

First, I call Lord Finsberg.

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - In the
resolution on future relations between the Euro-
pean Union, WEU and the Atlantic Alliance,
which was adopted by the European Parliament

- the so-called De Gucht report - in February, it
was recommended, inter alia, that the European
Parliament should scrutinise the relevant deci-
sions of the WEU Council, address questions and
recommendations to the WEU Council and regu-
larly invite representatives of the WEU Council to
report on its activities. What is the reaction of the
Chairman-in-Office of the WEU Council? How
do those demands fit in with the fact that under the
Brussels Treaty, WEU has the sole legitimate
powers to deal with defence matters? Will he,
therefore, unequivocally reject those demands?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. POOS (Deputy Prime Ministe4 Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem'
bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Council) (Trans-
lation). - I did not quite grasp the point of this
question but it is one for the European Union
rather than WEU. The presidency of the Council
of the European Union is prepared to supply the
Assembly with all the information it may require
on documents. Clearly, decisions will have to be

taken case-by-case. Some documents are confi-
dential while others come from organisations other
than our own, so that we do not control fransmis-
sion to the Assembly. A modus vivendi which will
give you full satisfaction could be worked out with
the presidency. I will support your request and will
press for sympathetic consideration.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Soell.

Mr. SOELL (Germany) (Translation). - Mr.
Poos, since it was decided at Kirchberg to create
the status of association for the Central and Eas-
tern European countries, I would like to ask, first-
ly, what legal implications flow from this partner-
ship, and in particular what legal effects and
potential financial consequences the Kirchberg
declaration will have for the associate partners,
given that it calls for the parliamentarians from
associate member countries to participate in the
activities of our Assembly, and when this partner-
ship will enter into force. That was not clear from
your statement.

My second question follows on from what Lord
Finsberg said, but in relation not to the EU but to
WEU. How can we ensure in future that the
Assembly plays a greater part, even at the opi-
nion-forming stage, in the activities of the work-
ing parties and bodies that have been created in
WEU - including the Planning Cell - so that it can
respond more satisfactorily to the rights and
duties under Article 10 of the Brussels Treaty? In
so doing we will certainly ensure respect for the
confidential nature of these working documents,
as in the national parliaments. There must be pro-
cedures we can learn from. It is important for
appropriate procedures to be formulated, not just
under your presidency but also under that of your
successor as Chairman of the Council of Minis-
ters, so that we may benefit from them. That is
acutely necessary.

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. POOS (Deputy Prime Minister Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem-
bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Council)
(Translation). - I made it clear in my speech that
this new association agreement with the new
democracies of Central and Eastern Europe and
the Baltic states has no legal implications. It has a
moral value. These countries now feel they are
members of our family and can take part in half
our meetings. WEU has given them a status that
goes further than NAIO's partnership for peace.

It will certainly have financial consequences.
One of the presidency's tasks will be to persuade
the member states' governments to provide the
finance for carrying out these political obliga-
tions. I also see it as the task of every member of
this Assembly to urge their government, and in
particular their minister of finance, to ensure that
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their country's financial contributions to WEU are
increased in next year's budget.

As for when the declaration enters into force, let
me emphasise that the association came into force
immediately. The new partners have already
attended Permanent Council meetings. They will
also attend the next Council of Ministers meeting.

On the question of the Assembly's participation,
I have said on several occasions that it is up to the
relevant presidency to ensure that the procedures
are pragmatic and to consult the Assembly at an
early stage of decision-making. That will ilso be
possible within the new group set up by the Coun-
cil to consider the common European defence
policy to be put before the 1996 intergovernmen-
tal conference. This task is expected to take eigh-
teen months. It will be quite possible in that
period for your Assembly to offer its own input to
the Council, for the Council to refer back to the
presidency of the Assembly and for this to result
in very effective co-operation.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Davis.

Mr. DAVIS (United Kingdom). - Let us consi-
der the operations of WEU within the former
republic of Yugoslavia. You are Chairman of the
Council of Ministers. Will you tell us which coun-
tries have allowed sanctions against Serbia to be
broken? If it is not your job to tell us, whose job is
ir?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. POOS (Deputy Prime Ministe4 Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem-
bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Councdl/. - Not
a single country of Western European Union or
the European Union has allowed sanctions to be
broken. If you have precise information you can
give it to the authorities, but I know of no facts to
allow you to conclude that any government has
allowed sanctions to be broken.

The PRESIDENT. - I misled the Assembly by
saying that there were four questioners. We hav-e
two late runners, but the list is now concluded.

I call Mr. Lopez Henares.

Mr. LOPEZ HENARES ( Spain) (Translation). -
Mr. Chairman, I should first like to congratulate
you on your speech and your wise words. As you
know, this morning we are discussing a report on
the WEU Planning Cell. We were pleased-to note
what you had to say about this inslitution and its
importance in making the organisation of WEU
operational; this is what it should naturally be
because we now have associate members-and
other countries will be joining us. The report sub-
milted by Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman states in parti-
cular that the Planning Cell's questions as to

which forces could be provided by member states
mostly met with negative replies, and further
planning had to be given up. A little further on the
report says: " In the framework of the planning for
the protection of safe areas the Planning Cell was
also asked to prepare a study on the possibility for
the establishment of multinational formations ".
As the replies were confused and hardly suppor-
tive, work was again stopped in this case. I should
like to know your own reaction as Chairman-in-
Office of the Council and that of the Council itself
too. I presume that the intention is not to abandon
such planning, which is interesting, but to analyse
the reasons for the situation and take measures to
avoid its repetition.

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. POOS (Deputy Prime Ministe4 Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem-
bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Council)
(Translation). - As its name indicates, the Plan-
ning Cell's work is mainly concerned with the
future. At this stage at least there has never been
any thought of setting up a single military com-
mand structure. Such structures will be created
case-by-case and operation-by-operation. It could
also be imagined that a limited number of coun-
tries will take part in a given operation and that
non-member countries, associated countries and
associate partners will all contribute. Each opera-
tion will have to be mounted from scratch and the
Planning Cell will have to confine itself to think-
ing generally about case-by-case personnel and
equipment requirements.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Baumel.

Mr. BAUMEL (France) (Translation). -I believe
that the Luxembourg presidency of WEU was
requested by the Council security group to submit
two draft studies to WEU, one on security in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe and the other on security
in the Mediterranean, to help the Council arrive at
a decision.

What has happened to the draft study on secu-
rity in the Mediterranean? As we all know, the
ctanging political situation in the Maghreb and
the growing threats on the horizon should make
these studies and a decision by WEU matters of
priority.I would welcome some details.

_ \ow th4 you are handing over the presidency
I should like you to know, Mr. President, that
many of us here hold you in high esteem and wish
to +qnk you for the major r6le you have played
and the relations you have established with bur
Assembly which are very different from what
they have been at other times.

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

_Mr. POOS (Deputy Prime frIinister Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem-
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bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Council)
(Translation). - I should first like to thank
Mr. Baumel for his last remark. Luxembourg pre-
sidencies have always tried, by establishing close
relations, to give first place to the body which
they regard as of prime importance namely, the
parliamentary institution. Before becoming
Chairman-in-Office of the Council I was on the
opposition benches in parliament and I can assure
you that I always read the reports published and
adopted by the Assembly most attentively. These
reports go deeply into the subject of security and
defence in Europe and the ideas expressed have in
truth shaped the European identity of which we
speak so often. This reference to the work of the
Assembly is therefore vital. I trust that my succes-
sors will make it their business to follow in the
same direction.

The preparatory work on the two drafts is well
advanced. The Council is well aware that side
by side with eastern security there is southern secu-
rity. More and more is heard of this in the European
institutions, not only in the Council of WEU but
also in the councils of the European Union.

It is now quite certain that we shall have to add
a southern dimension to our thinking on security.
Successful enlargement of the Union over the last
few months to include eastern countries should be
repeated with the southern in a form - association,
collaboration or consultation - to be decided.

The Israeli Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr.
Shimon Peres, yesterday repeated a suggestion
originally discussed here some years ago for the
creation of a CSCM to match the successful
example of the CSCE. We should remember that
the CSCE was set up at the height of the cold war
when we regarded the Soviet Union as a potential
enemy. Despite this we were able to sit down at
the same table with the Soviet Union and its satel-
lites to discuss several baskets covering economic
questions, security and disarmament and human
rights.

Why not repeat this exercise with the Mediter-
ranean countries, embracing all the countries of
the Mashrek and the Maghreb? We could create a
forum and little by little achieve a result. This will
perhaps take about twenty years as in the case of
the CSCE but progress could be made on ques-
tions concerning economic relations, human
rights and disarmament, and security relations
could be forged with a greater element of trust
than at present.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Hardy.

Mr. HARDY (United Kingdom). - May I refer
to the answer that you gave to my colleague,
Mr. Davis? A year or two ago, I asked the then

President of the Council of Ministers about the
breach of sanctions and he replied that, yes, the
Council of Ministers had a great deal of informa-
tion but that it would remain confidential. In my
question, I referred to the resources of the organi-
sation being used to tighten up the sanctions
arrangements.

The problem is that - I hope that the Minister
will respond to the point - at the moment, there
may be a bit of a breathing space in former Yugo-
slavia, but no one can be sure that the killing will
not resume. If we have allowed that breathing
space to provide further opportunity for the re-
arming of the military forces in that unhappy area,
we shall be guilty, shall we not, of serious irres-
ponsibility. Does the Minister accept that there are
members of the Assembly who believe that we
should not only ensure that member states conti-
nue to observe the embargo but that we should use
what influence we have to deter and prevent the
re-arming of the factions that have been respon-
sible for so much of the killing that is destabili-
sing Europe as a whole?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. POOS (Deputy Prime Minister Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem-
bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Council). -
I have not the slightest difference with the honou-
rable parliamentarian about the importance of
sanctions and of the aim of maintaining them as
tightly as possible, at the level of manpower that
we have at our disposal on the Danube and in the
Adriatic. It is of the utmost importance that no
arms and ammunition flow into the territory of
former Yugoslavia, especially during this period
when there is a glimmer of hope after the Geneva
decision and the cease-fire. In the name of the
Council, let me say that we should invite all our
governments to be very strict on that and not to
allow any flow of goods, especially military
goods, into the region.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Pastusiak.

Mr. PASTUSIAK (Observer from Poland). -
Thank you for your interesting presentation on the
status and obligations of the new associate part-
ners. We consider that to be a step in the right
direction, although we hope that, some time soon,
it will be followed by an even longer step. You
stressed the importanie of the militiry co-bp".u-
tion between NATO and WEU. Are you satisfied
with the present organisational structure of that
co-ordination of military co-operation, or would
you like to see a revision and improvement?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. POOS (Deputy Prime Minister Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem-
bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Council). -
I should like to welcome members from the asso-
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ciate partner countries. I am glad that they take the
opportunity to pose questions to the Chairman-in-
Office and other speakers. It is an extraordinary
moment for me.

Mr. PASTUSIAK (Observer from Poland). -
And for us, too.

Mr. POOS (Deputy Prime Minister Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs, Minister of Defence of Luxem-
bourg, Chairman-in-Office of the Council). -Our
relations with NATO are new; we are just starting
the procedure and we have not yet acquired expe-
rience, so we are not speaking from the basis of
knowing how those relations could develop.
Given what has happened in the past month, we
are entirely satisfied with the way that those rela-
tions are operating.

The PRESIDENT. - You will have gathered
from the variety and number of questions,
Mr. Poos, and the intense interest in so many dif-
ferent subjects and the widened activities of
WEU, that there is an enormous interest, growing
all the time, among members. I think that we shall
be returning to many of those questions. I was
interested to hear two of my British colleagues
asking about sanctions, which exercise us consi-
derably. There is also a strong undercurrent of
feeling about the alleged predatory aspirations of
the European Parliament towards us.

I am sure that we shall be returning to all of
those issues although, alas, you will not be Chair-
man-in-Office because, as you rightly reminded
us, the post passes to the Dutch. However, we
know that you will be around with us, as you have
been for a long time. All your activities have been
much appreciated. We have always regarded you
as a friend and as a supporter of the Assembly.
Long may that be so. We look forward to seeing
you again, representing your country.

Ladies and gentlemen, I now adjourn the
Assembly for five minutes.

(The sitting was suspended at 11.30 a.m. and
resumed at 11.40 a.m.)

5. Address by General Joulwan,
Supreme Allied Commander Europe

The PRESIDENT. - The next order of the day is
the address by General George Joulwan, the
Supreme Allied Commander Europe. I welcome
him on your behalf to the Assembly. We also have
here the Commander-in-Chief Channel, Admiral
Sir Hugo White. He is here for a ceremony which
we hope to hold immediately after General Joul-
wan's address. All members will be welcome to
watch the short but significant ceremony.

When I met General Joulwan for the first time
last November at the inauguration of the European
colps in Strasbourg, shortly after he took over, I
was struck by his strong knowledge of Europe. Of
course, I had neglected to realise that he had spent
half his military career in Europe and, therefore, to
note that there could be no one better suited to the
r6le in which he had been cast. However, he is no
paper-working, planning general such as we some-
times meet in the military nowadays.

General Joulwan is a professional soldier who
has seen active combat duty and served with great
distinction in Vietnam. He has held many posts in
the United States and has held significant posts in
Europe. He has the most important and timely
task of developing his command to meet the new
challenges and in implementing the North Atlan-
tic Council's decision to make NATO assets avai-
lable to WEU. The combined joint task force
concept is also giving his staffmuch cause for ori-
ginal thought.

Colleagues will remember in this very chamber
the address made last December by Manfred
Wcirner, the Secretary-General of NATO. It is
logical and sensible that SACEUR should follow
on and address us about how he sees things.
Therefore, I have great pleasure in asking General
Joulwan to address us. He will be happy to answer
questions afterwards.

Sir, the tribune is yours.

General JOULIVAN (Supreme Allied Comman-
der Europe). - Thank you very much, Sir Dudley,
for that warm introduction. Secretary-General van
Eekelen, Mr. Poos, and distinguished members of
the WEU Assembly, I am deeply honoured to be
at the fortieth ordinary session of the Assembly.
For me it is indeed a privilege. Thank you for the
opportunity to share my thoughts about the rele-
vance of NATO and its relationship to WEU.

I shall diverge from my text briefly to welcome
again my comrade Admiral Sir Hugo White, who
will be leaving the Channel Command at the end
of this month, but will still remain an integral part
of operations, both as an MSC for SACLANT and
a PSC for Allied Command, Europe. It is good to
have my good comrade and friend here with us.

Ladies and gentlemen, this is a time of great
importance in Europe - both for NATO and Wes-
tern European Union. Less than two weeks ago
we commemorated the fiftieth anniversary of the
Normandy D-Day landings. I was privileged to
participate in those ceremonies and in doing so
was reminded again of the horrors of war, and of
the price that must be paid for the lack of vigilance
and preparedness.

I am here just a week after the President of the
United States addressed the French National
Assembly here in Paris, and urged continued
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allied unity as we face the new challenges of
Europe.

I come here today as an alliance officer as well
as an American officer - and as the eleventh
Supreme Allied Commander Europe, since Gene-
ral Eisenhower. I am here not only to address you,
but to listen to you on the challenges ahead, and to
learn your views on how NATO and WEU can
best complement one another in realising peace,
freedom, and justice for all nations in Europe.

As I address this distinguished group today,
I am reminded of General Eisenhower's remarks
at the newscast announcing his appointment as

SACEUR in 1951. Eisenhower said: " Our hope
remains the achievement of peace based on
understanding and forbearance, the only sure
foundation for peace... We should examine our
current situation fearlessly and clearly, neither
shutting our eyes to obvious dangers nor permit-
ting fear to warp our judgment. " He concluded by
saying: " One of the great questions before us is
the will and capacity of Europe to co-operate
effectively in this aim. Unless there exists in
Europe a will to defend itself, no amount of out-
side help can possibly make it secure. A nation's
defence must spring from its own soul; and the
soul cannot be imported. "

General Eisenhower would be pleased since his
inaugural speech as SACEUR with the results of
the past four decades. Europe has met the chal-
lenges of the post-world war two period with the
same commitment and determination demonstra-
ted on the beaches of Normandy fifty years ago.
Today NATO and Western European Union repre-
sent the continuing will of Europe to defend itself.

In the half-century since D-Day, there have
been impressive successes for the allied brother-
hood called NAIO: the end of the cold war; the
collapse of the Berlin wall and the iron curtain;
the defeat of communism; the unification of Ger-
many; and the spread of democracy.

I have been privileged to witness most of these
successes. For over thirty years I have been
coming back and forth to Europe. I have com-
manded troops at every level from platoon leader
to corps commander and now SACEUR. I was a
young lieutenant platoon leader when the Berlin
wall went up and a lieutenant-general corps com-
mander when it was torn down. I remember that
day extremely well. It was a clear sunny autumn
day. There was great uncertainty about exactly
what would happen, so I flew to the inter-Getman
border to be with my troops of the famous l1th
Armoured Cavalry Regiment. It was an unforget-
table sight! Lined up at each crossing site in the
corps sector for as far as the eye could see were
thousands of Trabant automobiles or " Trabis ".

As East Germans crossed over to freedom, thou-
sands of West Germans greeted them with flo-
wers, hugged them and openly wept. It was an
unforgettable day!

Two of my soldiers on patrol along the border in
an army HUMMV vehicle - that is our new jeep -
got caught in a traffic jam or " stant " with hun-
dreds of East Germans in their Trabis. Everything
was at a standstill. The two soldiers saw me later
at an observation post near the border and exci-
tedly told me what happened.

" General, " one said, " We were caught in this
ffaffic jam with thousands of East Germans. As
we were stopped, hundreds of East Germans got
out of their Trabis, hugged us, and thanked us for
their freedom ". The other l8-year old GI quietly
said to me, " General, now we know why we are
here ".

" Now we know why we are here ". I shall
remember that response for a long time. For
nearly four decades, millions of American GIs
came to Europe - for two or three years at a time
- as a clear sign of United States commitment and
resolve. They joined millions of allied soldiers
united in a common cause against a clear threat -
Soviet communism. These soldiers walked their
post, kept the watch, did their tour of duty for two
or three years, and returned to civilian life. The
threat was clear, many served, and most under-
stood why they were here.

But today how would the troops answer the
question? Why are we here? What is the vision for
the new Europe and the new NATO? How can
NATO and WEU co-operate in this new environ-
ment to promote stability, peace, and prosperity?

That is what I intend to discuss with you today -
as a soldier who has spent over fifteen years in the
alliance; as one who sees great opportunity to
consolidate the gains of democracy in Central and
Eastern Europe; and as a father and grandfather
who wants to build a better life of peace and pros-
perity for his children and grandchildren.

So my intent today is to provide you with my
views, based on an assessment of the past eight
months as SACEUR. As a simple soldier, I will
not attempt to discuss the political or economic
dimensions in detail. Others more qualified than
I can address those issues. But, up front, let me
give you the points I want to make.

First, NATO is as relevant today as it was in the
past. Second, a new NATO is emerging - flexible
and adaptable and built on the firm foundation of
past successes. Third, Western European Union is
emerging as the strong European pillar within the
alliance. And NATO is adapting its structure and
will provide assets to WEU in order to ensure suc-
cess whenever committed. Fourth, I am optimistic
and excited about the future of Europe.
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As I look around this noble Assembly today,
I am reminded of the reasons that brought about
our collective success. I am reminded that the col-
lapse of communism was brought about not solely
by the strength of our arms, but by the strength of
our common commitment. Our shared values and
ideals were as fundamental to freedom's victory
as were our ships, planes and tanks. It is on this
foundation, built on the valour at Normandy and
the vigilance of the past forty years - that a new
Europe is emerging.

Clearly.the collapse of the wall and the defeat of
communism were not the end of the struggle.
There is still work to be done. Now is the time to
consolidate the gains for democracy; to promote
stability with progress towards democracy; to
enhance the dignity and worth of the individual;
to create a climate for investment, economic
growth and prosperity for all the peoples of
Europe.

What an opportunity we have. A Europe free
and whole, democratic and peaceful from the
Atlantic to the Urals. Such an opportunity comes
seldom in one's lifetime. We cannot, we must not
fail. Now is the time for optimism, not pessimism!
For imagination and innovation, not gloom and
doom! For pro-active, not reactive policies; for
co-operation and understanding, not petty one-
upmanship.

We must act together in this historic time as one
team with a clear vision of the future. Our deeds
must continue to complement our words, no mat-
ter how large our democratic neighbourhood
becomes.

A genuine partnership among all the nations of
Europe will promote the mutual trust and confi-
dence, the solidarity and, above all, the friendship,
that has bound Western Europe together and
allowed it to mature into the democratic bastion
we live in today.

For forty years, Western Europe remained
stable and developed as a prosperous region with
strength derived from the transatlantic alliance.
These transatlantic bonds helped create a power-
ful alliance with common procedures, methods,
goals and doctrine. NAIO's commonality,like its
commitment, was indispensable for building a
prosperous Western Europe.

I say that, with these same principles of com-
mitment and common effort, NATO has adapted
its programmes to promote the same growth in
Central and Eastern Europe. Through its adapta-
tion, NAIO is meeting the challenge to build a
true partnership for peace.

NATO's partnership for peace programme is
clearly one of the ways to extend bonds of strength

and stability throughout Europe and to fulfil Eu-
rope's great potential. Partnership for peace pro-
vides to interested nations the opportunity to work
with NAIO and build common procedures, com-
mon doctrine, and common understanding on
civilian and military matters. The concept of
interaction with each other involves the militaries
of Central and Eastern Europe countries not only
in the democratisation process but in peace-
keeping activities, training and operations.

Partnership for peace begins an evolutionary
process to build mutual trust and confidence
beyond the structure of NAIO. My conversations
with Eastern European leaders, civilian and mili-
tary, has led me to conclude that they understand
the benefits of this approach. With commitment,
common understanding, and common goals
comes stability, and the atmosphere for the grow-
th of democracy and prosperity.

That is why I am proud to report that our part-
nership for peace is moving forward. Twenty
nations have already signed up and we have
opened a PCC building near my headquarters in
Mons. I invite you to come there. In the entrance
way, there is a stained glass window with a sym-
bol of this co-operation. In the entrance way, there
are now thiny-five flags, not NATO on one side
and partners on the other, but all thirty-five flags
integrated alphabetically from left to right. It is a
great symbol of the new NATO and of the new
Europe. Soon liaison officers from our partner-
ship nations will join NATO offrcers in the part-
nership co-ordination cell. Later this year, we will
see the first partnership military exercises develo-
ped by this cell take place in Poland followed by
one in the Netherlands and one maritime opera-
tion, by SACLANT.

PFP is already a success, and ourjoint activities
in peace-keeping and exercises are the best route
to exploit this success. It will bring our best mili-
tary assets together, that is, our young officers and
service men and women and the relationships we
hope they develop. Their common understanding
and commitment are a wise investment in the
future security posture of Europe.

But, partnership for peace is a two-way sffeet.
The extent of co-operation will be largely up to
the partner countries and will depend on their
individual requirements and contributions. We in
NATO want to learn from our partners, and NATO
will adapt in the process. Our commitment to the
integrated structure and to a common defence will
continue, but we will be open to learn how to use
innovative, new tools to advance stability and
progress.

It is my hope that Russia soon will join the part-
nership for peace programme. Russia is a great
power, and Russia is key in determining future
stability in Europe. Therefore, we must continue
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to engage Russia and the republics of the former
Soviet Union. We should not isolate Russia nor
move the former iron curtain a few hundred kilo-
metres to the east. Likewise, it is important to rea-
lise that Russia is in a transition period and there
will be difficult times ahead. But we must stay
engaged with Russia and not let this important
opportunity to build a Europe at peace escape us.

Today, we face a set of concerns totally different
from those we confronted during the cold war. To
adapt to the new environment, NATO developed
its new strategic concept and agreed to support, on
a case-by-case basis, United Nations and CSCE
peace-keeping activities. NATO has changed.

We drastically modified our forces and com-
mand structures, including the resffucturing of our
headquarters in the central and north-western
regions. We also most recently developed the
concept of combined joint task forces.

In these ways our new NATO has been resha-
ping itself to engage in a wider spectrum of pos-
sible taskings, some in concert with United
Nations mandates and actions. However, if the
alliance is to employ military forces to implement
United Nations Security Council resolutions, it
must clearly understand the United Nations politi-
cal objectives. What is more, the United Nations
must appreciate the limits and requirements asso-
ciated with military operations.

Over the past months, we have come a long way
in clarifying our views, but we still need to refine
our relationship with the United Nations in order
to operate more effectively.

The next imperative in NATO's new crisis-
management responsibilities is that of the politi
cal-military interface. In time of crisis, we must
plan and execute our military options under clear,
concise and timely political guidance.

Nowhere has such clear and timely guidance
driven the success of multinational operations and
United Nations-NAIO co-operation more than in
former Yugoslavia. Operating in conjunction with
WEU forces, NAIO is doing everything asked of
it, and we are doing it well.

In discussing operations in Bosnia, it is impor-
tant to remember that there is a theatre of opera-
tions in former Yugoslavia - not just Sarajevo or
Gorazde.In this theatre of operations, NATO is in
support of United Nations Security Council reso-
lutions in command and control, of air denial and
maritime embargo operations. The ground opera-
tions in former Yugoslavia, however, are under
the command of the United Nations or UNPRO-
FOR. The important point here is that there is no
unity of command. However, we are trying to
develop a unity of purpose and a unity of effort.

NATO operations in the air over Bosnia-Herze-
govina and in the maritime embargo are being
executed to a high standard. In Operation Deny
Flight, NATO aircraft have flown over 35 000
sorties in support of UNPROFOR forces and pre-
vented fixed wing aircraft from attacking Bosnian
civilian and military targets. The shootdown of
four Galeb aircraft which violated the no-fly zone
on 28th February is indicative of the high state of
training of NATO fighters and AWACS crews.

Likewise, Operation Sharp Guard has been a
great success. Over 30 000 vessels have been
challenged in the Adriatic in support of the United
Nations-imposed embargo. The recent incident
with the Lido II attests to the co-operation and
skill of the WEU-NATO team in the Adriatic.

Both operations Deny Flight and Sharp Guard
are non-Article 5 missions being executed within
NAIO's proven command and control structures.
NATO is flexible. NATO can adapt.

NATO has, in response to the United Nations
request, passed ultimatums this year creating
exclusion zones around Sarajevo and Gorazde.
Those ultimatums are being complied with and
thousands of lives have been saved. The agree-
ment between the Croats and the Bosnians is also
a positive sign as is the recent cease-fire among
all warring factions. Again, while there is not
unity of command in operations in former Yugo-
slavia there is a unity of effort and purpose with
the United Nations. Such co-operation is essential
for success.

The point I want to make is that good command
and control remains vital to success in all future
types of military operations. I would urge this
Assembly to consider carefully this aspect in
future WEU operations. NATO can provide a
combined joint task force headquarters to WEU
but clear command and control lines and rules of
engagement are absolutely vital for success.

Ironically, at a time when nations are drastically
downsizing their militaries, we face the highest
probability of military forces being committed.
My plea to you today is to help me with your
member nations to continue to support adequate
defence forces for Europe. The world is still a
dangerous place and the best peace dividend
continues to be peace.

I am an advocate of a strong Europe and a
strong European security and defence identity.
After all, NATO and WEU share the same aims

- security and stability in Europe - as well as for
the defence and advancement of democracy.

At the same time, I am convinced that even a
strong European pillar cannot and should not
carry the total burden. I believe, as President Clin-
ton said here just two weeks ago, that transatlantic
solidarity remains a pillar for managing security
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as well. Accordingly, NATO remains the only ins-
trument that enables Europe and America to
consult, and when necessary, to act together.
NATO is still the glue which binds the two conti-
nents together.

As Secretary-General Wtirner stated, when he
addressed this Assembly last fall, " It is important
that on both sides of the Atlantic a greater Euro-
pean role is not regarded as a threat but as a pre-
condition for our common long-term security ".

With this said,I see WEU as the bridge between
NATO and the European Union. I see WEU as the
European pillar in NATO. We have much in com-
mon. Our aim of stability, peace and democracy in
Europe is the same. We must co-operate to the
maximum extent and to complement one another
in the attainment of our goals.

We are on the right track. Our joint arrange-
ments for operations in the Adriatic were impor-
tant milestones in co-operation. The agreement
making the European corps available to NAIO in
certain contingencies is on the mark.

In addition, SACEUR has long had a cordial
and active relationship with WEU. The Assem-
bly's Political and Defence Committees and your
President, Sir Dudley, are no sftangers to SHAPE.
Within the first months in my command,I invited
his Excellency, Minister Poos, to SHAPE and
I visited your Council and your Planning Cell in
Brussels. My aim is to achieve full transparency
between our organisations through regular liaison.
That transparency will be necessary with regard
to forces answerable to WEU, as these forces
largely come from NATO-assigned forces.

I therefore welcome the proposal in the report of
your Political Committee on the evolution of
NATO and its consequences for WEU. It calls for
increasing the means and enlarging the field of
action of your Planning Cell by giving it a true
r6le of operational co-ordination between WEU
and NATO based on overall guidelines.

I also wholeheartedly endorse the combined
joint task force concept as a means to facilitate
contingency operations with participating nations
outside the alliance. We can do this in a manner
that provides separable but not separate military
capabilities to be employed by NATO or WEU.

Just last week in Istanbul, the NAC ministerial
meeting said in its communiqu6, " Close co-ope-
ration and co-ordination between NATO and
WEU will continue to be developed. The summit
decisions have set the course for our co-operation,
including the readiness of the alliance to make its
collective assets available, on the basis of consul-
tations in the North Atlantic Council, for WEU
operations undertaken by the European allies in

pursuit of their common foreign and security
policy ".

Based on our experience in crisis-management
operations and on continuing political guidance,
we at SHAPE have, in co-operation with
SACLANT and CINCHAN, developed a concept
for a combined joint task force headquarters and
have forwarded this concept to our military and
political bodies in Brussels.

The concept envisages the creation of a flexible
CJTF headquarters. It allows the organisation and
size of the headquarters to be decided when the
mission, composition of the force, and its area of
operation are known. I would like to see this
concept become a reality in 1995.

Unfortunately, the WEU Planning Cell was
unable to participate in the development of the
concept. We, of course, maintained an informal
exchange of views, but it was only in early May
that your Council authorised the WEU Planning
Cell to sit in as observers on our forum for hand-
ling the military aspects of the CJTF headquaners
concept.

From my perspective, the sooner we get toge-
ther regarding CJTF, the better. It is to our mutual
benefit to share a common view about CJTF's
very complex task and its resource implications.

Moreover, it is my personal opinion that there
cannot be separate command structures for
Anicle 5 and non-Article 5 operations. All our
assets must be available for our common defence,
which remains the central purpose of our alliance.

Despite these various considerations, the bottom
line regarding all of what NAIO and WEU do is
really, very simple: when the political decision is
made, we will field headquarters and forces that
must be well trained and capable of doing the mis-
sion assigned. The people ofour nations expect us
when called upon to execute our military tasks
successfully and to take care of their sons and
daughters in the process.

I am confident that drawing upon the same spi-
rit of co-operation and commitment that has made
Operation Sharp Guard such an unqualified suc-
cess, we, together, can tackle the tough issues.

Together, we can make a truly significant
contribution to European security and defence
and become a strategic partnership which will
serve generations to come.

The future is not only challenging but filled
with great potential. We know why we are here.
I am excited and optimistic about the future
because we have laid a solid foundation in the
past. Our relationship is built on solid rock and
constructed of good concrete and mortar. We are
not only allies and partners, we are friends. And
as we enter these uncharted waters at the end of
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this decade and into the twentieth century, I am
reminded of Ike's command in launching the
D-Day invasion fifty years ago, when he simply
said, " OK, let's go ".

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, General Joul-
wan. I shall thank you formally at the end of pro-
ceedings. You have kindly agreed to answer ques-

tions, so without further ado I shall call the
questioners - first, Mr. Baumel from France.

Mr. BAUMEL (France) (Translation). - You
have referred, General, to the making available of
NATO command structures and troops to WEU in
the CJTF framework, which is new. Which autho-
rity will be taking this decision? What procedures

- NATO or WEU - will the forces be subject to?
Who will decide on their scale and on their with-
drawal when necessary?

Some very important work is currently being
conducted on this subject in highly technical
working groups. Would you be kind enough to
give us a little information about it.

The PRESIDENT. - I call General Joulwan.

General JOULWAN (Supreme Allied Comman-
der Europe). - Thank you for that question. Let
me be clear. We, the military, are still awaiting
further political guidance on the CJTF from
NAIO and the NAC. We have been working on a
narrow set of instructions to develop the concept
within the NATO framework. We are anxious to
get the requirements from WEU and other organi-
iations so that we can begin to have that dialogue.
Let me speak candidly. As I said earlier, the soo-
ner that we do that, the better. We operate under
political guidance and we are still awaiting that
guidance. I am sure that all the questions that have
been asked about what would be made available
and how it would be made available will be ans-
wered in the political guidance that we receive.

In Istanbul, the phrase used was that it would be
in consultation with the North Atlantic Council.
That is important because that body will approve
the givingbf those assets to WEU. From the mili-
tary standpoint, we can make those available. We
have done some work that sets the broader frame-
work of what the high end of the spectrum would
look like. If we had to commit a large task force to
a theatre operation, that could be scaled back for
disaster relief or any other lower operation. All
assets would be made available, but that would
have to be approved by the North Atlantic Coun-
cil. I tried to stay within the guidance that I have
been given, but I have not yet received all the
political guidance necessary to answer that as

clearly as I would like.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. HardY.

Mr. HARDY (Unrted Kingdom). - I welcome
the General's reference to the sacrifice at Nor-
mandy. Does he accept that the lesson of that
sacrifice is the need to develop effective interna-
tional authority? One welcomes his comments
about the United Nations.

Let me refer to NATO and WEU operations to
deny the supply of arms to the warring factions in
former Yugoslavia. The General said that that was
a resounding success, and the reports that the
Assembly has received have shown how success-
ful it was. However, does he accept that one
consequence, which may not be so welcome, is
that those exercises have been so successful that
they have persuaded those who wish to sell arms
in former Yugoslavia that they have to find other
routes? Is it not the case that both WEU and, in
this case NATO, have information about the sup-
ply of arms into former Yugoslavia which, regret-
tably, has remained confidential for the past three
or four years and has therefore been conducive to
the encouragement of maintained conflict in the
area? Is it not time that NAIO and WEU were a
great deal more open about those matters, as those
matters have led to many people being killed?

The PRESIDENT. - I call General Joulwan.

General JOULWAN (Supreme Allied Comman-
der Europe). - I will try to answer that portion of
the question that lies within my professional com-
petehce - the military side. You have rightly
brought up many political and diplomatic issues
that need to be addressed by others more qualified
than me. One ought not to say that, because of the
success of WEU and NAIO working effectively
together, which has prevented the flow of arms,
other problems have arisen. It has had a clear
impact, to the point where the embargo has beco-
me a sffategic issue for a settlement. That is why
it is important to refer to what is occurring in for-
mer Yugoslavia as a theatre of operations. We
have been adaptable, in NATO, to twenty kilo-
metres around Sarajevo and around Gorazde.
NAIO's credibility is also in the embargo, to the
point where one side, in particular, wants it lifted
as a concession for a peace settlement. What is
important is understanding all of that.

I am so proud of the operation that is taking
place down there, not only in the sense of the
embargo. Let me share with the Assembly one
incident. Five days after I assumed command - as

was pointed out, I have been raised in this allian-
ce, through every echelon of command - I flew to
Italy, went out on a ship and talked to a British
commodore who had WEU and NATO forces
working for him. He had just been illuminated by
a Styx missile from a former Yugoslav boat. His
action was extremely brave. He did all the right
things. I said to him, " Commodore, do you
understand your missiot? " " Yes, sir. " " Do you
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understand your rules of engagement? " " Yes,
sir. " " Do you know that you have the authority
and responsibility to execute those rules of enga-
gement? " " Yes, sir. "

Some fony years of effort went into that. For
forty years, we have worked together. WEU is
integrated into that. That process must continue.
Regardless of where you put that spotlight of ope-
ration, whether it is in the Adriatic or some other
place, or whoever is involved - WEU, NAIO or
the United Nations - I urge that we maintain those
procedures and that command and control.

I will leave the other points to be answered by
politicians who are better qualified than me.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Borderas.

Mr. BORDERAS (Spain) (Translation). -
General Joulwan, I hope to have the pleasure of
meeting you personally next week when the
Defence Committee of the Spanish Senate visits
Brussels.

You have spoken of the disappearance of the
opposing blocs at the end of the cold war and told
us some interesting anecdotes relating to the dis-
mantling of the Berlin wall.

At this very moment we are witnessing the inte-
gration of the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe in NATO's partnership for peace. Yet in
each of our countries and in this Assembly, too,
there is concern about the stock of nuclear wea-
pons in Europe. Mr. De Decker's excellent report,
which is to be debated tomorrow, deals with just
this subject of the future of nuclear weapons.

What, in your view, is to become of the stock of
nuclear weapons which western armies and NATO
continue to maintain in Europe, and what future do
you see for the existing stocks of nuclear weapons?

The PRESIDENT. - I call General Joulwan.

General JOULWAN (Supreme Allied Commnn-
der Europe). - Muchas gracias. I hope that
I understood correctly that question about nuclear
arms, but let me use the broader term, weapons of
mass destruction. I think that the trend is in the
right direction. The alliance has dramatically
reduced the number of nuclear warheads and
nuclear weapons. We are engaged bilaterally with
some countries - for example, Russia and former
republics of the Soviet Union - in doing the same
thing. Secretary of Defence Perry, after a recent
visit to Russia and those former republics with
nuclear weapons, Eave a good report on the pro-
gress being made in trying to get those weapons
under control and to reduce their number.

We need to proceed in that direction, and one of
the discussion points from the summit included

counter-proliferation and non-proliferation mea-
sures. The NATO summit gave that some impetus,
which is important. I hope that WEU does like-
wise. The challenge will come with proliferation.
We must understand where we are going with
regard to those states that may have a form of
government that would make the use of nuclear
weapons probable.

We need to understand where that may take
place. Then we need to come to grips with the
theatre missile defence as a way of trying to pro-
tect some key installations. But, at the diplomatic
level, a clear statement needs to be made about the
reduction of weapons of mass desffuction. NATO
has made that very clear and many nations have
done likewise bilaterally. So, things are moving in
the right direction. They may not be moving as
fast as we would like, but we need to continue to
keep the pressure on.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. De Decker.

Mr. De DECKER (Belgium) (Translation). -
General Joulwan, you wisely reminded us in your
speech that while the end of the cold war brought
down the Berlin wall and probably made the risk
of general conflict far more remote, it did not take
us into a world of peace for we are still at threat
from a number of dangers.

Several new threats are developing. Though lit-
tle is said about it, destabilisation, particularly in
North Africa, can seriously affect security in
Europe.

While this is happening we see what is happe-
ning to national defence budgets particularly in
European countries which find it extremely diffi-
cult to maintain adequate forces over long periods
as for example in former Yugoslavia.

Could you enlarge on your views regarding
ffends in defence budgets and military strengths in
Europe?

The PRESIDENT. - I call General Joulwan.

General JOULWAN (Supreme Allied Commnn-
der Europe). - I am concerned. I.et me be clear
again. I have served in the alliance for more than
thirty years. I watched us build robust forces and
a high state of readiness for forty years to deal
with a real threat. It was very unlikely that those
forces would ever be committed, but now, at the
very time when it is highly likely that our forces
will be committed - indeed, we are committing
forces - we are reducing the robustness of oui
forces and our state of readiness. That is the chal-
lenge that your current SACEUR finds himself
facing.

I am trying io make the point that in peace-
keeping-type operations, which are an area that
we must get into in some depth, the requirements
are greater. When we commit one battalion to,
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say, Sarajevo, Somalia, Rwanda or some other
location, three battalions are required because
they must be rotated every six months. So we
have this dilemma. I am trying, as you are. That is
why I said in my remarks that you needed to help
me to tell member nations that we must look at
our force structure and requirements. In my
research as SACEUR I have found that one of my
tasks is to bring that point to the attention of heads
of government, both civilian and military, within
the member nations of NATO. I am doing that.
I am concerned with both force structure and rea-
diness. I am now in the process of developing in
my own way a report that will go to the Council in
which those concerns will be expressed.

Sometimes peace-keeping is not always peace-
ful, as we have found out. It requires highly-
ffained, highly-motivated troops and leaders, and
support from the populace. We need to find ways
to continue to do that. I am concerned and I have
made my concerns known. It is very sound that
President Clinton has said that he will maintain
100 000 troops here in Europe. We shall try to
keep those troops robust and in a high state ofrea-
diness. Likewise, other nations need to make that
same commitment and meet that requirement.
I need your help in getting that message across.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you. I said that that
was the last questioner, but my attention has been
drawn to Mr. Kittelmann from Germany. As he
has just been elected to the European Parliament,
we must give him the chance to say one final word
here.

Mr. KITTELMANN (Germany) (Translation).

- General, I have taken it as a very positive sign
that in terms of your responsibilities you see no
difficulty about closer co-operation between
WEU and NATO but regard this more as a politi-
cal decision. We who have been working in this
field for many years have been endeavouring for
some time to secure this closer co-operation. At a
time of enornous risk, you are asking us to exert
pressure to ensure that our defence budgets are
not cut. In Europe, we still have twelve different
armies within WEU with twelve different types of
equipment, and the United States and Europe also
have different ideas regarding equipment. What
interests me is whether from your experience you
do not think it would be possible to make substan-
tial savings by co-operating more closely in the
armaments sector and attaching less weight to
egotistical national interests than in the past?

The PRESIDENT. - I call General Joulwan.

General JOULV/AN (Supreme Allied Comman-
der Europe). - That is another speech I give.
I would hope so. Again, let me be candid. I speak
this way because I have spent so much time in

Europe. I consider myself half European. I believe
that in the alliance we have subordinated national
goals to alliance objectives. That is absolutely
necessary as we go forward. I hope that we shall
continue to be able to maintain some degree of
interoperability. As we open up with new partners
in Central and Eastern Europe, that needs to be
one of the considerations.

Let me share with you some personal thoughts.
Let us consider what is the intent in working with
our partnership nations - those who want to do so.
If they might want to join with NATO and WEU
in peace-keeping operations at some point, does it
not make sense in that engagement in partnership
for peace to use exercises, seminars or whatever
to ffain to common standards, and adopt common
procedures and common doctrines so that if those
forces provided by the partnership nation are
committed with NATO or WEU, they will have
been trained to common standards and can per-
haps come under a combined joint task force?
Think of that simple diagram that I make. That is
a new Europe and a new NATO. That to me is
very exciting. It is where we are going.

However we return to the question of interope-
rability and how we can talk to one another. Those
issues need to be worked out. If we can develop a
dialogue with Central and Eastern European
nations, we can use the partnership for peace for
those nations who want to be part of it to ffain to
common standards and adopt common procedures
and doctrines. But remember what I said. It is a
two-way street. We cannot go in and dictate. We
ought to be willing to listen and learn. We are
partners in this endeavour. If we do that and if we
generate forces trained to common standards and
with common procedures and doctrines, we shall
be able to work together in an out-of-area peace-
keeping operation under a CJTF. That could be
exciting.

I agree with the idea that we cannot go back into
national bunkers with blinkers on and lose the
forty years of important effort that we have put in.

One of my tasks is to try to prevent that, because
as SACEUR - your SACEUR, I shall say - any
time that we get involved in an operation - I do
not say Article 5 or non-Article 5, but in any mis-
sion or operation - my task is to ask how we can
create the best conditions for success. If, as in for-
mer Yugoslavia today, there are more than thirty
nations, many of whose personnel are trained to
different procedures and different standards with
equipment or communications, that is not creating
the conditions for success. We can do better than
that. We are better than that.

As we go forward in this new NAIO and this
new Europe, working with WEU and other orga-
nisations, we need to keep that in mind. If we do,
I really think that peace and prosperity, and a
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Europe free and whole from the Atlantic to the
Urals, is possible. We have a great opportunity in
our lifetime to make that happen, and to make it a
better world for our children and our grandchil-
dren.

The PRESIDENT. - General, the Assembly
would wish me to thank you most sincerely for an
admirable and forceful speech. Some years ago
I was an army minister in my country. I was a very
unprofessional soldier, but it gave me a unique
oppornrnity to view our forces and to see the pro-
fessionalism of so many of our soldiers, especial-
ly those who commanded them with enorrnous
ability, often unsung. Your speech today has
underlined strongly your own professionalism.
You reminded us that you were the eleventh
SACEUR since Eisenhower. Obviously, from
what we have heard today, the post is in good
hands.

I am glad that you devoted many of your com-
ments to the awful situation in former Yugoslavia.
It is awful, too, that the media, which are always
so critical about so many things, do not take any
real note of the enormous amount of work going
on - the drudgery, the dangerous drudgery, by
which the forces of all of our countries are still
preserving the peace, mounting patrols and ensu-
ring that the flying is very restricted. That is an
item of its own, and we shall eventually have to
take full recognition of it in our future planning
for all the defence and security of our nations.

When you quoted Eisenhower, Sir, you said that
Europe needed the will to defend itself. I think that
I am right in saying that practically everybody in
the Assembly, indeed, probably everybody, has
that will that Europe should defend itself. We are
parliamentarians and we represent our own
people from our own counffies. It is our duty to
see that those people themselves recognise the
issues, and that in the years to come they have the
will to defend themselves. With respect, with
people such as yourself there to guide us and to
implement the procedures of SHAPE, I believe
that we need not worry too much about that.
Thank you very much for coming. We are deligh-
ted to have a very senior officer here; it makes a
great change from having politicians.

Ladies and gentlemen, for those of you who
would like to see the short ceremony that is to be

held now, I inform you that it will take place
immediately, outside. Thank you for your atten-
dance.

6. Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting

The PRESIDENT. - I propose that the Assem-
bly hold its next public sitting this afternoon at
3 p.m.with the following orders of the day:

1. The WEU Planning Cell - reply to the thirty-
ninth annual report of the Council (Reply to
the debate on the report of the Defence Com-
mittee and vote on the draft recommenda-
tion, Document 1421 and amendments).

2. An operational organisation for WEU: naval
and maritime co-operation (Presentation of
the report of the Defence Committee, Docu-
ment 1415).

3. Address by Mr. de Marco, Deputy Prime
Minister, Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Malta.

4. An operational organisation for WEU: naval
and maritime co-operation (Debate on the
report of the Defence Committee and vote on
the draft recommendation, Document 1415,
and amendments).

5. Amendments to the Charter and Rules of
Procedure of the Assembly in view of the
creation of a status of associate member
(Presentation of and debate on the report of
the Committee on Rules of Procedure and
Privileges and vote on the draft decision,
Document 1416).

6. Opinion on the budgets of the ministerial
organs of WEU for the financial year 1994
(Presentation of and debate on the report of
the Committee on Budgetary Affairs and
Administration and vote on the draft recom-
mendation, Document 1425).

Are there any objections?...

The orders of the day for the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.

Does anyone wish to speak?...

The sitting is closed.

(The siuing was closed at 12.35 p.m.)
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1. Attendance register.

2. Adoption of the minutes.

3. The WEU Planning Cell - reply to the thirty-ninth annual
report of the Council (Reply to the debate on the report of
the Defence Committee and vote on the draft recommen-
dation,Doc. l42l and amendments).

Speakers : Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman ( Rapporteur ), Mr.
Baumel (Chairman), Mr. Baumel.

4. An operational organisation for WEU: naval and mari-
time co-operation (Presentation of the report of the
Defence Committee, Doc. 1415 and amendments).

Speaker: Sir Keith Speed (Rapporteur).

5. Address by Mr. de Marco, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Malta.

Replies by Mr. de Marco to questions put by: Mrs.
Baarveld-Schlaman, Mr. Rathbone, Sir Keith Speed, Sir
John Hunt, Lord Mackie of Benshie, Mr. Foschi.

6. An operational organisation for WEU: naval and mariti-
me co-operation (Debate on the report of the Defence
Committee and vote on the draft recommendation,
Doc. l4l5 and amendments).

The PRESIDENT. - The sitting is open.

7. Attendance register

The PRESIDENT. - The names of the substi-
tutes attending this sitting which have been noti-
fied to the President will be published with the list
of representatives appended to the minutes of pro-
ceedings'.

2. Adoption of the minutes

The PRESIDENT. - In accordance with Rule 23
of the Rules of Procedure, the minutes of pro-
ceedings of the previous sitting have been distri-
buted.

Are there any comments? ...

The minutes are agreed to.
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Speakers: Mr. Rathbone, Mr. Pavlidis (Observer from
Greece), Dame Peggy Fenner, Mr. Pold (Observer from
Estonia), Sir Keith Speed (Rapporteur), Mrs. Baarveld-
Schlaman (Vice - Chairman), Mr. Lopez Henares.

7. Amendments to the Charter and Rules of Procedure of the
Assembly in view of the creation of a status of associate
member (Presentation of and debate on the report of
the Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privileges,
Doc. 1416).

Speakers: Lord Finsberg (Rapporteur), Mrs. Aguiar.
Mr. Pastusiak (Observer from Poland), Mr. Davis, Lord
Finsberg ( Rapporteur), Mr. Thompson ( Chnirnwn).

8. Opinion on the budgets of the ministerial organs of WEU
for the financialyear 1994 (Presentation ofand debate on
the report of the Committee on Budgetary Affairs and
Administration and vote on the drafi recommendation,
Doc.1425).

Speakers: Mr. Covi (Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur),
Mr. Hardy, Mr. Covi (Vce-Chairman and Rapporteur),
Mr. Rathbone ( Chairman).

9. Date, time and orders of the day of the next sitting.

3. The WEU Planning Cell
- reply to the thirty-ninth annual report

of the Council

(Reply to the debate on the report otthe Defence Commifree
and vote on the dmfi recommendotion,

Doc. 1421 and amendnents)

The PRESIDENT. - The first order of the day is
the resumed consideration of the report of the
Defence Committee on the WEU Planning Cell -
reply to the thirty-ninth report of the Council and
vote, Document l42I and amendments.

We concluded the debate on the WEU Planning
Cell this morning before we had our two guest
speakers.

I think that the Rapporteur, Mrs. Baarveld-
Schlaman, would probably like to reply to the
debate.

Mrs. BAARVELD-SCHLAMAN (Nerft erlands )
(Translation). - Mr. President. Perhaps because of
the early hour, not many people have asked to
speak on the subject of my report this morning.

The sitting was opened at 3.05 p.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly, in the Chnir.
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I would like to thank the two speakers who did
take part in the debate for their contributions.
They said in their speeches that they supported
my recommendations for the Planning Cell. They
also emphasised what would be desirable with
regard to a European security component of the
European Union. The speakers asked me no ques-
tions, so I can be very brief. I am glad of the spea-
kers'comments.

The Assembly will be aware that the report was
adopted unanimously by the Defence Committee.
It met with no problems at all. I hope therefore
that the Assembly will endorse the recommenda-
tions set out in my report.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mrs. Baarveld-
Schlaman.

Does the Chairman of the Defence Committee
wish to speak?

I call Mr. Baumel.

Mr. BAUMEL (France) (Translation). - After
the debate on Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman's excel-
lent report, I can only say how pleased I am at the
reception it has been given. I hope the Assembly
will approve this report which is a very important
positive element for WEU.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much. The
Defence Committee has tabled a draft recommen-
dation to which two amendments have been
tabled, both in the name of Mr. Baumel.

I call Mr. Baumel.

Mr. BAUMEL (France) (Translation). - I shall
be extremely brief because Amendment 2 was
withdrawn with the agreement of the Rapporteur
when the committee met this morning.

The PRESIDENT. - We come now to Amend-
ment 1, tabled by Mr. Baumel:

1. After paragraph 2 of the draft recommendation
proper, add a new paragraph as follows:

" Provide the Planning Cell with more equip-
ment and technical resources for data proces-
sing and communications; "

I call Mr. Baumel.

Mr. BAUMEL (France) (Translation). - As I
said at the start of the debate, we agree absolutely
with the Rapporteur that the structures, staff and,
in particular, the material resources of the Plan-
ning Cell must be strengthened. The purpose of
this amendment is simply to add what I consider
to be a useful point to the report, namely that the
Planning Cell should be provided with more
equipment and staff.

I shall not speak any fuither on this amendment
particularly as the committee approved it unani-
mously this morning.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much. I
presume from what you say that the Rapporteur is
in agreement; she indicates that she is.

Does anyone wish to oppose the amendment? ...

I will now put Amendment I to the vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

Amendment I is agreed to.

We now come to the vote on the amended draft
recommendation. There is obviously no wish for a
roll-call vote. I do not want to have to repeat the
point about a roll-call vote. As I have said before,
if anyone wants a roll-call vote, he or she wil[, I
am sure, indicate that wish. If we move forward
too quickly I shall always return to accommodate
people's wishes. But to save time in the procee-
dings I shall on occasion assume that there will
not be a roll-call vote.

We shall now vote on the amended draft recom-
mendation by show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hnnds)

The amendeddrafr recommendntionis adopted t.

Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman, you have the congra-
tulations of the Assembly on your good report and
the Assembly's unanimous acceptance of it.

4. An operational organisationfor WEU:
naval and maritime co-operalion

(Presentation of the report of the Defence Committee,
Doc. 1415 and amendments)

The PRESIDENT. - The next order of the day is
the presentation by Sir Keith Speed of the report
of the Defence Committee on an operational orga-
nisation for WEU: naval and maritime co-opera-
tion, Document 1415. The debate on the report
and vote on the draftrecommendation and amend-
ments will be held after the address by
Mr. de Marco, Deputy Prime Minister and Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs of Malta.

I now call Sir Keith Speed to present his report.

Sir Keith SPEED (United Kingdom). - Thank
you, Mr. President. It gives me great pleasure to
present this report. I should particularly like to
thank the Defence Committee, its Secretary, Mr.
de Gou, and Mr. Cameron, who have been of great
assistance to me in preparing the report.

t. S*p"g" 3?.
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As has been mentioned by a number of distin-
guished speakers in the Assembly, in recent years
the maritime aspects of Western European Union
have been of great importance. In the original
Iran-Iraq war there were WEU mine counter-
measure forces in the Gulf. Following that, there
was the Gulf war itself, where WEU forces played
a significant rOle. More recently, we have had the
blockade in the Adriatic by WEU ships, which
yr)u, Mr. President, the Chairman of the Defence
Committee and I visited last October. Those
engagements, important as they are, show the
prime r6le of our navies and our maritime assets
irr dealing with particular problems and opera-
tions that may occur from time to time. I hope
that the report will be helpful because whatever
happens - in saying this I do not diminish the
r6les of the army and air forces - on the seas
WEU is well established and has been working
exftemely well. That does not mean that there is
nr)t room for improvement or fresh initiatives that
night be constructive and imaginative.

My explanatory memorandum goes into some
dr:tail on Operation Sharp Guard, the major opera-
tion in the Adriatic which enforces the arms
ernbargo against the former countries of Yugosla-
vja. In addition, there is an information paper that
updates not only Operation Sharp Guard, but a
number of other maritime affairs, particularly in
tte Yemen. It goes into greater detail about drug
erforcement in the Caribbean, about which I shall
say a little more later.

It is quite clear that the main recommendations
ir the report are in line with the remarks made by
tte Secretary-General, Mr. van Eekelen, and the
British Foreign Secretary, Mr. Hurd, yesterday,
ttat WEU should complement and not in any way
srrpplant NATO. That is certainly the case in the
r€,coflrnondation for command and control, and
tte different aspects of the headquarters and the
collaboration between the heads of the naval staff
ir our various countries.

I regret that the Channel Command in North-
wood is apparently to be closed in two weeks'
tine, although the staffwill continue in a different
errvironment. As I mentioned in the report, I think
tl at there is an opportunity for Western European
Union to play a significant part. I certainly hope
tt at there will be significant WEU elements in
Northwood whatever structure there may be in
frrture, just as there are now significant WEU
elements in the NATO command in Naples.

I mentioned the Channel Committee, which is a
lcng-standing committee. I hope that there can be
ar expansion to include associate members, per-
hrrps the new members. In view of the various
r(,marks made by different people at different

times, including in this Assembly, I think that we
should have a similar committee to cover the
Mediterranean for both full and associate mem-
bers of WEU. In that regard, I am delighted that
the Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister
of Malta is to follow me this afternoon because
Malta has, for a considerable period, been invol-
ved in maritime affairs. It plays a key strategic
r6le in the Mediterranean and I hope that it will
welcome the formation of a committee for the
Mediterranean along the lines of the Channel
Committee, which has served us so well for those
more northern European countries.

I make a number of other suggestions for the
Planning Cell, and other matters that it can and
should be considering within the naval and mari-
time sphere. My suggestions are complementary
to Elisabeth Baarveld-Schlaman's excellent
report that we have just passed. I mention the fact
that we should be considering the merchant fleets
and merchant ship building of our countries. One
or two colleagues have expressed fears that there
might be some national or supranational direction
on how our merchant shipping is to be constructed
and organised. It seems sensible that those in the
Planning Cell who are looking at future possible
operations have at their fingertips information on
our merchant fleets and what is being planned and
built.

We do not need to go very far back - in the case
of my country, the Falklands war and more recent-
ly, the Gulf war - to realise that sea lift capacity,
the tanks, heavy weapons, artillery and ammuni-
tion, are critical. There could be operations in the
future - I shall not name those specific types, but
we all know what I am talking about - or another
amphibious operation where more landings will
be required with heavy ammunition. That would
require merchant ships of the appropriate type,
whether tankers, bulk carriers or container ships.
It is pointless to try to plan operations unless one
knows that one has the transport capability.

It is sad that most of our countries have allowed
their shipping capacity to decline substantially to
the benefit of counffies in the Far East. Our mer-
chant navies, officers and seamen have also been
allowed to decline substantially. That was why I
mentioned the merchant naval reserve in my
recommendations.

I assure the Assembly that my recommenda-
tions are in no way intended to override the indi-
vidual decisions of individual countries in plan-
ning the best ways to help their merchant fleets
and merchant ship building.

Recommendation 7 refers to ensuring that we
plan refits and operational capability of our main
units, such as carriers. Within Western European
Union the United Kingdom, France, Italy and
Spain operate naval aircraft carriers. It surely
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makes sense to formalise the arrangements so that
at any one time all the aircraft carriers are not
being refitted in harbour so that if an emergency
arose none were available. The appropriate naval
staffs within WEU framework should take sen-
sible precautions and plan carefully.

Recommendation 9 is important. I have expan-
ded it in my explanatory memorandum and in the
additional information memorandum published
on 10th June.

We all know that, in all our countries, drugs are
a major problem not only to our society but to our
security. In particular, our young people can be
undermined by the drug traffic, particularly the
hard drug traffic, and we know that agreatdeal of
this starts in Central and Southern America and
comes to our country via the Caribbean. It so hap-
pens that in the Caribbean we have permanently
WEU ships - Dutch, French and British - all
going about their duties and all, in their individual
ways, helping to combat that hard drug fraffrc.

It is clear to me from the discussions that I have
had with American authorities that the United
States Coastguard is involved in similar work in
the Caribbean, intercepting drugs delivered by
high-speed boats, helicopters and other forms of
transport, which push the drugs from Colombia
up through either the Caribbean islands or into
Florida, and then on to Europe. As three countries
of Western European Union have ships in the
region, they should be able to work together with
the United States Coastguard so that we can show
the Americans that we have both their security
and our security very much in mind. We can work
closely with them in trying to combat this despe-
rately evil traffic, which is undermining and
killing so many of our young people. It could be a
practical example, in the United States' backyard,
of what we can do about it.

The final recommendation in the report is for a
WEU campaign medal. That may sound like a bit
of candy floss on top of our serious recommenda-
tions. This morning we presented a medal to
Admiral Sir Hugo White, Commander-in-Chief,
Channel, in appreciation of the tremendous things
that Channel Command has done. The WEU cam-
paign medal should not be reserved just for admi-
rals, important and deserving though they are, or
for generals or air marshals. Many thousands of
our soldiers, sailors and airmen have worked with
great distinction in WEU operations in the Gulf,
the Adriatic and elsewhere. It is time that, in co-
operation with our national countries, we recognise
that by striking and issuing a WEU campaign
medal, obviously subject to certain rules and
regulations, for those who take part in such opera-
tions.

There is nothing new in having an international
medal. The United Nations has had a medal for
well over forty years, as I know because I wear it
with pride, having been awarded it for work in the
Korean war and various other activities that have
taken place under the agency of the United
Nations. It is both to project our organisation and
to have a way of saying thanks to all those who
have worked so well, and in some cases have
died, in the cause of WEU, that we should srike
that medal and issue it.

I hope that the report as a whole will be wel-
comed. It deals with both the different command
sfructures and the complementarity wittr NAIO,
and tries to foresee the future, making sure that
WEU is alongside, as well as NATO and other
commands, to enhance the practical possibilities
of ensuring that the Planning Cell can be even
more effective in the maritime area. It aims to
ensure that we can properly look at what is hap-
pening to our merchant fleets, we can properly
balance matters to make sure that our refitting
programmes make sense, so that we have impor-
tant ships available, and that, in a practical and
real way, we can do a great deal of work in the
Caribbean for all our countries in combating
drugs.I commend the report to the Assembly.

THE PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Sir Keith. As
I explained earlier, the debate will be continued
after the coming statement. As there were not so
many present in the hemicycle earlier, let me
repeat that there may be diffrculties over the next
item. Therefore it is important that those who did
not sign in properly do so, so that they can have
their opportunity of voting once the debate is
concluded because there are questions about
majorities and the quorum.

5. Address by Mn d.e Marco,
Deputy Prime Minister and

Ministerfor Foreign Affairc of Malta

The PRESIDENT. - We now move on to the
next item, which is the statement from
Mr. Guido de Marco, the Deputy Prime Minister
of Malta and the Minister for Foreign Affairs for
Malta. Some years ago, I had been invited to a
not-very-important committee or conference in
Malta. I decided to take with me my wife, who
had never before been to Malta. We arrived a
couple of days early with a view to having a bit of
a holiday. When we got to Malta airport - that was
before the new one, so it was quite small - we
were waiting for our luggage. She said to me sud-
denly, " There is somebody over there waving his
arms and calling 'Dudley'. " In public life we are
all capable of throwaway, one-upmanship and
name dropping. I was able to say to my wife,
" Oh, that is the Deputy Prime Minister. He
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has obviously decided to give me an informal
welcome ".

We are delighted to see you here, Mr. de Marco.
You are the first representative of your country's
government to come to address the Assembly of
WgU. We know that the Mediterranean occupies
an increasingly important place for all of us. It is
concerned very much with the security of Europe.
The Assembly was the first to advocate extending
to the Mediterranean the collective security sys-
tem gradually being established on the continent
of Europe and derives great satisfaction from the
ever-widening impact of its proposals, both to the
north and south of the Mediterranean.

I do not need to remind the Assembly that Malta
lies in the centre of that region, and that once
again in the course ofhistory - it has along and
distinguished history - it is being called u_pon to
play an essential r6le in the development ofa sys-
tem to promote peace and co-operation in the
Mediterranean. Ithas shown that it is aware of the
responsibilities and has made known its desire to
strengthen its links with the European Union. As I
know, you, Su are a persistent advocate qf your
country's interests and of the interests of Europe
generally. You are an inveterate ftaveller, going
around making contacts and establishing a good
rapport on behalf of Malta.

Although this is the first time that a Maltese
representative is here, and although Malta is not a
member of WEU, nor has associate membership,
we are delighted to see you here. We look forward
very much to what you have to say to us. Let me
welcome you and invite you to the tribune.

Mr. de MARCO (Deputy Prime Minister Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs of Malta). - This welcome
opportunity to address the parliamentary Assem-
bly of WEU permits me to share with you some
thbughts, from Malta's perspective, about deve-
lopmtnts regarding security and co-operation in
the Mediterranean as a dimension of the unfolding
security component of the European integration
process, and about Malta's rdle in that process.

Considerations of security in the Mediterranean
need to respond to two underlying geopolitical
realities. From one perspective, the Mediterra-
nean region can be seen as essentially a geogra-
phical unit marked by deep-rooted political, cultu-
ial and socio-economic diversity. From another
perspective, the Mediterranean region, i!, in secu-
rity [erms, an inseparable extension of Europe.

An enclosed sea like the Mediterranean is not
simply a substitute for land frontiers between
nations. Where a land frontier constitutes a point
of demarcation between two states, an enclosed
sea provides a frontier for shared responsibility

among many states. No other sea illustrates this
reality so extensively and yet so intimately as the
Mediterranean.

It is with this scenario in mind that one has to
consider the security and stability aspects of the
Mediterranean region.

The first aspect is relative to the population
explosion. The population of North Africa at
67 million today will double by the year 2025.
The population of the Mediterranean, today
325 million, will increase by then to 550 million,
with this growth substantially in the southern
flank of the Mediterranean.

The second aspect is that relative to economic
development. The economic growth in the sou-
thern Mediteranean is limited: the foreign debt is
around $100 billion. Unemployment is on the rise.

There is a fundamentalism which finds a breed-
ing ground in misery, unemployment, slums, insa-
nitary surroundings, with roots not limited to any
specific country, which has, with subtlety, sprea{
a message from the Atlantic coast to the Cenfal
Asian republics of the former Soviet Union,
instrumentalising religion for emotive political
purposes.

There is the Arab-Israeli conflict, which has,
over the decades, served as a catalyst for making
the region one in which the escalating armament
flow is never curtailed.

The end of the cold war has removed from the
Mediterranean the bipolar exploitation which
created a two-way ffaffic in shifting alliances and
blackmailing situations. This has not created,
however, a new international order based on
peace, but has been substituted by radical nation-
alism, explosive political forces, a further arms
escalation and a lack of sense of direction, bringing
to the fore the prides and prejudices of the past,
even though wrapped up with new tags on.

Democracy as understood on the European side
of the Mediterranean is of limited application in
the southern part.

A contradiction arises in the cultural cross-ferti-
lisation with a strong influence from the European
side in the southern rim of the Mediterranean and
an elitist approach to the great Islam Arabic culture
which several in the northern rim cultivate in lear-
ning. And yet, the cultural impact from Europe,
tainted with the colonial past whilst acting as an
excellent bridge of understanding at the human
level, at the mass level, gives rise to xenophobia
and radical nationalism.

On the European side of the Mediterranean, the
war in former Yugoslavia and the ethnic clean-
sing, perpeffating the feeling of isolation and per-
secutibn which the Muslim majority in Bosnia has

suffered and undergone, have not only accentua-
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ted the instability of the region, but have created a
kinship of suffering with the rest of the Muslim
world. A Meditenanean sea, a waterway of civili-
sation, can be turned into a great divide.

The cumulative effect of these issues coupled
with terrorism, the transfer of fundamentalist
approaches into Europe, through the sftong pre-
sence of migrants from the southern rim of the
region, two sets of sanctions directed by the Secu-
rity Council, against Libya and against Serbia-
Montenegro and a tribunal sitting at The Hague
with the objective of determining responsibility
for genocide and ethnic cleansing, has made of
the Mediterranean a time bomb with an ever-
shortening fuse.

But it is wise to heed the words of Shimon Peres
in his statement to the United Nations General
Assembly last September: " As the 20th century
comes to a close we have learnt from the United
States and Russia that there are no military ans-
wers to the new military dangers, only political
solutions ".

It is with this scenario and within these parame-
ters that the need for collective action at the Medi-
terranean level, on security as well as in other res-
pects, would therefore appear self-evident. It
would, however, be a mistake to assume that the
most fundamental problems of the Mediterranean
region exclusively lend themselves to a full-scale
process of consultation and co-operation on the
pattern of other, perhaps more homogeneous,
regrons.

If we think of such problems as those of the
Middle East, of ex-Yugoslavia and of Cyprus, of
the economic imbalance between the northern and
southern shores of the region, of the issues which
arise out of the fact that the Mediterranean sea is a
major strategic waterway, in both economic and
security terms, it has to be recognised that the
notion of a collective approach to these problems,
purely at the regional level, can be a dangerous
illusion.

It is the case that the shared responsibility of
Mediterranean littoral states over their common
frontier enriches, but does not replace, their other
commitments and responsibilities which arise out
of their history and culture, and which are condi-
tioned by their political and economic choices.

- 
This point touches upon a fundamental irony

that in the Mediterranean there is in fact no Medi-
terranean state. We therefore believe that a Medi-
terranean dialogue has to be examined with a
pragmatic approach, and with a great sense of real-
ism. Despite the fact that the Mediterranean is the
great crossroads of history, religions, cultures and
civilisations, there is no Mediterranean identity.

The European littoral states have a European
identity in their diversity. They belong, or aspire
to belong, to the European Union which contem-
plates, in the Maastricht Treaty, a common foreign
and security policy. The Arab states bordering this
sea have their own identity strengthened by a
common language, a cornmon culture and, by and

farge, a common religious experience. They find
in the Arab League, the custodian of the Arab
nation.

Israel, in discovering its semitic origin, has,
through its diaspora, a dimension which goes

EyonA its geographical expression. But in ipite
of the absence of a Mediterranean identity,-we
have in this mare nostrum, common interests,
common concerns and a common heritage. It is on
these three common factors that we have to find
our political solutions.

Malta has been in the forefront in promoting a
Mediterranean dialogue. Malta has through [he
centuries lived a great contradiction: that-of its
limited geographical dimension in contrast with
its snategic relevance. Within this context, allow
me to brief you on Malta today and its goals for
the future.

4r u European state, Malta's primary objective
is firmly to anchor itself in Europe through early
and full membership of the European Union. Thii
objective is rooted not only in economic but, more
importantly, in political considerations. A prepon-
derant part of our economy is already well inte-
graled with that of members of the European
Union, be it in terms of trade flows, investment,
the provision and receipt of services, the move-
ment of people, financial management or the
application of business and commercial regula-
tions, practices and procedures.

Malta's history and culture form an integral part
of European history and culture. As a consequen-
ce, the political sfiuctures and social condiiions
which we have inherited and continue to develop
are European in the basic values which constitute
their inspiration and direction - namely, the pro-
tection and promotion of human rights and funda-
mental freedoms, and the enhancement of free-
dom, justice, prosperity and peace through
democracy.

_ The political dimension of Malta's entry into
Eurgpe has, as its essential corollary, our active
participation in the reinforcing as weil as the safe-
guarding of those values which we most cherish.
The evolving security component of the European
Union, as envisaged in Maastricht, is therefore for
us a vital responsibility of membership. We are
rgady !o accept this responsibility not only as ano-
ther element of the acquis communautaire to
which all EU members are bound, but also as part
of the finalit6 politique which we intimately sliare
with the rest of our European partners.
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It is in this spirit that we look forward to deve-
loping appropriate working relationships with the
European institutions, which, in the thinking of
the 1992 Helsinki declaration, have a mutually
reinforcing r6le in the shaping of European secu-
rity. My presence here today forms parts of this
evolving relationship, hitherto largely focused in
our active r6le within the CSCE, but which hen-
ceforth increasingly has to encompass the other
institutional components of European security.
We see our growing participation in the various
institutions, in general terms, as a continuing
manifestation of Malta's direct interest and invol-
vement in European security and, in more specific
terms, as a necessary component of the process of
entry into the Union.

In this context, Malta is participating in the
Conference for Stability in Europe and is taking an
interest in the partnership for peace prograrnme.

It is from the standpoint of its particular location
at the southernmost part of Europe - right in the
centre of the Mediterranean - that Malta believes
that it has its own particular contribution to make
to European security. It is the contribution of a
country, strategically placed in the centre of the
Mediterranean, which brings to the very heart of
Europe those Mediteffanean perspectives which
have had and will continue to have, a direct
impact on the security of the entire continent.

At the same time, as an integral part of Europe
we shall be in a better position, together with
other European countries in the Mediterranean, to
promote stability and co-operation in the Mediter-
ranean region - that stability and co-operation
which, in turn, will contribute directly to the secu-
rity. of our country and that of the whole European
reglon.

With the disappearance of the cold war, consi-
derations of security have moved from the sphere
of confrontation to that of co-operation. Experi-
ence has taught us that the new world order is still
fraught with dangers. Today's security challenges
do not, however, arise from global strategic consi-
derations. They are mostly localised conflicts
which, while not directly threatening general
catastrophe, very often constitute an insidious
threat to stability, immediately at a regional level,
but also in a wider context at an international
level. Very often, as we see in such different cases
like those of Bosnia, Haiti, Somalia and Rwanda,
today's conflicts also pose an unacceptable chal-
lenge to some of our most deeply held values,
both in terms of respect for the dignity of the
human person as well as that for the rule 

-of 
law.

It is these various considerations that are largely
shaping the nature of the new initiatives which are
being promulgated for dialogue in the Mediterra-

nean. In one direction we have those with the
broadest scope, such as the Maltese idea for a
council of the Mediterranean and the related
Egyptian idea for the setting up a Mediterranean
forum. What primarily characterises these initia-
tives is their aim to generate a flexible dialogue
which could operate at different and interfacing
levels - governmental, parliamentary and others,
without imposing any predetermined definition of
terms of reference and formal structures.

In another direction we have a series of ideas
and initiatives, such as those being developed by
Italy and Egypt and whose principal aim is to
generate a more structured process of expert
consultations on set topics, but mainly at non-
governmental levels. An attempt to bring these
two processes together will be made at the Gym-
nich meeting which will be held in Alexandria
this July.

It should be noted that these new ideas are not
necessarily intended to supplant or replace the
other initiatives, such as the CSCM or the 5 + 5,
whose time, for one reason or another, may not be
ripe. Rather, the new ideas and initiatives should
be seen as an attempt to keep alive the momentum
towards dialogue during a period of fast and lar-
gely unpredictable transformations, at both the
regional and the international levels. They are at
the same time ideas and initiatives which would
permit those participating in them also to pursue
in other forums those immediate objectives ari-
sing from their own national political, economic
and other commitments and priorities.

Basing ourselves on past and current experi-
ence, a number of basic considerations may be
identified as relevant to the successful launching
of a Mediterranean dialogue. One of these is the
question of participation. It stands to reason that
as many of the regional states as possible should
have the fullest opportunity to participate, on an
equal basis, and from the very outset, in any effec-
tive process of regional consultation. This is
clearly easier said than done, especially in the
Mediterranean context of the present day, where
direct or indirect conflicts still prevail. Further-
more, one cannot ignore the utility of initiatives at
the sub-regional level, as in the case of the 5 + 5.

If, however, there have to be some initial exclu-
sions at the outset of a particular initiative, the cri-
teria of selection must be politically sound as well
as objective. They have to be clear, transparent
and lolical. Otherwise, the sense of exclusion will
generate suspicions and create negative reflexes.

Closely linked to the issue of participation is
that of content. There has, in the past, been an
understandable tendency to link the concept of a
Mediterranean dialogue with specific regional
problems, especially those of the Middle East.
There is no denying that developments in the
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Middle East have had and continue to have a deep
impact on Mediterranean life in its various
aspects, especially those relating to security. It is,
however, necessary to circumscribe, at least in the
initial stages, the content of a Mediterranean dia-
logue to more manageable subjects. The welcome
recent progress in the Middle East has, in one
sense, reduced one of the major constraints on
Mediterranean dialogue. In another sense, it has
also underlined the point that, at least in the Medi
terranean, issues of such a complex nature should
be tackled separately and directly.

In the matter of co-operation, the Mediterranean
countries are, ofcourse, not starting from scratch.
In the area of functional co-operation, especially
that relating to the protection of the marine envi-
ronment, the Barcelona Convention and action
plan have long provided a model of co-operation
at a regional level.

Diversity - of cultures, of beliefs, of political
orientation and of economic potential - is at the
same time, the liability as well as the asset of our
region. In the context of functional co-operation,
diversity is largely an asset. There is, in the Medi-
terranean, a wealth of human and material
resources unevenly but widely distributed, which
could readily lend itselfto useful projects and pro-
grammes of co-operation. In this context, each
country in the region may have its own special
contribution to offer. In the case of Malta, our
location at the crossroads of the region, histori-
cally a strategic factor in military planning, is
today an equally strategic factor in economic acti-
vity in the region - in communications, in air ser-
vices, in sea routes, in ship repairing, in finance
and in commerce.

The experience gained, as well as the recogni-
sed potential, in the area of functional co-opera-
tion at the Mediterranean level can serve as cata-
lyst to the broader initiatives, including those
relating to security. It is in this framework that the
increasing interest demonstrated in recent months
by the European institutions to develop the Medi-
terranean dimension of its activities is to be exa-
mined.

It is noteworthy that both the recent WEU
Kirchberg declaration and the earlier declaration
in January by the North Atlantic Council make
specific reference to the promotion of dialogue
with Mediterranean countries. The Conference on
Security and Co-operation in Europe, through its
Mediterranean chapter of the Helsinki document,
has had an open window on to the Mediterranean
since its inception. This window is being increa-
singly developed with those non-participating
Mediterranean states that wish to share CSCE
values and aspirations.

Last March I had the privilege of addressing the
Cairo Institute for Diplomatic Studies. I spoke of
the wind of change in the Mediterranean. But we
have to master this wind in the right direction. We
have to ensure that this wind drives offthe old and
brings in the new, abandons the poverty pattern
and make the best use of the region's prime
resource - the human resource. We have through
a coflrmon dialogue a substitute for the prejudices
of the past - the prosperity of the future. For the
Mediterranean has a potential which, given the
right political will, can ensure its stability, can fur-
ther co-operation, and can envisage for the region
a rOle for peace which can be determining not
only in the region itself, but in its global efforts.

It is in this concept of change that we have to re-
examine the link between security in Europe and
security in the Mediterranean, believing as we do
that through mutually reinforcing institutions and
forums, we can promote dialogue and provide
political solutions to this Mediterranean to which
the destinies and future of millions of mankind are
bound.

The PRESIDENT. - Many thanks, Mr. de
Marco. As you can imagine, your statement has
prompted a number of questions.

I call Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman of the Nether-
lands to ask the frst question.

Mrs. BAARVELD-SCHLAMAN ( Nether-
lands) (Translation). - Mr. President. I have liste-
ned with great interest to the Minister's address. It
is good that a representative from a country that is
not directly part of Western Europe has approa-
ched the Assembly.

It was extremely interesting to hear the Minis-
ter's thoughts on developments in the Mediterra-
nean. May I ask the Minister how he sees the posi-
tion of his own country, Malta, in the context of
the political changes which have taken place in
recent years and are still taking place, develop-
ments which have changed the entire aspect of the
world? History teaches us that Malta, lying in the
Mediterranean Sea, occupies a strategic position.
This probably also explains the country's rich his-
tory. What I would like to know is how the Minis-
ter sees Malta's position in the light of develop-
ments as a whole. I would like to ask him in
particular what r6le he sees Malta playing in the
development of the CSCM. The Minister said in
his address that crucial political events were cur-
rently taking place and that it was important for
Europe that satisfactory solutions be found to the
problems in the Mediterranean, so that everyone
in the region could look forward to a bright
future. Does the Minister have any practical
suggestions to make to the Assembly concerning
the CSCM?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.
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Mr. de MARCO (Deputy Prime Ministet Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs of Malta). - I thank
Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman for her interesting ques-
tion. I tried to explain Malta's political objective
in my statement. Our political objective is to join
the European Union. We applied to join almost
four years ago. At the end of June last year, the
Commission issued an opinion. The opinion was
that Malta had all the requisites for joining the
European Union. The Commission also stated
that, in terms of the structural transformation of
our economy, there had to be in-depth dialogue
between Malta and the Commission to determine
the changes necessary to bring our economy into
line with the single market economy.

Malta has a standard of living that is compar-
able to the best in the southern part of Europe and
higher than that of some members of the Euro-
pean Union. Malta has 47o unemployment and
economic growth of 5Vo plus per annum. That is
Malta's current economic situation.

As a result of the Commission's opinion, Sir
Leon Brittan and I invited a commission to carry
out in-depth dialogue to determine what impor-
tant changes needed to be carried out so that
Malta could fit into the single-market economy of
the European Union. The commission met three
times - in November, in December and in January
last. In March, Sir Leon and I exchanged letters to
the effect that we had programmed the changes
required and had set up a time frame in which the
changes would take place.

Our objective is to join the European Union and,
as a member of the European Union, to bring to
the European Union Malta's relevance, strategic
and otherwise, in the Mediterranean region.

Atthough we are not looking to the past, I think
that many here in the hemicycle will remember
Malta's r6le in the second world war. We have been
celebrating D-Day in the past few days. D-Day was
possible because of Malta's heroic resistance in the
Mediterranean region which made it impossible for
Rommel's army to link its forces with those in sou-
thern Russia and thus to make ttre Mediterranean
into an axis lake. That did not happen, which
underlines Malta's sffategic relevance. That was
true in the past but, as has been rightly pointed out,
we have to think in terms of ttre future.

I tried to explain that the Mediterranean region,
both because of events in former Yugoslavia and
even more because of events in North Africa and
the Middle East and fundamentalism that breeds
unemployment and misery, has a lifeline that is
not limited to one state or two or three states in the
Maghreb. It is spreading in Egypt and the occu-
pied territories in Palestine, where Hammas may
obliterate the hard work that Presidents Shimon
Peres and Arafat are trying to carry out in order to
bring peace to that troubled region.

Our view is, and always has been, that we
should try to form a dialogue. Malta has always
been in the forefront of the dialogue process. If
we can manage to achieve a dialogue, it will be
the flrst time that the countries of the Mediterra-
nean region have met to discuss their problems,
common concerns, interests and heritage. If we
do not form a dialogue, we shall have a time
bomb with an ever-shortening fuse. We cannot
risk that for the future. That is why NAIO, the
European Union and WEU, in focusing on the
Mediterranean region, are focusing precisely on
an area that can present many problems for mil-
lions in Europe and elsewhere. That is why
I thank Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman for her question
and have tried to explain Malta's r6le in the
events.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Rathbone.

Mr. RATHBONE (United Kingdom). - I wish to
add my welcome to the Foreign Secretary, parti-
cularly as I was honoured to represent this Assem-
bly at a meeting on Mediterranean security in
Spain only two years ago. It seems most appro-
priate that we should have the Foreign Secretary's
speech during our consideration of my colleague
Sir Keith Speed's report and recommendations as

the maritime influence within the Mediterranean
is essential.

I wish to ask the Foreign Secretary a question
on his opening comments, when he suggested that
the population explosion in the Mediterranean
basin was part of the time bomb with the ever-
shortening fuse. Can he give a reassurance that his
counffy will give a greater lead in future than it
has in the past on population conffol?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. de MARCO (Deputy Prime Minister Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs of Malta). - Malta's lead
on population control is inspired by two prin-
ciples. The first is Malta's belief that over-popula-
tion - a population explosion - unless properly
managed, can bring problems that we have expe-
rienced and are experiencing in the southern
Mediterranean. Malta's population growth is
modest - the proof of our statements can be seen
within the country itself.

We have taken a stand on another issue. I think
that Mr. Rathbone was referring to the issue of
abortion. If that was the issue that Mr. Rathbone
had in mind, I must say to him that we are for life.
We cannot accept abortion because it goes against
the important principle of the right to life. One can
stop the start of life, but once life has started, we
do not believe that anyone has the right to inter-
rupt that life. That is our firm belief. We believe
that there are other excellent methods to control
population explosion. It is one thing to control
population growth by acceptable means, but ano-
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ther thing to kill. We believe that no one has the
right to kill.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Sir Keith Speed.

Sir Keith SPEED (United Kingdom). - As
someone who first visited Malta in 1952 as a
young midshipman in the Royal Navy, I was
delighted to hear Mr. de Marco's interesting
address this afternoon. As my colleague, Mr.
Rathbone, has just said, I am the Rapporteur of
the Defence Committee. Just before you,
Mr. de Marco, came into the Chamber, I paid tri-
bute to Malta and the r6le that it played in the Law
of the Sea and other important maritime aspects.
I mentioned the great strategic importance of
Malta in the Mediterranean.

One of the recommendations in the report is that
the Channel Committee, a naval committee,
should be expanded to include some of our mem-
ber and associate member countries from the
Atlantic seaboard. I also suggested that we should
consider the possibility of setting up a Mediterra-
nean committee, a naval committee, composed of
full and associate members of WEU to study the
possibility of co-ordinating naval matters in the
Mediterranean, perhaps as a precursor to a full-
blown conference on security and co-operation in
the Mediterranean that I think many people want
to have. Will you, Mr. de Marco, comment on
that?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. deMARCO (Deputy Prime Minister Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs of Malta). - Thank you,
Sir Keith. I read your report, which I thought was
interesting and showed great foresight. The
CSCM to which you referred has so far not mate-
rialised because many people are shy of discus-
sing security. In termi of tte Mediterranean, that
applies not only in Europe, but beyond Europe.
Perhaps at Corfu the CSCM initiative will receive
an added push which could provide the link that
Malta foresaw many years ago between the
Conference on Security and Co-operation in
Europe and the CSCM.

When we met in Malaga at the Inter-Parliamen-
tary Union conference the decision was taken by
the members present that our parliaments should
approve a motion calling for the setting up of a
CSCM. I do not know whether any other parlia-
ment has done so, but the Maltese parliament una-
nimously passed a resolution calling for the set-
ting up of a CSCM. What you, Sir Keith, are
suggesting can happen in a wider context. There is
a link between security in Europe and security in
the Mediterranean region. With the passage of
time it may come about.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Sir John Hunt.

Sir John HUNT (United Kingdom). - As appa-
rently one of the few members of the Assembly
who has not yet visited Malta, may I also express
my thanks to the Minister for his splendid
address, which we enjoyed. He has clearly indica-
ted Malta's wish to join the European Union. Will
such a move, particularly in respect of a common
foreign and security policy, require an amendment
of the Maltese Constitution? If so, does he feel
that the required three-quarters majority will be
forthcoming?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. de MARCO (Deputy Prime Minister Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs of Malta). - Thank you,
Sir John. The answer is no, the move would not
require any constitutional amendment. The reason
for that is simple. Austria is a neutral country and
its national day is neutrality day. Austria's neutra-
lity arises out of the situation after the second
world war. Austria made neutrality a particular
issue when it applied to join the European Union.

Within that context, the Commission has already
given its opinion, some time ago, and the Council
of Ministers has confirmed that Austria, in spite
of its neuffality clause, is in a position to abide
by all the requirements of the Maastricht Treaty,
in particular the common foreign and security
policy.

We are all glad to see that position in Ausffia
confirmed by the sffong result of the referendum
held over the past few days. The clause in its
constitution about neutrality does not neutralise
Malta's full commitment to a common foreign
and security policy.

Perhaps the main reason why Malta wants to
join the European Union has not so much to do
with any economic benefit deriving from that but
because we are sensitive to the lessons of the past
and the possibilities of the future. We want to
anchor Malta strongly to Europe. We believe that
compatibility with our constitution is possible.
Sweden and Finland are about to join the Euro-
pean Union despite their neutrality, and we have
not yet mentioned Ireland, which has been in the
Union for many years but whose policy of neutra-
lity does not hinder its belonging to the Union.

As I have said, we do not require any constitu-
tional amendment. We are good as we stand. Our
constitution speaks about neutrality and non-
alignment. On the latter point, we have been
overcome by historical events. A week ago,
I was addressing the non-alignment movement
and I asked what non-alignment meant - non-
alignment as to what, or to whom? We must
search for some identity. The name has become
anachronistic in the light of today's events.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Lord Mackie of Ben-
shie.

I
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Lord MACKIE of BENSHIE (United King-
dom). - I must join the majority, Minister, as the
earliest visitor to Malta. I arrived in l94I in the
middle of an air raid and I left in the middle of an
air raid. I greatly admire the constancy and valour
of the Maltese people, which was recognised by
the award of the George Cross.

My question has, to some extent, been answered,
but perhaps you will comment on what I think you
said. I think that you said that Malta fully accepted
her position as an important strategic centre in the
Mediterranean and the responsibilities thereafter
in terms of defence, peace-keeping and so on, in
spite of the little local difficulty of the constitution
imposed by the previous government.

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. de MARCO (Deputy Prime Minister Minis-
terfor ForeignAffairs of Malta). - As I was trying
to explain, Malta has a responsibility to carry. We
have done our best, and will continue to do our
best, to shoulder our responsibilities in our rOle in
the Mediterranean. Our constitution was appro-
ved in the circumstances of events in the House. It
is worded in a way that reflects the state of affairs
that pertained then. Since then, some of it has
become anachronistic. For example, it says that
Malta cannot accept the fleets of the two super-
powers. I do not know where one of those two
superpowers now ls.

It is perhaps an irony of history that the end of
the cold war happened in December 1989 in
Malta, when President Bush and President Gorba-
chev met there. There is a fine book by Shevard-
naze, entitled " The Future is for Freedom ", in
which he says, " in the impetuous waters of
Malta, we buried the cold war ". By coincidence,
that event, which happened in Malta, made part of
its constitution anachronistic. That is recognised
by other counffies in the European Union.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Foschi.

Mr. FOSCHI(Italy) (Translation). - Minister, as

an Italian I have long been wholly convinced of
Malta's strategic r6le not just in the Mediterra-
nean but for Europe as a whole. Through its
government, Malta's history culture and interna-
tional links have, in recent years in particular, for-
med a point of reference for the most important
subjects of discussion as recalled here by many
members. The way Malta becomes a focal point
for the most pressing problems of the moment and
the future - as you recalled in your important
speech - seems to me to show clearly that this
occasion has quite a different significance from
thatnormally attaching to meetings with ministers
for foreign affairs in WEU if only because ques-
tions and answers ultimately give a new dimen-
sion to terms such as strategy, defence and pro-
motion of peace.

You started your speech appropriately by refer-
ring to the population explosion. I may say that
many members are taking greater interest in sub-
jects not normally discussed here because they
show how the concept of defending peace is itself
evoking a series of complex responses which give
a new meaning to strategic co-operation in the
Mediterranean as a problem, when it comes to dis-
cussing the future, for Europe as a whole and not
just the south. In this respect I am more convinced
than ever that, in practical recognition of Malta's
geopolitical r6le, Malta's accession to the Euro-
pean Union as a full member should be speeded
up, by removing obstacles which are not always
easy to understand. I myself, on an official occa-
sion in the Parliamentary Assembly of the Coun-
cil of Europe, asked why there were no plans to
speed up Malta's accession to the European
Union. Unfortunately I obtained no reply.

Minister, can you suggest what we can do, as
representatives of the member countries of WEU
to speed up this formal recognition of the r6le
which Malta already plays? So far, there has only
been moral recognition for that country as a place
where cultures and political ideas meet and no
granting of full rights to participate in every way
in the European institutions, where the new
government of the Republic of Malta has earned
great credit in recent years for initiatives of value
to all the countries of Europe.

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. de MARCO (Deputy Prime Minister Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs of Malta) (Translation). -
Thank you, Mr. Foschi for your question which
involves a number of principles.

What are the principles we have in mind? We
believe first and foremost in our Europe. For us
this is not a poetic conceit but has a precise signi-
ficance. We want to belong to this continent
which is the cradle of civilisation and the origin of
so many principles on which human dignity is
based. Why? Because Malta, which for centuries
has lived with the contradiction between its small
geographical size and its strategic importance, has
been present in every problem of Mediterranean
history. All the sacrifices made by the Maltese
people to defend our and others' freedom have
convinced us that if the island wants to go on
living in freedom and not become a matter for
regret it must join with Europe. This is the prin-
ciple we have believed in in the past and we still
think of our island's present and future in the
same terms. The lessons of history have taught us
that this strategic island can be made into a system
for going fonuard to anyone who can offer a little
more - or a lot more - than others. This is what we
want our island's future to be. That is why, when
I say that we want to be part of this Europe, I do
so in the conviction that this should not be one-
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Mr de Marco (continued)

way but two-way trffic in the sense that it is in
Malta's interests to be part of united Europe but at
the same time it is in the European Union's inter-
ests that Malta should join it.

Very often we want a little more because the
political will essential for Malta to become pan of
the European Union is not always expressed as

strongly as we would like.

We are convinced, too, that with the support of
so many European representatives here and
elsewhere the governments of member states can
continue to be pressed more strongly to ensure
that the European Union does not become
a European Union that has no regard for the
Mediterranean.

In an interview given to the newspaper Lib6ra-
tion, Mr. Delors expressed a similar idea; there is
an island which we sometimes forget - but it is a
symbol; it is Malta. The European Union is right
to enlarge to the north and the east but it would
make a terrible mistake if it did not also extend
towards the Mediterranean where so many things
that are happening could create so many difficul-
ties for us in Europe if we ignore the area.

I think these words of Mr. Delors answer your
question.

The PRESIDENT. - Phrases such as collective
security and collective approaches trip very easily
off the tongue. You reminded us graphically, Sir,
in your address that the Mediterranean is a
melting pot and that your country is right in the
middle of the melting pot, but that with the right
approach and the right ideas about harmonising
and carrying forward the interests of the countries
in the Mediterranean region, as well as increasing
their economic success, we can make sure that
there is a collective security that affects all of us.
We cannot allow that security to slide away
because the Mediterranean is part of southern
Europe which might eventually incur some kind
of trouble.

Malta has aspirations to membership of the
European Union, which were made largely on
your initiative. Malta has tried hard and it looks to
me as if it might well eventually be successful.
You are an old European campaigner - I use the
word old in the best sense of the word. You were
formerly a member of the Council of Europe on
behalf of your country. You made valuable contri-
butions. You learnt your trade there to a large
extent and that has stood you in excellent stead, as
we have seen today. What you said was very
significant, if I may say so, and very interesting. It
was a great pleasure for us to hear from someone
from a country which is not closely associated
with us but which we hope will in future have

some form of association with us. Thank you very
much.

6. An operational organisationfor WEU:
naval and maritime co-operatian

(Debate on the report of the Defence Commifree
and vote on the draft recommendolion,

Doc. 1415 and amendments)

The PRESIDENT. - We shall now start the
debate on the report of the Defence Committee on
an operational organisation for WEU: naval and
maritime co-operation and the vote on the draft
recommendation, Document 1415 and amend-
ments.

I notice that several people are moving towards
the entrances, not because of Sir Keith's report
but, I suspect, because of the humidity in the
Chamber, which is reaching record proportions.
May I draw it to the attention of members that
the draft decision on associate member status con-
tained in Lord Finsberg's report which is to be con-
sidered after Sir Keith Speed's report, and which
seeks to modify the Charter of the Assembly, must
be voted on by a roll-call vote and receive an
absolute majority of the votes under Rules 35 and
36. No such vote can take place unless more than
half the representatives of the Assembly or their
substitutes have signed the register. So if you are
in the hemicycle and have not signed, please do
so. Even more importantly, if you know of col-
leagues who are around and could come in at least
for that vote, will you please ask them to be good
enough to do so? Thank you.

The debate is open.

I call Mr. Rathbone.

Mr. RATHBONE (Unired Kingdom). - May
I begin by congratulating Sir Keith Speed on his
report. In the same way that the Maltese Foreign
Minister's address fitted in with Sir Keith's
speech, Sir Keith's report fitted in with the
address. They were happy sister ships.

I should like briefly to deal with three points in
the draft recommendation. The frst relates to a
subsection of paragraph 6. Sir Keith recommends
that there should be better co-ordination within
the Planning Cell on merchant ship construction
and specialist requirements for numbers and types
of merchant ships. I think that I see precisely what
Sir Keith is getting at. A crucial element in our
defensive abilities is a vibrant and sufficiently
large merchant fleet crewed with a sufficiently
professional crew. However, as the draft recom-
mendation is written, it can be read as encourag-
ing untoward governmental intervention. I think
that Sir Keith did not mean that. It would be help-
ful to have further elaboration of that.
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Mr. Rathbone ( continued)

The second point relates to paragraph 8. You
will know, Mr. President, that one of my interests
in the British Parliament and the Council of Europe
is the tragic and escalating problem of drug mis-
use. I should like to endorse most strongly Sir
Keith's recommendation in paragraph 8 that there
should be gteater co-ordination, particularly with
the United States authorities, in combating drug
ftafEcking which undermines European security.
Drug trafficking and misuse undermines every-
thing - international and national security, domes-
tic peace and quiet and, only too often, tragically,
the composition of families.

I believe that this contribution to the intercep-
tion of drug traffickers in the Caribbean basin,
which so often provides the bridge from the drug
producing countries in South America to the
countries of North America and Europe, is abso-
lutely crucial. I am delighted that that comes into
the report, and especially delighted that we are
considering it at the very moment when the King
of Spain and members of the Spanish Government
are on their way to Colombia to talk specifically
about those problems. Of course, Spain is now
often the point of entry for those drugs both
directly from South America and from South
America via North Africa. I endorse the sugges-
tion and ask all colleagues to endorse that part of
the report.

My third short comment has to do with para-
graph 10. I believe that it contains an ideal sug-
gestion - that there should be a WEU campaign
medal for those who participate in operations
under the aegis of WEU. Indeed - I say this not in
any sense of fun - I believe that it should not be
confined to the people involved in the operations.
Sir Keith himself, because of his present contribu-
tion, his past service in the Royal Navy and his
past ministerial responsibilities, should be one of
the first to receive such a medal. I know that that
idea was in no way in Sir Keith's mind when he
made the suggestion, but I hope that the authori-
ties that decide on the recommendation will give
the idea serious consideration. I am delighted to
welcome and endorse the report.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you.

I call Mr. Pavlidis.

(Mn Foschi, Vice-President of the Assembly,
took the Chair)

Mr. PAVLIDIS (Observer from Greece). - Mr.
President, the draft recommendation includes
some instructive ideas, which are certainly an
attempt to form an organisation for naval and
maritime co-operation within the framework of
WEU. But I believe that the organisation could be
more effective if some necessary modifications

were made to the draft recommendation. I refer to
two points, the first of which is in paragraph 2,
which refers to the establishment of a direct link
between WEU and the International Maritime
Organisation and some other organisations.

I am thinking of what happens with NATO. In
this case we have no direct links between NAIO
and the IMO. We do not overpass the appropriate
ministries - the ministries of merchant marine.
That is why, in order to avoid misunderstandings
and other confusion, I propose that we modify
paragraph 2 so that it reads: " Establish a working
relationship on maritime matters with the Euro-
pean Commission's Directorate for Maritime
Transport and develop links in order to exchange
information with appropriate international mari-
time agencies ", and so on. That clarification is
absolutely necessary.

The second point that I would like to underline
has been mentioned already by Mr.Rathbone, but
let us start at the beginning. The Rapporteur is
trying to combine two separate subjects, naval
and maritime policy. On the first, the report sug-
gests that we give the possibility to the heads
of European navies forum to form naval policy.
I agree with that, but - permit me to let you know
that I have experience as a former minister of
merchant marine - I cannot agree with the idea of
the heads of European navies forum contributing
to the development of WEU maritime policy.

There are two different cases. If we really want
to form an instrument to cover that scope, I sug-
gest that we specify, next to the heads of European
navies forum, the heads of competent services of
maritime ministries. Having that body at the top,
we could say that it would be able to contribute to
the development of a naval and maritime policy.
Otherwise, I do not believe that shipowners and
seafarers will accept the idea of being under the
heads of the European navies forum.

This is a question of finding a practical way. Of
course, like Mr. Rathbone I would like to under-
line the idea in paragraph 6 of the draft recom-
mendation that in merchant ship construction
there are specialist requirements for both numbers
and types of merchant ships, as well as safe-
guards, and creating and training appropriate
crews, and that those must be elaborated in order
to give the clear meaning that the Rapporteur had
in mind. In general, I stress the fact that co-opera-
tion between naval and maritime forces is a very
sensitive issue for WEU. In the recent example of
the Gulf crisis, the final performance was most
successful, with the participation of merchant
ships in the whole operation.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Thank you,
Mr. Pavlidis, but I must remind you that only
members of the Assembly can submit amend-
ments which must be tabled in writing before the
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sitting opens. As you unfortunately still have only
observer status, under the rules of the Assembly,
your comments, however interesting, cannot
constitute amendments unless they are tabled by
other members of the Assembly.

Mr. PAVLIDIS (Observer from Greece). -
I thank you for your advice. I know the rules well.
I am waiting for an opinion from the Rapporteur.
We are a political body here. If the Rapporteur
will accept my proposal, there will be no problem
about modifying the draft recommendation.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - We will hear
the Rapporteur's opinion in due course.

I call Dame Peggy Fenner.

Dame Peggy FENNER (United Kingdom). -
I rise to make a brief contribution on the excellent
report by my colleague Sir Keith Speed. I do so
with a certain humility because I shall be com-
menting on a report on naval and maritime mat-
ters which has been produced by a former naval
man and a former navy minister, which my col-
leagues may think shows a bit of nerve.

I have had the honour to represent in the United
Kingdom Parliament since 1970, with a very
small break, one of the great naval towns of the
United Kingdom - the town of Chatham - where
Lord Nelson's ship the Victory - if I dare mention
it in this Assembly - was built. Sadly, we hit rhe
earliest peace dividend and our dockyard was clo-
sed in the early 1980s. My colleagues will now
see why I regard worrying about naval and mariti-
me matters as very much a problem of mine.

I guess that I also have a nerve to give my opi-
nion to Mr. Pavlidis, who is a former navy or ship-
ping minister. However, I do not agree with what
he suggested. The report is timely and compre-
hensive in its lists of European co-ordination and
co-operation in maritime matters.

I have served on the all-party committee on
maritime affairs in the United Kingdom Parlia-
ment. Over several years it has been extremely
concerned about the r6le of the merchant navy.
There are declining patterns oftrade using surface
shipping. The merchant navy in my country has
shown a keen interest in being regarded as part of
our maritime strength.

I support the recommendation in paragraph 6, in
which my colleague refers to merchant ship
construction and specialist requirements for both
numbers and types of merchant ship as well as
safeguards for recruiting and training appropriate
crews. The latter point has been very much
emphasised by the merchant shipping community
in the United Kingdom. It sees the need to ensure
proper recruitment and training for crews, bearing

in mind that the merchant shipping community
believes and wishes - it has fervently assured the
parliamentary committee of this - that it is part of
the maritime defence of Britain.

In the presentation made to the admiral just
before lunch the President emphasised the value
in recent years of naval co-operation in WEU. We
need think only of the Gulf and the work in the
Adriatic to which the Rapporteur referred. We
recognise that we have a great naval tradition in
WEU. We are well aware that in times of action
and emergency, when we are called on, we would
need the supplement of the merchant navy for our
countries' navies.

The Rapporteur has also wisely concluded in
paragraph 6 that we should have a policy for the
effective employment of both naval and merchant
marine reserves. We have these policies for the
partnership of nations in WEU in naval, army and
air force matters. How much more important it is
that we should not exclude in this naval policy the
contribution that has been, can be and, sadly,
undoubtedly will be made again in one form or
another, as it was in the Gulf and the Adriatic, by
our merchant navy reserves.

The Rapporteur has made it clear in paragraph
172 that he has tried to demonstrate in the present
report that WEU naval and maritime operational
co-operation is already alive and well. I agree, but
that does not exclude room for improvement and
greater effrciency.

The report has shown great wisdom in highligh-
ting the fact that the merchant navy and merchant
shipping are part of our marine arm, both in
defence and in other respects.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call
Mr. Pold, observer from Estonia.

Mr. POLD (Observer from Estonia). - I thank
Sir Keith Speed for his excellent and meaningful
report. On behalf of Estonia, I should like to make
the following observations.

After more than fifty years of foreign occupa-
tion, we are now restoring our own naval fleet. We
are aiming to become a maritime force in the Bal-
tic region, both to protect our coastline and to
defend our commercial and trading interest.
However, in organising our maritime forces, we
need to start at the beginningt we need to walk
before we can run. We have been able quickly to
restore our merchant fleet and we are striving to
improve our ports and their facilities and inlra-
structure.

However, we have almost no meaningful mari-
time defence capability, but thanks to the assis-
tance given by Finland, Germany and Sweden,
we have a minimum coastal patrol capability. It is
essential that we improve our capabilities in these
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areas because apart from national security, we
face a potential problem of drug and arms smug-
gling on a significant scale as a result of our
exposed geographical position.

We are looking for support and co-operation
from WEU to augment our already positive mari-
time co-operation with our Baltic neighbours. Sir
Keith's report gives a thorough overview of
WEU's naval co-operation and it points the way
to closer co-operation among neighbouring states.

Today, Estonia is not able to take part in WEU
naval operations. However, in planning our future
maritime capability we must take into account the
wider interests of regional security. What gives us
hope and confidence for our future is wider co-
operation within an overall concept of European
security.

The PRESIDENT. - The debate is now closed.

I call Sir Keith Speed to reply to the speakers.

Sir Keith SPEED (United Kingdom). - I thank
all who have taken part in the debate. I especially
thank Mr. Pold of Estonia. I understand that
Anders Bjork, the Swedish defence minister,
whom many of us know, recently sent a sea patrol
craft to Estonia, and I know that Finland and Ger-
many have given considerable help. I am deligh-
ted to hear about maritime developments in Esto-
nia, and if the report and WEU countries can
supplement the work by Finland, Sweden and
Germany, I shall be absolutely delighted. I am
sure that we all wish to see such a development.

Mr. Rathbone spoke kindly about me both in
terms of medals and in terms of my proposals on
the drug interdiction in the Caribbean which is
critical. All my colleagues know Mr. Rathbone,
particularly in relation to his work for the Council
of Europe and more generally as an expert on the
problems of drugs throughout the western world.
I very much appreciate his wise words and his
support on the subject.

I hope that I can lay to rest the concerns of Mr.
Rathbone and Mr. Pavlidis. Paragraph 2 talks of
developing links, meaning an exchange of infor-
mation, which is different from a full working
relationship. I am sure that Mr. Pavlidis is not
arguing that our respective navies and naval
efforts should not have links with the Internatio-
nal Hydrographic Office or the International
Maritime Organisation and other such internatio-
nal organisations. It is important that we are now
looking at the future developments of WEU and
our various maritime forces, and links should be
developed. That does not mean that we shall auto-
matically override them or be subordinate to
them, but we should have a sensible exchange of
information.

I dealt fairly extensively in my opening remarks
with the fact that all the heads of defence staff, in
particular the heads of navies and, I hope, the
Planning Cell, must have a clear sign of what
assets are available and what assets are being
built, if they are to make any contingency plans
for operations. It would be no good in five or ten
years' time waking up to the fact that WEU has no
bulk carriers, tankers or roll-on/roll-off vessels. I
am not saying that that would happen, but it
would be a seaman-like precaution for us to know
precisely what is happening. If it appears that
there is a major deficit in one ship category or
another, it must be drawn to the attention of the
appropriate ministers in the appropriate countries

- the Greek minister of shipping in Greece, the
transport minister in the United Kingdom, and
so on.

On the specialist nature of merchant shipping, it
surely makes sense, if one is to have merchant
shipping that can be used in security operations,
to ensure initially that they are fitted, when built,
with, for example, replenishment at sea points for
fuel or forjackstay transfer of stores alongside or
astern. It is no good waiting until the ships are
built and sailing the seven seas only to find that
the merchant tankers or freighters must be used
for replenishment at sea, but do not have the kit.
They would then have to be sent home to be fitted.
Similarly, roll-on/roll-off vessels and freighters
should have reinforced decks that can take heavy
artillery or tanks when they are being transported.
Those specifications have to be planned and fed in
at the appropriate stage - the design and building
stage - rather than when the ships are at sea and a
crisis arises, which would prove more expensive
and perhaps even too late.

There is nothing sinister in my remarks. I think
that perhaps one or two of my colleagues read too
much into them. They are sensible precautions so
that those of us trying to plan for possible emer-
gencies in the Planning Cell in Brussels or in our
respective ministries of defence have the informa-
tion and are able to feed it to the ship owners and,
if necessary, subsidise them if it costs more to
incorporate the strengthened decks, the facilities
for replenishment at sea or other specialised r6les
that they may be called upon to undertake.

I say to Mr. Pavlidis that, as regards the heads of
defence staff, particularly the naval staff and their
forum, I understand that the Greek chief of naval
staff has taken an active and positive r61e in that
forum without detriment to Greece or Greek ship-
ping interests.

I very much appreciated Dame Peggy Fenner's
remarks. She is an expert on the subject, having
represented for a considerable number ofyears an
important naval and maritime constituency.
I appreciate her support; she is an important mem-
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ber of the parliamentary maritime group in my
country. One of the organisations that Mr. Came-
ron and I visited a little while ago when we were
considering the subject, particularly the merchant
shipping aspect, was the British Chamber of Ship-
ping under its director, Admiral SirJames Hunt.lt
gave us positive information that we have tried to
include in the report. Its views are not totally at
variance with the views of the other merchant
shipping chambers throughout WEU.

I fope that my remarks will allay the fears of my
colleagues and that the Assembly will be able
unanimously to adopt the report.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Thank you,
Mr. Rapporteur.

I call Mrs. Baarveld-Schlaman, Vice-Chairman
of the Defence Committee.

Mrs. BAARVELD-SCHLAMAN ( Nether-
lands). - The response that we have just heard
from Sir Keith shows that he is the most compe-
tent man in the Assembly to deal with not only
defence issues, but all naval matters. The Defenc-e
Committee was happy to have him in its midst
and is grateful to him for producing the substan-
tial report in such a shon time.

There is nothing more to say about the report
than that already said by my colleagues. It is a
high quality report with good recommendations.
The Defence Committee adopted the report una-
nimously. I hope that the Assembly will do the
sflme.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The Assem-
bly now has to vote on the draft recommendation
contained in Document 1415.

I have three amendments to this text, numbered
I to 3, tabled by Mr.Lopez Henares.

Amendment 1 reads as follows:

1. Draft paragraph 2 of the draft recommendation
as follows:

" Establish a working relationship on maritime
matters with the European Commission's Direc-
torate for Maritime Transport. Develop links in
order to exchange information with appropriate
international maritime agencies such as the
International Maritime Organisation and the
International Hydrographic Organisation, as
well as with maritime-orientated non-member
countries in strategic areas; "

Amendment 2 reads as follows:

Amendment 3 reads as follows:

3. In paragraph 6 of the draft recommendation,
leave out " merchant ship construction and spe-
cialist requirements for both numbers and types of
merchantship as well as safeguards for reiruiting
and training appropriate crews; ".

I call Mr. Lopez Henares.

Mr. LOPEZ HENARES (Spain). - As I have
already said this morning in committee, I do not
want to move the three amendments so I ask you,
Mr. President, to consider the three amendments
withdrawn. My reason is clear: Dame Peggy Fen-
ner has just given more articulately than I can the
reason why I have withdrawn the amendments.

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The amend-
ments are therefore withdrawn.

We shall now vote on the draft recommendation
contained in Document 1415.

In accordance with Rule 35, the Assembly votes
by show of hands unless five representatives or
substitutes present in the Chambei request a vote
by roll-call.

Are there five representatives who request a
vote by roll-call?...

There are not.

We shall therefore vote by show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

The drafi recommendation is adopted unani-
mously'.

7. Amendments to the Charter and Rules
of Procedure of the Assembly in view

of the creation of a status of associate member

(Presentation of and debote on the report
of the Comminee on Rulas of Procedure anii pivileges,

Doc. 1416)

The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The next
order of the day is the presentation of and debate
on the report of the Committee on Rules of Proce-
dure and Privileges on amendments to the Charter
and Rules of Procedure of the Assembly in view
of the creation of the status of associate member
and the vote on the draft decision, Document
14t6.

I call Lord Finsberg to present his report.

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - Col-
leagues have had this report in their hands for
some time. It is a revised version of the report
under discussion in an earlier session. In its pre-
sent form, it has the unanimous support of the

t- S". p"g.3r.
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Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privileges.
It has tried to accommodate the guidelines set
down by the Council of Ministers to deal with
associate members, within the framework of the
decision taken in this Assembly in the light of the
last presentation of the report, when an amend-
ment was made to it. We have ffied to live within
those guidelines, and I think that we have produ-
ced a document that satisfies everybody. I should
particularly like to thank Mr. Burgelin, as always,
for his competent assistance.

The one thing that seemed to worry people on
the last occasion was the question of the votes of
associate members. It is clear that there cannot be
the same full vote for associate members as there
is for full members, so we have found what I hope
is a practical compromise. The associate members
will be able to have an indicative vote. That is
basically in accordance with the line adopted by
the Council of Ministers - that is, associate mem-
bers are not able to veto decisions of ministers.
The ministers operate on a consensus basis. There-
fore, one vote against would cause complications.
We have said that associate member colleagues
who want to express a view can vote, and that will
be noted in the report, but will not influence the
number of votes for and against. It will be purely
an indicative vote. We cannot go further than that
because of the restrictions and the need to have a

difference between full members and associate
members.

In the past couple of days, one or two colleagues
have said that, because there is in addition the new
status of associate partners, we should perhaps not
consider the report today. I hope that they will not
take that point of view now. Nobody is suggesting
that the rights and responsibilities of associate
members will be reduced. Therefore, this will pro-
vide what I call the foundation if - as I am sure
that it will be - the Committee on Rules of Proce-
dure and Privileges is asked to produce a proposal
to incorporate in one form or another associate
partners. The committee will then find a formula
and produce it for the Assembly, but it will have
to provide something less than that which is pro-
vided for associate members.

Thus, there would be three categories. First, full
members with totally unrestricted rights. Secondly,
associate members who would have the right of
participation and an indicative vote. Thirdly, asso-
aiate partners, who might have the right to partici-
pate but no indicative vote. I cannot tell
the Assembly what the committee will actually
decide.

One particular point arose out of the interesting
speech made by Mr. Poos earlier today. The
Assembly may recall that he said that the minis-

ters had decided on the new form of membership

- associate partners - and agreed to incorporate
them into the system, and would now have to go
back home to their respective countries to try to
get the money for that. I have never heard of any-
thing so ridiculous. If individual members in their
private lives took a decision, promulgated it to the
world and then said that they would go to their
banks to see whether they would pay, they would
be laughed at. In our national parliaments, if
ministers pass a law, that incorporates the provi-
sion of the money that is needed. However, appa-
rently the Council of Ministers of WEU works in
a different world. It has not taken into account and
provided the exffa money that will be needed both
on the ministerial side and by the Assembly when
it decides how to accommodate the associate part-
ners. They will need accommodation. They will
be a cost on the Assembly because there are quite
a few of them, but nobody has thought about the
provision of funds.

It may be that when the Committee on Rules of
Procedure and Privileges produces a report, it will
have some fairly tough remarks to make on that
subject, perhaps with the aid of the Committee on
Budgetary Affairs and Administration. Somebody
must bring a sense of sanity into such ministerial
activity. When Spain and Portugal became mem-
bers, at the behest of ministers, it took us nearly
two years to get money for the Assembly to fulfil
its obligations. When our friends from Greece
eventually ratify, nobody has provided the proper
money to accommodate them. Some of you may
have read Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland.
That is the Mad Hatter's tea party, but at least the
Assembly cannot be blamed for that.

With that slight digression - although it is rele-
vant because it is the next stage - I commend the
report to my colleagues.

(Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly,
resumed the Chair)

The PRESIDENT. - The debate is open.

I call Mrs. Aguiar.

Mrs. AGUIAR (Portugal) (Translation). - Mr.
President, ladies and gentlemen, I would like to
begin by congratulating Lord Finsberg on his
excellent report.

As a result of previous decisions of this Assem-
bly, the range of solutions available to give more
positive substance to the status of associate mem-
ber has become very limited, so I feel that the pro-
posals contained in the report are a step in the
right direction.

This is why I voted for it in the committee and
shall do so in this plenary session.

My preferred option has been rejected: namely
that, for the purposes of voting rights of associate
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members, a distinction be made between general
policy matters and matters concerning the func-
tioning of WEU, with associate members having
no voting rights with regard to the latter.

This has had the effect of dashing the expecta-
tions aroused by earlier proposals. I was a mem-
ber of the Defence Committee which recently
travelled to Ankara and I witnessed the deep
disappointment which the development of this
process caused in political circles in Turkey, parti-
cularly among Euro-enthusiasts, of whom there
are many.

This does not, of course, mean calling into ques-
tion the future of Western European Union within
the European Union, namely full members of one
or the other belonging to both. But that aim must
not stand in the way of our recognising a status
which, while not necessarily equal, must be as ega-
litarian as possible for associate members who are
our allies in NAIO; this has advantages for them
and possibly even more for our own organisation.

I believe that we should concern ourselves less
with a perfectly geometrical constitutional frame-
work for the institutions of the emerging Europe,
because it is always preferable to start pragmati-
cally from the existing situation, and from the
desires which are in fact an expression of forms of
European solidarity.

In fact, there is in Europe an institutionalised
solidarity in the area of defence, in which Turkey
has played an outstanding and loyal r6le, just like
the other European members of NAIO, who are
the only ones discussed here.

Let us also look at the other side of the question,
the case of those countries of the European Union
which, for many different reasons, both old and
new, cling to their tradition of neutrality and do
not wish to be admitted as full members of WEU.
With the forthcoming and welcome enlargement
of the European Union, the number of such coun-
tries can only increase, as we know.

Let us respect their timing and wait sympatheti-
cally for them to change their attitude to our orga-
nisation, because without them we are a long way
away from the symmetrical WEU-EU member-
ship which is one of the aims of the Maastricht
Treaty. At the same time let us not discourage the
new associate members' clearly expressed desire
to participate.

To give such members a consultative vote,
enabling them to express their disapproval after
the event, or their approval in the event of inaction
in such circumstances, is a compromise between a
wide range of positions. It is a good example of
the art of the possible, practised by both legal
experts and politicians.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you.

I call Mr. Pastusiak.

Mr. PASTUSIAK (Observer from Poland). -
Thank you, Mr. President. May I use this occa-
sion to commend you on what you said during
the first sitting of the Assembly, when you wel-
comed the permanent delegations from Central
Europe. You said: " Now of course, given the
enhanced status of associate partnership, the
Assembly must decide on revised arrangements.
The matter will be referred to the Political Com-
mittee and the Committee on Rules of Procedure
and Privileges so that decisions may be made in
accordance with the Assembly's legal basis, the
modified Brussels Treaty. " I was also happy to
hear Lord Finsberg say a moment ago that the
issue would be taken up by the Committee on
Rules of Procedure.

May I also use this occasion to make some tech-
nical suggestions, which perhaps do not require a
vote. First, we sit here on the back benches. We
are permanent representatives. I have had the
pleasure and honour of working with the Assem-
bly for three and a half years and will do so for my
remaining term, as designated by the Polish Par-
liament. Yet we sit here faceless and anonymous.
I suggest that we should be assigned numbers,
perhaps in a different colour or perhaps starting at
200 so that the clerks do not have to run up the
forty-two steps. I have counted them myself
because I always have to run down to give my
name to the Chair.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much.
I think that the reaction to your comments means
that they were well and truly noted. I shall see that
they are conveyed to the Presidential Committee.
There are problems, but we intend to overcome
them. The first problem was overcome when we
brought in the nine new members. So progress is
being made. I appreciate your desire to hasten us
along.

I call Mr. Davis.

Mr. DAVIS (United Kingdom). - Thank you,
Mr. President. First, may I congratulate Lord
Finsberg on his report and his ingenious solution
to the problem of votes and the question of votes
for associate members. I should also like to asso-
ciate myself with his remarks about the finances
of the Assembly, in particular in connection with
the address this morning by Mr. Poos on behalf of
the Council of Ministers. Although I come from a
different pan of the political spectrum, I agree
entirely with the remarks of Lord Finsberg in that
part of the introduction.

Indeed, I believe that Lord Finsberg was very
restrained. This morning, in answer to questions,
we heard Mr. Poos urge members of the Assembly
to go back to our parliaments and ask for the
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money to enable the Assembly to do its job.
Mr. Poos and the Council of Ministers seem to
have a different doctrine from that which we are
used to in the United Kingdom. We do not come
to this Assembly to go back to our parliaments to
represent WEU to them. We come to WEU to
represent our countries' parliaments and the
people of Europe. It is perhaps time that we dis-
cussed our philosophy and doctrine with the
Council of Ministers. Clearly it does not unders-
tand the rdle of a democratic assembly.

My other point, which is particularly for the
consideration of Lord Finsberg, relates to the
question of associate members and more parti-
cularly associate partners. I suspect that the
Committee on Rules of Procedure will be asked to
consider the r6le of associate partners in the
future. I, and I am sure members of the Assembly,
support in general the expansion of membership
of WEU and, therefore, of the Assembly. We sup-
port expansion, whatever guise it may take. It
enables other countries to be associated with our
work.

Although we support expansion in general,
some of us are inclined to be suspicious about par-
ticular instances. We worry about the desire of the
Council of Ministers to expand and perhaps in
that way to achieve quantity and lose quality. We
want to ensure that those people who become
involved in the work of WEU subscribe to all the
policy decisions and procedures of WEU and their
implementation by WEU and by the countries
thernselves. My suspicion in that regard is parti-
cularly heightened by the answers that we recei-
ved this morning from Mr. Poos.

It will be within the memory of members of the
Assembly that Mr. Poos was asked a direct ques-
tion about which countries had allowed sanctions
against Serbia to be broken. He gave what I can
only describe as a most evasive reply. He told the
Assembly that he knew of no member of WEU
which had broken sanctions. He suggested that
the question did not concern members of WEU
and was not restricted to members of WEU. He
said that members of WEU trusted each other to
observe decisions of WEU.

By giving that deliberately evasive answer,
Mr. Poos showed that he was unwilling to'iden-
tify those countries which are not members of
WEU but which are allowing sanctions against
Serbia to be broken. Sanctions are a necessary
weapon in our attempts to shorten the fighting in
the former Republic of Yugoslavia. Every day that
fighting continues, the citizens of that country,
and Bosnia-Herzegovina in particular, are dying'
From time to time, there are deaths among sol-
diers from members of WEU who are serving in

the former Republic of Yugoslavia. By adopting
that attitude, the Council of Ministers does not
serve the interests of those soldiers whose lives
are at risk.

Dame Peggy Fenner referred in an earlier
debate to a British admiral called Nelson. Many
members of the Assembly will know that Nelson
was blind in one eye. He had the habit of putting
his telescope to his blind eye whenever he recei-
ved orders that he did not like so that he could say
truthfully, " I have not seen those orders ". This
morning I felt that we had the Poos doctrine,
which follows the Nelson doctrine. It says that he
puts the telescope to his blind eye so that he does
not see anyone breaking sanctions.

Many of us had great reservations about the ans-
wers that we received from Mr. Poos. I shall not
say any more about Mr. Poos because he has left.
However, the Secretary-General is present for our
debate this afternoon. I hope that he will take back
the message to the Council of Ministers that mem-
bers of the Assembly do not do the bidding of the
Council of Ministers and that we shall put ques-
tions at future meetings. We shall ask questions
particularly about the issue of sanctions-breaking
and the unwillingness of members of the Council
of Ministers to identify those countries respon-
sible for prolonging the conflict and putting the
lives of our soldiers at risk.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Davis, for
that spirited contribution.

Does Lord Finsberg wish to say a few words?

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - First,
I should like to thank Mrs. Aguiar for what she
said. We have this problem only because the
Council of Ministers rejected our advice to make
both Turkey and Greece, as members of NAIO,
full members of WEU. The Council of Ministers
ignored us. That is why we have the problem of
associate members. The ministers have not got
away with it. In the report by Mr. de Puig we call
again for the ministers to consider the matter. We
hope that this time they will act in a more sensible
manner and decide to make the change. They so

often say that they value our advice. They so often
take it only when it suits them.

I have immense sympathy with my friend from
Poland. I greatly admire what has happened in
Poland in the past four or five years. As I said, the
associate partners cannot have the same rights as

full members. It is unlikely that they could have
identical rights because the ministers made the
distinction in the Kirchberg declaration.

They have some meetings with associate mem-
bers and associate partners; others will not have
associate partners present. So there is the need for
a distinction. I am sure that we shall look for the
best way in which we can give the opportunity for
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a sensible voice to Poland and the other countries
that have been permanent observers, and to the
new intake, who are our associate partners. The
words of our Polish colleague fall on very
receptive ears.

The comments of my friend Terry Davis take
me back to 1983, when he and I took a piece of
legislation through the House of Commons just
before a general election. Terry was free to say
what he wanted, and my senior ministers had all
disappeared to fight the election. The civil ser-
vants were not really interested, so Terry and
I rewrote the legislation, both thinking on our
feet. As a result, it was a jolly good bit of legisla-
tion.

Thank you, Terry, for what you said. I endorse
your point completely. However, there is one
thing to remember. You spoke about ministers
being greedy to expand - but the associate part-
ners come because they have applied, not because
they have been invited. I am perfectly certain that
the ministers would not admit as an associate part-
ner any country that did not subscribe to those
parts of the Brussels Treaty that are applicable to
associate partners.

On the question of sanctions, we must not be too
unfair to Mr. Poos, who was following the
example of at least two of his predecessors, both
of whom, especially in response to questions by
Peter Hardy, have given the same non-answers. At
least, a non-answer was given to Peter Hardy ear-
lier today, when a minister said that that was a
matter for the United Nations, not for WEU. We
cannot get round that one - at least, I have not yet
thought of a way. So we should not blame Mr.
Poos too much for the problem.

Mr. President, I believe that those remarks cover
the comments of those who have participated in
the debate.I again commend the repon to my col-
leagues.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Lord Finsberg.

Does the Chairman of the committee,
Mr. Thompson, wish to say anything?

Mr. THOMPSON (Unired Kingdom). - I should
like to comment on the report, just to say that
when we discussed it in December, Lord Finsberg
was absent because of illness. We considered the
report and found nothing serious to criticise in it.
At the meeting this morning the committee had a
short discussion about the report to allow Lord
Finsberg to make any further comments. No
amendments were suggested, and the committee
decided fully to support the report, to endorse it
and to hope that the Assembly will do the same.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Thompson.

We shall now vote on the draft decision contai-
ned in Document 1416. The Assembly is aware of
the problem, and we shall meet it as we go along.
As I explained earlier, as part of this draft decision
proposes an amendment to the Charter of the
Assembly, under Rule 36 of the Rules of Proce-
dure an absolute majority of the Assembly's
membership is required. A roll-call vote is there-
fore necessary. The absolute majority of the
Assembly is fifty-five.

Under Rule 37 of the Rules of Procedure no
decision by roll-call can be taken unless more
than half the representatives or substitutes have
signed the register of attendance. I ask that the
bells be rung now, so that any stray people out-
side will come into the hemicycle.

(The bells were rung)

I am advised that only forty-two members have
signed the attendance register. It does not require
a degree in mathematics to realise that we are
some way short of the number required. That is
most regrettable. There is, therefore, no point in
going through the charade of having a roll-call
and registering the forty-two members who are
here.

I declare that less than half the representatives
or substitutes have signed the attendance register
and therefore a quorum has not been achieved.
I therefore propose that the vote be postponed
until tomorrow, immediately after the address by
Mr. Kukan.

Is that agreed?...

Thank you very much. That will be done.

8. Opinion on the budgets
of the minkterial organs of WEU

for the financial year 1994

(Presentatbn of and debate on the report of the
Commifree on Budgetary Affairs and A&ninistrAion and

vote on the drafi recomrnendatian, Doc. 1425)

The PRESIDENT. - The next order of the day is
the presentation by Mr. Covi of the report by the
Committee on Budgetary Affairs and Administra-
tion on the budgets of the ministerial organs of
WEU for the financial year 1994, debate and vote
on the draft recommendation, Document 1425.

Before I call Mr. Covi to present his report
I should like, on behalf of the Assembly, to extend
our warm good wishes to Mr. Rocco Cannizzaro,
who has been masterminding our financial affairs
for quite a number of years. Many of you will
know that he is due to retire - next week I believe,
or immediately after this session. He has been a
good friend to many of us; we have always appre-
ciated seeing him around. He comes from a dis-
tinguished Italian background and has made a
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notable contribution to the efforts of the WEU
Assembly. Mr. Cannizzaro, we send you our very
best wishes.

I call Mr. Covi to present his report.

Mr. COVI (haly) (Translation).- Mr. President,
ladies and gentlemen, the Assembly is required to
give an opinion on the budgets of the ministerial
organs of WEU for the financial year 1994. The
report which was approved yesterday by the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Affairs and Adminisffation
looks at the various headings of the budget and
makes a number of suggestions on the subject on
which I will comment later.

I should like to start with the preliminary obser-
vation that any opinion on the budget should take
account of the special circumstances surrounding
WEU at this historic point in time; it is involved in
transition or rather adaptation to the new tasks
which will devolve upon WEU with the entry into
force of the Maastricht Treaty, because of the
close organic links it will then have with the Euro-
pean Union and the sfronger relations it will enjoy
with the Atlantic Alliance and the countries of the
Forum of Consultation.

The fact that ffansition and adaptation are taking
place seems to me to have emerged very clearly
from this first part ofthis fortieth ordinary session
of the Assembly where the problems debated
concern the actual identity of WEU both subjec-
tively as regards the participation of new geogra-
phically European states in various ways and
objectively as regards the targets to be met. The
basic question put forward in the recommendation
adopted this morning on the proposal of the
Defence Committee - Rapporteur, Mrs. Baarveld-
Schlaman - is symbolic in this respect, because its
first point stresses the absolute priority which
must be given to formulating a European defence
policy in order to provide a clear framework for
the work of the Planning Cell and the other organs
of WEU. The speech made this morning by the
Luxembourg Minister for Foreign Affairs, cur-
rently Chairman of the Council of Ministers of
Western European Union, is particularly indicati-
ve of the special stage of development through
which WEU is passing.

Over and above this general point, however,
there is another more immediate reason why the
1994 budget can be regarded as reflecting a phase
of transition and adaptation. This relates to the
first experience during 1993 of the new organisa-
tion of the Secretariat-General after the move of
the headquarters from London to Brussels, the
innovation of sharing general administrative costs
between the Secretariat-General and the Planning
Cell in the ratio 707o:30%o and lastly, the need to
provide a specific budget for a new ministerial

organ, the Western European Armaments Group
(WEAG) set up by the meeting of the Council of
Ministers in Rome on 4th December 1992.

I shall dwell briefly on these three points. The
budget for the Secretariat-General provides for
expenditure, net of expenditure on pensions for
retired staff and on the Planning Cell, amounting
toBF 242157 469, which is a reduction of 6.7Vo
on 1993. The reduction is explained by the fact
that, to allow for the transfer of the headquarters
from London to Brussels, an increase of 76.837o
on 1992 was estimated for 1993 but this exceeded
requirements which it was possible to evaluate and
estimate better after the frst year's experience of
operation in Brussels. In any case, the substantial
rise in expenditure over the two years is due to
increases in staff and the higher costs of occupying
bigger premises and improving telephone, compu-
ter and security services in the office building.

In addition, the 70Vo:30Vo split of general admi-
nistrative costs between the Secretariat and the
Planning Cell is only a first step towards giving
the Cell the budgetary independence called for by
the Assembly in Resolution 550 last year but
which will require a change in the regulations and
in particular Article 6 of the Financial Regulations
regarding the rOle of the director of the Planning
Cell, as already announced by the Committee on
Budgetary Affairs and Administration on 28th
June 1993 but not yet implemented. This is quite
apart from the new and more important tasks
which the Cell will have to handle.

As to the new budget for the WEAG - Western
European Armaments Group - it should be noted
that, as for the Secretariat budget, contributions
will be paid to it by thirteen countries instead of
nine, including, that is, Denmark, Greece, Nor-
way and Turkey. Total expenditure is estimated at
BF 15 500 000.

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, before
concluding I should like to refer briefly to items in
Resolution 550 approved by the Assembly last
year but not yet implemented. These include the
question of the future of Torrej6n Satellite Centre
on which the Council of Ministers reserved any
decision until the end of the experimental phase
due to conclude \n 1994. There is still no solution
for the problem of health insurance for Assembly
staff who, as we know, are covered by the French
social security scheme on the basis of an old
agreement. The staff consider that they have to
pay too much and want a private pension scheme
which would cost less, in line with that already
agreed for the staffs of other international organi-
sations such as the OECD with headquarters in
France and as is happening for the staff of the
Secretariat-General serving in Brussels.

In conclusion, the committee recommends that
the Assembly express its opinion in support of the
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draft recommendation to the Council of Ministers
which urges it to communicate to the Assembly
any decisions taken on the Torrej6n Satellite
Cenffe, and the final decisions for the preparation
and management of WEAG and to take the neces-
sary measures to resolve the problem of health
insurance for Assembly staff.

Mr. President, I would like to add a few words
to those of Lord Finsberg this morning in reply to
the statement made by the Chairman-in-Office of
the Council of Ministers of WEU, when he spoke
about the funding of the Secretariat and Assembly
by the new members which will have a new status
within the Assembly.

All this seems to me to confirm my initial state-
ment to the effect thatthe 1994 budget can only be
regarded as an interim budget because the new
tasks falling to WEU and the new composition of
the Assembly are bound to have financial conse-
quences for all the members of this organisation.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Covi.

I call Mr Hardy.

Mr. HARDY (United Kingdom). - I intend to
support the argument advanced by my colleague,
Mr. Terry Davis. I make it clear that I do not chal-
lenge the report. Mr. Covi should command our
good wishes and grateful thanks for his report and
for his presentation this afternoon.

My concern is less with ministerial organs than
with ministers. I do not seek to imperil the provi-
sion of funds for the Planning Cell, and I do not
seek to keep satellites on the ground or to refuse
money to those who should benefit from health
or security payments. I am concerned about
ministers.

My colleague, Mr. Davis, told the story of
Admiral Nelson who put his telescope to his blind
eye when he saw the flags on the masts of his
superiors' ships giving him orders that he did not
wish to accept. We have now reached a point in
the Assembly at which ministers are happy for us
to have telescopes as long as the lens caps are kept
permanently in place.

This morning - I do not attack the Luxembourg
minister in particular - we heard Mr. Poos say to
Mr. Davis, in answer to a question about informa-
tion on breaches of the embargo, that he invited
him to provide ministers with information.
Lord Finsberg referred to an answer I received
two years ago in which the minister concerned
evaded the issue by saying that it was a matter for
the United Nations.

The year before that, when I raised the matter
with the then Chairman of the Council of Minis-
ters, the Italian Foreign Minister, he agreed with

us enthusiastically, but then added, " All the infor-
mation is in the hands of the Council of Ministers,
but it will remain confidential ". Again, my col-
league, Mr. Davis, did a service to the Assembly
by pointing out that the bombs and explosives
taken into former Yugoslavia were threatening not
merely the indigenous people, who had suffered
barbarism for far too long.

I have constituents in former Yugoslavia and the
son of one of my closest friends is there. They are
in an extremely vulnerable position. I do not take
it kindly - when my constituents' sons and my
friend's son are serving in real peril, despite the
present quieter period in former Yugoslavia - for
so-called democratic nations, which wish to be
involved in our Assembly, to make a fortune
either for themselves or their citizens from expor-
ting armaments that could kill my constituents
serving a proper and humanitarian cause. I am not
prepared to see that risk continuing because it is
convenient for ministers.

As a very experienced Westminster parliamen-
tarian, Mr. President, you are well aware that the
conduct of business in the House of Commons is
often sharper and cruder than it is in the Assem-
bly. It is right that the Assembly should not adopt
our parliament's approach at all times. But from
time to time in the House of Commons, if a minis-
ter is incompetent, evasive, or dishonest, he is the
subject of blistering attacks.

We have been put off for the past five years on
this very matter. Ministers and ministerial organs
are well aware of the nature and sourcing of the
flow of arms into former Yugoslavia, but it is not
convenient for them to face that serious problem
head-on.

It is about time that ministers understood that
some of the more blistering approaches available
to members of parliament at Westminster could
rightly be displayed in this Assembly.

I am sorry to refer again to the Deputy Prime
Minister, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Minis-
ter of Defence of Luxembourg who spoke this
morning because it is not just him, but all minis-
ters. However, he should understand that if minis-
ters come here and fob us off in the way that they
have been, some of us - perhaps all of us - will
make it clear that it is not good enough. We shall
pursue a course of harrying, chivvying and, if
necessary, verbal assault until ministers who
address us adopt a more responsible approach.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Hardy.
I am sure that it will be recorded that you have
thrown down the gauntlet, and we shall see what
comes of that.

The debate is closed.

I call Mr. Covi.
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Mr. COVI (Italy) (Translation).- Mr. President,
have nothing to add to what I have already said.
remember that the last time I was in England
attended a sitting of the House of Commons and

was greatly impressed by the very lively atmos-
phere of debates. I think, however, that this out-
burst - which is understandable - has no real
connection with the matter under discussion.

The PRESIDENT. - Sir, you are unlike some of
my constituents who are appalled at what they see

on television being relayed from the House of
Commons, but that is another issue.

I call Mr. Rathbone.

Mr. RATIIBONE (United Kingdom). - I should
like to congratulate our colleague, Mr. Covi, on
his excellent report which received unanimous
support in the Committee on Budgetary Affairs
and Administration and on his excellent explana-
tion of various other points raised this afternoon.
I believe that the report deserves the support of
the Assembly and I am sure that it will receive it.

I add my best wishes to Mr. Covi. I believe that
it will be his last appearance as a member of the
Assembly as he is retiring from it. I am sure that
my colleagues would want to join me in wishing
him well in the future.

Mr. Covi's emphasis on the fact that these bud-
getary matters are of an interim nature was extre-
mely important. In times of enortnous change and
developments in responsibility it is imperative
that all the various parts of WEU, whether the
Secretary-General, the Assembly, the Institute or
the Planning Cell should plan together how best to
meet the requirements of today's developing
situation and the demands that are so often made
of us by the ministers responsible to our own
national parliaments. I believe that we shall return
to that subject when we put forward for the
Assembly's consideration the proposals for the
1995 budget request.

I should like to add to the remarks that have
been made about Admiral Dr. Rocco Cannizzaro,
who has been a mainstay of the Assembly for
many years, particularly to the Committee on
Budgetary Affairs and Administration. Our
Assembly would not run as smoothly as it does
and we would not have the money to run it as we
have without his considerable help over many
years. I should like to add my own and my com-

mittee's commendation to him for all that he has
done and give him our best wishes for a happy
retirement.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you Mr. Rathbone. I
am sure that your words will be supported by all
members present and, indeed, members who are
not present, this afternoon.

No amendments have been tabled to the report,
which is crystal clear.

We shall now vote on the draft recommendation
contained in Document 1425.

We will have a vote by show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

The draft recommendation is adopted'.

9. Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting

The PRESIDENT. - I propose that the Assem-
bly hold its next public sitting tomorrow morning,
Thursday, 16th June, at l0 a.m. with the following
orders of the day:

1. The r6le and future of nuclear weapons
(Presentation of and debate on the report of
the Defence Committee, Document I42O).

2. Address by Mr. Kukan, Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Slovakia.

3. Amendments to the Charter and Rules of
Procedure in view of the creation of a status
of associate member (Vote by roll-call on the
draft decision in the report of the Committee
on Rules of Procedure and Privileges, Docu-
ment 1416)

4. The r6le and future of nuclear weapons
(Resumed debate on on the report of the
Defence Committee and vote on the draft
recommendation, Docum ent I 420).

Are there any objections?...

The orders of the day of the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.

Does anyone wish to speak?...

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting was closed at 5.50 p.m.)
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Thursday, 16th June 1994

Suruuanv

l. Attendance register.

2. Adoption of the minutes.

3. Election of a Vice-President of the Assembly.

4. The r6le and future of nuclear weapons (Presentation of
the report of the Defence Committee, Doc. 1420).

Speaker: Mr. De Decker (Rapporteur).

5. Address by Mr. Kukan, Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakia.

Replies by Mr Kulun to questions put by: l-ord Finsberg,
Mr. Atkinson, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Gusenbauer (Obsemer
from Austria).

The PRESIDENT. - The sitting is open.

I. Attendance register

The PRESIDENT. - The rurmes of the substi-
tutes attending this sitting which have been noti-
fied to the President will be published with the list
of representatives appended to the minutes of pro-
ceedingsr.

2. Adoptian of the minutes

The PRESIDENT. - In accordance with Rule 23
of the Rules of Procedure, the minutes of pro-
ceedings of the previous sitting have been distri-
buted.

Are there any comments? ...

The minutes are agreed to,

3. Election of a Wce-President
of the Assembly

The PRESIDENT. - I have received the nomi-
nation of Mr. Ren6 van der Linden for one of the
vacant vice-presidential places.

The nomination has been properly made and in
the form prescribed by the rules.

t- S"" p"ge 43'

6. Amendments to the Charter and Rules of Procedure of the
Assembly in view of the creation of a status of associate
member, Doc. 1416.

Speaker: The President.

7. The r6le and future of nuclear weapons (Debate on the
report of the Defence Comminee and vote on the draft
re c omme nlat ion, Doc. | 420).

Speakers: Mr. Rodrigues, Mr. Boucheron, Mr. Thomp-
son, Lord Finsberg, Mr. De Decker (Rapporteur), Mr.
Baumel (Chairman).

E. Adjournment ofthe session.

The sitting was opened at 10 a.m. with Sir Dudley Smith, President of the Assembly in the Chair

If there is no objection I propose that the elec-
tion of Mr. van der Linden as a Vice-President
should be by acclamation in accordance with
Rule 10 (7).

Is there any objection to the nomination?...

I believe the Assembly is unanimous.

I therefore declare our colleague, Mr. van der
Linden, duly elected a Vice-President, and his
seniority will, as required by Rule 10 (7), be
determined by his age.

4. The rdle andfuture of nuclear weapons

(Presentation otthe report otthe Defence Cotnmittee,
Doc. 1420)

The PRESIDENT. - The first order of the day is
the presentation by Mr. De Decker of the repon of
the Defence Committee on the r6[e and future of
nuclear weapons, Document 1420, and debate.

I should like to remind the Assembly that at
about 10.30 a.m. we shall intemrpt this debate to
heqr an address by Mr. Kukan, Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Slovakia, and that immediately aftir
questions to Mr. Kukan have been concluded, we
will hold the roll-call vote on the decision contai-
ned in the report from the Committee on Rules of
Procedure and Privileges, postponed from yester-
day's sitting. No such vote can take place unless
more than half of the representatives of the
Assembly or their substitutes have signed the
attendance register.
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I therefore urge members to sign the register.
I also ask them to get their colleagues who are in
the building, but who may not be in the chamber,
to do likewise.

I should be grateful if members wishing to put
questions to Mr. Kukan would notify the Sittings
Office at the entrance to the chamber or the secre-
tariat on the podium.

I now call Mr. De Decker to present his report.

Mr. De DECKER (Belgium) (Translation). -
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, may I first
thank the Assembly and the Defence Committee
under its Chairman, Mr. Baumel, for asking me to
produce this report. I consider it a privilege for
two reasons.

The flrst is that studying the question of nuclear
deterrence is always an absorbing intellectual
exercise. The second is that the occasion is spe-
cially well-chosen: with the cold war over and the
confrontation between the power blocks at an end,
we are seeing a virtual revolution, or what in my
view could at least be a welcome change in the
field of nuclear deterrence.

We all remember that during the cold war the
hostility between the superpowers and the availa-
bility of nuclear weapons in the hands, first, of the
United States and later of the Soviet Union, follo-
wed later still by the United Kingdom and France,
led to a crazy iums race.

A look at nuclear capability statistics for the late
1960s and early 1970s makes the head reel. The
United States and the Soviet Union then had
stocks of over 30 000 nuclear warheads, equiva-
lent to two and a half million times the power of
the Hiroshima bomb - facts that merit our looking
back and pondering on man's ability to amass
such senseless arsenals.

This having been said, nuclear weapons exist,
and the committee is of course quite clear that no
one will invent them out of existence.

One positive aspect is that since the end of the
cold war a great change has taken place in
people's minds, especially in the United States.

As Rapporteur I visited Washington a little over
two months ago, and met everyone in a position of
responsibility in the Pentagon, the State Depart-
ment, the Security Council and Congress. As you
know, at the end of the cold war the Clinton
Administration decided to conduct a nuclear pos-
ture review, that is, to take a look at the nuclear
weapons situation in the United States.

There is something very impressive in the fact
that after the signing of the INF agreements on
intermediate-range forces by Mr. Reagan and

Mr. Gorbachev and the conclusion of the START I
agreements, the level of nuclear weapons fell
steeply: in September 1990 the United States and
the Soviet Union held stocks of 12 000 and 10 000
nuclear warheads respectively, but when START I
came into effect these figures fell to 7 620 and
5 694. As you know, the START I agreements led
on to the conclusion of the START II agreements
bringing these figures down still further, that is,
3 500 for both countries.

These are obviously fundamental reforms. I
have referred to a kind of nuclear cultural revolu-
tion in the United States which would like to see
an even bigger cut in the number of nuclear
warheads, the hope being to negotiate a START
III agreement keeping the number of nuclear
warheads down, not to four, but to three figures.
This would really be a revolution and I am sure it
is the right way to go.

If this trend continues it will give a posteriori
justification for the French nuclear doctrine,
which has always been based on sufficiency and
not numerical superiority or over-arming.

The problem that this change will come up
against obviously lies in Moscow. The big ques-
tion is whether, in its present basic state of politi-
cal and social instability, Russia is capable of
espousing this policy of massive nuclear de-esca-
lation sought by the United States.

Unfortunately I fear, after my visit to Moscow,
that we are faced with entrenched conservatism
on the part of Moscow and the Russian Govern-
ment and all the more so in that, since the demise
of the communist r6gime, the army and the gene-
ral staff have much greater freedom of movement
than they had when the USSR communist party
was exercising. strict control. In addition, the
senous economic crisis, obviously due to the dif-
ficulty of switching from the Soviet economy to a
market economy, has had the effect, among
others, of making conventional Russian weapons
and armed forces specially vulnerable. However
this may be, it is my opinion that Russia feels
itself fundamentally weakened as regards conven-
tional weaponry.

This being the case, the army and the politicians
in Moscow tend to cling to nuclear weapons, even
more tightly than in the past, for several reasons.
First come those I have just given: weakness in
the conventional field, combined with the fact that
nuclear weapons give Russia its world prestige
and political clout. Unfortunately, politicians of
all colours - I repeat of all colours - tend to lean
towards over-nationalism, not towards the open-
ness that one might have hoped for.

The problem of balance and disarmament
agreements is fairly well understood at the sum-
mit of the Russian political hierarchy but it
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becomes more and more complicated the lower
one descends the different levels of government
administration. My great fear is that the START
agreements signed by Russia which provide for a
reduction to 3 500 nuclear warheads will never be
ratified by the Duma, thus blocking us at START I
level. This would obviously be a deplorable out-
come, with major political consequences both for
East-West relations in Europe and for the new
Russian political r6gime, which we are at present
watching with great caution, interest and also
concern.

So much for developments at the level of rela-
tions between the two superpowers.

As regards European nuclear forces, since these
are unquestionably on a more modest scale, there
is obviously no reason to expect rapid large-scale
changes. A first point here is that the United King-
dom nuclear force is being reduced, the emphasis
today being solely on nuclear warheads carried in
nuclear submarines. The United Kingdom is thus
on its way towards a nuclear deterrent confined to
that consisting of its four new nuclear submarines,
the first of which will become operational at the
beginning of next year, I believe.

A next important fact, as regards European
security policy, is that the United Kingdom strike
force is, as you know, integrated in the Atlantic
Alliance and its military command. It is therefore
subject to the decisions of the Atlantic Council, so
its r6le is to protect both the United Kingdom's
security and that of its allies. Mr. Rifkind noted
this again in recent speeches.

We should therefore recognise that the United
Kingdom contributes on a major scale to collective
European security.

As regards France - a country to which I have
just referred in paying tribute to the French
nuclear doctrine - it has to be remembered that
this doctrine continues to be based on two prin-
ciples: the independence of the French deterrent
and sufficiency. These are the two basic prin-
ciples. When looking atthe way things have deve-
loped one can see that it is the independence of the
French strike force which will probably enable
Europe in the years to come to acquire an enlarged
European nuclear deterrent. It is this principle of
sufficiency, in other words the lowest possible
level, which has led developments in nuclear
deterrence towards what is gradually becoming
the general rule, namely minimal nuclear deter-
rence.

It is in fact my hope that the key principles of a
European nuclear deterrent will be based on the
concept devised by France, even if there is the
additional complication of the Russian question.

Ladies and gentlemen, these are the considera-
tions facing Europe at a time when, against a
background of major political instability in Eur-
ope, our governments have signed the Maastricht
Treaty and agreed on the objective of adopting
and creating a common foreign and security
policy with, as a corollary, the framing by WEU
of a common defence policy which should lead
one day to a common defence.

The only thing we have to emphasise today is
the fact that it will not be possible to frame a com-
mon European foreign and security policy, and a
European defence policy, as long as we lack the
political will to deal with the nuclear issue and to
settle it among ourselves, in terms of knowing
exactly what nuclear deterrence will be required
by the European Union to ensure its independen-
ce in the world of tomorrow.

I am well aware that this is by definition a
tricky problem, as it affects the most sensitive
areas of national sovereignty. It cannot therefore
be settled in a few months, or even in two or three
years. Howevet it is vital that we should be aware
that no progress is possible so long as the WEU
Council of Ministers has not realised that it is
wrong. Some months ago WEU stated that, as
things were, the nuclear question gave it no cause
for concern. In this it is basically and totally mis-
taken. The fact is that there will be no common
foreign and security policy, no common defence
policy, so long as we have not discussed and sket-
ched out the broad outlines of a European nuclear
deterrent. This, ladies and gentlemen, is the chal-
lenge, with which we are faced. Personally, I am
highly optimistic about this question, even though
some strange ideas are held on the subject and it
frightens many politicians.

There is no great difficulty in working out an
enlarged minimal European nuclear deterrent.
At least I do not think so, for the following
reasons.

First, from the political point of view, neither
the United Kingdom nor France - as recognised
moreover by President Mitterrand in his latest
address on this subject - can claim to continue
participating in the drafting of a common foreign
and security policy if they do not agree, in com-
plete harmony with their allies, to define what
they consider to be their vital interests over and
above their own security as such.

With the United Kingdom the situation is clear,
since it has made its strike force available to its
allies within the Atlantic Alliance. In the case of
France, a final clarification is still lacking, but the
question is in everyone's mind, whether that of
the President of the Republic or of any future Pre-
sident of the Republic, and in the minds of the
members of the French Government.
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My second reason for optimism is that I consi-
der that what has been possible within the Atlan-
tic Alliance should be possible within WEU.
Within the Atlantic Alliance, the Athens Agree-
ments signed at the end of the 1960s were follo-
wed by the constitution of the Nuclear Planning
Group, on which not only the two nuclear powers
of the integrated command, namely the United
States and the United Kinjdom, but also the other
NATO countries which have accepted nuclear
missions since the 1960s have served.

In all the independent nuclear powers, the Uni-
ted States, Russia, France or the United Kingdom,
there is only too frequently a tendency to under-
estimate the collective r6le that these other coun-
tries, for example, the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy
and Turkey, have played in nuclear deterrence on
behalf of collective security.

In the Nuclear Planning Group these countries
helped define the deterrence policy of the Atlantic
Alliance, even though, as is obvious, the President
of the United States retains ultimate responsibility
for the use of American weapons. This did not and
still does not prevent the United States from
agreeing to discuss the subject with its European
allies with regard to how we decide on the objec-
tives and levels of nuclear deterrence in Europe.

I have two last comments. Once it is a counffy's
wish and, in fact, duty to follow the path of main-
taining a nuclear deterrent and then defining a
European nuclear deterrent and lastly defining a
minimal nuclear deterrent, that is to say at the
lowest possible level, and without necessarily
having to invent new weapons, the question of
nuclear proliferation naturally arises. Here too,
unfortunately, we cannot at present be highly opti
mistic, given the number of countries from the
China seas to the Atlantic ocean which are now
trying to acquire nuclear weapons - Pakistan,
India,Iran, Iraq. You all know that these countries
are making great efforts in this direction. In the
China seas, or in North Korea, this could bring
major conflict in its train not many months from
now. These are the comments I wished to make on
proliferation and the containment of proliferation.

I shall conclude with a brief reference to the
tricky problem, particularly in France, of nuclear
testing. The aim being to achieve non-prolifera-
tion, there is general agreement on the need to
reduce the risks of proliferation by a complete test
ban.

North Korea has recently carried out a nuclear
test, and you all know that in France testing is the
subject of major political debate.

The President of the French Republic is convin-
ced that nuclear tests must be abandoned, while

the parliamentary majority holds the opposite
view. I share the opinion that we must try to move
one day towards a ban on real nuclear tests, sub-
stituting for them laboratory tests as carried out in
the United States, and also as planned by France,
which has just voted a budget of ten billion francs
for this pulpose. Unfortunately, we have to bear in
mind the consideration that if Europe wishes one
day to acquire its own nuclear deterrent, it will
probably be forced to carry out preliminary tests.
This means that we should bear in mind the fact
that when the United States and Russia urge us to
give up testing, their reason may be to persuade us
not to embark on a policy of an independent and
specifically European deterrent.

Ladies and gentlemen, these are the broad out-
lines of the report before you today. I shall simply
conclude by repeating my profession of faith, or
political hope. I am convinced that we shall make
no progress in defining a common foreign policy
and a common defence policy unless we have
general agreement, among all the countries which
constitute Western Europe, on the question of an
enlarged European nuclear deterrent.

The PRESIDENT. - We now intemrpt this order
of the day for the address by Mr. Kukan, Minister
for Foreign Affairs of Slovakia.

5. Address hy Mr. Kukan,
Ministerfor Foreign Affairs of Slovakia

The PRESIDENT. - On behalf of the Assembly,
I welcome Mr. Kukan, the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Slovakia. We are pleased to see him
here this morning. Sir, you are the first representa-
tive of the Government of Slovakia to come to
address our Assembly, and we welcome the
opportunity that you are offering us to learn more
of your country which is, by its very location, at
the heart of Europe and which will be playing a
substantial r6le in any organisation of European
security.

It was not without some misgivings that we wit-
nessed the rebirth of a Slovak state, not because
we challenged the right of the Slovak people to
self-government but because we feared that the
peoples of Central Europe, in regaining their free-
dom, might call into question the regrouping of
peoples and states into the much larger units that
we view as a condition for peace and stability on
the continent of Europe.

However, we appreciated the calm and reason-
able way in which you dealt with the range of
issues arising from the dismantling of the former
Czechoslovakia and we are following attentively
how your country is tackling the problems raised
by relations with its neighbours. Let me say that
there was no definite order of precedence - it was
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merely a question of the diffrculty that I, as a par-
liamentarian, found in getting my dates right that
meant that, a fortnight ago, I visited the Czech
Republic. I have every hope of visiting Slovakia
officially in a fortnight. Having been to the Czech
Republic, I found nothing but good will, under-
standing and camaraderie towards your country.
As far as I can judge, in a superficial way, change
has taken place successfully and your country is
making good progress.

We are particularly delighted that you are able
to speak to us today and we look forward to
having your views on the integration of Slovakia
and the establishment of the system of peace and
security where you are concerned, right at the
hean of Europe. I ask you to come to the podium.

Mr. KUKAN (Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakia). - Allow me to say first a few words of
thanks, Mr. President, for your kind words about
Slovakia and the recent development of my coun-
try. I appreciate them and we are sincerely looking
forward to your visit to Slovakia.

Ladies and gentlemen, it is my great pleasure
and honour to attend and address the frst part of
the fortieth ordinary session of the Assembly of
Western European Union and to be thus given
an opponunity to present the opinions and views
of the Slovak Republic concerning European
security. I welcome this possibility, particularly in
connection with the recently granted status of
associate partner of Western European Union for
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe which
have already signed an association agreement
with European Union and also for the Baltic
states. We consider this significant step a concrete
contribution by Western European Union towards
preparing those states for their integration and
accession to the European Union.

Forming a secure and prosperous Europe
appears to be one of the most important chal-
lenges of today. We are aware that such a deman-
ding task requires an enoflnous amount of our
effort, but it would be a fatal mistake to slow
down those snivings. If we declare sincere willing-
ness to remove the consequences of an artificially
divided Europe, at the same time we should not
admit the existence of its heterogeneously secure
parts.

Being aware of our co-responsibility for the
future of this continent, the Slovak Republic
intends, together with other peaceful and demo-
cratic countries in Europe, to participate actively
in building a reliable European architecture. The
Slovak Republic sees its contribution to security
in Europe, despite its size, in a broader perspec-
tive.

At the regional level, the Slovak Republic is
striving to conffibute to European stability espe-
cially through good relations with its neighbours
based on bilateral treaties, on good neighbourly
relations, friendship and co-operation. We wish to
be a reliable and co-operative partner and we
expect the same from our neighbours - the Czech
Republic, Poland, Hungary, Austria and Ukraine.
Concerning Ukraine, with which we share an 80
km border, the Slovak Republic is deeply interes-
ted in a peaceful and democratic outcome of the
current developments in this very important Euro-
pean country. The same applies for Russia. We are
very concerned to see a successful nansition in
both countries. However, the success of on-going
democratic and economic reforms in Russia and
Ukraine is unthinkable without a mutually accep-
table framework of their relations, including those
with NAIO. Therefore, we support any positive
steps aimed at strengthening stability and pros-
perity in this area.

With regard to our security situation, I would
like to emphasise our adherence to the Visegrad
countries. The Czechs, the Poles, the Hungarians
and the Slovaks launched the Visegrad process in
order to co-ordinate their definite withdrawal
from the former Soviet Union sphere of influence.
All these nations consider their inclusion into the
Euro-Atlantic structures as the basic priority of
their foreign policy. Weakened regional co-opera-
tion could threaten the fulfilment of our integra-
tion goals.

It is very important to find partners and friends
for a small country like Slovakia in order to define
a common goal which can then be asserted by
their common will. In this respect, we understand
the significance of the pact on stability, which
meets the intentions of the foreign policy of the
Slovak Republic mentioned above. Simulta-
neously, the pact on stability provides a chance for
Slovakia to enhance, together with other interes-
ted countries, our effort to integrate ourselves into
the European structures. The realistic and flexible
approach of the European Union to the proposals
submitted by the Slovak Republic during the
negotiations on the final version of the pact on
stability's basic document deserves our acknow-
ledgement. We are convinced that the pact on sta-
bility will serve as a useful mechanism contribu-
ting to the security, stability and economic
development of our region. We believe that the
pact on stability will once again confirm the prin-
ciples of inviolability of frontiers, territorial inte-
grity and respect of existing borders. At the same
time, we are confident that the principles of the
national minority rules to be applied within the
all-European framework will be acceptable to the
Slovak Republic as well.

As I have already mentioned here, we want to
participate in the creation of a new security archi-
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tecture in Europe through which the national
security of the Slovak Republic would be guaran-
teed as well. At present, several structures are par-
ticipating in this process. However, none of these
security institutions can cope alone with the com-
plex security problems in Europe either in their
current or in their prospective r6les. The indivi-
dual institutions deal with different questions and
comprise only a small sector of the extensive
security spectrum.

The CSCE in its present form represents an
appropriate forum for the definition of new politi-
cal principles to govern coexistence among coun-
tries in our region and undoubtedly has great
potential, especially in view of its extraordinarily
wide scope.

Today, NATO and its European pillar, Western
European Union, are the most important factors in
the European security situation, the more so
because NATO has a transatlantic dimension.
NATO is a pacemaker in the European security
process, capable of adapting itself to changed cir-
cumstances. Therefore, the basic direction of Slo-
vakia's security orientation is defined by our
effort to become a member of NATO and, in
parallel, a member of Western European Union.
I should like to sfress that this orientation is based
on a political consensus among all the relevant
political partners and backed by the wide support
of the public. Such decisive support only reflects
the natural adherence of the Slovak Republic to
the principles upon which all modern and demo-
cratic societies are founded. Slovakia's interest in
Western European Union and NATO membership
is an expression of our desire to contribute to the
upholding of these principles.

The Slovak Republic welcomed the partnership
for peace prograrnme, offered to NATO's co-ope-
ration partners at the alliance's summit in January
1994. The main objective of the participation of
the Slovak Republic in this prograrnme is to crea-
te gradually, in close co-operation with NATO and
its member counffies, the necessary conditions for
fully fledged membership.By submitting the pre-
sentation document which has been positively
evaluated by our partners from the alliance, the
Slovak Republic has proved its intention to
approach the whole project in a reliable and res-
ponsible way.

The latest acts made by European organisations
- the entering into force of the Maastricht Treaty,
the adoption of the declaration of the heads of
states and governments at the Brussels NATO
summit, the adoption of the status of association
with Western European Union - have greatly
sffengthened the r6le of Western European Union
and thus confirmed Slovakia's view of WEU as a

meaningful and viable structure with a promising
future.

We are fully aware of the importance of the fur-
ther development of the European security and
defence identity and we understand the r6le of
Western European Union in this process. The
strengthening of the r6le and global responsibility
of Europe in the security area is in conformity
with our idea of building an integrated Europe
founded upon common historic, civilisation and
cultural values.

Relations with Western European Union belong
to the priorities of the foreign and security policy
of the Slovak Republic since Europe is still
confronted with a great number of tensions and
disputes, of crises and conflicts. We are convinced
that Western European Union, in a new, more
balanced relationship between NATO's European
and North Atlantic members, will be another very
important element of a new European security
architecture.

Slovakia again declares its readiness to take an
active r6le in the proceedings and initiatives of
Western European Union that would outline a
clear perspective of membership of the Slovak
Republic in Western European Union. Simulta-
neously, the Slovak Republic's efforts towards
Western European Union should be perceived not
only in the security context but within the frame-
work of our active participation in the process of
European integration as well.

Economic success is vital for the advancement
of democracy, and vice versa. Prosperity and
security are inseparably linked to each other.
Therefore, fulfilment of necessary reforms must
take place within a secure Europe. We believe that
a close co-operation with both NATO and Wes-
tern European Union and a clear perspective of
future membership of Slovakia in these structures
would provide a significant impetus for us. We are
confident that closer co-operation ofthe counties
of Central Europe with NATO and Western Euro-
pean Union would extend the area of stability and
democracy in Europe.

In contemporary Europe, one of the outstanding
features is the emergence of numerous sffuctures
of multilateral co-operation. Today, our common
objective is to make these sffuctures more opera-
tional and effective. They should become our
joint tools to prevent emerging threats and crises,
to protect the rights of all nations and to prevent
the resurgence of obsolete imperial thinking. Thus
the Slovak Republic's offer to provide its taining
facilities to the international peace-keeping and
humanitarian forces can be considered a good step
in a good way.

Finally,I would like to remind you that the Slo-
vak Republic supports an image of Europe built
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on the best and most progressive European tra-
ditions and ideas of the ongoing process of inte-
gration. We are deeply interested in a successful
continuation of this process, at the end of which
we see a prosperous, secure and powerful
Europe.

Our vision of Europe, and Slovakia's place in it,
is a vision of a multinational and multi-ethnic
community. Individuals must have equal rights
and opportunities for self-realisation and an
expression of their own identity, based on the
same rules everywhere, regardless of nationality,
religion or ethnic background. The road to a uni-
fied Europe should lead through unification based
on respect for individuals and the creation of a cli-
mate of trust in international relations. Borders
will then no longer stand in the way of human
understanding.

Successful politics require thinking that trans-
cends the present moment. We must act today if
we want to win the future. I consider this a princi-
pal issue for our Euro-Atlantic community. For
there is one thing the twentieth century has taught
us: our destinies are linked; and our security is
indivisible.

Thank you for your attention.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much,
Minister. You have kindly agreed to answer ques-
tions.

I call Lord Finsberg.

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - May
I ask you a question, Minister? Would you agree
that one of the problems facing Slovakia and
Europe, which could lead to outbreaks of unplea-
santness, is the issue of minorities? Will you look
a bit more closely at the issues in Slovakia concer-
ning minorities and the rights of minorities - for
example, the right to have street signs in their lan-
guage as well as in the Slovakian language? Also,
because you want to be part of a new set-up in
Europe, I ask you what precisely the Slovakian
Parliament has done to begin restitution of pro-
perty stolen first by the Nazis and then by the
communists since 1939.

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. KUKAN (Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakia). - Thank you very much for that ques-
tion. Yes, there are national minorities in Slova-
kia. There is a Hungarian national minority, there
are some Poles, and some Ukrainians, Ruthenians
and Germans living in our country. The most
numerous minority is the Hungarian national
minority, consisting of 600 000 people - 1l or
l2Vo of the whole population. There are some
Bulgarians, too, but in small numbers.

When we speak about the position of national
minorities in Slovakia, we hear that in practice
there are some issues and programmes for the
Hungarian national minority. I come from the
region of Slovakia in which that minority lives, so
I can tell you how things are, not from reading
newspapers or reports but from my own experi-
ence. Yes, there are street signs in Hungarian. Yes,
the stores have signs in Hungarian. There are
Hungarian schools in the villages and the cities
and Hungarian newspapers are published in Slo-
vakia. Slovak radio transmits in Hungarian and
there are Hungarian theatres in Slovakia. There
are three political parties from the Hungarian
national minority, two of which are represented in
parliament. They both have seven deputies. In our
opinion, the standards that minorities enjoy can be
compared to those in other European countries.

When Slovakia joined the Council of Europe,
two recommendations were given by the Council
concerning the position of the national minorities
- that the names of people could be written in
their own grammar and that bilingual signs should
be placed outside villages and cities. After that,
the Slovak Parliament passed legislation to deal
with the writing of names in accordance with the
recommendation by the Council of Europe. That
is fully acceptable to the Hungarian national
minority.

The other issue with which we are dealing is
bilingual signs. The new government prepared
legislation in that respect and it was debated in
parliament. After heated debate, a vote took place
and the proposal was rejected by parliament. One
more vote was needed if the legislation was to be
adopted. Three Hungarian deputies did not vote
for the legislation. That was not the only reason
why it was not adopted; quite a number of coali-
tion deputies were not present when the vote took
place. We intend to try again. The way in which to
achieve the proposal is being discussed by the
coalition parties in the government and we shall
try again to deal with the issue.

There is another matter that is much more com-
plex and much more difficult - the administrative
divisions of the country. We are discussing the
new scheme - the new pattern - of administrative
divisions, but it will take more time. We need to
discuss the matter in depth and we are using the
services of experts from the Council of Europe.
We are not in a hurry because the issue is too
serious to be rushed and we want to infroduce pro-
posals that really take care of all the possible pro-
blems that we could otherwise meet in future.

After the recent elections in Hungary and the
formation of the new government there, we realis-
tically expect that the issues will be dealt with in a
far more positive and constructive atmosphere.
That will help us to deal with the issues.
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When the new government took office in the
middle of March this year, they stood in front of
parliament with their policy statement. The priori-
ties in foreign policy were clear-cut. First, there
was integmtion into the European sffucture and
secondly, there was an emphasis on good relations
with neighbours. As I said, we really believe that
good and constructive relations with neighbours
are a very important issue and can contribute
significantly to the stability of the region. Our
contribution is that this government has managed
to introduce a business-like rather than an emotio-
nal atrnosphere into relations with neighbours and
that is conducive to solving even the most compli-
cated issues.

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - Restitu-
tion?

Mr. KUKAN (Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakia). - Slovakia has a good record in that
respect. The restitution law was passed by parlia-
ment. It covers individuals whose property was
stolen from them after 1948, when the communist
party took power in Slovakia. The property of all
the religious societies will be returned to the
churches. That is the extent to which the legisla-
tion deals with restitution. It is wide and we think
ttrat it deals with the issue.

The PRESIDENT. - I now call Mr. Atkinson.

Mr. ATKINSON (Uzired Kingdom). - I thank
the Minister for his most positive address to us
this morning. Is he aware that this Assembly,
some two and a half years ago in December 1991,
debated a report on the defence industries of
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland in which
we acknowledged in particular the difficulties that
would be faced by his country with the domin-
ance in its economy of the defence industries and
the difficulties of converting them into manufac-
turers for the civilian market?

In the recommendation, we urged member
states to respond positively to any requests from
his government for special help for self-employ-
ment, the establishment of small businesses,
refraining and the acquisition of new skills. Is the
Minister fully aware of the recommendation,
which was passed unanimously by the Assembly
two and a half years ago? Has his country sought
advice from member states of WEU and if so,
what has the response been? What progress has
his country made towards civilianisation of its
defence industry?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. KUKAN (Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakin). - Yes, I am aware of the discussion and
the recommendation. It is true that the issue of the
defence industry proved to be one of the most dif-

ficult for the independent Slovakia in 1993. The
arms and armaments-producing industries in Slo-
vakia form a huge complex with quite modern
equipment. We produced the arms for the old
Warsaw Pact countries. The reason is geographi-
cal. Under the old r6gime, the attack was expected
to come from the West so all the armaments
industries were built in the East - in Slovakia. The
newly independent country has inherited this bad
sffucture.

We know well that to convert military produc-
tion into civilian production is difficult, time-
consuming and money-consuming. That is why
WEU recommended that countries should give us
advice. We got quite a number of pieces of advice.
Some said that we should scrap the defence indus-
try completely and start building from scratch,
and that that might be a less expensive method.
Seriously, in the meantime, the problem is an
acute one in Slovakia.

There is a high rate of unemployment in the
area, where there are factories producing arms.
We now produce 9Vo of the arms produced in
1989 - a dramatic drop. We managed to introduce
some civilian lines of production, but not enough.
The government deals with the problem all the
time and is leaning towards taking the decision to
restart production on a limited scale for a limited
time with strict conftol over the export of arms.
That will earn some financial benefit that can be
used for the conversion of the industry. I repeat
that the government sfictly supervises the export
of armaments. We will not export them to any
a.rea or country of conflict; we are fully aware of
the political sensitivity of that subject. hogress
has not been quick and we are still combating the
problem.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Thompson.

Mr. THOMPSON (Unired Kingdom). - I thank
Mr. Kukan for his presentation.

Slovakia is a new republic. If I were a Slovakian
who had been living in that country for the past
twelve months as an ordinary man in the sffeet
I would tend to look inwards and to the problems
that were created when the country became a
republic. There were economic and administra-
tive problems, a new parliament was set up, elec-
tions were developed.

You, Mr. Kukan, mentioned in your speech Slo-
vakia's relations with its immediate neighbours.
When you talk about the greater Europe, organi-
sations such as this, the European Union and other
European organisations, you talk about the broa-
der Europe. Are the people of Slovakia beginning
to look beyond their own boundaries and neigh-
bours towards the greater Europe? I realise that
some parochialism would exist for a period after
Slovakia became a republic. If Slovakia begins to
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participate in the European Union - I speak as a
Briton knowing the arguments that we had over
the Maastricht Treaty - it will have to concede a
little of its sovereignty. Slovakia has just received
its sovereignty. Do you feel that the people - not
the politicians - will be prepared to concede some
of their sovereignty and become part of the grea-
ter European organisations ?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. KUKAN (Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakia). - It is correct that, having lived for
forty years under a totalitarian r6gime, the popula-
tion of Slovakia need to change their mentality.
Certain methods of governing society have been
used in Slovakia for a long time, and to change
them requires time, experience and new vision - it
will be particularly difficult for older people.

We face the infroduction of the market economy
and a new way of life in which every individual is
more responsible for his standing in society.
People are finding that difficult to cope with. The
market economy means taking decisions and
risks, and there is uncertainty among the popula-
tion. You, Mr. Thompson, are right in saying that
the mentality of the people must change. That is
happening, but it is happening slowly and needs
time.

There were two parts to your question. We are a
newly independent republic and you are right to
say that. integrating into the European structures
means grving up some of our sovereignty to become
part of the bigger institution. All the political par-
ties, even the opposition, are in favour of that
foreign policy and marching towards European
integration. We have no difficulty about that.

The people are Erying to look beyond the region.
They understand that it is necessary to have good
relations with Slovakia's neighbours. We are
going through a difficult economic period and life
is difficult, but we are still coping with the new
situation. Perhaps because of that the population
is looking towards the European Union as some-
thing that is better and that provides a better
future for them.

We have been asked many times, even more
bluntly than you have asked us today, why we
wanted to enter the European Union. We have
many problems and we are dealing with them.
The movement of Slovakia towards Europe is
important. Our people say that they have always
felt that they were part of Europe. When I say that
we are going into Europe I am always reminded
that we have always been in Europe. I say that
perhaps the other Europeans do not know that
and we must persuade them that we are part of
Europe.

Slovakia was sometimes ignored by some poli-
ticians in Western Europe when they spoke of
those counffies that were on their way to becom-
ing integrated into Europe.They mentioned Hun-
gary, Poland and the Czech Republic, but some-
how Slovakia was omitted. We felt frustrated
because we were in the same position and striving
towards exactly the same goals as our friends in
other free countries. There was some - to use a
mild diplomatic word - perception that Slovakia
was somewhere to the east of the Balkans. We felt
badly about that. Slovakiahas culture, historic ffa-
ditions and the values of other western European
countries. There should be no misgivings about
Slovakia's place in Europe. People are looking
forward to Slovakia's integration into the Euro-
pean Union and regard it as the natural place for
Slovakia. They want to be in the European Union
even if it poses some problems.

Slovakian people fully understand that we first
have to solve the problems of our relations with
our neighbours. We know that the European
Union would not want to take in a country with
problems, as that would bring more probleins for
the Union. We are fully aware of that and the Slo-
vakian people understand that they must deal with
the problems with Slovakia's neighbours first.

The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Gusenbauer.

Mr. GUSENBALJER (Obsertter from Austia).
- Vienna and Bratislava are not only geographi-
cally close but have strong historic links. In the
light of the referendum in Austria on Sunday,
which showed the overwhelming support of the
Austrian people for the idea of European integra-
tion, not only in economic but political and secu-
rity terms - we hope that the referendum gives
momentum to the idea of integration and will help
the Scandinavian countries to enter a consequent
process - the European Union is opening up a
door to Central and Eastern Europe. There is a
certain historical creativity in that process.

You mentioned a target for integration of your
country into Europe. What is the time frame
within which you envisage Slovakia becoming a
member of the European Union?

The PRESIDENT. - I call the Minister.

Mr. KUKAN (Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakia). - We were all very relieved about, and
welcome the result of, the referendum in Austria.
We followed the development closely. In the days
before the referendum we heard that the differ-
ence would be slim, so we were worried. There
was a big sigh of relief, even in Slovakia, that the
result was so good and the margin so wide. Given
the constructive co-operation that we have with
yourcountry, that result will be even more impor-
tant for us because now we shall be bordering the
European Union. We hope that we shall benefit
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from Austria's experience in becoming a member
of the Ewopean Union.

We know that the process by which one
becomes a member of the European Union is long
and difficult. I have visited several counffies and
talked with my counterparts in Spain and Portu-
gal. They reminded me of the complexity of the
process and said that we should be aware that it
would take a long time - something like seven or
eight years. We also understand that it does not
depend on us alone, but on the other members of
the European Union. We know how important
will be the intergovernmental conference in 1996,
which will consider the ways of expanding the
European Union.

We are now waiting for our agreement on asso-
ciate membership to be ratified by the parliaments
of the twelve member states. We shall then pre-
sent our offrcial application for full membership.
We could be a member of the Union by the year
2000, although ttrat may be a little optimistic. We
should like to use the psychological moment of
the number 2000 to finish the process and start a
new millennium with everything settled. We
expect to be adopted into the Union within that
time frame, although it may take until the year
2W2.

The PRESIDENT. - Mr. Kukan, thank you for
your comprehensive comments about the situa-
tion in your country and for assuring us of Slova-
kia's responsible r6le in Cenfial Europe. We were
extremely interested to hear it because, as I said in
introducing you, there were one or two gasps
when the separation took place. From what you
have been saying and from your visionary approach
to the first years of the next century - after all that
is not very far away - we realise all too well that
Slovakia is serious in its intention to play a formi-
dable r6le in Central Europe and to play its part
along with others. You were sensible to refer to
the Visegrad counties, to what is being aftempted
by that bloc and to what will emerge from it.

Let me pick one phrase from your interesting
address - that security and prosperity are insepa-
rably linked. I would say aye to that strongly.
I have been making the point, as have others, that
a prosperous Europe is one that will probably be
at-peace with itself and will probably be able to
secure a defence system of common security that
will keep at bay any malign thoughts from other
countriei outside the broader European countries.
It was appropriate to have you address the session
at this point. I am sure that there will be increasing
links between Slovakia and WEU and we look
forward to developing that friendship even further.

Mr. KUKAN (Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Slovakia). - I should like again to thank you all

for giving me this opportunity. We in Slovakia
appreciate the work that you are doing. Allow me
to wish all of you personally all the best in your
professional and personal life. Thank you once
agarn.

6. Amendments to the Chafier and Rules
of Procedure of the Assembly in view of

the crealion of a status of associate member

(Doc.1416)

The PRESIDENT. - Before we resume the
debate on nuclear weaponry, I shall take the order
of the day dealing with the vote on the draft deci-
sion contained in the report from the Committee
on Rules of Procedure and Privileges on amend-
ments to the Charter and Rules of Procedure in
view of the creation of a status of associate mem-
ber, Document 1416, postponed from yesterday
afternoon's sitting, as we did not have a quorum.

As part of the draft decision proposes an amend-
ment to the Charter of the Assembly, under
Rule 36 - which I need to explain - of the Rules
of hocedure, there is a need for an absolute majo-
rity of the Assembly's membership to carry it. A
roll-call vote is therefore necessary and the abso-
lute majority is 55.

Under Rule 37 of the Rules of Procedure, no
decision by roll-call can be taken unless more
than half of the representatives or substitutes have
signed the register of attendance. I am afraid that
fewer than half of the representatives or substi-
tutes here have signed the attendance register and
a quorum has not been achieved. We need 55, but
only 38 have signed. In accordance with Rule 37 (3)
of the Rules of Procedure, the draft decision
stands referred to the Presidential Committee
which shall decide whether the text should be put
to the vote at the next part-session of the Assem-
bly or referred back to the committee. I am afraid
that that is not debatable so that is the procedure
that will take effect.

7. The rille andfutare of nuclear weapons

(Debate on the report of the Defence Commifiee
and vote on the drafi recommendttian, Doc. 1420)

The PRESIDENT. -We now start the debate on
the report of the Defence Committee on the r6le
and future of nuclear weapons, Document 1420.

The frst speaker in the debate is Mr. Rodrigues
of Portugal.

Mr. RODRIGUES (Portugal) (Translation). -
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, the end of
the cold war has banished the nuclear nightmare.
Nuclear arsenals have been reduced, and there is
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no longer talk of a holocaust after the break-up of
the Soviet empire.

Nevertheless, the fact that we are met here to
discuss a draft recommendation on the r6le and
future of nuclear weapons faces us with a harsh
reality. We have accumulated on this earth stocks
of weapons on our planet that are powerful
enough to destroy everything man has created,
and sadly no one has even any thought of scrap-
ping the new nuclear weapons now being produ-
ced. Yet the debate on the possible use of these
monstrous weapons continues.

Mr. De Decker's masterly and skilled report
gives us a comprehensive insight into every
aspect of the problem. His knowledge, intelligence
and sense of responsibility are obvious on every
page. However, the conclusions I draw from the
report are different from those in the draft recom-
mendation to the Council.

Ladies and gentlemen, even on the most favour-
able assumptions, the START I and START II
Treaties will not be fully implemented before the
year 200.3. The excuses are not just difhcult to
understand; they are also inadequate, because of
the total lack of sincerity in the arguments advan-
ced to explain why disarmament is so slow; what
is still worse is that the arguments are based on
strategies which envisage and propose the use of
nuclear weapons.

As regards WEU and its position wittr respect to
nuclear deterrence, the ambiguities begin with the
text of the Maastricht Treaty and the r6le it
ascribes to WEU.

Relations between WEU and NATO have
always been marked by misunderstandings and
contradictions. Far from being dispelled by the
decisions of the Brussels summit, these misun-
derstandings and contradictions are increasing.
I am one of those who see WEU as a kind of
appendix to NAIO. The idea of the European
pillar set out in the Maastricht Treaty, returned to
and deepened at the Brussels summitby the heads
of state and government of the NATO countries, is
beginning to look more and more like a figure of
rhetoric used to qualify the political and military
hegemony of the United States. The address given
to the Assembly yesterday by General Joulwan
did nothing but reinforce that impression.

It is once again accepted that nuclear weapons
may be the response to an unescapable need when
used in a rational way. The excuses put forward to
avoid destroying nuclear weapons are many and
varied. The one most frequently used is the
unstable situation in Russia, yet the fact is that
even in the Pentagon the most respected military
leaders do not believe in the possibility of war

with Russia,. plunged as it is in a vast social and
economrc cnsN.

Discussions in the United States on this subject
have very fittle to do with security in Europe. For
example, there are those who propose that we pro-
duce low-yield smart nuclear weapons which
might be used in case of need against third world
countries recognised as iresponsible and dange-
rous.

Mr. De Decker notes in his report the paradoxi-
cal r6le sometimes assigned to nuclear weapons.
The United States has promoted certain third
world countries to the rank of implacable ene-
mies. Step by step the imaginary threat posed by
these countries is being transformed into the main
argument for preserving the United States nuclear
deterrent. Countries are now classified into ethnic
categories. There is already talk of perverse states,
and states which, as suggested by Mrs. Madeleine
Albright, Ambassador to the United Nations,
should be placed in rusteeship.

Everyone knows that the production and stock-
piling of nuclear weapons by WEU member
countries - France and the United Kingdom -
puts the organisation in adifficult situation. Since
these two countries' strategic concepts of nuclear
deterrence are highly different, it is in practice
impossible to formulate a common doctrine. The
United Kingdom, a very Atlantic-minded coun-
firy, has placed its forces under NAIO command,
as noted by lrlr. De Decker. In the event of war,
basic decisions would be taken by the United
States. France takes no part in the work of the
NATO Nuclear Planning Group. The only mis-
sion of France's nuclear force is the defence of
national territory. Germany, which is not a produ-
cer of nuclear weapons, is naturally excluded
from any direct participation in the nuclear field.
Yet Germany is the economic driving force of the
continent of Europe.

The independence which Washington seeks to
preserve in the nuclear field relegates to almost
negligible proportions the significance of the
debate on the r6le and future of nuclear weapons.
Mr. Anthony Lake, President Clinton's influential
adviser on security affairs, made it very clear
when addressing the John Hopkins University
that only one factor should determine the multila-
teral or unilateral nature of action by the United
States: the interests of America. The United States
should act on a multilateral basis where this
would further its interests, but on a unilateral
basis where its own aims were concerned. This
statement reveals the secondary position in which
the United States rank its European allies in secu-
rity questions.

Mr. De Decker notes that today several coun-
tries, even those that signed the Maastricht Treaty,
cannot share the nuclear deterrent policy in the
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absence of a homogeneous political union and a

common political authority.

Unlike Mr. De Decker, in my view history
shows that a form of political convergence ope-
ning the way to a common strategy with a nuclear
component would be a factor making for new
dangers, sources of tension and a real threat to
peace.

We cannot have real security in the world until
we have once and for all stopped the sale ofheavy
weapons to countries with no need whatsoever for
them. Rwanda is a case in point. Yet there is no
project to do so. Hypocrisy, ambition and selfish-
ness prevent us from seriously combating this sor-
did and criminal trade.

I therefore approve neither the draft recommen-
dation to the Council nor the conclusions. Pro-
gress towards disarmament, hopefully awaited by
mankind, necessarily implies the total dismant-
ting of all the nuclear arsenals that have been built
up,The continuing existence of civilisations crea-
ted by man is incompatible with any kind of
recourse to nuclear weapons, old or new. It is my
hope that the future awaiting them will be their
elimination from this earth.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you Mr. Rodrigues.

I call Mr. Boucheron.

Mr. BOUCHERON (France) (Translation). -
Mr. President,ladies and gentlemen, this is a very
important debate and I am glad we are having it.
It proves that the idea of a common European
defence and that of a common security foreign
policy are both gaining ground. We shall even-
tually have a European defence, for two structural
historical reasons.

The first is that, whatever else happens, the
European identity is going to grow stronger. It is
taking clearer shape each day, and events point the
same way. If European identity has any meaning,
one day there must be European defence.

The second, equally structural from the histo-
rical point of view, is that America will gradu-
ally disengage from our continent. Though Mr.
Clinton may have repeated in Paris that the
American presence was here for good, it is cer-
tain that dilengagement makes future historical
logic.

Now that the communist bloc has disappeared,
American foreign policy is looking towards the
vast horizons of the Pacific. On the domestic
policy front, too, the United States is under pres-
sure from public opinion and the Senate. A com-
mon.European foreign and security policy is
therefore part of history in the making.

Our Rapporteur, Mr. De Decket has put several
very important questions, including the nuclear
question. I should like to comment on the French
nuclear deterrent and its r6le in relation to Euro-
pean security. To that end I would like to make
things clear.

The first specific feature of the French deterrent
is that it is a matter of national consensus. The
military programme act proposed by the French
Government a fortnight ago was passed unani-
mously by the National Assembly, with the
exception of the communist group which voted
against it, and has the general support of the
French public. Its second feature is that it is
technically self-dependent. It was designed to be
independent and its operational system is wholly
autonomous and national. The last, and not the
least, of its features is that it is designed as a deter-
rent, and in no way a tactical nuclear weapon. It
relies on the strange gamble of deterrence: the
two-fold suicide of the attacker and the attacked.
It is what we call a non-use weapon. I would
remind you that we do not exclude a first strike. If
our vital interests are affected, there will be a
nuclear response, whether the aggression be
nuclear or not. These are the three main features
of our deterrent.

But can this deterrent serve European security?
The principles I have just listed have several
implications. The first is that the decision to use it
is entirely centralised in the hands of one indivi-
dual, who has firm political authority to make the
decision, so the question clearly is whether there
is a similar individual at the European level
entrusted with the same political authority by all
the peoples of Europe. Obviously there is not. Ins-
tituiionally, we are a very long way from this
situation. We may perhaps one day have a presi-
dent of Europe elected by universal suffrage and
invested with this defence r6le. But as you are all
well aware, this is not a possibility in the short
term. So, with the highly centralised decision-
making it requires, nuclear decision-making can-
not be shared. It can only be national.

The second reason why this is so is the problem
of retaliation. The very principle of the deterrent
is the fear of a nuclear response to any major
attack: the attacking country exposes itself to
extremely powerful retaliation within quarters of
an hour. This feature on its own determines the
strictly national and non-sharable nature of the
deterrent.

This being the case, it may be asked whether the
only country the French nuclear force is of use
to is France. My answer is no. If an aggressor
country - any aggressor country - wished to
attack Europe, it would not be attacking just one
or two European countries: all the other European
countries would be against it. To attack Europe, it
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would be forced to invade the continent as far as
Dublin and Lisbon. And on the way it would
encounter the French deterrent, and incidentally
the United Kingdom deterrent too. Anyone
wishing to take on the European continent, which
for the time being is our Western Europe, would
have to reckon in his battle plans with the French
and United Kingdom deterrents. Thus we see

- and it is no paradox - that the French deterrent
does not lend itself to sharing as regards decision-
making and utilisation, but it makes a powerful
contribution to the security of the Western Euro-
pean countries.

As regards Mr. De Decker's report, let me say
that I do not share his pessimism on proliferation.
Iraq and North Korea, which have violated the
non-proliferation freaty, are today very much iso-
lated at the diplomatic and international level. It is
obvious that when Kim Il Sung dies, North Korea
will return to the fold. Iraq and North Korea
already have great difficulty in resisting interna-
tional pressure whether it be economic, diploma-
tic, political or even military.

In my view all countries should sign the non-
proliferation treaty and we should do everything
we can to get it signed. I am sure that the econo-
mic pressure brought to bear on countries intent
on disregarding the treaty will be effective and
prevent nuclear proliferation.

Lastly, on the question of nuclear testing, it is
clear that the new nuclear tests are intended only
to develop low-yield devices for use as tactical
battlefield weapons. We are opposed to the prin-
ciple of such weapons, since the escalation they
would cause would eventually wipe out the
human race.

I wholly agree with our Rapporteur's conclu-
sions on this subject, and I am pleased to note that
our European partners also agree. The adoption of
a position such as that of our Rapporteur ii a real-
ly good sign, and clears the ground in our debate.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Boucheron.

I now call Mr. Thompson of the United King-
dom.

Mr. THOMPSON (Unrred Kingdom). - Mr. Pre-
sident, I congratulate Mr. De Decker on his
leport, but may I use what one would identifu as a
British expression, which others may find diffi-
cult to understand, and describe the report as
something of a curate's egg. That means that there
is some good and some bad in it. But most of what
I find in the report is good. So in general it is right
that the Rapporteur be congratulated on it.

Next year many organisations will be celebra-
ting certain things, and in 1995 I shall celebrate

fifty years ofhaving been a supporter ofunilateral
nuclear disarmament. That stemmed from the
time when the two bombs were dropped in Japan.
Anyone alive at that time - I was a teenager
then - will recall that. It has been in my mind ever
since. The dropping of the bombs had a signifi-
cant effect on people's attitudes. During the
second world war we were conditioned; 1 000Ib
bombs were dropped and we had to learn what
that really meant. At the beginning of the war
people of my generation talked about virtually
dropping bombs by hand from planes, yet by the
end that was the sort of progress that had been
made. When the atom bombs were dropped in
1945 that changed people's attitudes towards war-
fare and towards the horrors that followed from
dropping bombs such as those. It coloured my
views on the issue from that time forward.

What concerned me over that period was not
only that we should not have buttons to press to
explode such devices; the other question of
importance was: who had their fingers on the but-
tons? Over the fifty years the fingers have chan-
ged, but the buttons are still there. There has been
some relaxation of tensions in the past few years,
which is fine.

Having said that I suppon unilateral nuclear
disarmament I have another problem, which
creates something of a dilemma for me, because
I also claim to be a realist. The reality, as
Mr.,De Decker's report says, is there are huge
stocks of nuclear weapons in various parts of the
world. Those are being reduced in some places,
but both in Europe and in other parts of the world
there is still a great deal of instability. That encou-
rages risk-taking in terms of reducing stocks of
nuclear weapons.

I understand nations being reluctant to reduce
their stocks until European stabiliry begins to be
more of a reality. Even when we consider small
countries such as former Yugoslavia, we see that
although that is not involved with nuclear wea-
pons at all, it could nevertheless become a flash-
point, causing other things to happen. We must be
very careful on that issue.

One of the good parts in Mr. De Decker's report
suggests that we ought to maintain the impetus of
the disarmament programme, and suggests some
interesting new ideas which, if implemented, will
reinforce the aim of at least bringing nuclear wea-
ponry down to recognisable and tolerable levels
- if nuclear armaments can ever be described as
tolerable - and levels that we could identify to
some degree, which would improve confidenCe in
the whole prograrnme.

The quantities of nuclear weapons available to
the world, as shown in the report, are horrific.
There are far more than any nation of any size
would require to resolve any problems of cohflict.
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Certain aspects of the report are particularly
interesting. Paragraph (v-ri) is of interest. It sug-
gests that there should be a study of the attitudes
of the United Kingdom and France towards the
possible use of their nuclear weapons. I was inter-
ested to hear a colleague from France giving us

his thoughts on the French view of the nuclear
situation. The United Kingdom is in NATO so the
use of nuclear weapons by the United Kingdom
relates to its r6le in NATO whereas France,
although it participates in some NATO activities,
is outside NATO. It would be useful to study the
r6le of the two countries which are the only two in
WEU that have nuclear weapons.

I recognise the views expressed in paragraphs
(xxx) and (xxxi).I was not aware before of the
apparent lack of interest by the Council of Minis-
ters in nuclear disarmament. Paragraph (xxxi)
points out that nuclear weapons cannot be disin-
vented. As with so many other of man's innova-
tions, such as chemical and biological weapons,
there must be sensible international controls. It
may be that the issue of nuclear disarmament has

faded from the scene somewhat in Europe, cer-
tainly in the past few months. Nevertheless, situa-
tiond such as the one in North Korea show the
potential problems. It would be useful if WEU
became involved, as the Rapporteur suggests, in a
series of studies and discussions to help to form
opinion on the issue. That would be one of the
benefits to come from the report.

I am not so sure about the suggestion that we
might have a European nuclear deterrent. The
United Kingdom would not concede control of
nuclear weapons to anybody and I cannot imagine
that France would concede conftol either. Such a
European deterrent is a concept for a long, long
time ahead.

Another thought that has come to my mind
about nuclear weapons may seem facetious.
I believe that we should try to persuade the big
nuclear countries, such as the United States and
Russia which are presently involved in talks to
reduce their weaponry, to consider, while they dis-
mantle their weapons, retaining the services of a
sculptor. A sculptor could take parts of the wea-
poni as a symbol of the fact that they had been
discarded and could design sculptures. One could
be erected in Washington, made from part of a
Russian missile, and one could be erected in Mos-
cow, made from part of an American missile. That
is the level of aggression that the weapons should
always have had. Such sculptures would be a
symbol. I would like to see one in London made
fiom part of a Russian weapon. We could look at
such a sculpture and think that that was the only
shape and form in which we wanted to see Rus-
sian missiles in London.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Mr. Thompson,
for an interesting idea which is well worth pur-
suing.

Our final speaker is Lord Finsberg.

Lord FINSBERG (United Kingdom). - My
friend Jack Thompson always makes a most inter-
esting speech. I did not think that he would sug-
gest the erection of a phallic symbol, which is
basically all one could make out of nuclear wea-
pons. As he rightly said, he has been consistent in
his advocacy of unilateral disarmament. What
I like about Mr. De Decker's report is that he has
got away from what I believe is an idea that is
long past its sell-by date. No one in any country
talks about unilateral nuclear disarmament. As
Mr. Thompson said, we cannot disinvent the wret-
ched things. As long as we cannot disinvent them,
we have to decide how to keep them as a proper
deterrent.

One remark that I heard Mr. Rodrigues make,
which was totally wrong, is that the British
nuclear weapon in time of war is under the control
of the United States. That is 6007o wrong. I hope
that he will not say that again because it misrepre-
sents my counffry's position.

Let us consider the whole question of the break-
up of the Soviet Union and the opportunities
under the START treaty for the destruction of
nuclear weapons. There are those who would like
to see the total abolition of nuclear weapons by
the great powers. However, there has never been
an accurate stock check of the Soviet tactical mis-
siles and we know of the equipment that has been
sold by Russian soldiers. I believe that it is pos-
sible that some tactical nuclear weapons could be
sold and they could fall into the hands of indivi-
duals or organisations anywhere in the world.
Whatever happens, therefore, we come back to
what Mr. De Decker referred to in his good and
interesting speech - the need for a European
nuclear weapon.

However, echoing what Mr. Thompson said,
I do not believe that the United Kingdom is
likely to go along with that idea and I do not
believe that France is likely to either, as we
heard from one of the French speakers. It is
clear, however, that in the case of the United
Kingdom, our nuclear weapons, apart from
being of use in the event of a national problem,
are also allocated to NAIO. That is very impor-
tant and I hope that it may be the basis of some
sort of understanding in future.

Someone made the comment - I think that it
was a French colleague - that there was not quite
as much need for pessimism because the situation
in North Korea might change when Kim died.
I fear that that is probably not true because Kim's
son will take over and he is very much in the
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spirit of his father, but far less intelligent. I am
worried about that particular dynasty.

Realistically, we shall not have a common Euro-
pean defence policy this side of the year 2000 at
least. How do we proceed to organise ourselves so
that we can be safe and secure, with a deterrent
which is required because of the odd nuclear wea-
pons floating around, and yet firy to find a way in
which to reduce to the barest minimum the stock
of these horrible weapons? They may be horrible,
but in the case of Hiroshima, they saved tens of
thousands of lives of allied soldiers who were
living under the most barbaric conditions. I for
one have no regrets about the dropping of those
two bombs.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Lord Finsberg.

That concludes the debate, but I am sure that
Mr. De Decker wishes to respond. Also, I think
that the Chairman of the committee, Mr. Baumel,
would like to make a contribution.

Mr. De DECKER (Belgium) (Translation). -
First of all, I would like to thank the speakers in
the debate for their interest in the report and the
work it involved.

In reply to Mr. Rodrigues, may I say that we are
well aware of your party's position and its idea-
lism. I would like to deal with two basic items in
your speech. Firstly, you are in fact opposed to the
Maastricht Treaty, the reasoning behind it and the
application of a common foreign and security policy.
Secondly, you are opposed to nuclear weapons,
which is clearly your privilege. It is your opinion,
but you will understand that a rapporteur, whose
job it is to represent a realistic, majority analysis,
clearly cannot go along with you in this view.

Nevertheless, I perceive a certain contradiction
in your words. At one point you referred to a
speech by Mrs. Albright, who, defining the
interests of the United States at a recent sympo-
sium, stressed that it would intervene only iithbse
interests were at threat.

- You are right to draw attention to this political
fact but you have to draw the relevant conclu-
sions. If the United States' extended nuclear
deterrent only works when that country's interests
are at stake - which I believe to be the case - we
Europeans must recognise the need to develop our
own nuclear deterrent as a measure of prudence.
However, I say, and repeat, that I am in no way
advocating over-arming. On the contrary we must
clearly continue on the road to nuclear disarma-
ment and numerical de-escalation, and pursue
our efforts to control nuclear proliferation; whe-
ther we like it or not, however, we will need an
extended European nuclear deterrent to defend
Europe's vital interests.

I would like to thank Mr. Boucheron, though he
has already gone, for his address and for his Euro-
pean optimism. Clearly, I share his view that a
Furopean defence policy will inevitably come
into being because that is where history is going.
I also share his view about American disengage-
ment from Europe. As you know, before the Gulf
war there were over 400 000 American conven-
tional ffoops stationed in Europe. Of these, only
100 000 are to remain. It is important to remember
that the United States has withdrawn all its
nuclear weapons from Europe, all its ground-to-
ground missiles and all its tactical nuclear wea-
pons, with the exception of seven hundred gravity
bombs deployed in various European countries.
These are airborne but not missiles. They are
vertical drop bombs carried by aircraft. Conse-
quently, you only need to know the range of the
Atlantic Alliance's aircraft to measure the real
geographical and strategic reach of these
weapons.

In actual fact, if these weapons are still in Eur-
ope it is purely for political reasons. Militarily
speaking, these seven hundred gravity bombs are
unusable, or rather, useless. The only reason they
are here is to justify the fact that the Commander-
in-Chief of the allied forces in Europe is an Ame-
rican - the general in charge of the American
nuclear deterrent in Europe. That is what these
weapons are for and that is why the Americans
will not withdraw them. This is something we
have to realise.

Mr. Boucheron reminded us of the fundamental
principles behind France's nuclear strategy. He
explained, and he is quite right, that according to
the French doctrine the nuclear deterrent must
basically be a weapon of non-use and political
deterrence that works. If the deterrent does not
deter, the response is a massive one. France will
not play the game of gradual nuclear escalation
which, incidentally, the strategy of the Atlantic
Alliance allowed for during the era of graduated
response when, if conventional weapons were not
enough, you moved on to tactical battlefield
luclear weapons, followed by Euro-sffategic and
finally strategic weapons. France has always
rejected this logic and was basically right to
regard nuclear weapons as weapons of non-use.

This is why I share Mr. Boucheron's opposition
to the idea of the European countries developing
low-yield nuclear weapons, because if you enter-
tain that idea you also entertain the possibility of
using low-yield nuclear weapons. And if you
entertain the possibility of using them, you throw
overboard the whole concept of basic deterrence.

There is one point on which I of course would
disagree with Mr. Boucheron. It concerns some-
thing that is, at the moment, a fact: he said that
deterrence, that is, France's nuclear deterrent, is
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the cenffal decision of one man. What I wonder is
whether central decision by one man will always
be legitimate. One can imagine several situations
where the legitimacy of one man deciding whether
to use French nuclear weapons or not would be
questionable.

What matters, as far as France is concerned, is
how the counffy perceives its vital interests. This
reminds me of a story from the cold war period.
I once asked Mr. Giscard d'Estaing a question
when he was no longer President and when I
therefore felt at liberty to put it to him: " Mr. Pre-
sident, Article V of the WEU Treaty provides that
if a member counffy of WEU is subject to aggres-
sion, the other countries must come to its aid with
all the resources available to them, both military
and otherwise ". I asked him whether these mili-
tary resources included the nuclear strike capa-
bility, which also appeared to me to be obvious.
President Giscard d'Estaing's reply - and do not
forget that this was in 1984-85 during the cold war
- was this: " The only thing that matters is what
the Russians think we will do ". At first I thought
he was making fun of me but the next morning I
realised he was quite right. In the concept of
deterrence, the only thing that mattered, and still
matters, is how the potential adversary at the time
perceives the prospect of France deciding to use
its weapons within the framework of this
concept.

The problem is that today we are no longer in a
situation of bloc-to-bloc confrontation. Today we
are faced with many different threats scattered
over a far wider geographical area than ever before.
So now in this context and in the context of the
Europe we are building, we have to ask ourselves
whether it is conceivable that France and Great
Britain should alone continue to decide what their
vital interests are. If we really want to build a new
Europe, if we really have the political will to do
so, we must, forone thing, bring Germany into the
equation. I can no longer remember which spea-
ker said so, but clearly Germany cannot remain
indefinitely excluded from a problem which is so
important not only to Europe as a whole but also
to the small European countries which, in the past,
have always performed nuclear missions and
indeed still are performing them today.

I would like to thank Mr. Thompson for his
comments. I do not of course share his goal and
his faith in unilateral nuclear disarmament. I even
believe such a step would be suicidal on Europe's
part at a time when nuclear proliferation is still
unchecked. Saddam Hussein is still working on
atomic weapons and it could be that tomorrow
even nearer countries than Iraq will be developing
their own missiles and nuclear weapons.

I do, however, share his concern over stocks of
nuclear weapons. This is a serious problem.
I reminded you earlier that for years Russia and
the United States had more than 30 000 nuclear
warheads deployed at the same time. Most of
these weapons are now obsolete. But what has
happened to all the f,rssile material? What has hap-
pened to the tens of thousands of nuclear
warheads that can no longer be used? They have
been stored, but we do not really know where or
how. In my view, these nuclear weapons which
are now obsolete and therefore no longer opera-
tional, should be reprocessed by Europe to make
them safe.

As for what Lord Finsberg said, I would of
course like to thank him for supporting my report.
I respect and understand his saying that Great Bri-
tain will not yet allow its nuclear decision-making
to be shared. As for myself, I remain optimistic.
I repeat that what has been possible within the
Atlantic Alliance, that is the joint management of
a large part of the nuclear dossier within the
Nuclear Planning Group, should one day be pos-
sible within an equivalent European group. The
only thing that I aim at in the recommendation
I have presented is that a strategic think-tank be
set up within WEU to look at these issues and one
day present its thinking and propose a decision
which will naturally be in step with the progress
made by the European Union at the time. The two
go hand in hand.

Personally, I do not think we will progress very
quickly along the road to political union unless
we first solve the nuclear problem. Others believe
it can be done later, that is, the two together.
I believe that they will be closely interrelated and
that, as Mr. Boucheron said, at the time Europe
will be faced with institutional problems. The
question will therefore be linked with that of
whetherthe European Union will then have apre-
sident at its head elected by universal suffrage
and with the authority to decide on Europe's vital
interests.

Like it or not, I fully respect the integral sove-
reignty of Europe's two nuclear powers. I am
glad that these two nuclear powers exist and I am
heartened by the progress we have made towards
a reduction in the number of nuclear weapons.
But I am convinced that one day - and far more
quickly than we think because the problem is far
less complicated than we believe, even if we fan-
tasise a great deal about nuclear weapons - poli-
tical developments will force the European
Union to define its vital interests and how they
should be defended.

The PRESIDENT. - Thank you.

I call Mr. Baumel, Chairman of the Defence
Committee.
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Mr. BAUMEL (France) (Translation). - It is
usual in our debates to congratulate the rappor-
teurs on their work. This is one of the courtesies
we practise in this Assembly and it is an extre-
mely pleasant custom. In the case of Mr. De
Decker's report, there are, in addition to the nice-
ties of courtesy and politeness, a number of speci-
fic points I have to clarify.

This report is an essential document, not only
for WEU, our own institution, but for Europets
defence problems as a whole. It comes at a very
worrying time with China resuming nuclear tests
and North Korea trying hard to develop nuclear
missiles. Dashing the hopes of many people
throughout the world and the illusions of those
who believed in sharing peace and in the contri-
bution that disarmament might make, terrifying
arsenals still exist in many places. The report sees
all this very clearly and Mr. De Decker has put a
great deal of work into it. In all my experience of
debates in this chamber rarely have I known a
report taken to such precise detail. I wish to thank
Mr. De Decker very much for his work.

It is also a bold report in that, after stating the
situation in which Europe finds itself today, it
jumps ahead several stages and considers pros-
pects of European co-operation which, as at least
two speakers before me have already said, are
probably desirable but are clearly out of the ques-
tion for some time yet. Indeed, as the great strate-
gists at the origin of the nuclear deterrent both in
the United States and in Europe defined it, nuclear
power is at the moment a national weapon. It
demands such responsibility that only the one
authorised person can be at the controls. As yet
there is no legitimate executive power at the
European level and it is therefore diffrcult to see
how any European organisation could use this ter-
rifying weapon. We have to advance cautiously
towards a certain kind of European co-operation,
without hoping for a European power that could
use nuclear weapons. As Mr. Boucheron said very
plainly, we have to realise the consequences of
using nuclear weapons, namely the danger of the
country that first used them being completely
vitrified within the next half hour. I very much
doubt whether many countries in Europe would
be prepared to run such a risk. Given the opinion
we know neighbouring countries to have on this
question, it is not something to be raised for some
time yet.

The report is also extremely detailed in the
documentation it contains. It is true that the strate-
gic context in which we find ourselves today is
completely new. The nuclear duopoly which had
prevailed in Europe for thirty years is quietly
being replaced by a different strategic picture.
While the North is cautiously trimming its nuclear
capability, the South is desperately trying to build
one up. The apocalyptic threat of nuclear attack

by a certain country in the East is being increas-
ingly replaced by the risk of strikes from other
continents or countries which, though far less
powerful and using a small number of wild mis-
siles, would nevertheless pose a threat to civilian
populations exposed to nuclear blackmail by cer-
tain terrorist states.

That is a new factor whose consequences must
be taken into account and which throws doubt,
and I mean this quite seriously, on the taditional
argument of non-use deterrence. The term has
been used a lot. It expresses perfectly the philoso-
phy on which deterrence is based: the match
which is useful until it is used; once it has burnt
out it is no longer any use and it is thrown away.
Nowadays, however, the worldwide change ih
strategy means that we have to adapt to a different
context, and rather than the expression non-use,
which means that these weapons will never be
used, it would be better to employ the expression
threaten to use.

After all, what we hold is a threat to use; we
hope not to have to use it but we may possibly
have to. Non-use, on the other hand, means pui-
tirl,g weapons of terror aside knowing that they
will never be used, which is not likely to give thb
deterrent sufficient credibility.

We must consider very carefully how such a stra-
tegy could be applied on a European basis. I think
we are right to talk about it. We are right to devote
a major report to the subject, if only because we
now have an excellent study which will certainly
remain in WEU's archives. It also allows us to
draw some useful conclusions about the future,
although we realise that in the immediate future it
will not be possible to go as far as Mr. De Decker
proposes, particularly in the case of the nuclear
co-ordination group. From what other people have
been saying, this seems to be a reservation a num-
ber of us would like to make. It is perhaps more of
a distant goal at which we should aim. It would be
quite wrong for the European defence identity to
marginalise or dismiss the idea, but given the cur-
rent state of affairs in both London and Paris, I do
not think it would be reasonable to hope to set up
this nuclear co-ordination group for some time yei.

I would like to conclude by telling Mr. De Dec-
ker that not only is his report well thought out and
q91d, it also shows a great sense of responsibility.
This is a man who has studied the various aspecis
of the issue which, whether we like it or not,
impacts both Western and European defence
issues, in depth and with a high degree of objecti-
vity. He must be congratulated on it.

Moreover, in my capacity as Chairman of the
Defence Committee, I am pleased to say that the
committee adopted the report unanimously.
I would like to offer my special congratulations to
Mr. Armand De Decker.
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The PRESIDENT. - Thank you very much,
Mr. Baumel.

No amendments have been tabled so we shall go
straight to the vote on the draft recommendation
in Document 1420.

Under Rule 35 of the Rules of Procedure, if five
or more representatives or substitutes present in
the chamber so desire, the Assembly shall vote by
roll-call on a draft recommendation.

Does any member wish to propose a vote by
roll-call?...

That is not the case. We will have a vote by
show of hands.

(A vote was then taken by show of hands)

The draft recommendation is adopted'.

That was carried almost unanimously. Congra-
tulations to Mr. De Decker and to the committee.

l. Seepage44.

8. Adjournment of the session

The PRESIDENT. - That completes the schedule
of the business that was placed before us at the
beginning of this week. I thank you for your atten-
dance and co-operation, particularly as it was
under two severe difficulties. I think you will
agree that it has been a worthwhile and useful
part-session on this occasion. The two difficulties
were the communications system, which I shall
certainly see is attended to in the few months
before our next gathering, and the complete lack
of any air conditioning. I have observed only too
well from up here, suffering myself, how others
have suffered in the chamber. Thank you for
coming.

I declare the first part of the fortieth ordinary
session closed.

(The sitting was closed at 12.15 p.m.)
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